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Summary
Lexical relations have been thoroughly investigated cross-linguistically (Lyons, 1977;
Cruse, 1986; Murphy, 2003). Antonymy is particularly interesting because antonymous
pairs share both syntagmatic as well as paradigmatic relations. Studies (such as Raybeck
and Herrmann, 1996) agree on the universality of this lexical relation; however, dierent
perspectives towards opposition have been noted among dierent cultures (Murphy et al.,
2009; Jones et al., 2012; Hsu, 2015).
The present corpus-driven study investigates antonym use in Modern Standard Ara-
bic text using an on-line corpus (arTenTen12) and a newspaper corpus (arabiCorpus).
This thesis shows that antonym functions in Arabic are to a certain degree similar to
those found in other languages. A new classication of these functions is presented and
compared to previously identied functions in English text (Jones, 2002; Davies, 2013).
The main dierence between this classication and previous ones is in the category Ancil-
lary Antonymy. In this category, canonical antonyms trigger contrast in non-contrastive
pairings. The ancillary use of antonyms is presented as an eect projected on other words
regardless of the hosting construction. As a consequence of removing this category, other
functions of antonym use were identied.
The present study also shows that a Sign-Based Construction Grammar (SBCG) ac-
count of antonyms can capture their syntagmatic and paradigmatic properties. Antonyms
lend themselves well as pairings of meaning and form and therefore can be treated as
constructions (Jones et al., 2012). Therefore, a treatment of antonyms using SBCG is
presented in this study . Based on this treatment, I present a SBCG account of Arabic
coordination as a contrastive construction in which antonyms frequently occur. The coor-
dination construction is then compared to one use of coordination that presents antonym
pairs as units referring to one concept.
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xConventions
The Modern Standard Arabic data investigated in this study are presented either within
the text lines of the thesis or as separate examples. The in-text examples are written
in Arabic script followed by an italicised transliteration of it and an English translation
in single quotes. However, sometimes only English examples are provided, in which case
italics are used when the English word is referred to and quotes are used when these
words are translations of Arabic ones. When syntactic structures, such as coordination
as in X and Y, are discussed, the letters X and Y are used in place of the antonym pair
hosted in these structures. In addition, names of categories of antonym functions begin
with a capital letter. The following is an explanation of how examples are presented.
presentation of examples
The dataset investigated for this dissertation is comprised of three thousand corpus lines.
The examples from this dataset are presented as numbered examples. Each example
consists of four lines; the rst line providing the Arabic script. After that come the three
lines of transliteration, gloss, and translation. Sentence (1) shows these four lines.
(1)
èA J
 mÌ'@ © 	J Öß
 É K. Hñ ÖÏ @ © 	J Öß
 B Hñ ÖÏ @ 	á Ó
	¬ñ 	mÌ'A 	¯ (arabiCorpus: Ghad02, ref:
Af427304gSfMainPagegD03-28-2011)
fa-al-xawfu
for-the-fear
min
of
al-mawti
the-death
la
not
yamnaQu
prevent
al-mawt
the-death
bal
but
yamnaQu
prevent
al-hayat
the-life
fear of dying does not prevent death but prevents life
xi
The rst line in the examples is the corpus excerpt in Arabic script. Diacritics are
not used in the Arabic script, and therefore, short vowels are not represented. The
examples presented in this dissertation are taken from an Arabic on-line corpus and an
Arabic newspaper corpus. The ones from the on-line corpus featured a number of spelling
mistakes which were corrected in the Arabic script.
The second line is a transliteration of the examples. The letters and symbols used in
the transliteration are drawn from the literature and listed in Table 1. Short vowels are
represented in the transliteration. Hyphens are used to indicate word boundaries and
separate pronoun clitics, the denite article, conjunction, and prepositions. Although
transliterations in the examples are not phonemic transcriptions, some assimilation in
the article and conjunction are represented. In the case of the denite article, moon
letters show no assimilation with the article, such as ÐCB @ al-Pislam. Sun1 letters,
however, do show assimilation, such as ÉÒ 	JË @ a-nnaml ; so in the transliteration of this
word, the letter È l in the article is deleted and the letter after it is doubled.
Table 1: Transliteration conventions
Arabic letter symbol Arabic letter symbol Arabic letter symbol
Z P H. b H t
H t h. Ã h h
p x X d 	X d
P r 	P z  s
 s  s. 	 ¡
  t. 	  d. ¨ Q	¨
_g
	¬ f  q
¼ k È l Ð m
	à n ë h ð w
ø
 y short vowels a, i, u long vowels a, I, u
Conjunction is separated from the word with a hyphen, too; such as in the word @ 	X @ð wa-
Pida. However, the particle wa- can change to w- when it occurs along with the denite
1The letters in the Arabic alphabet are divided into two groups. These two groups are called in the
literature `moon' and `sun' letters. The denite article is assimilated when added to a word starting
with one of the`sun letters'. The article is not assimilated when used with words starting with `Moon
letters'.
xii
article. For example, when the two words ÐCB @ al-Pislam and ÉÒ
	J Ë @ a-nnaml are
connected using wa- they are written as ÐCB @ð w-al-Pislam and ÉÒ
	JË @ð w-a-nnaml.
A hyphen is also used in the gloss to indicate the same boundaries in the transliteration
to enable the reader to see the word order in Arabic. Each word is glossed with the same
category as it is in Arabic, but does not include more detailed grammatical information
such as agreement, voice, case, mood, etc. except in cases where this information is
needed. For example, a verb like
	­  » @ iktasafa is glossed as `discovered' reecting
the part of speech and tense but no information on number, gender, or mood are shown
in the gloss. However, possessive clitic pronouns do show some agreement, such as the
third-person singular pronoun A ë in the two words A î D K
 @Y K. bidayata-ha and A ëQ
 	ª
s.a_gIra-ha. The word A î D K
 @Y K. bidayata-ha is glossed as `beginning-its' while the word
A ëQ
 	ª  s.a_gIra-ha is glossed as `baby-her' in order to agree with the referent of the
pronoun.
Dots are used in the gloss to separate multi-word translations of a single Arabic word,
such as Õ®K taqum is glossed as `carry.out'.
The last line the numbered example provides is the free translation into English.
In the translation, word order and word choice can dier from the gloss. However, the
translation of the antonymous pair and the grammatical construction that hosts it depicts
the ones in Arabic. The antonymous pair is in bold face in the transliteration and gloss
but not in the translation.
1Chapter 1
Introduction
Antonymy is a lexical relation of contrast between a pair of lexemes. This relation has
received much attention in dierent elds of research (Jones et al., 2012), such as lexical
semantics (Lyons, 1977; Cruse, 1986), lexicography (Paradis and Willners, 2007), prag-
matics (Murphy, 2003), rhetoric (Jeries, 2010), computational linguistics (Lobanova,
2012; Mohammad et al., 2013), and psycholinguistics (Weijer et al., 2012). Jones (2002)
and Davies (2013), among others, have explored antonymy and opposition from a lexico-
syntactic approach investigating the contrastive lexical items in their syntactic environ-
ment.
The present thesis is a corpus-driven study that takes a constructionalist perspective
to antonym relations in text. The data are obtained using corpus methodology with the
general aim of drawing on their lexico-syntactic interface investigated in previous studies
but with a Construction Grammar theoretical mindset. I explore how conventionalized
pairs of words that share a contrastive relation (canonical antonyms (Murphy, 2003)) are
used in Modern Standard Arabic (MSA) text. I build upon previous work investigating
antonym behaviour and provide a way for accounting for this behaviour using Sign-Based
Construction Grammar (SBCG).
One goal of this thesis is to investigate antonyms as constructions in MSA text using
SBCG. The other goal of this thesis is to nd the schematic constructions that pairs
of antonyms usually ll, then to classify these schematic constructions, called `frames'
in previous research (Mettinger, 1994; Jones, 2002; Davies, 2013), according to their
2function in text building on two previous studies - Jones (2002) and Davies (2013). After
that, I compare the use of antonyms in MSA with antonyms in other languages previously
investigated especially English.
This introductory chapter starts with a general overview of research on contrastive
relations in text. It introduces the goals of this study and presents why these goals are
worth achieving.
1.1 Contrastive relations in text
The term antonymy is used in a number of ways in the literature. Sometimes the terms
antonymy and opposition refer to any pair of words with a contrastive relation (Jones,
2002; Kostic, 2011; Lobanova, 2012). However, in some of the literature, antonymy is
conned to gradable pairs of adjectives sharing a contrary relation, such as hot/cold ;
as opposed to complementaries or `non-gradable' pairs such as alive/dead (Lyons, 1977;
Lehrer and Lehrer, 1982; Cruse, 1986). In this thesis, the term antonymy refers to binary
canonical relations of contrast where the pair is conventionalized in the mental lexicon
as a contrastive pair based on both its semantic and lexical forms. For example, the pair
hot/cold is referred to as a canonical antonym pair while the pair hot/freezing is said to
have a relation of opposition (Murphy, 2003; Davies, 2013). Thus the terms antonymy
and opposition refer to canonical vs. non-canonical relations of contrast, respectively.
Pairs of antonyms are found to co-occur in text in rates higher than expected (Charles
and Miller, 1989; Justeson and Katz, 1991; Fellbaum, 1995; Lobanova et al., 2010; Jones,
2002; Murphy et al., 2009). For example, Justeson and Katz (1991) found that antony-
mous adjectives in the Brown Corpus co-occur far more frequently than chance would
allow (Justeson & Katz, 1991:18); and Fellbaum (1995) found that the high rate of
antonym co-occurrence extends to nouns, verbs, and across categories, too. Antony-
mous pairs, therefore, stand in a syntagmatic relation in addition to their paradigmatic
one (Murphy, 2003). Murphy (2006), therefore, presented a constructionist account of
canonical antonyms introducing the Antonym Construction which explains the syntag-
matic relation of these pairs.
3The approach in this thesis follows mainly the approach in Jones (2002). Jones (2002)
was not the rst to investigate antonym relations in text; other research includes Charles
and Miller (1989), Mettinger (1994), and Fellbaum (1995). Jones's study, however, was
the most systematic and was done on a large scale. Therefore, it triggered a lot of
research on antonyms based on its methodology and classications of antonym functions.
Jones (2002) searched 56 pairs of antonyms in an English corpus of newspapers and
classied the discourse functions of the co-occurring pairs according to the meaning they
convey and the grammatical structures these antonyms are used in. Jones's taxonomy
of antonym functions had three parts. The rst part is the two major categories of
Ancillary Antonymy and Coordinated Antonymy. These two categories comprise 77.1%
of his dataset. The second part is the minor categories of antonym functions, including
Negated Antonymy and Comparative Antonymy among others, and the third part is a
residual category with types that have very low frequency in his data or that could not
be categorized.
The largest category in Jones's (2002) classication is a category he names Ancillary
Antonymy. In Ancillary Antonymy, the contrast within a particular pair of antonyms
triggers another contrast in the same sentence. For example, in a sentence like I love to
cook but I hate doing the dishes, the pair of antonyms love/hate triggers an opposition
between cooking and doing the dishes. Thus, the two acts of cooking and doing the dishes
are placed in opposing grounds against each other, and as a consequence they become
opposites at least in that particular context. Triggering opposition between canonically
unopposed phrases in this way has been found in all genres and languages investigated
so far, including the present study.
Following Jones (2002), a number of studies were conducted on corpora of dierent
genres of English; e.g. spoken English (Jones, 2006) and child speech and child-directed
speech (Murphy and Jones, 2008), and on corpora of other languages, e.g. Swedish
(Murphy et al., 2009), Japanese (Muehleisen and Isono, 2009), Serbian (Kostic, 2011),
and Chinese (Hsu, 2015). Arabic antonymy has also been considered in the context of
the Qura'an (Hassanein, 2012). All these studies used the same categories in Jones's
study and classied the antonymy functions they found accordingly.
4A study that takes a dierent approach is Davies (2013), where he investigated
contrastive structures and how they trigger opposition in context. The importance of
Davies's classication of opposition in context lies in the fact that grammatical construc-
tions can be contrastive and therefore create oppositions that are not considered to be
opposites in other non-contrastive frames. For example, there is no canonical pair of
opposites to trigger the opposition between bemused and oended in sentence (2). This
opposition, however, is triggered by the comparative construction which creates a com-
mon ground for the two adjectives to be measured against. The common ground is the
reaction of the marchers:
(2) The marchers seemed more bemused than oended. (Davies, 2013: 69)
The sentence in (2) presents a comparison between the expected reaction of the protesters
and their actual reaction. The two adjectives bemused and oended are put on one scale
and the protesters are described to be closer to one end than to the other end of that
scale using the comparative structure.
Based on this argument, Davies (2013) presented a new taxonomy of opposition in
discourse, taking the frame rather than the canonical antonymous pair as a starting
point. Davies then classied grammatical structures hosting oppositions according to
their function in text. Most of the categories in Davies' taxonomy can be found in Jones's,
such as the comparative structure discussed above. Sentence (3) shows a canonical pair
of antonyms used in a comparative structure.
(3) Dr Higgs was a lot more right than wrong in her diagnoses. (Jones, 2002: 77)
In (3), the canonical pair right/wrong is used in comparative structure and in (2) the
comparative structure triggers the opposition between bemused and oended.
The similarities between the two classications indicate that the frames hosting these
oppositions, such as the comparative structure, have a contrastive meaning. This study
aims to make use of the two classications (Jones, 2002; Davies, 2013) in order to present
a new categorised functions of antonyms in text and explain the dierences between the
previous two classications. The next section discusses why this new categorisation is
important.
51.2 The need for a new taxonomy
Jones and Davies provide competing classications of frames that host or trigger op-
position. The taxonomy of schematic constructions hosting canonical antonymous pairs
presented in this thesis aims to overcome shortcomings in Jones's classication while mak-
ing use of the insights of Davies'. Bringing the two classications together is achieved
through two measures. The rst step involves explaining the compatible categories in
the two taxonomies, e.g. comparative structure; and eliminating any discrepancies by
adding categories to Jones's classication. The second step is identifying any categories
in Jones's classication that should be removed. These two measures are discussed below.
Some categories are found in both classications presented by Jones (2002) and Davies
(2013). The similarities between the two taxonomies can be explained through frequency
of use. Usage-based models of linguistic theory, such as construction grammar, view
language as dynamic and uid; and therefore, repetition of certain linguistic items has a
tremendous eect on their acceptability, form, and semantics (Bybee, 2007). For example,
acquisition of both grammatical structures and novel uses of linguistic items depends
on frequency of use; and even constituent structure is determined by frequency of co-
occurrence, such as the change of want to to wanna (Bybee, 2007: 218). What is more
relevant to my argument is that frequency is an indicator of conventionalization enough
to say that a particular form-meaning pairing is a construction (Goldberg, 2006).
I argue that when structures host canonical antonymous pairs frequently, they acquire
the contrastive meaning. Therefore, these structures carry the contrastive meaning to
the pairs of words/phrases that they host, thus triggering contextual oppositions. For
example, Negated Antonymy is one of the categories in Jones's classication where one
word is negated for emphasis of its antonym, as in sentence (4a) below. This category is
also found in Davies' classication of contextual opposition, sentence (4b) below.
(4) a. However, the citizen pays for services to work well, not badly. (Jones, 2002:
87)
b. Make tea, not war. (Davies, 2013: 14)
The two sentences in (4) feature the use of negation to augment the meaning of
6one word over the other. In sentence (4a), the frame X not Y hosts the canonical
antonyms well/badly. In sentence (4b) the same frame is used to trigger an opposition
between tea and war which would not be considered contrastive outside this context.
Contrast between them is caused here by the same construction in (4a): X not Y. Similar
constructions, in addition to negation, are found throughout the two classications.
Jones's classication of frames hosting antonymous pairs and Davies' classication
of frames triggering opposition can be brought together. In this thesis, I present a new
taxonomy of frames referred to as schematic constructions. I revise Jones's classication
taking into account the contrastive frames in Davies' (2013) study and base my classi-
cation on MSA text. The main outcome of the revision of Jones's classications is the
removal of the category Ancillary Antonymy.
Jones (2002) identied an important function of antonyms where `the familiar opposi-
tion is used to signal a more important contrast between a pair of words [...] which have
a less inherit dissimilarity' (Jones, 2002: 60). The drawback of putting this function
as one category in a classication of syntactic frames is that `[m]any of the examples
of ancillary antonymy [...] rely on other triggers such as \but" [and] \while"' (Davies,
2013: 87). Moreover, the inclusion of sentences in that category is subjective. Jones
(2002) found that there is no specic frame that is common among the sentences of this
category as is the case in other categories; and some of the sentences can make use of
frames found in other categories. For instance, the sentences in (5) are all from Jones's
Ancillary category and they can be classied in other categories. These sentences feature
an ancillary opposition between non-opposed phrases.
(5) a. Kennedy dead is more interesting than Clinton alive. (Jones, 2002: 49)
b. It is meeting public need, not private greed. (Jones, 2002: 46)
c. [...] one can only hope that the next few years prove Puttnam's optimism
justied and his pessimism groundless. (Jones, 2002: 53)
Sentence (5a) shows the pair dead/alive in a comparative frame but Jones did not classify
the sentence under the category Comparative Antonymy. Instead, it is under Ancillary
Antonymy because the pair triggers an ancillary opposition between Kennedy and Clinton
modied by the antonym pair. Similarly, sentence (5b) can be classied as an example
7of Negated Antonymy while triggering an ancillary opposition between the nouns need
and greed that are modied by the antonyms public/private. However, the sentence in
(5c) cannot be classied into any of Jones's categories, even though it clearly exhibits a
pair of canonical antonyms in a coordinated structure. Jones's Coordinated Antonymy
category does not include sentences with coordinated clauses similar to (5c). Instead,
pairs of antonyms are used in an X and Y frame that hosts either single word antonyms
or short phrases; as in (6a) and (6b) respectively.
(6) a. He took success and failure in his stride. (Jones, 2002: 64)
b. I've had dicult matches and easy matches with Mat (Jones, 2002: 69)
The function in the two sentences is the same but sentence (6b) shows an absence of
ellipsis. Such `contexts show how writers vary antonymous frameworks for rhetorical
eects' (Jones, 2002: 69). In my taxonomy, the sentence (5c) is classied in the category
Antithesis.
As stated earlier, in the classication presented in this thesis, the category of Ancillary
Antonymy is removed because there is no objective criteria for including a sentence
under Ancillary Antonymy and many sentences where antonyms can trigger an ancillary
opposition can be easily classied under other categories. As a result of removing this
category form the classication, new categories were needed to account for sentences that
Jones (2002) would have included in Ancillary Antonymy.
I view the Ancillary function as a very important function of canonical antonyms
but it is not on par with other categories. Categories like Inclusiveness or Comparison
are functions reected by syntactic structures that host antonymous pairs. Others are
grammatical functions occupied by pairs of antonyms.1 However, the Ancillary function
is an eect projected by antonyms on neighbouring words and phrases. Therefore, from
now on, the Ancillary function is referred to as the Ancillary use of antonyms because
it is not considered as one of the functions in my classication of antonym functions in
Arabic text.
Previous studies on antonym functions show some dierences in antonym use across
languages. For example, some functions such as Simultaneity, where a pair of antonyms
1The category Antonyms in Grammatical Relation is an example of this, see chapters 4 and 5.
8are used to describe the same referent, are used more in some languages than others.
In addition, the order antonyms appear in diers among languages. These dierences
in antonym use have been attributed to cultural eects. The next section, therefore,
discusses cultural aspects of Arabic that make it worth investigation.
1.3 Some cultural considerations of Arabic
Studies on opposition suggest that `cultural factors may be aecting our motivations for
using antonyms' (Jones et al., 2012: 41). This section starts with what these studies tell
us about how culture aects the use of antonyms and moves on to explore some aspects
of Arabic culture that might aect the use of antonyms in Arabic text.
Dierent cultures agree upon the existence of opposites and view them as dierent
from other semantic relations (Raybeck and Herrmann, 1996). However, opposition is
viewed dierently by dierent cultures. For example, in Confucian philosophy, the yin
and yang are opposites to each other but have a uid relation that one can become its
opposite and vice versa. As an example of this uid relation, Ye (2014) presents an
investigation of complementaries in Chinese using cultural scripts. Ye (2014) explains
that there are three types of complementaries in Chinese. First, a category where a
reversal of antonyms is not possible such as `human male/human female'. The second
category includes complementaries where reversal of members is possible in one direction,
as in `familiar' and `unfamiliar'. The third type allows membership reversal as in `insider'
and `outsider'. People often regard anybody they come across as either zjiren `insider'
or wairen `outsider'. This categorization is not stable because a certain person referred
as zjiren can turn to wairen one day and vice versa (Ye, 2014).
In addition, antonyms are viewed in some western cultures to be stable with clear
cut distinction between them (Murphy et al., 2009). However, in their investigation of
Swedish antonyms, Murphy et al. (2009) link the use of antonyms to refer simultaneously
to the same property to its lagom culture. In Swedish culture, moderation and compro-
mise is preferred (see Murphy et al. (2009)) and therefore in comparison to English,
Swedish antonyms are used less as extreme points and more when balanced together
9(Murphy et al., 2009). The function Simultaneity was also found in Japanese with a
higher frequency than both English and Swedish (Muehleisen and Isono, 2009), which
can be attributed to cultural factors, too.
Antonym sequence can also be determined by socio-cultural values. For example, the
word young precedes old in more instances of their co-occurrence in English (Jones, 2002)
arguably because of their temporal relation, everything starts out young then becomes
old. However, old precedes young in Chinese because `the concept OLD can be considered
positive in the Chinese culture because it is associated with maturity, wisdom, caution
and responsibility' (Hsu, 2015: 75).
Arabic presents a dierent cultural perspective to antonymy. A study on antony-
mous pairs in the Qura'an by Hassanein (2012) shows that the Qura'an exhibits a great
amount of opposition. In fact, `almost 1425 (22.85%) of the 6236 Qura'anic verses include
antonymous pairs' (Hassanein, 2012: 147). The linguistic features of the Qura'an per-
vade Arabic prose and literature generally since its revelation (Gibb, 1963). Therefore,
great use of contrasts is predicted in Arabic text.
In Arabic tradition, the middle point between two opposing concepts or situations is
considered better and more preferable than the extreme points. The word ¡ð wasat.
`middle' is dened in Almaany on-line dictionary as `middle centre, average' when it is a
noun. As a verb wassada means `to intercede'; and as an adverb wasat. is translated as
`between'. As an adjective, however, this word is used to refer to a person as being `the
best of his people, a noble person'. Therefore, the expression A	JË @ ¡@ð

@ Pawasit. annas
`average people' roughly means `the best of the people' as opposed to Ðñ ®Ë@ éJ
Ê« Qilyat
alqwm which literally means the highest people and translates to English as `elite' (\elite",
2016). Moreover, it is customary in Arab gatherings that the seat in the middle of the
sitting area is given to the most important guest. While this piece of information is
anecdotal, it does reect the association of `middle' and `best' in Arabic culture.
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In Arabic Ethics, one is expected to stick to the middle with no deviation from it
(Al-Naraqi, 2006). This is similar to Aristotle's view of virtue as being the mid-point
between two vices. However, the Arab view of virtue prescribes sticking to that mid-
point and any deviation from it is considered vice. Therefore, there is a sense of `all or
nothing' and a sense that compromise is not valued.
In order to explore the idea of Arab ethics further, I use examples of Arabic proverbs2
that, though not specically from MSA, may give a glimpse of the cultural values (White,
1987). `The fact that proverbs represent generalized knowledge, applied to the interpre-
tation of particular events, suggests that they may tell us something about enduring
cultural models of experience' (White, 1987: 152). The cultural model discussed in the
following proverbs reect how opposing situations are viewed in Arab culture. Some of
these proverbs are listed in (7).
(7) a.
è 	Q£ñ	JËAK. úæÓ B@ð ¼QK. B@ð AJ.k AÓ@ (http://www.banyzaid.com/vb/t42136.html)
Pimma
either
h

aba
crawl
willa
or
barak
sit
willa
or
misa
walk
b-a-nnot.azih
in-the-hurry
It either crawls or sits, or walks very fast.
b. A Ò Ê 	£ B@ð 	á
 g. @Qå A Öß
 (http://www.alqasab.org/vb/archive/index.php/t-
35394.html)
yumma
either
sraÃen
two.lamps
willa
or
d. alma
dark
Either two lights, or darkness.
The two proverbs in (7) show how two extreme situations are not preferred. The rst one,
in (7a), refers to an animal that either moves slowly or not at all, which is not preferred
as there is no progress, or moves very fast, which is also not preferred because one gets
tired quickly when travelling fast. In this proverb, crawling and sitting are put together
as the same even though, logically, there is progress in crawling. This proverb expresses
2I refrain from using verses from the Qura'an and sayings by Prophet Muhammad about opposites
because that would reect Islamic teachings and Islamic ethics which are not necessarily similar to Arab
culture, though the two are entwined sometimes.
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how moderation is desired and that deviation from it is not. The second proverb, in (7b),
is also used for the same meaning. In this one, the two extremes of darkness and using
two lights at the same time are not desired, but the middle ground of using one light is.
This preference for moderation does not include preference for compromise as in the
lagom culture in Sweden. Adhering to one's values all the time with no compromise is
important in Arab culture because any deviation from virtue is a vice on its own. This is
because Arab culture promotes doing something well or not doing it at all as the following
proverb shows.
(8) é	m× Qå» @ B@ð é
	j£ (http://www.toratheyat.com/vb/showthread.php?t=766)
t.uxxu-h
leave-him
willa
or
Piksir
break
muxxu-h
brain-his
leave him or break him.
The proverb in (8) is used to advise people to do things they undertake well or not to
attempt them; to either tackle your opponent until you break them or not to confront
them at all. This proverb seems to contradict the previous two because it refers to
extremes with no mid-point. However, taking the mid-point as a reference, one should
stick to their beliefs and values because deviation from one value is similar to deviation
from all values. On an opposite direction, when one decides to behave badly then there
are no degrees to vice as the following proverb shows.
(9) Qº 	¯ É. IÊ¿

@ @ 	X @ (http://www.vb.eqla3.com/showthread.php?t=36769)
Pid

a
if
Pakalt
you.eat
bas.al
onions
fa-kat

t

ir
then-a.lotV
If you eat onions, eat a lot.
The proverb in (9) is used as a response to when one points out that what they did is a
small sin. Because onions will make breath smell bad, the amount one eats is not relevant.
Similarly, doing something bad once stains one's reputation as much as repeating it does.
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To conclude, the relevant aspects of Arab culture that might aect the use of antonym
pairs in text are that the mid-point between two opposites is preferred, and that sticking
to that middle is very important because any deviation from one aspect is a deviation
from the whole. During data analysis, these cultural cues are found to be reected on
antonym use in MSA text which will be discusses in chapter 8.
1.4 Structure of the thesis
This thesis is divided into eight chapters. The second chapter is divided into three
sections. The rst section presents in more detail an overview of what contrastive lexical
relations are, how antonymy is dened, what dierent classications of antonyms are
available in the literature, and which of these classications is relevant to the present
study. The second section explores previous work on contrastive relations in context.
This section is arranged chronologically starting with earlier studies such as Charles and
Miller (1989), Mettinger (1994), Fellbaum (1995), to more recent ones such as Kostic
(2011) and Hsu (2015). Particular focus is on Jones's (2002) and Davies' (2010) studies,
their methodology, and outcomes. The third section discusses studies of opposition in
Arabic.
Chapter 3 presents the corpora used to obtain the data for this thesis. Methodology
used for choosing search-word pairs and for extraction of dataset examples is also ex-
plained in this chapter. Towards the end of this chapter, the data are described briey
and the method of data analysis is discussed.
Chapter 4 serves three objectives. Firstly, it introduces the new classication of
antonym functions. Secondly, this chapter compares previous classications presented by
Jones (2002) and Davies (2013) and discusses parallelism and Ancillary use of antonyms
more closely. Thirdly, towards the end of this chapter, a comparison between antonyms in
Arabic and other languages regarding antonym sequence and part of speech is presented.
Chapter 5 extends the discussion of the new taxonomy of antonym functions that
is presented in chapter four. In chapter ve, the dierent grammatical constructions
hosting antonymous pairs are discussed with examples from the dataset. The sections in
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this chapter represent dierent categories of antonym functions. They are arranged in
descending order based on the number of sentences in each category.
Chapter 6 introduces Sign-Based Construction Grammar. This chapter serves as part
of the background literature. This part of the literature is situated in chapter 6 in order
to be closer to the construction grammar analysis presented in chapter 7. Chapter 6
starts with a brief overview of constructionist approaches to grammar, then explains how
SBCG as a formalized framework of Construction Grammar works. Finally, this chapter
reviews work on antonyms from a constructionist point of view.
Chapter 7 introduces a formalized treatment based on Sign-Based Construction Gram-
mar of both canonical antonym pairs and coordination in Modern Standard Arabic. It
also presents a discussion of Inclusiveness and Unity as conventionalised uses of coordi-
nation of antonyms in MSA.
The conclusion is presented in chapter 8. This chapter reviews relevant parts of the
research and sets the ground for future work. This chapter also discusses how Arabic
cultural aspects aect how antonyms are used in MSA text.
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Chapter 2
Contrastive relations
Earlier studies on lexical semantics viewed contrast as a sense relation. Cruse (1986)
and Lyons (1977), for instance, dene dierent types of antonyms based on logical rela-
tions and native speaker intuitions. Other studies show that it is an association relation
between lexical items, too. For example, pragmatic and cognitive approaches, such as
(Murphy, 2003) and Jones et al. (2012), show that both sense and lexical item are in
relation. The chapter starts with dierent denitions and classications for contrastive
relations.
The second part of this chapter discusses the studies on contextual use of antonyms.
Antonyms behave dierently in text, dierent from other relations because they have both
syntagmatic and paradigmatic relation. Therefore, researchers turned their attention to
contextual uses of antonyms. For example, Deese (1964) proposed that antonymous pairs
can be substituted for one another in certain contexts and that this substitutability is a
cue for learning antonym relations. The adjective big in the sentence This book is big.
can be replaced with its antonym small and the sentence remains semantically sensible
and syntactically correct. However, Charles and Miller (1989) found that antonym pairs
co-occur in the same sentence and proposed the co-occurrence hypothesis instead. Both
paradigmatic and syntagmatic properties of antonyms are of equal importance and this
is shown in studies such as Jones (2002) and Davies (2013).
The chapter ends with an overview of what has been done on antonymy in Arabic so
far, including Hassanein (2012), which is a study on antonymy in the Qura'an following
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Jones's (2002) methodology.
2.1 Dening and classifying antonyms
This section reviews some denitions of antonymy, starting with denitions based on
dierent types of contrast such as Lyons (1977) and Cruse (1986). Then I move on to
presenting a pragmatically oriented denition and pay some attention to the property of
canonicity of antonymous pairs.
Earlier research on lexical relations in general and antonymy in particular, such as
Lyons (1977) and Cruse (1986), was introspective. It dened antonymy according to the
type of the relation between lexical items. Although the approach of the present study
looks at antonyms in context, a look at antonym pairs out of context is essential because
this study takes stand-alone antonym pairs as a starting point. Therefore, dierent
relational kinds of contrast are presented before presenting the denition of antonymy
adopted here.
Contrast between lexical items can be of dierent relational kinds, and a very detailed
classication of them is presented by Lyons (1977). In his classication, contrast can
be either binary or non-binary. In binary contrast, the relationship is between a pair
of lexical items, while in non-binary contrast, the relationship involves multiple items
that can be cyclically or serially ordered sets. According to Lyons (1977), contrast is
a general term referring to any type of opposition, the term opposition is restricted to
binary contrast, excluding sets of contrastive terms like summer/autumn/winter/spring ;
and more specically antonymy is restricted to gradable oppositions, such as hot/cold or
tall/short.
Cruse (1986) also presents a detailed typology of contrastive relations with denitions
for each type. He presents three major types of contrasts. First, complementaries are
pairs of words that `exhaustively divide some conceptual domain into two mutually exclu-
sive compartments' (Cruse, 1986: 198). The pairs alive/dead and pass/fail are examples
of complementaries. The second group of contrasts is antonymy which refers to gradable
oppositions that can be used in comparative structure, such as hot/cold and tall/short.
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The third group is directional opposites like up/down.
Research on antonymy moved away from being introspective to looking at lexical
relations in context in which antonymy is not dened as gradable opposition only. For
example, Murphy (2003) presents a theoretical model for dening antonymy as well as
other lexical relations from a pragmatic point of view. In her model, antonymy is viewed
as `a sub-type of contrast in that it is contrast within a binary paradigm' (Murphy,
2003: 9). The antonymy relation can be explained through the principle of Relation by
Contrast in (10).
(10) Relation by Contrast{Lexical Contrast (RC-LC)
A lexical contrast set includes only word-concepts that have all the same contex-
tually relevant properties but one. (Murphy, 2003: 170)
The general principle of RC-LC is that antonymy is a relation between concepts that is
aected by pragmatic constraints. These constraints determine what is relevantly similar
and what is dierent between the two concepts. So in the sentences This book is big and
This book is small, the two adjectives predicate an attribute of the book pertaining to its
size. They dier in one aspect in this context. However, in other contexts antonyms can
dier in more than just one property as long as their dierence is minimal compared to
their similarity.
Generally, antonymy can be dened through both semantic opposition and minimal
dierence (Murphy, 2003); the (RC-LC) principle states that this is determined contextu-
ally. Semantically opposed lexical items are incompatible, which means that one cannot
truthfully refer to the same concept, action, or property in any particular moment using
both words. For example, optimism cannot also be pessimism, a person who is walking
is not running. If a building is tall, it cannot be short at the same time using the same
measuring reference, and if some books are heavy for someone to carry, they cannot be
light for the same person, too.
Minimal dierence constrains the meaning of antonym because it is not enough to say
that antonyms have incompatible meanings. For example, tall is not the opposite of heavy
because they dier in too many relevant ways. Tall refers to height while heavy refers to
weight. Although tall and heavy are incompatible, they refer to dierent dimensions and
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one can be both tall and heavy at the same time. Tall and short, on the other hand, are
similar enough to be antonyms because they both refer to height. Similarly, light and
heavy both refer to weight and therefore they are better candidates to be antonyms.
Davies (2013) presents an explanation of the relationship between opposites that
elaborates what is meant by minimal dierence. He argues that two dimensions or poles
compose the relationship between opposing words. He calls these two dimensions the
`Plane of Equivalence' and the Plane of Dierence. He explains that in the Plane(s) of
Equivalence, the opposing `pair can co-exist in the same conceptual domain' (Davies,
2013: 108). For some pairs, only one plane can be identied, but others can share several
planes of equivalence. The `Plane of Dierence,' on the other hand, identies how the two
opposites dier from each other. One example that Davies presents is the antonymous
pair unity/division. The two words:
are equivalent in that they are both abstract nouns and examples of the
cohesive qualities which organic or non-organic bodies can possess in relation
to each other. They dier in the level of cohesion attained from maximum
(`unity') to minimum or none (`division'). (Davies, 2013: 110)
Incompatibility and minimal dierence are useful properties for dening antonymy.
They are, however, dependent on contextual use of antonyms. Auto-antonyms are words
that are opposites to themselves and therefore seemingly violate the incompatibility con-
dition; but they refer to two dierent concepts that are minimally dierent from each
other. For example, to cleave means to bring together or to separate from each other
(Murphy, 2003: 173). However, contextual cues determine the senses and thus the in-
compatibility is revealed.
On the other hand, minimal dierence can also be seemingly violated by new oppo-
sitions that are contextually contrasted. For example, in the sentence (11), the phrasal
opposition between colony and equal and valued part of this nation is not minimally
dierent if taken out of context.
(11) We are not a colony, we are an equal and valued part of this nation. (Davies,
2013: 13)
Incompatibility and minimal dierence are suitable criteria to describe canonical antonym
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pairs which stand in both a semantic and lexical relation.1
In the present thesis, the term antonymy is not conned to gradable contrastive pairs
as in Lyons' and Cruse's typologies. Instead, gradability is considered as one attribute of
some antonym pairs. Antonyms can be gradable like tall/short because they measure the
dimension in dierent directions, in this case the dimension of height. So, even something
that is short can be taller than something else (Bierwisch, 1989). On the other hand,
antonyms can be non-gradable such as alive/dead or married/unmarried. There are no
degrees between the opposing words, rather, they divide one conceptual space.
Gradability of antonymous pairs, however, is aected by context. A gradable pair
like hot/cold can be used exclusively, i.e. with no reference to their gradability, as in
sentences like I put the hot drinks on the table and the cold ones on the counter. On the
other hand, non-gradable pairs like alive/dead can be used with a scalar meaning as in He
is more dead than alive. Paradis et al. (2015) investigated this property in antonymous
adjectives and found that when the adjective is descriptive it is scalar, but when it is a
classier it is non-gradable, as the sentences in (12) below.
(12) a. The book is thick. (Paradis et al., 2015: 156)
b. Put all the thick books in the box to the left and the thin ones in the one to
the right. (Paradis et al., 2015: 157)
The adjective thick in sentence (12a) above describes the book, and this description refers
to a scalar property. However, the same adjective is used in (12b) as a classier where two
distinct groups are referred to: thick books and thin ones. Paradis et al. (2015), therefore,
reject polysemy of adjectives and argue that the meaning of an adjective is evoked by
its integration with the meaning of the noun it modies along with the contextual frame
(Paradis et al., 2015: 157).
Other classications of antonymy, such as directional, complementary, etc., will not
be discussed further as they are not relevant to this study. This is because despite
attempts to categorise antonyms according to their semantic properties, all these types
(complementary, gradable, directional, etc.) have similar functions in text and co-occur
in similar types of contexts (Jones, 2002). However, one property of antonyms is related
1Canonicity is discussed below in section 2.1.1.
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to this study and that is their canonicity as antonymous pairs. This property is discussed
in the following section.
2.1.1 Canonicity
Antonymy, as dened here, is a relationship between a pair of incompatible words that
are minimally dierent. Some antonym pairs form a canon through conventionalization.
This section reviews what is meant by an antonym canon. It also reviews how canon-
icity is determined and how canonical antonyms dier from non-canonical oppositions.
Canonical antonymous pairs have become conventionally contrasted and therefore do not
need a context to be understood as antonyms while non-canonical ones are context-bound
oppositions (Murphy, 2003).
Studies based on their authors' native-speaker intuitions, such as Lyons (1977) and
Cruse (1986), as well as psycholinguistic studies, such as Deese (1964) and Charles and
Miller (1989), agree that some antonym pairs are better representatives of the relation of
contrast than others. The notion of canonicity in these studies is referred to as good vs.
bad antonyms (Cruse, 1986), systemic vs. non-systemic (Mettinger, 1994), and canonical
vs. peripheral (Murphy, 2003).
I will use the canonical pair hot/cold as an example in the discussion of canonical vs.
non-canonical antonyms. This pair refers to the temperature scale represented in gure
2.1 when they are used to describe liquids.
Figure 2.1: Temperature scale
The adjectives in each side of this scale can be considered opposites: warm, hot and
boiling are all opposites of cool, cold, and freezing. However, not all pairs are canonical
antonym pairs. For example, hot/cold, cool/warm, and freezing/boiling are canonical;
but freezing/warm is not. Moreover, some pairs are `better' antonyms than others, such
as cool/warm is considered better than freezing/boiling. The criteria for determining this
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goodness of antonymy are discussed below, but rst I discuss how canonical antonyms
dier from non-canonical ones.
Mettinger (1994) dierentiated between systemic and non-systemic opposition. Ac-
cording to Mettinger, systemic opposites relate to Saussure's langue and can be recog-
nized by native speakers in a `neutral' context. The non-systemic opposites `[c]ontrast
on the level of parole' (Mettinger, 1994: 69), and need to be understood from the context
in which they appear. The notion of systemic vs. non-systemic opposites is similar to
the notion of canonicity.
Psycholinguistic studies nd that canonical antonyms elicit each other in free word
association tests (Deese, 1964; Charles and Miller, 1989). Canonical antonyms are also
recognised as opposites faster than non-canonical ones (Herrmann et al., 1979). Moreover,
in priming tests canonical antonym pairs prime each other (Becker, 1980; Weijer et al.,
2012). Weijer et al. (2012) also found that co-occurrence frequency per se does not
fully explain the priming eect that has been seen within antonym pairs. In neuro-
linguistic tests, canonical antonyms also stand out as dierent from contextually bound
oppositions. Weijer et al. (2014) conducted a neurophysiological study in which they
measured N400 amplitudes of the participants' brain responses. They found that brain
responses to canonical antonyms showed signicantly dierent N400 eects than brain
responses to non-canonical antonyms (Weijer et al., 2014). They conclude that members
of an antonym pair `exhibit dierent levels of strength of relatedness' (Weijer et al. 2014:
4).
Paradis et al. (2009) combined dierent methodologies to investigate antonym canon-
icity. They used corpus methods to retrieve highly co-occurring canonical antonym pairs
in the British National Corpus and used these words in two types of tests: an elicitation
experiment and a judgement experiment. The elicitation experiment involved asking
participants to provide the best opposite for the test items. In the judgement experi-
ment, the participants were presented with pairs of antonyms and were asked how good
each pair is as opposites. A cluster analysis of the results from both experiments showed
that there are a few pairs strongly associated on both the lexical and semantic levels,
e.g. bad/good, heavy/light, and young/old (Paradis et al. 2009: 405). There are also
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pairs of opposites that are less lexically associated even though they are semantically
associated. An example of these opposites is alert/tired (Paradis et al. 2009: 408). They
conclude that this is `an indication of a core canonical antonyms and a large number of
pairings from more to less strongly lexically coupled' (Paradis et al., 2009: 414). These
core canonical antonyms are used to express domains that are relevant to human life in
dierent cultures (Weijer et al., 2014; Paradis et al., 2015). The ndings in Paradis et al.
(2009) conrm the canonicity continuum; which explains the dierent levels of `goodness'
of opposition in the pairs hot/cold, boiling/freezing, and warm/cool discussed above.
Finally, corpus studies have shown that canonical antonyms co-occur in certain con-
trastive constructions (Fellbaum, 1995; Mettinger, 1994; Jones, 2002). Examples of these
constructions include: X but Y, turning X to Y, and more X than Y. Moreover, canon-
ical antonym pairs co-occur in more types of these contrastive constructions than non-
canonical antonyms (Jones et al., 2007).
The studies discussed above, whether based on native-speaker intuitions, psycholin-
guistic experiments, or corpus studies, all agree on a continuum of canonicity and that
strongly canonical antonym pairs dier from non-canonical ones. I move now to discuss
what makes an antonym pair canonical and how goodness of representation is determined.
Cruse (1986) lists three criteria that determine the `goodness' of the opposing pair:
uni-dimensional scale, purity of opposition, and semantic range. A scale with one dimen-
sion, that is with two ends on one line, is important for the judgement of an antonym
pair as `good'. The pair should also be symmetrically distributed along this scale. The
pairs hot/cold, boiling/freezing, and warm/cool, for example, all share a uni-dimensional
scale which is the temperature scale. They are also symmetrically distributed as is shown
in Figure 2.1 above. The words cold and hot are further apart with the same distance
from the mid-point of the scale. This is also true for boiling/freezing and cool/warm.
Kotzor (2010) adds that symmetrical distribution is not enough for canonicity, but the
overall distance between the pair is important, too. The greater the distance between
lexemes the better they are as representatives of canonical antonyms. For this reason,
hot/cold is a better antonym pair than warm/cool. However, symmetry of distribution
and over all distance do not explain why hot/cold is higher in the canonicity scale than
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boiling/freezing.
The second of Cruse's criteria for goodness of opposites is purity of opposition which
refers to the `proportion of the meanings of the opposed terms is exhausted by the
underlying opposition' (Cruse, 1986: 262). For example, according to Cruse (1986)
the pair male/female is considered more pure than man/woman because there is more
shared componential meaning in the former than the latter: male/female refer to all living
creatures of any age, while man/woman refer to human adults only. The last factor is
semantic range which refers to the non-propositional meaning of the pair as opposed to
their logical meaning. If the pair share their non-propositional meaning and have the
same connotations, they are regarded as better antonyms, `that is why, for instance, tubby
and emaciated are not fully satisfactory opposites, although they incorporate a binary
directional opposition' (Cruse, 1986: 262).
Determining the goodness of antonymy helps to determine pairs of antonyms that
are representative of the prototypical antonym pair. Therefore, cognitive studies such
as Paradis et al. (2009) and Kotzor (2010) used Goodness-of-Exemplar judgement tests
to nd the properties of the antonym prototype. Moreover, Cruse (2011) updates his
criteria of good antonym pairs. In his later work, Cruse lists three features for the proto-
typical opposing pair: binarity, inherentness, and patency. He argues that a prototypical
antonym pair consists of only two members, and distinguishes between inherent binarity
and accidental binarity. The pair up/down is inherently binary because `the possibilities
of movement along a linear axis are logically limited to two' (Cruse, 2011: 154). So,
an inherently binary opposite pair is better than an accidentally binary one. The third
feature is patent binarity which means that the opposition is in the pair's meaning not in
their contextual meaning. For example, the pair yesterday/tomorrow is a better antonym
pair than their referents Monday/Wednesday, if today is Tuesday. The reason behind
this is that yesterday/tomorrow has patent binarity while in Monday/Wednesday the
opposition is contextual and not in their meanings.
The criteria discussed so far have an eect on the canonicity of antonymous pairs
represented conceptually. These conceptually salient oppositions are reected in the
canonicity of lexical items. However, what makes certain lexical pairs more canonical
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than another pair is their degree of conventionalization (Murphy, 2003).
The degree of conventionalization depends on two factors. First, in order to become
conventionalized, opposing pairs must co-occur in context, so that their pairing may be
learnt. Thus, more conventionalized pairs co-occur more frequently than other possible
oppositions in the semantic eld (Jones et al., 2012). Second, the two items share a
mutual relationship (Jones et al., 2007). For example the antonym of heavy is light
and the antonym of light is heavy. Murphy (2003) adds stability across a number of
senses as an indicator of canonicity. For example, the pair black/white are used to refer
to colour, race, and as adjectives describing coee with or without milk. Moreover,
semantic properties of the pair are not the only relevant properties, morphological and
phonological properties of the lexical items can contribute to their canonicity (Murphy,
2003). For example, the pair awake/asleep is judged as a better antonym pair than
awake/sleeping or up/asleep (Murphy, 2003: 34).
In summary, antonym canonicity lies on a continuum rather than clear cut groups
of `good' antonyms and `bad' ones (Jones et al., 2012). Highly canonical antonyms are
generally very parallel in their semantic characteristics, and they are conventionalized
through use. Highly canonical antonyms are recognized as antonyms out of context
while pairs of antonyms lower in the canonicity scale need contextual cues to frame them
as contrastive. The next section presents studies that have investigated antonyms in
context.
2.2 Antonymy in context
Since the introduction of corpus and computational tools, a lot of research on antonymy
has been conducted using corpora. This section reviews these studies with special refer-
ence to Jones (2002) and Davies (2013), which have described particular uses of antonyms
in text. After that, other studies based on Jones (2002) are briey discussed.
Charles and Miller (1989) used the Brown corpus (Francis and Kucera, 1982) to
search for antonym pairs in text and found that antonymous adjectives tend to co-occur
together in the same sentence more frequently than predicted by chance. They reject the
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substitution hypothesis and add that the `the cue for learning to associate direct antonyms
is not their substitutability, but rather their relatively frequent co-occurrence in the same
sentence' (Charles and Miller, 1989: 357). Justeson and Katz (1991) used the same
corpus to examine Charles and Miller's (1989) co-occurrence hypothesis. Their ndings
supported the co-occurrence hypothesis, but they added that antonymous adjectives tend
to co-occur in the same sentences in contexts where each antonym could be grammatically
substituted for the other.
Fellbaum (1995) also used the Brown corpus to investigate antonymous pairs from
dierent word classes, and found that semantically opposed words from dierent word
classes, such as the noun life and the verb die, co-occur at high rates. Therefore, she
claims that antonymy is a property of concepts (which can be realized in dierent word
classes) rather than words. Fellbaum (1995) describes the syntactic structures where
antonyms co-occurred and presents these syntactic structures as a possible explanation
for the co-occurrence of antonyms in context. Some of the frames she found include `X
and Y' as in all creatures great and small, `X or Y' as in a matter of life or death, and `from
X to Y' as in from the rst to the last (Fellbaum, 1995: 295). These syntactic frames can
be lled by contrasting nouns, verbs, or adjectives. However, some verb-verb pairs do not
have the same arguments or the same syntactic form, as in (13); and some noun-noun
pairs do not agree in number and some occur in dierent syntactic environments. In
sentence (13), ending is a gerund while began is a verb in the past tense.
(13) The couple were married last Saturday, thus ending a friendship that began in
their schooldays. (Fellbaum, 1995: 292)
Mettinger (1994) conducted the rst systematic study on antonymous pairs and iden-
tied grammatical frames hosting antonyms. He analysed 350 pairs of antonyms taken
from the 1972 edition of Roget's Thesaurus and 350 pairs from a corpus of novels (Met-
tinger, 1994: 2). He divided his data into two groups. The rst group comprises 61.5%
of the antonym pairings in his data. This group included the antonym pairs that were
classiable into categories. These categories were labelled according to their functions:
simultaneous validity, cumulative validity, confrontation, choice, retrospective correction,
comparison, mutation, and reversal. The remaining 38.5% of his data were unclassi-
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able and were labelled as instances of cohesion where `the context stresses the contrast
constituted by the juxtaposition of X and Y' (Mettinger, 1994: 41).
These studies show how research on antonymy shifted from being introspective based
on intuition to more pragmatic approaches using corpus methodology that show antonym
pairs as used in context. From here, I focus more on Jones (2002) and explain the
methodology he used and his classication of antonym functions in text. I move then
to Davies (2013) to highlight dierences and similarities between his study and Jones's.
I focus on these two studies because the classication presented in this thesis builds on
their work. After that, studies on antonym functions in other languages are reviewed
before I end this section.
Jones (2002)
At its time of publication, Jones's (2002) study was the largest systemic study of antonym
co-occurrence using a corpus methodology. One goal of the study was to identify the
syntactic structures in which antonyms co-occur and to classify their functions. Jones se-
lected 56 antonymous pairs, including both frequently and less-frequently used antonyms,
and including both morphologically related and unrelated antonyms. He searched for co-
occurrences of these words in a newspaper corpus of about 280 million words taken from
the Independent newspaper (1988-1996). He then selected 3000 sentences to form the
dataset for his analysis.
Jones (2002) classied the functions of grammatical frames hosting antonym pairs in
his dataset into eight categories listed in Table 2.1. The table lists the more frequent
categories in the rst column and the most frequent frames used in each category.
The rst category is Ancillary Antonymy, where a canonical antonym pair triggers
another opposition between words that otherwise might not be opposed to each other.
He labels the antonymous pair as A-pair, and the opposing words as the B-pair. So in the
sentence from Jones's data I love to cook but I hate doing the dishes, the pair love/hate
is the `A-pair' and to cook and doing the dishes is the `B-Pair' (Jones, 2002: 46). There is
no specic frame for Ancillary Antonymy, but parallelism plays an important role in the
presentation of the opposition in these sentences. Murphy et al. (2015) re-examined the
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Table 2.1: Jones's (2002) grammatical frames hosting canonical antonyms.
antonymy category grammatical frame
Ancillary Antonymy no specic frame
Coordinated Antonymy X and Y; X or Y
X but Y
Comparative Antonymy more X than Y
X rather than Y
Distinguished Antonymy the dierence between X and Y
separating X and Y
Transitional Antonymy from X to Y
turning X to Y
Negated Antonymy X not Y; X instead of Y
X as opposed to Y
Extreme Antonymy the very X and the very Y
either too X or too Y
Idiomatic Antonymy (idiomatic expressions)
eect of parallelism on creating a secondary opposition in the sentence. They examined
both semantic and formal parallelism in addition to the connective used between the two
parallel parts. Their ndings supported Jones's nding that formal parallelism diminishes
the need for a contrastive connector. Their ndings also conrm their hypothesis that
lexically related words in B-pair position reduce the need for contrastive connectives even
further.
The second category in Jones's categories is Coordinated Antonymy where the antonym
pair `signal[s] inclusiveness or exhaustiveness of scale' (Jones, 2002: 75). The two major
frames in this category are `X and Y' as in He took success and failure in his stride
(Jones, 2002: 64); and `X or Y' as in Yet, win or lose, he could fade faster than Donny
Osmond (Jones, 2002: 66).
Ancillary Antonymy and Coordinated Antonymy are the two largest categories in
Jones's classication with almost the same percentage, 38.7% for Ancillary Antonymy and
38.4% for Coordinated Antonymy. Jones et al. (2012) compared the discourse functions
found in six corpora from previous research: adult-produced writing in English, Swedish,
and Japanese; English adult-produced speech; English child-produced speech; and En-
glish child-directed speech. They found that the two classes of Ancillary Antonymy and
Coordinated Antonymy are the most dominant of the discourse functions in all these
corpora.
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The other six classes are called minor classes by Jones. The sentences in (14) are
examples of each minor category in Jones's classication.
(14) a. Small monk tails are cheaper than large ones. (Comparative Antonymy;
Jones, 2002: 78)
b. The dierence on grain imports between fast and slow economic growth...
(Distinguished Antonymy; Jones, 2002: 81)
c. The mood in both camps swung from optimism to pessimism. (Transi-
tional Antonymy; Jones, 2002: 85)
d. The public has cause for pessimism, not optimism, about the Government
plans. (Negated Antonymy; Jones, 2002: 88)
e. Nothing, it seemed, was too large or too small for Mr. Al-Fayed. (Extreme
Antonymy; Jones, 2002: 92)
Comparative Antonymy constitutes only 6.8% of Jones's (2002) dataset. This cate-
gory includes sentences with antonyms put in comparison to each other such as the one
in (14a). In this sentence, small/large monk tails are compared against each other. The
category Distinguished Antonymy (5.4%) includes sentences with an explicit distinction
between pairs of antonyms. The sentence in (14b) is one of the examples Jones provides
for this category. Transitional Antonymy (3%) presents a shift or movement from one
antonym's meaning to the other as in sentence (14c) above. Negated Antonymy (2.1%) is
used to arm a word's meaning by negating its opposite. This use dominates in spoken
discourse more than in written text (Jones et al., 2012). Examples of Negated Antonymy
include sentence (14d) above. In Extreme Antonymy, the structures are similar to Coor-
dinated Antonymy. The dierence is that there is a comparison between the far two ends
of the scale expressed by the antonym pair, such as in sentence (14e). The last category
in the minor classes is Idiomatic Antonymy. This category includes sentences where the
antonym pair is used as a part of `a familiar idiom, proverb, or cliche' (Jones, 2002: 93).
The remaining sentences in Jones's data, 160 sentences, are grouped in a Residual
Category. Even within this group, there are some functional subcategories: Unity (seven
sentences), Conict (eighteen), Simultaneity (eight), Association (seventeen), Specica-
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tion (sixteen), Oblique stroke (seventeen), and Equivalence (ve sentences). The remain-
ing nineteen sentences receive no further classication.
Later work added a category to Jones's classication: Interrogative Antonymy (Jones
and Murphy, 2005; Jones, 2006; Murphy et al., 2009) . This category involves forcing a
choice between the two words in the antonym pair. Sentence (15) is an example of this
category. In this sentence, there is a choice between good and bad.
(15) Is she a good mommy or a bad mommy? (Jones and Murphy, 2005: 414)
The classication presented by Jones helped in understanding antonym behaviour in
text. First he pointed out that antonym pairs can trigger novel oppositions. His Ancillary
Antonymy category featured unconventional contrasts that are context bound which
directed research to elicitation of non-canonical antonyms from text and to how these
non-canonical antonyms occur in text, not just in an Ancillary context but in the frames
found in his study. Jones (2002) also shows how a corpus driven approach is suitable for
investigating sense relations. His functional approach linked form and meaning which
also made antonymy subject to accounts based on Construction Grammar. I move now
to discuss Davies' (2013) study on opposition in context.
Davies (2013)
Davies (2013) also investigated frames and their functions in English. He explored the
syntactic frames identied by Jones and reclassied their functions. However, rather than
investigating these frames with reference to canonical antonyms, Davies searched for the
frames to look for new oppositions. Davies (2013) categorized the discourse functions of
oppositions in context into eight categories, listed in Table 2.2. The rst column of the
table lists the categories proposed by Davies. The second column lists the grammatical
frames used for each category.
In Davies' (2013) typology, the rst category is Negated Opposition. The sentences
in this category generally present the negation of something in favour of another as in
sentence (16) below. The underlined words are hosted in the frame not X, Y which
triggers a contrast between them.
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Table 2.2: Davies' (2013) grammatical frames (triggers) for non-canonical opposition.
opposition category grammatical frame
Negated Opposition X not Y
not X, Y
Transitional Opposition X turns into Y
X becomes Y
Comparative Opposition more X than Y
X is more A than Y
Replacive Opposition X rather than Y; X instead of Y
X in place of Y
Concessive Opposition X but Y; despite X,Y
while X,Y; although X, Y; X, yet Y
explicit Opposition X contrasted with Y; X opposed to Y
the dierence between X and Y; X against Y
Parallelism no specic frame
Binarized option whether X or Y
either X or Y
(16) We are not a colony, we are an equal and valued part of this nation. (Davies,
2013: 13)
The second category is Transitional Opposition. In this category, a transition is
expressed from a state to a later state, as in sentence (17) below.
(17) British marchers have spurned isolation for solidarity, and fear for fury. (Davies,
2013: 76)
The third category is Comparative Opposition. As in Jones's typology, this category
involves a comparison between one opposite and another which indicates gradability
of that pair. Sentence (18) below shows non-canonical oppositions in a comparative
structure in which the marchers' attitude was inclined towards being bemused.
(18) the marchers seemed more bemused than oended by the occasional shouts of `go
home, scum.' (Davies, 2013: 69)
The category Replacive Opposition includes sentences with the frame X rather [than]
Y. Jones (2002) includes this frame in his Comparative Antonymy category but Davies
assigns a category for it. The category Replacive Opposition `sits functionally somewhere
in-between the negations and comparison' (Davies, 2013: 65). Sentence (19) below is an
example of this category.
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(19) That they had made tea - and coee - rather than war was borne out last night
(Davies, 2013: 66)
The next category is Concessive Opposition. This category involves the use of a
concessive conjunct such as although, but, yet, however, and despite. An example from
Davies' data is presented in (20) below, in which there is a subversion of an expectation
that large numbers of marchers entails that the march in not peaceful.
(20) Despite the numbers, the march was peaceful. (Davies, 2013: 186)
Another category in Davies' classication is Explicit Opposition with sentences using
a frame that refers explicitly to the opposition between the pair as in (21). This category
is similar to Jones's Distinguished Antonymy.
(21) The country people came to London to join in a well-organized, well-behaved
march through the streets. They contrasted dramatically with the crowds who sat
down for CND, ... (Davies, 2013: 77)
The category Parallelism includes sentences with a formal parallelism between the
two parts of the sentence, as in (22) below. Davies attributes the triggered opposition
to the parallel structure that foregrounds the opposing pair. Parallelism is an important
feature of antonym co-occurrence and proves important for non-canonical opposition co-
occurrence, too. Parallelism will be discussed in detail in section 4.2.
(22) If Mrs. Thatcher presided over the collapse of heavy industry, Tony Blair has
watched the slow death of farming. (Davies, 2013: 82)
The last category is Binarized Option which is Davies' update of Interrogative Antonymy
introduced to Jones's classication by Jones and Murphy (2005). In this category a choice
is presented as in sentence (23).
(23) The only question now is whether Mr Blair still treats those hundreds of thousands
of people as an irrelevant minority, or accepts that this time, the countryside really
has spoken. (Davies, 2013: 89)
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The main dierence between the two approaches is that `Jones is [...] treating his
frames as environments in which to house co-occurring pairs rather than as triggering
oppositions' (Davies, 2010: 29). However, the category Coordinated Antonymy which is
one of Jones's major categories does not appear in Davies' classication. Jones (2002)
lists the form X and Y as one of the frames in the category of coordinated antonymy.
Davies (2013), on the other hand, does not include this frame in his taxonomy because he
claims it does not trigger other oppositions and only canonical antonyms appear in this
frame. In addition, Davies (2013) removed Ancillary Antonymy from his classication
and adopted Parallelism instead. He explains that parallelism foregrounds a pair of
lexical items/phrases and invites the reader to contrast them (Davies, 2013: 51).
It is argued throughout this thesis that schematic constructions host canonical antonyms
frequently; therefore, these constructions acquire the contrastive sense and trigger oppo-
sitions between non-opposed words. The degree of contrastiveness, however, is dierent
from construction to another. For example, `coordinate constructions [with and] may
be weaker than other constructions associated with coordinated antonymy [...] in terms
of their contrastiveness' (Hsu, 2015: 69). It is because the coordination construction
is weaker in its contrastive meaning that it is not found in Davies' study on emerging
oppositions.
The works of Jones (2002) and Davies (2013) are important to the present study
because they explain how emerging oppositions are construed in text whether through
canonical antonym pairs or syntactic structures. I return to these two studies in section
4.1 in order to highlight the dierences between them and the analysis carried out in this
thesis.
studies on other languages
Other corpus studies have been conducted on languages other than English in response
to Jones's work. For example, Murphy et al. (2009) conducted the rst cross-cultural
study that showed Jones's categories were applicable to languages other than English by
comparing Jones's ndings to Swedish. They used Swedish translations of the antonym
pairs in Jones's study as search words in a Swedish corpus. They found that discourse
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functions of antonymy in Swedish are similar to those in English with somewhat dierent
frequencies for each function.
Muehleisen and Isono (2009) investigated antonym functions in Japanese, but they
did not translate the 56 pairs listed by Jones. Their study focuses on twelve antonym
pairs. The reasons they provided for their choice all pertain to the fact that Japanese
has a very dierent syntactic structure compared to English. They then identied the
syntactic structures where these antonyms are found. Similar to the ndings of Murphy
et al. (2009), they found that discourse functions of antonymy in Japanese are similar
to those in English and Swedish; but the proportions of antonyms in each category is
dierent.
Lobanova et al. (2010) investigated antonyms in Dutch. They used a number of
antonymous pairs to extract grammatical structures from a corpus, and used these struc-
tures to nd more antonyms. Most of these extracted pairs were nouns, and some were
co-hyponyms that acted as antonyms in context.
Kostic (2011) conducted a corpus study on antonym co-occurrence in Serbian. She
used the Untagged Electronic Corpus of the Serbian Language that contains 22 million
words of written text from dierent genres. She found that the two largest categories of
antonym functions in Serbian are as a signal of inclusiveness (Coordinated Antonymy)
in 44.4% of the dataset; and as a signal of contrast (Ancillary Antonymy) in a third of
the dataset.
Hsu (2015) investigated Chinese antonyms in the Chinese Gigaword Corpus and also
found that the sentences in his data t the classication in Jones (2002) with a dominance
of the Coordinated Antonymy category. Hsu (2015) also found `that the morphosyllabic
structure of an antonym pair in Chinese can inuence how it is used' (Hsu, 2015:70). For
example, some syntactic structures prefer one syllable antonym pairs.
These studies showed how Jones's work, both methodology and categorization of
antonym functions, is applicable across dierent languages. The major categories of An-
cillary Antonymy and Coordination Antonymy identied by (Jones, 2002) in his English
data were also major categories in the other investigated languages with some variation
on which one is used more than the other. Other categories were also found in dier-
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ent frequencies which can be due to cultural factors. The present study adds another
cross-linguistic perspective.
Similar to Jones (2002), some of these studies, e.g. Muehleisen and Isono (2009)
and Lobanova et al. (2010), used syntactic frames in order to extract antonymous pairs
form corpora. However, none of them presented a dierent taxonomy for contextual
oppositions. The present study makes use of Davies' (2013) work on emerging oppositions
to identify weaknesses in Jones's (2002) taxonomy and to present a taxonomy of antonym
functions in MSA. The following section reviews work done on antonymy in varieties of
Arabic.
2.3 Previous studies on Arabic antonyms
The present study contributes knowledge about antonymy in general as well as about Ara-
bic linguistics because antonymous relations among words in Arabic are under-investigated.
In addition, this study proposes to take dierent angles from previous research on oppo-
sition in Arabic in elds like auto-antonyms, translation, and rhetoric.
Much of the work done on Arabic antonyms has investigated auto-antonyms.2 An
auto-antonym is a lexical item with two opposing senses; context alone can determine
the meaning intended by the speaker. The most comprehensive work on auto-antonyms
in the present day is AlKhamash's (1991) thesis on the phenomenon in Arabic. Al-
Khamash (1991) presents a review of earlier work on auto-antonyms by eight traditional
Arabic linguists such as Qutrub, Abu Ubaydah, AlTawwazi, Ibn al-Sikkit, Abu Hatim,
and others. Al-Khamash (1991) then classied the homonymous opposites taken from
the eight sources he reviewed. He then explained the dierent views regarding their
development as auto-antonyms. Al-Khamash (1991) attributes the formation of auto-
antonyms and their high frequency in Arabic to a number of reasons. Some of these
reasons are related to phonetic and morphological aspects of Arabic words. For example,
some auto-antonyms are homonyms that have opposite meanings formed through the
interaction between roots and some templates of the active and passive participles or
through some verb conjugation processes. Other auto-antonyms in Arabic are the result
2also called homonymous opposites
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of semantic processes like semantic shift, metonymy, and euphemism.
Another angle in the existing research on opposition in Arabic is the translation point
of view. For example, Ali (2004) investigated antonyms and synonyms in irreversible
binomials in MSA and how they can be translated into English. Irreversible binomials
are words that come in a xed order such as odds and ends (not ends and odds) (Malkiel,
1959). Malkiel (1959: 113) denes binomials as `two words pertaining to the same form-
class, placed on an identical level of syntactic hierarchy, and ordinarily connected by
some kind of lexical link'.
The antonymous couplings in the Arabic irreversible binomials investigated by Ali
(2004) relate to universally familiar concepts like time, space, size, and number (Ali,
2004: 348). Ali (2004) provides four reasons behind this `sequential xedness' in Arabic
irreversible binomials: near vs. distance as in ¼A 	Jëð A 	Jë huna wa hunak `here and there',
positive/constructive vs. negative/destructive as in QåË @ð Q
 	mÌ'@ alxayr wassar `good and
evil', valuable/desirable vs. less valuable/desirable as in h@QK

B@ð h@Q 	¯

B@ ú

	¯
 alPafrah.
walPatrah. `(in times of) happiness and (in times of) sadness', and the last reason is the
syntactic structure as in ¼@ 	X 	áÓ @ 	Yë 	áK


@ Payna had

a min d

ak `what is this compared to
that'. Ali (2004) also states that the sequence of these couplings is sometimes the same
in both Arabic and English, like `good and evil'; while others are culture-specic.
The third angle from which antonyms are usually looked at in Arabic is from the point
of view of rhetoric. Antithesis is a major device used in Arabic poetry where opposing
words are employed to show contrast (Ali, 2004: 352). Arabic studies on antithesis (e.g.
Ali, 2004; Abdul-Raof 2006; Abdunabi, 2010) treat antithesis as an embellishment that
adds good style to Arabic text. They classify antithesis into two types: negated and
non-negated antithesis. In negated antithesis, the same lexical item is used twice: once
in the armative and another in the negative forms. A usually cited example is the
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following verse of the Qura'an: 	àñ 	¯ A 	gð Ñëñ 	¯ A 	m' C 	¯ a taxafuhum waxafun `Do not fear
them, but fear Me' [Qura'an, 003: 175].
On the other hand, in non-negated antithesis, a pair of antonyms is used in the same
sentence. An example that Ali (2004) presents for this type of antithesis in Arabic poetry
is presented in (24) below:
(24) AK
ðAÖÏ @ ø
 YJ.
K ¡ 	jË@ 	á
« 	áºËð éÊJ
Ê¿ I. J
« É¿ 	á« A 	QË@ 	á
«ð (AssaQi ; Ali 2004:
352)
wa-Qaynu
and-eye
a-rri¡a
the-approval
Qan
from
kulli
all
Qaybin
blemish
kalilatun
tired
wa-lakinna
and-but
Qayna
eye
a-ssuxt.i
the-resentment
tubdI
reveal
al-masawiya
the-shortcomings
The eye of approval is blind to all blemishes. But the eye of resentment reveals
shortcomings.
Antithesis was discussed in detail centuries ago by AlQazweeni3 who (as cited in
Abdunabi (2010)) presents three rhetorical devices where opposites are used in text.
One of these devices is antithesis in its negated and non-negated forms. The second type
is multiple antithesis in which two pairs of antonyms are used in parallel with each other
as in the following verse of the Qura'an: @Q
J» @ñºJ. J
Ëð CJ
Ê¯ @ñºj 	J
Ê 	¯ falya¡h aku qalIlan
walyabku kat

Iran `Therefore they shall laugh little and weep much' [Qura'an, 009: 82].
In this verse, the verb laugh is contrasted with the verb weep and at the same time, the
adjective little is contrasted with the adjective much. Multiple antithesis is similar to
Ancillary Antonymy when both the A-pair and B-pair are canonical antonyms.
The third use of opposites is what AlQazweeni refers to as `fake opposition' where
a pair of opposing lexical items are used but these lexical items do not have the same
arguments which is similar to what Fellbaum (1995) found in her data. An example of
`fake opposition' is cited in (25). In this example, the two verbs laughed and cried do
not have the same agents.
3AlQazweeni's (1268-1338 AD) terminology for dierent types of antithesis are I. ÊË@
A J. £ t.ibaq
assalb `negated antithesis', H. Am.'
B @
AJ. £ t.ibaq PalPIÃab `non-negated antithesis', éÊK. A ®ÖÏ @ Palmuqabalah
`multiple antithesis', and XA 	JË @ ÐAîE
 @ PIham Patta¡ad `fake opposition'.
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(25) ú¾J. 	¯ é

@QK. I. 
 ÖÏ @ ½m
	 Ég. P 	áÓ ÕÎ AK
 ú
æ.j. ª
K B (DaQbal ; Abdulnabi, 2010: 80)
la
not
taQÃabI
wonder
ya
oh
salmu
Salma
min
about
raÃulin
man
¡ah. ika
laughed
al-masIbu
the-grey.hair
bi-raPsi-hi
in-head-his
fa-baka
so-he.cried
Oh, Salma! Do not wonder about a man who in his head `grey hair' laughed, so
he cried.
AlQazweeni also states that parallelism is a major rhetorical device where antonyms
can be found. Parallel phrases similar in their syntactic structure are juxtaposed for
rhetorical purposes. AlQazweeni denes parallelism as two phrases that are similar in
rhythm but not rhyme (Abdunabi, 2010). Studies on Arabic rhetoric as well as studies
on translation to and from Arabic can benet from studies that investigate the functions
of grammatical frames of opposites and antonyms such as the present study.
Hassanein's (2012) study of antonymy in the Qura'an has found many rhetorical
devices using antonymous pairs such as parallelism, repetition, deixis, euphemisms, and
ellipsis. His study is similar to the studies discussed in the second section because it is
based on Jones (2002) but I include it here with the discussion of Arabic antonymy for
clarity because it is a study on a variety of Arabic.
Hassanein (2012)
Hassanein's research takes Jones's (2002) study as a starting point to classify the discourse
functions of opposites found in the Qura'an. However, Hassanein did not preselect the
antonymous pairs as Jones (2002) did, but rather searched manually for co-occurring
oppositions that exist in the Qura'an. Hassanein (2012) covered a dierent range of
opposite types than what is covered in the present study, such as deictic expressions,
active/passive verbs, and active/passive participles. He identied the antonyms found
in the Qura'an and the syntactic frames they appear in, and grouped them according
to Jones's (2002) classication. The goal of his research was to enhance the English
translation of the Qura'an. The main idea behind his research is that if the grammatical
structure hosting the antonyms added to the meaning of the pair, this structure should
be kept in the target language in order to maintain the same function.
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Hassanein's (2012) classication of antonym functions in the Qura'an is listed in Table
2.3.
Table 2.3: Hassanein's (2012) classication of functions of antonyms found in the
Qura'an.
antonymy category grammatical frame English frame
Ancillary antonymy no specic frame
Coordinated antonymy ð, ð

@ X and Y; X or Y
Bð . . . B neither X nor Y
Comparative antonymy 	áÓ Éª 	¯

@ X ADJ-er than Y

Ë, úÎ« X not as Y, prefer X over Y
Distinguished antonymy 	áÓ . . . ÕÎªK
 know X from Y
	áÓ . . . 	Q
Öß
 distinguish X from Y
Transitional antonymy úÍ@ . . . 	áÓ, YªK. from X to Y; X after Y
Õç' X then Y
Negated antonymy Bð, 	áºË . . . 
Ë X and not Y; not X but Y
ð . . . 
Ë not X and Y
Extreme antonymy Bð . . . B too X and too Y
Idiomatic antonymy 	áÓð . . . 	áÓ from X and from Y
ð ð

@ 	áÓ X and Y; X or Y; X from Y
Subordinated antonymy  	¯ . . . @ 	X @, 
	¯ . . . 	à@ð if X then Y; when X then Y
Exchanged antonymy K. . . . @ñ«AK. , K. . . . @ðQ @ buy X for Y; sell X for Y
K. . . . ÈYJ. K
 substitute X for Y
Case antonymy Bð . . . B neither X nor Y
ð X and Y
There are some dierences between the data from the Qura'an and Jones's data.
First, in Ancillary Antonymy, Hassanein found instances where the A-pair is present but
the B-pair is not (Hassanein, 2012: 149). The verses in (26) represent one of the examples
he provides for this case.
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(26)  Pð QmÌ'@ B ð

É
	¢Ë@ B ð  Pñ
	JË @ Bð HA Ò

Ê
	¢Ë@ B ð  Q
 J. Ë @ ð ù
Ô «

B

@ øñJ 
 A Ó ð
H@ ñÓ

B

@ B ð ZAJ
 k

B

@ øñ
J 
 A Ó ð (Qura'an: 035, 019 - 022)
wa-ma
and-not
yastawI
equal
al-PaQma
the-blind
wa-l-bas.Iru
and-the-seeing


wa-la
and-not
a-d.d.ulumatu
the-darkness
wa-la
and-not
a-nnuru
the-light


wa-la
and-not
a-d.d. illu
the-shade
wa-la
and-not
al-haruru
the-heat


wa-ma
and-not
yastawI
equal
al-PahyaPu
the-living
wa-la
and-not
al-Pamwatu
the-dead
The blind and the seeing are not alike, nor are darkness and light, shade and
heat are not alike, nor are the living and the dead
Hassanein (2012) explains that an abstraction of the B-pair is represented by concrete
instances in the A-pair. The verses in (26) compare a set of instances with another set
and states that they are not equal. A blind person is not equal to someone who can see,
darkness is not equal to light, shade is not equal to heat, and the living are not equal
to the dead. In Ibn-Kathir (2002)4, the two contrasted sets in these verses represent
a believer on one hand and a non-believer on the other. Therefore, Hassanein (2012)
claims the contrasted words present in these verses are B-pairs to an absent A-pair which
is believer and non-believer.
I do not agree with Hassanein's argument. There is no deleted or absent A-pair,
rather, these contrasted pairs are instances of Coordinated Antonymy which are used
guratively. In fact, Hassanein classies another verse, in (27) below, with a similar
structure under Coordinated Antonymy because the antonyms in that verse were not
used guratively.
(27) I 
J.
	m
Ì'@ è Q


»

½J. j. «

@ ñ

Ë ð I.
J

¢Ë@ ð I
J.
	m
Ì'@ ø
 ñ
J 


B

É¯ (Qura'an: 005,100)
qul
say
la
not
yastawI
equal
al-xabItu
the-bad
w-a-t.t.ayyibu
and-the-good
wa-lawu
and-even.if
PaQÃaba-ka
like-you
katratu
abundance
al-xabIt
the-bad
Say [Prophet], bad cannot be likened to good, though you may be dazzled by
how abundant the bad is.
4Ibn Kathir (1300-1373) is an exegesis of the Qura'an. Dierent exegesis have dierent interpretation
of the Qura'an. He is the most well-known exegesis because he linked the verses of the Qura'an with
sayings of Prophet Muhammad peace be upon him and the sayings of the Sahaba, the prophet's followers.
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The structure in (26) and (27) is the same ø
 ñ
J 
 (A Ó) B `X and Y are not equal'.
However, in (26) the pair are used in a gurative sense to refer to something else, while
(27) the pair is used literally.
Hassanein (2012) presents another discrepancy between his and Jones's (2002) data.
In Comparative Antonymy, there are examples of elliptical comparison where one antonym
is mentioned but not the other. This is not a case of antonym co-occurrence because
there is only one antonym in the sentence. However, Hassanein claims that because the
second pair is understood these sentences are counted as co-occurrence of antonymous
pairs. An example that Hassanein presents is repeated in (28) in which the next life is
compared to this life.
(28)

CJ
 	
	®K Q.

»

@ ð H A
g. P X Q.

»

@ è Q 	k

C

Ë ð (Qura'an: 017, 021)
wa-l-al-axiratu
and-verily-the-hereafter
Pakbaru
bigger
daraÃatin
degrees
wa-Pakbaru
and-bigger
taf¡Ila
favour
But the hereafter holds greater ranks and greater favours.
In (28), the verse states that the hereafter holds greater favours but does not say than
what, but exegesis tell us that it is this life that is contrasted here (Ibn-Kathir, 2002). The
method Hassanein used to extract co-occurrence of antonyms is dierent from Jones's
and the present study. He manually went through the Qura'an to identify sentences for
his analysis, and therefore, included such sentences. However, in a corpus study where
co-occurring pairs of antonyms are searched for, such sentences will not be retrieved.
Moreover, three categories were added by Hassanein (2012) to account for functions
not identied by Jones (2002) as table 2.3 shows. The rst category Hassanein adds is
Subordinated Antonymy. In this category, one antonym of the pair is in a main clause
and the other is in a subordinated clause. It `signals subordination of either of the two
antonymous pair members to the other' (Hassanein, 2012: 204). An example of this is
in (29).
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(29)
è Qå
J
 Ó ú

Í@
è Q 	¢
	J	¯ è Qå
« ð 	X 	àA

¿ 	à@
ð (Qura'an: 002, 280)
wa-Pn
and-if
kana
he.was
du
owner.of
Qusratin
diculty
fa-nad. iratun
then-delay
Pila
to
maysarah
easyN
If the debtor is in diculty, then delay things until matters become easier for
him.
The structure in Subordinated Antonymy as presented by Hassanein is found in the MSA
data of the present study. However, I classify the structure according to the meaning it
conveys; and in this case, there is a meaning of Consequence. The situation presented
through the second member of the antonym pair should happen as a consequence of the
situation expressed by the rst member of the pair.
Another category Hassanein presents is Exchanged Antonymy, in which there is a
process of exchanging a referent of one antonym in place of its opposite such as a process
of transaction as in the verse in (30) below.
(30)
	áK
Y
Jê Ó @ñ	KA

¿ A Ó ð ÑîE PAm.
'
Im'. P A
Ô
	¯ ø Yê

ËAK.
é

ËC
 	Ë@ @ð Q @ 	áK

	Y

Ë @

½J

Ëð

@ (Qura'an: 002,
16)
PulaPika
those
alladIna
who
istara-w
bought-they
a-¡¡alalata
the-straying
bi-l-huda
with-the-guidance
fa-ma
so-not
rabihat
win
tiÃaratu-hum
trade-their
wa-ma
and-not
kan-u
were-they
muhtadIn
guided
They have bought error in exchange for guidance, so their trade reaps no prot,
and they are not rightly guided.
The last category Hassanein introduces is Case Antonymy an example is presented in
(31). `Case is used here in a generalized sense to indicate either the syntactical function,
such as subject and object, or the semantic role, such as agent and patient, a noun carries
out within the framework' (Hassanein, 2012: 212).
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(31) H. ñ

Ê ¢ Ü

Ï @ ð I. ËA
¢Ë@ 	­ ª 	 é	JÓ
èð
	Y ®
	JJ 
 B
 
AJ 

 H. AK.
	YË @ Ñî D.

Ê 

	à@
ð (Qura'an: 022,
073)
wa-Pin
and-if
yaslub-hum
rob-them
a-ddubabu
the-y
sayPan
something
la
not
yastanqidu-hu
retrieve-it
min-h
from-it
¡aQufa
weak
a-t.t.alibu
the-requester
wa-l-mat.lub
and-the-requested
And if a y took something away from them, they would not be able to retrieve
it. How feeble are the petitioners and how feeble are those they petition!
In this verse, the two words I. ËA¢Ë@ at.t.alibu, `seeker' and H. ñÊ¢ÖÏ @ almat.lub `sought' are
the active and passive participles of the verb meaning `to seek'.
Hassanein's study shows that Jones's typology is also applicable on Arabic. However,
this thesis investigates MSA which presents a dierent variety of Arabic. In addition,
the present study aims to overcome the shortcomings in Jones's classication which will
be discussed in chapter 4.
2.4 Concluding remarks
I started this chapter with some denitions of antonymy and opposition. Antonymy is a
binary relation of contrast between words; opposition, on the other hand, is the novel con-
trastive relation triggered contextually. Section 2.1.1 focused on canonicity as a dening
factor of antonymy in this thesis. An antonym canon is a conventionalized antonym pair
that native speakers usually recognize out of context. Canonicity of antonym pairs lies in
a continuum. Pairs of antonyms can be conventionalized pairings of form and meaning;
they also can be ad hoc couplings opposed to each other on the basis of their context
only. The relevance of canonicity of antonym pairs to this study is twofold. First, the
investigation starts with searching pairs of canonical antonyms in an MSA corpus. Sec-
ond, one aim of this study is to present a constructionist account of canonical antonyms.
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Therefore, it is vital to specify what is meant by canonical antonyms prior to choosing
pairs of Arabic antonyms, and prior to specifying their features as constructions.
This study is based on Jones's (2002) study on antonymy and Davies' (2013) study
on opposition, so a dierentiation between the two studies is vital. Therefore, I dis-
cussed Jones's and Davies' work as well as work done on antonym pairs co-occurrence
in context in dierent languages based on Jones's study. They give valuable insight into
the similarities of antonym functions cross-linguistically. Antonym pairs were found to
co-occur in coordinated structures to indicate inclusiveness of the whole domain shared
by the pair. They also trigger contrast between other pairs in the sentence. Antonyms
were also found in negated structures for emphasis and in comparative structures where
one antonym is measured against the other. These similarities of antonym use cross-
linguistically suggest the universality of antonym functions. However, these functions
occurred in dierent proportions which indicates linguistic or cultural eects.
The present study investigates MSA written text. Therefore, section three reviewed
previous work investigating antonymy in Arabic. Contrast was investigated in Arabic as a
relation between words regardless of context. However, contextual cues were considered in
the case of auto-antonyms. Moreover, Hassanein's (2012) study followed Jones's approach
to investigate antonymy in the Qura'an with the goal of arriving at a better translation
of it.
Generally, the focus of this chapter is to present a discussion of how previous work on
antonymy relate to the present study. The next chapter explains the corpus methodology
used in this investigation and how it is similar or dierent from what has been discussed
here.
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Chapter 3
Methodological considerations
Antonymy, as Fellbaum (1995) stresses, is more pervasive among adjectives than among
other parts of speech, but she also notes that `there is nothing special about antonymous
adjectives [...] rather, there is something special about antonymous concepts, no matter
in what form these concepts are lexicalized' (Fellbaum 1995: 285). From this perspec-
tive, I investigate antonymous concepts from dierent word classes in Modern Standard
Arabic. This chapter discusses the methodological choices that were made prior to this
investigation. These choices include choosing the corpus, the pairs of concepts, and the
forms these concepts are lexicalized in. Throughout the discussion relevant linguistic
properties of MSA are introduced.
3.1 Choosing the corpora
This section starts with a brief introduction of the language under investigation. After
that, it introduces the corpora arTenTen12 and arabiCorpus which are used for this
investigation.
Modern Standard Arabic
This study investigates antonymy in context in Modern Standard Arabic. This variety of
Arabic is often described as `a functional written standard for all Arab countries' (Ryding,
2005: 9), and is dened as `the written language of contemporary literature, journalism,
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and \spoken prose"' (El-Hassan, 1978, as cited in Ibrahim, 2009: 17). A more detailed
denition is adopted by McLoughlin (1972, as cited in Ryding, 2005: 9), which states that
MSA is `that variety of Arabic that is found in contemporary books, newspapers, and
magazines, and that is used orally in formal speeches, public lectures, learned debates,
religious ceremonials, and in news broadcasts over radio and television'. Investigation
of any phenomenon in written Arabic has to be on MSA, as the other varieties are
primarily spoken rather than written. Though vernaculars can be found written in chat
rooms and social networks and in limited printed form as part of local culture, these
written sources can hardly be considered to be representative of the vernacular because
of MSA interference (Holes, 1995).
Words in Arabic are derived through the interaction of lexical roots and phonological
templates; i.e. circumexion. The phonemes of the lexical root, mostly consonants, are
arranged into a template of vowels, and sometimes certain consonants, that operate as
discontinues morphemes (Ryding, 2005). A familiar example from English is the dierent
forms related to to sing : sing, sang, sung, song, singing, singer, unsung, songs. The
dierence between these forms involves only one vowel in the stem and the addition of
prexes and suxes. In addition, this process is not productive in English. However,
Arabic morphemes can involve several discontinuous vowels (Ryding, 2005). A famous
example from Arabic is the dierent derivations from the root ktb given in Table 3.1.
Inserting the root ktb into the template CaCaCa yields the word kataba `wrote', while
inserting it in the template CiCaC yields the noun H. AJ» kitab `book'.
Table 3.1: Words derived from the root ktbI.
J

» kataba write (PERF. SING. MAS.)
I.
J

ºK
 yaktubu write (IMPER. SING. MAS.)
I.
J

ºÓ maktab desk (SING. MAS.)
éK. A
J» kitabah the act of writing
H. AJ» kitab book
éJ.
J

ºÓ maktabah library (SING. FEM.)
HAJ.
J

ºÓ maktabat library (PL. FEM.)
H. ñJ

ºÓ maktub written
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In addition to this circumexion, there is a system of suxes and prexes that inect
words for gender, person, and number. For example, the sux H@ -at changes a singular
noun to the feminine plural as in Table 3.1, the word for library (singular) maktabah to
libraries (plural) maktabat and the prex K
 ya- indicates masculine imperfective when it
occurs verb initially as in yaktubu `he writes', also in Table 3.1.
Some words in Arabic do not t precisely to the root and template system explained
above, such as pronouns, function words, and loan words (Ryding, 2005). None of the
words investigated in this study are of this type. However, the interaction between root
and template is the basic morphological method of word formation in Arabic. This
interaction is also employed by writers to create literary devices that give texts written
in MSA the `poetical feel' that Holes (1995) mentions in the following quote:
Arabic was characterized by recurrent patterns of language which to the west-
ern eye (and ear) have a rather `poetical' feel to them. Assonance, rhyme,
paranomasia (i.e. root-pattern echo and repetition) are intricately interwoven
to produce balanced juxtapositions of sounds, words, phrases and sentences.
These surface structural eects are counterbalanced by semantic patternings
of various degrees of synonymy and antonymy. (Holes, 1995: 269)
In this study antonymous roots are chosen to be searched in a corpus in order to
obtain words in the dierent word classes: verbs, nouns, adjectives, and adverbs. Two
corpora were chosen for data collection, which are introduced in the following section.
arTenTen12 and arabiCorpus
To collect data for this study, a corpus with a comparable size to previous studies was
needed. However, such corpus was not found. Therefore, two corpora are used to obtain
data: the arTenTen12 sample of on-line text (Kilgarri et al., 2004) and the All News-
paper part of arabiCorpus (arabicorpus.byu.edu). The arabiCorpus is an online corpus
developed by Dilworth Parkinson at Brigham Young University (BYU). Neither corpus
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provides means to search for the Arabic triliteral root. In the absence of a tool that
searches for the root, a tagged corpus is the best resource to search for words with the
same root in dierent word classes. Both corpora used here are tagged.
A tagged corpus enables the researcher to search for the base form of the word (not
the root) without inectional prexes or suxes. The number of search strings needed
for each root diers depending on whether the written form of the root contains vowels
or semivowels, or whether all its letters are consonants. To illustrate why this is, Tables
3.2 and 3.3 show the search strings for the root È @   t.al `tall', and the ones for the root
P   qs.r `short'. Because the root t.al involves a vowel, more search strings are needed
because vowels in the root change when they interact with the vowels in the templates.
In these tables, the search words represent the base form of the word. For example, the
search word Qå¯ qas.ur can yield words like Qå¯ K
 ya qs.ur , 	à@ Qå¯ K
 ya qs.ur an, and
AÒë Qå¯ qus.ru huma.
Table 3.2: Search strings needed for the
root t.al
resulting words search string
HCK
ñ£ , éÊK
ñ£ ,ÉK
ñ£ ÉK
ñ£
	àñËñ¢
 , Èñ¢ , Èñ¢
 , Èñ£ Èñ£
È@ñ£ È@ñ£
IËA£ , ÈA£ ÈA£
	áÊ¢
 ,É£ É£
Table 3.3: Search strings needed for the
root qs.r
resulting words search string	àAK , 	à@ , H@ , è ,Q
¯ Q
¯
	áë , Ñë , AÒë , è ,Qå¯ Qå¯
	àð , 	à@ , Qå¯ K , K

Because this study required a tagged corpus, I used arTenTen12 which is a sample
of the arTenTen ve-billion-word Arabic on-line corpus. TenTen corpora are created
by Web-crawling for dierent languages with a designated target of 1010 (10 billion)
words (SketchEngine, 2012). While arTenTen itself is still an initial version and not
yet tagged, the arTenTen12 sample is. The arTenTen12 sample consists of 50 mil-
lion words, and the SketchEngine (Kilgarri et al., 2004) tools are used for searching
it (http://www.sketchengine.co.uk).
The arTenTen12 corpus presents MSA as it is used today. At the time of data
collection, starting at January 2013, arTenTen12 had fty million words from on-line
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sources. This sample has been updated as of August 2015, and the number of word
tokens in it is 115 million words.
The other corpus used for this study is the All Newspapers corpus at arabicor-
pus.byu.edu. The arabiCorpus in the BYU website has corpora in ve genres: Newspa-
pers, Modern Literature, Non-ction, Egyptian Colloquial, and Pre-modern. The total
number of words in the whole corpus is 173,600,000. The newspaper section contains over
135 million words taken from newspapers from Egypt, Syria, Morocco, Kuwait, Jordan,
and the Saudi-owned newspaper Al-Hayat, published in London. Issues from these news-
papers span from 1996 to 2010. I chose to use the newspaper sub-corpus because earlier
studies of antonymy (such as Jones (2002) and Davies (2013)) used newspaper corpora
for their studies. Also, Egyptian Colloquial and Pre-modern sub-corpora represent other
varieties of Arabic not MSA. The All newspapers corpus was updated in July 2012 when
new sections were added and parts of the corpus underwent some de-duplication.
In combination, the arTenTen12 corpus and the arabiCorpus provide about 200 mil-
lion words for investigation. Using two corpora allows for comparison between news-
paper use of MSA and how MSA is used on the web. Previous studies on antonyms
were conducted on newspaper corpora. So using a newspaper corpus is also good for
cross-linguistic comparison.
After choosing the corpora, the next step was to decide on the words to be searched
in it. This is the topic for the next section.
3.2 Search strings
The list of antonymous pairs from Jones's 2002 study was used as a guide for choosing
MSA search strings in this study. In order to reect MSA, search words must be used
across all Arabic dialects and familiar to speakers from dierent Arabic-speaking regions.
Because Arabic is rich in synonyms, one dialect may adopt a certain word and another
dialect its synonym and this is reected on MSA used in that region (Ibrahim, 2009:
5). Therefore, one person translating the words in Jones's list into Arabic is not enough
because this might reect only one dialect of Arabic. My solution for this was to present
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a questionnaire to people from dierent regions where they are asked to provide the
antonym of potential search words. A translation of the rst word from each pair in
Jones's (2002) list, which was arranged alphabetically, was used in the questionnaire
and participants were asked to provide an antonym for each (see Appendix A for the
questionnaire used and Appendix B for a translation of it in English). In order to
ensure enough exposure to MSA, the participants targeted in this stage of the study are
university graduates from dierent Arabic-speaking countries who took their degrees in
a subject taught in Arabic.
Two hundred questionnaires were received; some were hand-written and some were
completed on-line through the Bristol Online Survey tool. Fifty-ve of these question-
naires were removed for dierent reasons. Two on-line questionnaires were written in
a font that neither Internet Explorer nor Firefox were able to identify. Ten question-
naires were not completed because the participants left some unanswered questions, so
they were excluded from the study. Eighteen participants were younger than twenty
years old. Their answers were excluded also because enough exposure to MSA cannot be
guaranteed. Twenty-ve questionnaires were completed by participants whose course at
university was not taught in Arabic. As enough exposure to MSA cannot be guaranteed,
their participation was excluded.
The participants were from dierent Arab countries in order to make sure that the
major dialects in Northern Africa, the Levantine, the Persian Gulf, and dierent parts
of Arabia are included. Although this study investigates MSA and not the dierent
dialects, it is important to include participants from dierent dialectal regions because
according to Ibrahim (2009), use of MSA does dier according to the background of its
users. The participants are from Saudi Arabia (110 participants), Egypt (14), Kuwait
(1), Syria (7), Tunisia (1), Jordan (2), Morocco (6), Yemen (2), and Sudan (2). The ma-
jority of participants are from Saudi Arabia because Saudi Arabia is home of four major
Arabic dialects: Gulf Arabic, Najdi Arabic, Hijazi Arabic, and Yemeni (or Southern)
and Tohaman. Moreover, two other dialects are also spoken there: Bahraini in the east
and Levantine in the north (Prochazka, 2010; Watson, 2011).
The countries above cover the major regions of Arabic dialects. Egypt, Sudan,
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Tunisia, and Morocco represent the dialects of North Africa. Syria and Jordan rep-
resent the Levantine. Saudi Arabia and Kuwait represent Najd and the Persian Gulf.
The last region is the western and southern parts of Arabia represented by Saudi Arabia
and Yemen. Of course there may be further dialectal variation among speakers from each
country, but I consider this a small limitation of my data.
Based on the results of the questionnaire, 37 pairs of antonyms from Jones's list were
used to feed search strings in this study. They are enumerated in Table 3.4 overleaf with
their Arabic counterparts. This leaves out 19 pairs of words in his list which will not be
used in this study. These are discussed further below.
Words used in this study:
The questionnaire identied 28 pairs of Arabic roots that semantically correspond to
37 English pairs of antonyms from Jones's list. Because roots in Arabic do not stand
alone (Ryding, 2005), they appear in Table 3.4 as words corresponding to the word class
of the English ones. For example, both the adjectival pair fast/slow and the adverbial
pair quickly/slowly can be transferred into Arabic using words from the roots srQ/bt.P
producing the pairs Zù
 ¢. / ©K
Qå sar
iQ/ bat.iP and Z¡J. K. / é«Qå. bibut.P/ bisurQah. Other
pairs of words that share the same root in Arabic include the ones in rows 2, 6, 8, 12,
13, 15, and 29 in Table 3.4. In these rows, the Arabic word class corresponds to the rst
English pair of antonyms. The pairs old/young and large/small in row 8 are grouped
together because the roots kbr/s. _gr are used to express both `size' and `age' in Arabic.
The Arabic words for the pairs good/bad and advantage/disadvantage in row 2 are
exceptional because two roots are assigned for `good'. The words badly, bad, and disad-
vantage were all translated using words formed from the root saP producing the words
Zñ . , Zú
æ ,
øðA Ó bisuP, sayyiP, masawiP, respectively. However, participants were
divided when it came to the MSA words for well, good, and advantage. Some participants
used words from the root h. sn for all three. Others used words from the root Ãad for
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Table 3.4: Search words used in this study.
1 attack/defend © 	¯ @YK
 / Ñk. AîE

2 bad/good badly/well advantage/disadvantage Zú
æ / (
	ák) YJ
k.
3 conrm/deny ù

	® 	JK
 / Y»ñK

5 dicult/easy ÉîD / I. ª
6 right/wrong rightly/wrongly É£AK. / k
7 new/old Õç'
Y
¯ / YK
Yg.
8 old/young large/small Q
 	ª / Q
J.»
9 punishment/reward H. @ñK / H. A
®«
10 alive/dead IJ
Ó / ú
k
11 fast/slow quickly/slowly Zù
 ¢. / ©K
Qå
12 feminine/masculine female/male Q» 	YÓ / I	K ñÓ
13 fail/succeed failure/success ij. 	JK
 / É  	®K

14 happy/sad 	áK
 	Qk / YJ
ª
15 optimism/pessimism optimistic/pessimistic Ð ðA  / È ðA 	®K
16 peace/war H. Qk / ÐC
17 poor/rich ú

	æ 	« / Q
® 	¯
18 strength/weakness
	­ª 	 / èñ¯
19 hate/love I. m'
 / èQºK

20 high/low 	 	® 	j	JÓ / ú
ÍA«
21 long/short Q
¯ / ÉK
ñ£
22 dry/wet I. £P /
	¬Ag.
23 married/unmarried H. 	Q«

@ / h. ð 	Q
Ó
24 dishonest/honest 	á
Ó

@ / 	áKA 	g
25 lose/win 	Pñ 	®K
 Qå	m'

26 heavy/light
	­J
 	® 	k / ÉJ
®K
27 hard/soft 	á
Ë / ú
æA
¯
28 begin/end ú
æî
D 	JK
 /

@YJ. K

29 private/public privately/publicly ÐA« / A 	g
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the rst two and h. sn for the third. Still others used a word from the root maz for
the third word. I decided to use the root saP for the `bad' sense and both h. sn and
Ãad for the `good' sense. This way the pairs corresponding to bad/good, badly/well, and
advantage/disadvantage are all searched for.
Four words in the questionnaire elicited antonyms with the same root but in dierent
morphological templates. These four words are listed in Table 3.5 where the rst column
shows the word used in the questionnaire, the second column shows the antonym pro-
duced by the respondents, and the third column shows the root that the words in column
two share. This same-root-dierent-pattern phenomenon is not surprising because one
type of variation existing in MSA among dierent regions is that the same root can be
used with dierent templates for the same meaning (Ibrahim, 2009: 5). This provides
another justication for the method adopted in this study of searching for roots rather
than words.
Table 3.5: Words with the same root but dierent phonological template
seed word antonyms root
privately ú
æñ
	k publicly ú
×ñÔ
« , ÐA« Qam Ð @ ¨
xus.us.I QumumI, Qamm
married h. ð 	Q
Ó unmarried H. 	Q«

@ , H. 	PA« Qzb H. 	P ¨
mutazawiÃ PaQzab, Qazib
incorrect ù£A 	g correct H. @ñ, I. 
Ó , H. ZA s.wb H. ð 
xat.iP s.awab, mus.Ib , s.a Pib
feminine ø
 ñ
J 	K

@ masculine ø
 Pñ»
	X ø
 Q»
	X d.kr P ¼ 	X
Punt

awI d

ukurI, d

akarI
All participants unanimously agreed on the antonyms of 14 words. These pairs are
listed in Table 3.6. However, a note should be made about the pair active/passive.
The MSA words produced from the questionnaire correspond more to the pair `posi-
tive'/`negative' and therefore they are excluded from this study.
Another eight words, listed in Table 3.7, produced two antonyms or more because
they are polysemous, but the sense corresponding to the sense in Jones's list was always
opposed to the same word. For example, the pair attack/defend corresponds to / Ñk. AîE

© 	¯ @YK
 yudaQ/ yuhaÃim, but participants produced another word as an antonym for `to
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Table 3.6: Antonym pairs with 100% agreement
fast/slow bat.IP / sarIQ Zù
 ¢. / ©K
Qå
quickly/slowly bibut.P / bisurQah Z¡J. K. / é«Qå.
new/old qadIm / ÃadId Õç'
Y
¯ / YK
Yg.
hate/love yuhibb / yakrah I. m'
 / èQºK

strength/weakness ¡aQf / quwwah
	­ª 	 / èñ¯
heavy/light xafIf / t

aqIl
	­J
 	® 	k / ÉJ
®K
alive/dead mayyit / hayy IJ
Ó / ú
k
large/small s.a_gIr / kabIr Q
 	ª / Q
J.»
private/public Qam / xas. ÐA« / A 	g
active/passive salbI / PiÃabiy ú
æ. Ê / ú
G. Am.
'
 @
long/short qas.Ir / t.awIl Q
¯ / ÉK
ñ£
fail/succeed yan Ãah. / yafsal ij. 	JK
 / É  	®K

feminine/masculine d. akar / Punt
a Q» 	X / ú æ 	K

@
right/wrong bat.il / h. aqq É£AK. / k
attack', namely ©k. @QK
 yataraÃaQ `to retreat'. This word is an antonym of a dierent
sense of the word `to attack' than is indicated by the English antonym pairing; so by
removing all counts of it, the other word scores 100% as an antonym for `to attack'.
Table 3.7: Words with a 100% agreement on one of their senses
attack: defend, retreat yuhaÃim : yudaQ, yataraÃaQ ©k. @QK
 , © 	¯ @YK
 : Ñk. AîE

dicult: easy, simple s.aQb : sahl, basIt. ¡J
. , ÉîD :I. ª
begin: nish, procrastinate yabdaP: yantahI, yataqaQas «A®JK
 , ú
æî
D 	JK
 :

@YJ. K

failure: success, winning fasal : naÃah. , fawz 	Pñ 	¯ , hAm.
	' : É  	¯
hard: soft, kind qasI : layyin, hanun, t.ayyib I. J
£ , 	àñ	Jk , 	á
Ë : ú
æA
¯
high: low, below QalI : munxa¡, Pasfal É 	®

@ , 	 	® 	j	JÓ : ú
ÍA«
peace: war, hostility salam : h. arb, QidaP Z @Y« ,H. Qk : ÐC
optimism: pessimism,
depression
tafaPul : tasaPum, Pih. bat.  AJ.k@ , Ð ðA  : È ðA 	®K
The remaining three words showed some variation but a single lexical item was present
in the majority of the questionnaires. This group of words complete the list of words
used in this study. I move next to discuss the reasons for excluding the pairs that were
not used in my study.
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Words excluded from this study:
Table 3.8 shows a list of the 19 pairs of antonyms from Jones's list that were excluded
from this study. Their exclusion was for dierent reasons. First, two pairs are rarely used
in the corpus for the sense used in Jones (2002): drunk/sober and gay/straight. While
the words drunk and gay have counterparts in Arabic ÉÖ ß t

aml and
	XA  sad

respectively,
there is no straightforward lexical item for their antonyms.
Table 3.8: Words left out from this study.
active/passive agree/disagree cold/hot
boom/recession ocially/unocially correct/incorrect
discourage/encourage gay/straight rural/urban
fact/ction false/true permanent/temporary
guilt/innocence explicitly/implicitly directly/indirectly
illegal/legal drunk/sober major/minor
prove/disprove
Excluding the pair active/passive was discussed above. The pair prove/disprove was
excluded at a later stage of data collection. After tagging, most sentences with co-
occurring yutbit/yuPakkid `prove/disprove' had the same meaning as conrm/deny. It
turned out that the word for `prove' was used synonymously as the word for `conrm'.
The remaining fteen pairs in Table 3.8 exhibited so much variation that a decision on
which word to choose is dicult, and may aect the results of this study. Six of these
words are enumerated in Table 3.9. The rst column in this table shows the antonym
pair taken from Jones's list. The second column shows the word that was used in the
questionnaire. This word is a translation of the rst word in the English pair. The third
column shows the number of responses from the questionnaire.
Having decided which words of Jones's (2002) list were to be included in the study,
the next step was to decide on the seed strings to be used when searching the corpus.
The next section discusses this step.
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Table 3.9: Words showing too much variation in the questionnaire.
antonym pair word antonym responses
in English
boom/recession PAëX 	P@ ,PAm 	' @ ,H. @Q 	k , XA» , 	­Ê	m
' , 	A 	®	m 	' @ ,  A¢m 	' @ ,Q 	k

AK
Pizdihar , Xñ»P , ÈñK. 	X ,PAÓX , ©k. @QK ,PñëYK ,ø
 XQ
K ,PAKY 	K @ , AÒº	K@
 ñJ.ë,P@Ym
	' @ , ÈCjÖÞ 	@
guilt/innocence Ð@Qk. @ , 	¬A	@ , hC@ , 	àAk@ , 	àAÓ

@ , ¼ñÊË@ 	ák , ÕËAÓ , èZ @QK.
PiÃram éJ
ËAJÓ , ÐQm× , ZðYë , ÐA 	¢ 	 , éË @Y« , éJ. J
£ , ÐC , éÔgP
permanent/ Õç' @X ,Q®JÓ,PXA 	K , ú
æî
D 	JÓ , ©¢® 	JÓ , I¯ ñÓ , ú

	GA 	¯ , ÉK@ 	P , A 	K AJ
k

@
temporary daPim

AJ. Ë A 	« , ©¢®JÓ ,øQ 	k

@ð é 	JJ
 	¯ 	á
K. , @YK.

@
directly/
èQåAJ.Ó , 	­Ê 	g , Q 	k

AK , é¢@ñK. , 	á
g YªK. , ÉKAm'. , Z A
	® 	k@ , èXA«@ , Cg.

@
indirectly mubasarah , É¿ñÓ , ú

	k@QÓ , é 	«ð@QÓ ,Éj. Ó ,QåAJ.Ó Q
 	« ,Ég. ñÓ , A ®kB
¡J
ð , éÊ£AÜØ , éÊA 	®Ó , PAJ Z@Pð 	áÓ , Èñ® 	JÓ ,ø
 ñ
JÊÓ
major/minor ú
æA

@ ú
«Q
	¯ ,ø
 ñ
	KAK , ÉK
YK. , AJ
Jk@
Pasasyy
fact/ction
é®J
®k É£AK. , é 	¯ @Q 	k , Ñëð , 	­K
 	P ,H. 	Y» , ÈAJ
 	k
h. aqIqah
3.3 Seed strings
In this study dierent word classes are searched for. Therefore, seed strings are selected
in a way that they can elicit words form dierent word classes. Seed strings are the
strings entered in the search tools to elicit dierent forms of both words in the antonym
pair. Due to circumexion in Arabic words, discussed in section 3.1, the number of seed
strings diers for each root. The morphological properties of the major word classes are
discussed below in order to show how these properties aect the decision of choosing seed
words.
Verbs
Verbs in Arabic take three forms: imperative, perfective, and imperfective. Both per-
fective and imperfective forms1 inect for gender, number, person, and voice (Ryding,
2005). The imperative form inects for gender and number only and is always in the
second person. There are ten verb forms in Arabic each expressing a dierent aspect,
such as progressive, habitual, etc. Form I is the simplest with the template CaCaCa, as
1The perfective and imperfective forms of the verb are also referred to in the literature as the past
and non-past forms, respectively.
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in H. Qå saraba `drink', which is a regular verb in Arabic. Table 3.10 shows the dierent
inections of the verb saraba `drink'. The table shows that the three consonants from
the root H. P  are always next to each other with no consonants or long vowels in
between. Because only axes are involved in the formation of the dierent forms of the
verb, a search in the corpus with a query word H. Qå would yield all the forms shown in
Table 3.10. The short vowels can be ignored as texts in corpora are not vocalized, which
means that short vowels are not represented in the corpus.
Table 3.10: Dierent inections of the verb saraba`to drink' in MSA.
perfective imperfective imperative
person FEM. MAS. FEM. MAS. FEM. MAS.
(singular)
rst sarabtu
IK. Qå
 asarabu H. Qå


@
second ú

æK. Qå
 IK. Qå
 	á
K. Qå
 H. Qå
 ú
G.
Qå @ H. Qå
 @
sarabti sarabta tasrabin tasrab israbi israb
third
IK. Qå
 H. Qå
 H. Qå
 H. Qå


sarabat saraba tasrabu yasrabu
(dual)
rst sarabna A 	JK. Qå
 nasrabu H. Qå
	
second sarabtuma AÒJK. Qå
 tasraban 	àAK. Qå
 israba AK. Qå
 @
third saraba AK. Qå
 	àAK. Qå
 	àAK. Qå


tasraban yasraban
(plural)
rst sarabna A 	JK. Qå
 nasrabu H. Qå
	
second
	áK. Qå
 Õ æK. Qå
 	áK. Qå
 	àñK. Qå
 	áK. Qå
 @ @ñK. Qå
 @
sarabtunna sarabtum tasrabn tasrabun israbna israbu
third
	áK. Qå
 @ñK. Qå
 	áK. Qå


	àñK. Qå


sarabna sarabu yasrabna yasrabun
However, irregular verbs change some root sounds as they interact phonologically with the
sounds of the morphological template, and this is reected in the orthography. Irregular
verbs include the geminate verb root where one consonant is geminated (doubled) like
	Që hazza `shake', the hamzated verb root where one letter is a glottal stop such as È

A
saPala `ask'; the hollow root, in which the second written sound of the root is a vowel,
e.g.ÈA ¯ qala `say'; the `defective' verb root, that ends with a vowel such as úæÓ masa
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`walk'; and the assimilated verb root where the root starts with a glide, as in YËð walada
`give birth'.
In this study, I use 28 antonym pairs, which would mean 56 roots, though because
I use two roots for the sense `good' the total number is 57 roots. Of these 57 roots, 37
are regular and 20 are irregular. None of these irregular roots is an assimilated root,
therefore, this root type is not discussed further. The rst group of irregular verbs in my
list have the geminate root. The consonant is written once with a shaddah

@ over it to
represent gemination (Ryding, 2005: 458). When this type of root is used in a template
that would put a vowel between the doubled consonant, the consonants are both written.
This process is called the `split stem' (Ryding, 2005: 458). For example, the three
geminate verbs in my list are
	­k. Ãa `to dry',  	k xas.s.a `to make private', and Ñ«
Qamma `to make public'. However, because text in the corpora are not vocalized, only
one search word for each verb is enough to elicit all forms of these verbs. However, this
form contained only two letters, e.g. I used xs. to search for the roots xs. and xs.s. .
The second type of irregular verbs in Arabic is the hamzated root, which refers to
a root that contains a glottal stop. These roots are quadriliteral, i.e. with four letters
instead of three. There are many types of hamzated roots but only two types appear in
my words. The rst is the one word in my list that ends with a glottal stop

@YJ. K
 yabdaP
`begin'. In this case, the internal state of the root does not change and only one form is
needed. The second group contains four verbs
k

@ Pahaqqa `to make right', I. k

@ Pahabba
`loved', Y »

@ Pakkada `conrm', and 	á Ó

@ Pammana `to ask somebody to be honest'.
The glottal stop in these words is word-initial, which means that it is deleted in the
imperfective form of the verb. Therefore, two forms are needed for each of these verbs.
For example, the perfective verb I. k

@ Pahabba `loved' changes to I. m'
 yuhibbu `loves' in
the imperfective form.
The third group of irregular verbs is the hollow verb root, where the second letter of
a triliteral root is a vowel. The verbs in my list belonging to this group are 	àB lana
`soften', ZA saPa `to become bad', HAÓ mata `die', ÈA£ t.ala `become long', 	àA 	g xana `be
dishonest', and 	PA 	¯ faza `win'. There are ve types of hollow verbs, but the ones in my
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list are of two types. The verbs 	àB and ZA belong to one group where the vowel a
changes to I in the imperfective form of the verb. The perfective verb 	àB lana becomes
	á
ÊK
 yalIn in the imperfective and ZA saPa becomes úæ

 yasIPu. Therefore, two search
strings are needed to elicit verbs from this root. The second group includes HAÓ mata
`die', ÈA£ t.ala `become long', 	àA 	g xana `be dishonest', and 	PA 	¯ faza `win'. These verbs
change the vowel a to u in the perfective, and also need two search strings each.
The last group of irregular verbs in my list has a defective verb root, which means
that the last letter of the triliteral root is a vowel. Four verbs in my list belong to this
group, all of which end with the vowel a. Two change from a to I: ù 	® 	K nafa `deny' and
AJ
k haya `live' become ù

	® 	JK
 yanfI and ú
æ
m
'
 yuhyI. The other two change from a to u úæ¯
qasa `to harden' and C« Qala `to go higher' become ñ ® K
 yaqsu and ñ Ê ª K
 yaQlu,
respectively. This group of verbs need two search strings, too.
Nouns
Nouns in Arabic are of two types: derived and primitive. Derived nouns are derived from
a verb root, but primitive nouns are not. Primitives are considered to be part of the core
lexicon of the language (Ryding, 2005: 92). Examples of primitives include
éËðA£ t.awilah
`table', ú
æQ» kursI `chair', and
éÊ	m 	' naxlah `palm tree'. All nouns in my study are derived
nouns.
Nouns inect according to ve features: gender, humanness, number, deniteness, and
case (Ryding, 2005: 119). Gender and humanness are inherent in the noun's meaning.
Gender, however, can be marked or unmarked on the noun. For example,
éËðA£ t.awilah
`table' has the feminine marker
è ah while ÖÞ sams `sun' does not have a feminine
marker but is considered to be a feminine noun by convention. On the other hand,
number and deniteness are determined semantically according to the referent of the
noun. Number can be singular, dual (masculine or feminine), or plural (masculine,
feminine, or broken). Deniteness can also be of three types: proper nouns Y«X daQad,
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denite by encliticisation
éJ
»
	YË@ éJ 	K. bintuhu ad d akiyah `his smart daughter', and denite
by procliticisation
éJ
»
	YË@ I 	J. Ë @ albintu ad d akiyah `the smart girl' (Ryding, 2005).
Case is syntactically determined according to the position of the word in the sentence.
There are three cases in Arabic: nominative, accusative and genitive. Case is marked on
singular nouns and on feminine and broken plurals2 using diacritics which do not aect
the search process in a corpus because text in both corpora used here is not vocalized.
The suxes of dual and masculine plural nouns, however, change according to the noun's
case, and thus they have been counted as dierent words in a corpus. The examples in
Table 3.11 show the dierence between the three plural patterns. Three words are used
in the table to show the dierences in the three plural patterns. The word
èPAJ
 sayyara
`car' is feminine and therefore takes the feminine plural, adding -at. The word ÕÎ¯ qalam
`pen' takes the broken plural. The third word is Y	JêÓ muhandis `engineer' which takes
the masculine plural, adding -In to the word. Of the 57 words in my list, 21 words need
an additional search string to account for the noun form in both its singular and plural
forms. The rest are covered by searching for the form of the verb from which it is derived.
Adjectives
Adjectives inect for gender, number, deniteness and case; some adjectives also inect
for degree (Ryding, 2005). They agree with the noun they modify, but this agreement
depends on their function. Adjectives in Arabic have two functions: attributive and
predicative (Ryding, 2005). Attributive adjectives follow the noun to form a noun phrase,
and agree with the noun in gender, number, case and deniteness. Ryding (2005: 239)
provides the following examples for attributive adjectives: ÉîD 	Pñ 	¯ fawzun sahl `an easy
win' and Q Ôg

B@ QjJ. Ë @ albahru alPahmar `the Red Sea'. Predicative adjectives, on the
other hand, follow the noun to form a clause, and agree with it in gender, number, and
2The broken plural is a cover term for many rules that change the template of the word to make
it plural. It `involves a shift of vowel patterns within the word stem itself, as in English \man/men,"
\foot/feet," or \mouse/mice." It may also involve the axation of an extra consonant' (Ryding, 2005:
144).
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Table 3.11: Cases in Arabic (`car', `pen', `engineer'), showing the three number patterns.
number nominative accusative genitive
car
singular sayyaratu
èPAJ
 sayyarata
èPAJ
 sayyarati èPAJ

dual sayyaratan 	àAKPAJ
 sayyarataIn 	á
KPAJ
 sayyarata AKPAJ

plural sayyaratu
H@PAJ
 sayyarati H @PAJ
 sayyarati H @PAJ

pen
singular qalamu ÕÎ¯ qalama ÕÎ¯ qalami ÕÎ
¯
dual qalaman 	àAÒÊ¯ qalamuIn 	á
ÒÊ¯ qalama AÒÊ¯
plural Pqalamu
ÐC¯

@ Pqalama ÐC¯

@ Pqalami ÐC
¯@
engineer
singular muhandisu Y	JêÓ muhandisa Y	JêÓ muhandisi Y	JêÓ
dual muhandisan 	àAY	JêÓ muhandisaIn 	á
Y	JêÓ muhandisa AY	JêÓ
plural muhandisun 	àñY	JêÓ muhandisIn 	á
Y	JêÓ muhandisI ú
æY
	JêÓ
case, but not deniteness. Examples include
éÊK
ñ£ éÖ
ßA ®Ë @ alqaPimatu t.awIlah `the list is
long' and
éJ
» 	X ù
 ë hiya d akiyyah `she is intelligent' (Ryding, 2005: 240). The adjectives
in the investigated dataset serve both predicative and attributive functions.
Thirty-two of the 57 words in my list need an additional search word because a vowel
is inserted into its root in the adjective form.
Adverbs
Very few words in Arabic are adverbs by themselves (Ryding, 2005), e.g. ¡® 	¯ faqat. `only'
and

@Yg. Ãiddan `very'. The majority of adverbs are nouns and adjectives in the ac-
cusative case functioning as adverbs. The accusative case is formed using diacritics or
suxes, as explained above for nouns. However, some adverbs are formed in a phrase
using words meaning `manner', `way', or `form' with the adjective (Ryding, 2005). For
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example, the phrase A 	g É¾ . bi-shakilin xas. literally means `in a private manner' but
functions as `privately'. No additional search strings are needed for extracting adverbs
because nouns and adjectives are searched for.
Based on this review of dierent word classes in Arabic, the seed strings are chosen.
Appendix C shows dierent forms of each part of speech. The last column of the table
in Appendix C records the number of seed strings needed for each root. The next step
is to use these seed strings to search the corpora.
3.4 Searching the corpora
Generally, the method for searching the corpora is the same in both arTenTen12 and
the arabiCorpus. The rst word of each pair is searched for and a concordance of its
occurrences is elicited. The antonym of the search word is searched for within that
concordance list and the lines containing both words of the pair within a +9/-9 span of
words are saved in a le. This proximity window was chosen after experimenting with
smaller and larger search spans. A very short span of words would skew the results
towards shorter structures such as coordination where single-word antonyms appear in
such frames as X and Y. The three windows -5/+5, -9/+9, and -11/+11 were compared.
The search spans -5/+5 and -9/+9 had considerable dierence in the number of elicited
sentences. However, a very small dierence was witnessed between the windows -9/+9
and -11/+11.
The initial search in both corpora is the same. However, dierences in the SketchEngine
and the BYU search tools forced some variation in the search method. For arTenTen12 in
the SketchEngine, a string is entered into the search bar at `simple query' as the `part of
speech lter' was not yet available at the time of data collection. The concordance lines
are then shown in the SketchEngine tool. The list of citations for that word is generated
and all antonymous word forms co-occurring within the chosen window of +9/-9 words
are copied into a le. I used the function collocates in the SketchEngine to arrive at the
co-occurrences. After all seed strings for the root are searched for, I move to another
root and so on.
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The BYU is a learner corpus designed for language learners. It does not provide
advanced ways to manage the results as the SketchEngine is intended to do. However, I
devised a method for dealing with the results which made it manageable. First a search
string is entered in the search box choosing `string' in the part of speech lter to elicit
dierent forms of the word. The results le is then downloaded and saved. After that,
the antonym is searched for in that le using shell script in bash terminal.
After all co-occurrences of antonym roots are collected from both corpora, I go through
the data manually to lter it and remove unwanted lines based on the following conditions:
1. Verses from the Qura'an are removed. Some verses tend to be repeated several
times for various reasons. The main reason for removing verses of the Qura'an is
that they represent a dierent form of Arabic than MSA.
2. Duplicates are removed. Duplicate sentences were present more in the arabiCorpus
but some arTenTen12 les had them, too. This is because newspapers report the
same news and certain forms tend to be repeated.
3. Some words had homonyms, and therefore sentences containing these words with
dierent senses of the search words than intended were removed. An example of
this is the pair A 	g/ÐA« xas. / Qam `private/public'. The word ÐA« Qam can be
an adjective meaning `general, public, or not specialized'; a noun meaning `a year
or a period of twelve months'; or a perfective form of a verb meaning `to oat'
(http://www.almaany.com/ar/dict/ar-en/ÐA«/ ).
4. Searching for some strings sometimes caused elicitation of unwanted words that
contained the same letters in the same order as the search string. For example,
when the word A 	g xas. `private' was entered in the search engine, there were
words like A	m

@ Pasxas. and èQåA 	g xas. irah among the results. These words were
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removed manually.
The ltered data is ready to be tagged, as discussed in the next section.
3.5 Tagging
The resulting data contained over 52 thousand concordance lines from the All Newspapers
corpus in the BYU and over 19 thousand lines from the arTenTen12 in SketchEngine. The
co-occurring antonymous pairs in these sentences were tagged according to part of speech:
verbs, nouns, adjectives, adverbs, and sentences with co-occurring antonyms of dierent
word class. The data were also tagged according to whether there is an identiable
schematic construction or frame that the pair appears in and what this construction
is. For the purposes of this study, the frames I refer to as schematic constructions are
syntactic structures that contain an antonymous pair. Finally, the data were tagged
according to which word of the pair appears rst. After the process of tagging, an
extract of the data is chosen to be the sample dataset for analysis.
3.6 Building the dataset
In Jones's study, three thousand sentences were chosen for the dataset. His procedure for
choosing these sentences is reected in the one used in my study. Jones (2002) started
by deciding how many sentences of each pair is required for each antonym pair. This,
to an extent, reected the actual occurrences in the data, but at the same time Jones
followed some general guidelines:
 no more than 60 per cent of database sentences should feature adjectival antonyms;
at least 10 per cent should feature antonymous nouns, at least 10 per cent should
feature antonymous verbs, and at least 10 per cent should feature antonymous
adverbs;
 at least 250 database sentences should feature non-gradable antonyms;
 at least 250 database sentences should feature morphologically related antonyms;
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 where possible, while still meeting the criteria above, sample size should reect
co-occurrence frequency. (Jones, 2002: 32)
In Jones's study, the antonym pair new/old had the highest number of sentences in
the dataset because this pair had the highest frequency of co-occurrence in the corpus.
However, not all antonym pairs reect their frequency in the corpus because the above
conditions had to be met. For example, the pair directly/indirectly co-occurred 492 times
in the corpus and was sampled 79 times in the dataset, while the pair old/young co-
occurred 2,704 times but only 69 sentences were sampled. `The explanation for this is
twofold: rst, indirectly/directly is a morphological pair; and second, indirectly/directly
is an adverbial pair. Both of these factors contribute to \up-weight" the database repre-
sentation of directly/indirectly ' (Jones, 2002: 32). After deciding on how many sentences
of each pair is required, the next step is to select the sentences from the sub-corpus.
Jones chose every nth sentence where n represents the number of actual occurrences of a
certain pair in the corpus divided by the number of sentences required from that pair.
On a similar line, the conditions for choosing the data for my study should account
for the proportion of each part of speech and the number of occurrences in each corpus.
The question remains on the best procedure to follow in order to obtain a dataset that
is representative of the co-occurrences of these pairs in the corpus and at the same time
somewhat compatible with procedures followed in previous studies in order to facilitate
comparison.
One option is to follow the same percentages for each pair in Jones's study. This
option would allow for better comparison with previous studies on English and other
languages since they too have a similar data selecting method. This method would
also allow for comparison of individual corresponding antonymous pairs in two or more
languages. A major drawback for this method is that the data selected would not reect
the occurrences of the search words in the corpora used in this study. Moreover, Jones
used 56 pairs of antonyms, but in this study only 28 pairs are used.
Another option is to devise my own strategy for selecting the data set in order to
ensure that the chosen sentences are representative of the corpus. The general procedure
is similar to that of Jones's where the percentages of important factors are calculated,
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and then the number of required sentences are decided. For example, the percentage of
the antonym `large/small' is 12.7% in the corpus, therefore, 12.7% of the 3000 sentences
contain the pair `large/small', i.e. 356 sentences. I then go to my `large/small' sub-corpus
and choose 356 lines of that le by selecting every 25th sentence because 9117 (the actual
number of `large/small' co-occurrences in my data) divided by 356 is around 25. The
same method is used to decide on how many sentences of these 356 are verbs, nouns,
adjectives, or adverbs.
This procedure is an adaptation of Jones's (2002) general system. However, since
each pair in my study can have more than one part of speech and since all antonym
pairs in my study are lexical ones and there are no morphologically negated antonyms,
the general conditions Jones devised as guidelines for choosing the sentences in his study
are not needed here. The condition of assigning a minimum number of sentences for
non-gradable antonyms is also discarded because fourteen of the antonymous pairs in my
study are gradable and fourteen of them are non-gradable. Therefore, the general plan
here is to adhere to the proportion of pairs in the corpus, and to reect the proportion
of each part of speech for each pair individually.
A nal point is due here. I am using two corpora, therefore, this procedure has been
carried out twice; once for the data from the arTenTen12 corpus to obtain 1500 lines and
once for the data from the arabiCorpus also 1500 lines. Tables D.1 and D.2 in Appendix
D show the numbers for each part of speech for each pair in the sub-corpus and in the
dataset for each corpus.
The following section presents a discussion of the dataset that was obtained.
3.7 Data description
The search for antonym pair roots in both corpora elicited 72 thousand concordance
lines. The distribution of antonym pairs in these occurrences is shown in Tables 3.12
and 3.13 for the arTenTen12 corpus and the arabiCorpus newspaper corpus, respectively.
The rst column in these two tables shows the corresponding antonym pair in English,
the second column shows how many times this pair co-occurs in the corpus, the third
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column shows the percentage of that co-occurrence. The last column lists the number of
sentences in the analysed dataset.
Table 3.12: Co-occurrences of antonym pairs in arTenTen12.
antonym pair no. in corpus percentage no. in dataset
alive/dead 1497 7.6 114
attack/defend 657 3.3 50
bad/good 378 1.9 29
begin/end 2042 10.4 154
conrm/deny 103 0.5 8
dicult/easy 295 1.5 23
dishonest/honest 173 0.9 13
dry/wet 84 0.4 6
fail/succeed 414 2.1 32
fast/slow 116 0.6 9
feminine/masculine 1454 7.4 111
happy/sad 89 0.5 7
hard/soft 17 0.1 3
hate/love 474 2.4 36
heavy/light 209 1.1 16
high/low 163 0.8 12
large/small 3153 16 239
long/short 527 2.7 40
lose/win 334 1.7 25
married/unmarried 47 0.2 4
new/old 1318 6.7 100
optimism/pessimism 68 0.3 5
peace/war 641 3.3 49
poor/rich 1075 5.5 82
private/public 1272 6.5 97
punishment/reward 300 1.5 23
right/wrong 1294 6.6 98
strength/weakness 1512 7.7 115
Total 19706 100 1500
Table 3.12 shows the distribution of antonym pairs in the arTenTen12 corpus. The search
strings elicited 19706 concordance lines from this corpus. The pair with the highest co-
occurrence is P H. ¼/P
	¨  kbr/s_gr ; the root for `large/small' co-occurring 3153 times.
The pair with the lowest co-occurrence is ø  / 	à @ È qsa/lan the roots for `hard/soft'
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with as little as 17 co-occurrences only.
Table 3.13: Co-occurrences of antonym pairs in All Newspapers in arabiCorpus.
antonym pair no. in corpus percentage no. in dataset
alive/dead 2470 4.7 70
attack/defend 3728 7.1 104
bad/good 68 0.1 4
begin/end 4167 8 122
conrm/deny 1196 2.3 34
dicult/easy 938 1.8 27
dishonest/honest 162 0.3 8
dry/wet 112 0.2 3
fail/succeed 1824 3.5 52
fast/slow 300 0.6 9
feminine/masculine 1882 3.6 54
happy/sad 125 0.2 4
hard/soft 32 0.1 1
hate/love 793 1.5 23
heavy/light 460 0.9 13
high/low 355 0.7 10
large/small 5964 11.4 171
long/short 1383 2.6 40
lose/win 3017 5.8 86
married/unmarried 132 0.3 4
new/old 4110 7.9 118
optimism/pessimism 326 0.6 9
peace/war 4344 8.3 125
poor/rich 2146 4.1 63
private/public 7254 13.9 206
punishment/reward 336 0.6 10
right/wrong 886 1.7 25
strength/weakness 3791 7.2 107
Total 52301 100 1500
The distribution of antonym pairs in the arabiCorpus is shown in Table 3.13. There were
52301 concordance lines elicited from this corpus. The highest rate of co-occurrence in
this corpus is in the pair Ð @ ¨/ @ p Qam/xas. `private/public'. This pair co-occurred
7254 times in the BYU but only 1272 times in the on-line corpus arTenTen12. This high
co-occurrence is understandable in a newspaper corpus as there is an ongoing debate
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about the privatization of public sectors in Arabic-speaking countries during this period.
Similar to the arTenTen12, the lowest co-occurring pair in the arabiCorpus is the pair
for `hard/soft' with a co-occurrence of 32 times.
The normalized frequency per million words for these co-occurring antonym pairs in
both corpora is calculated by dividing the number of concordance lines featuring co-
occurring antonyms by the number of words in that concordance and multiplying the
result by a million. This means that an antonym construction (a single co-occurrence
of a pair of antonyms) is found 394.12 times in a million words in the arTenTen12 and
387.41 times in a million words in the arabiCorpus. The ratio of their co-occurrence
in the two corpora is 1.017, which means that antonyms co-occur in almost the same
frequency in both corpora.
Table 3.14 records the frequency numbers and rates in both corpora. The rst column
lists the pairs in English arranged in descending order from the pair with the highest
frequency of co-occurrence to the pair with the lowest. The six columns record the
frequency of each pair in the arTenTen12 and the arabiCorpus and then in both corpora
in actual frequency numbers and in percentages.
The table shows that the pair for `large/small' is the highest co-occurring pair. This
pair co-occurs 3153 times in arTenTen12 and 5964 times in All Newspapers. In combi-
nation this pair co-occurs 9117 times which makes almost 13 per cent of the data. This
is the highest rate of co-occurrence than any other pair in my data. This high rate of
co-occurrence can be attributed to the fact that this pair is used for a number of senses.
In almaany online dictionary, Q
 J. » kabIr `large' as an adjective means `big, of large
size, capacity, importance; wicked, cruel, monstrous; middle-aged, rather old, senior;
respectable', and as a noun it means `a great sin' or `a signicant issue' (\big", 2016).
So the root P H. ¼ can refer to either `size,' `age,' or `issue.' The root P
	¨  also refers
to the same senses but of smaller or less quality or quantity.
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Table 3.14: Frequency of co-occurrence arranged in descending order.
antonym pair arTenTen % BYU % BOTH %
large/small 3153 16.0 5964 11.4 9117 12.7
private/public 1272 6.5 7254 13.9 8526 11.8
begin/end 2042 10.4 4167 8.0 6209 8.6
new/old 1318 6.7 4110 7.9 5428 7.5
strength/weakness 1512 7.7 3791 7.2 5303 7.4
peace/war 641 3.3 4344 8.3 4985 6.9
attack/defend 657 3.3 3728 7.1 4385 6.1
alive/dead 1497 7.6 2470 4.7 3967 5.5
lose/win 334 1.7 3017 5.8 3351 4.7
feminine/masculine 1454 7.4 1882 3.6 3336 4.6
poor/rich 1075 5.5 2146 4.1 3221 4.5
fail/succeed 414 2.1 1824 3.5 2238 3.1
right/wrong 1294 6.6 886 1.7 2180 3.0
long/short 527 2.7 1383 2.6 1910 2.7
conrm/deny 103 0.5 1196 2.3 1299 1.8
hate/love 474 2.4 793 1.5 1267 1.8
dicult/easy 295 1.5 938 1.8 1233 1.7
heavy/light 209 1.1 460 0.9 669 0.9
punishment/reward 300 1.5 336 0.6 636 0.9
high/low 163 0.8 355 0.7 518 0.7
bad/good 378 1.9 68 0.1 446 0.6
fast/slow 116 0.6 300 0.6 416 0.6
optimism/pessimism 68 0.3 326 0.6 394 0.5
dishonest/honest 173 0.9 162 0.3 335 0.5
happy/sad 89 0.5 125 0.2 214 0.3
dry/wet 84 0.4 112 0.2 196 0.3
married/unmarried 47 0.2 132 0.3 179 0.2
hard/soft 17 0.1 32 0.1 49 0.1
Total 19706 52301 72007
3.8 Data analysis
The three thousand concordance lines were analysed according to which function they
convey. Sentences were recorded in a spread sheet and each sentence was assigned a
number from 1 - 1500 in addition to the corpus name. In a dierent spread sheet corre-
sponding numbers and corpus names were listed. Consequent columns record the tagging
for that particular sentence regarding its: part of speech of antonyms, whether they carry
a gradable meaning, whether they appear parallel to each other, the frame they appear
in, and nally the function of the pair. Sentences with similar antonym functions are
then grouped together and these groups represent the categories of antonym functions in
MSA. Chapter 5 discusses these groups in detail.
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3.9 Concluding remarks
This chapter started with a discussion of the language under investigation, the corpus
used for data collection, and how the sampled data was managed. The chapter ended with
a description of the data and analysis method. A corpus that can provide comparable
data to previous studies in terms of genre and number of tokens was not found. Therefore,
two corpora were used. Seed strings in Jones (2002) were used as a starting point in this
study, but not all of Jones's list of antonym pairs were used. However, pairs used in this
study elicited enough data because dierent parts of speech of each pair was searched
for.
The next chapter introduces the new classication of antonym functions that emerged
from data analysis. It also explains how co-occurring antonymous pairs in Arabic are
similar or dierent from those in English regarding their use, formal parallelism, ancillary
eect, and sequence.
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Chapter 4
A new classication of antonym
functions in text
The purpose of this chapter is to present the new classication of antonym functions, to
present a discussion of the common features found across categories such as parallelism
and ancillary function, and lastly to look into word order and word class of the co-
occurring antonyms. In the rst section, a new classication of schematic constructions
hosting antonym pairs is presented. In section 1.2 of the introduction, a justication
for introducing a new taxonomy of antonym functions was discussed. However, I start
the rst section of this chapter by explaining how previous taxonomies can be brought
together.
I argue that form and meaning of the schematic constructions are equally important
for the classication of how antonymy is used in text. Therefore, the new classication
presented in this chapter is based on both form and meaning as composites of each
category. The forms that occur in more than one category are discussed briey.
Section two of this chapter presents the main dierences between the classication
proposed in section one and previous classications presented by Jones (2002) and Davies
(2013) which were discussed in chapter two. In this section, an argument is presented
for the removal of some categories found in Jones's classication, with special attention
to the Ancillary Antonymy category.
The third section compares the dataset in this study to Jones's dataset regarding
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antonym order and word class in order to identify any dierences between the two lan-
guages. Antonym sequence has been linked to culture-specic factors (Jones, 2002; Hsu,
2015; Kostic, 2015a), and is therefore worth investigating in Arabic as it brings a dierent
cultural perspective.
This chapter serves two objectives of the present thesis, namely how Jones's (2002)
taxonomy of antonym functions can be updated in light of the MSA data, and what a
comparison between English data and Arabic data can help in understanding antonym
pair behaviour in text.
4.1 A new classication of antonym functions in text
This section starts with a discussion of how a taxonomy of antonym functions can cater for
both canonical antonyms and contextual oppositions. It then introduces the classication
of antonym functions proposed in this study. A detailed description of these classes with
examples from the dataset is presented in the next chapter.
4.1.1 Antonymy functions and opposition functions
This section points out the similarities and dierences between Jones's (2002) and Davies'
(2013) classications in order to set the stage for introducing the new classication. Jones
arrived at his system by classifying syntactic frames hosting canonical antonym pairs,
while Davies' was achieved by classifying syntactic frames triggering novel oppositions.
Table 4.1 contrasts the categories proposed by Jones (2002) and Davies (2013).
A quick glance at Table 4.1 shows that Jones's classication has more categories than
Davies'. This is because canonical antonyms are found in more types of contrastive frames
than non-canonical antonyms (Jones et al., 2007). However, the similarities between the
two classications are numerous.
Five categories (with slightly dierent names) are found in both classications of
contrast relations in text. Although there are minor dierences within these categories,
the general functions of antonymy and opposition in them are the same. The rst category
in Table 4.1 involves the use of negation to cancel one item of the pair to emphasize
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Table 4.1: Classications of antonym and opposition functions as presented by Jones
(2002) and Davies (2010).
Jones's categories Davies' categories
Negated Antonymy Negated Opposition
Transitional Antonymy Transitional Opposition
Comparative Antonymy Comparative Opposition
Interrogative Antonymy Binarized Option
Distinguished Antonymy Explicit Opposition
Extreme Antonymy Replacive
Ancillary Antonymy Parallelism
Coordinated Antonymy Concessive Opposition
Idiomatic Antonymy
Conict
Oblique stroke
Association
Specication
Simultaneity
Unity
Equivalence
the other. The second category involves a transition from one state or situation to its
opposite. In the third category, one item of the opposing pair is compared against the
other or against a shared scale, and in the fourth category there is a choice between the
two items of the opposing pair. In the fth category, there is an explicit use of a word
that points out the distinction between the two items in the pair.
Three categories in Davies' classication seem not to be used in hosting canonical
antonyms. This is not the case, however. The frame used in Replacive Opposition
is included under Comparative Antonymy in Jones's classication, and the category
Parallelism is covered by Ancillary Antonymy. Concessive Opposition involves the use
of adversative but which is included in Coordinated Antonymy in Jones's classication.
Thus the eight categories in Davies' classication are all used to host antonyms in Jones's.
The fact that some of the frames found to host antonyms in Jones (2002) are not
found to trigger oppositions in text reects that contrastive constructions dier in their
strength. For example, negation is a very productive construction. It is used to augment
one antonym over the other, as in (32a); and it also triggers novel oppositions in text, as
in (32b) where one opposite is emphasized over the other (Jones, 2002; Davies, 2013).
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(32) a. We are striving for the withdrawal to facilitate the re-establishment of peace,
not war. (Negated Antonymy: Jones, 2002: 88)
b. `Notts County supporters say Make Love not War', said one. (Negated
Opposition: Davies, 2013: 64)
However, even though coordination is a major use of antonymy in all of the languages
investigated so far, this construction is not found to trigger contrast in text in either
English (Davies, 2013) or Chinese (Hsu, 2015). Hsu (2015) regards coordination as a
weak trigger of opposition because it serves many other functions in text that it is not
conventionalized as a trigger for opposition. Moreover, in Murphy and Jones (2008),
Coordinated Antonymy is counted as a `non-contrastive' use and it does not seem to
aid children's understanding of opposition. Therefore, schematic constructions hosting
antonym pairs are on dierent levels of strength regarding their potential to trigger novel
oppositions in text.
Antonym pairs co-occur within some schematic constructions in rates far greater
than is expected (Charles and Miller, 1989; Fellbaum, 1995; Jones, 2002). Therefore,
these constructions acquire a contrastive meaning that allows them to act as triggers of
opposition in text. The mechanisms of the conventionalization of contrastive implicature
are discussed in chapter 6. It is enough here to say that schematic constructions dier in
their conventionalization as triggers of contrast. The classication of these constructions
is presented in the next section.
4.1.2 Classication of schematic constructions hosting antonyms
An explanation of how data analysis was carried out was presented in section 3.8 in
the previous chapter. The categories that emerged from this analysis represent the new
taxonomy of antonym functions. In the taxonomy introduced here, schematic construc-
tions hosting antonym pairs are classied according to both their form and function.
Therefore, the word Antonymy in Jones's categories is removed as it can suggest that the
function is reected by antonym pairs alone. The new classication of antonym functions
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in text is presented in Table 4.2 overleaf.1 Column one in Table 4.2 presents forms used
in schematic constructions. These forms are coordination, negation, interrogative, com-
parative structure, subordination, conditional, adversative devices, equational sentences,
annexation, asyndetic adjectives, and preposition phrases. Column two presents the func-
tion(s) of each form. Column three lists how these form-function pairings are lexicalized
in Arabic and column four shows these frames in English. Names of the categories are
indicated in bold.
Table 4.2 shows that coordination structure is used for a number of categories. These
categories include Inclusiveness, Antithesis, Specication, Unity, Distinction, Conict,
and Association. Coordination also indicates option with or without the interrogative
structure. Lastly, coordination combines with negation to indicate cancelling or inclu-
siveness of antonyms. The second structure under column one is negation. Negation can
indicate the functions of emphasis or correction. Next, the forms preposition phrase and
some adverbial expressions are used to indicate Transition from one state to its oppo-
site. The two forms comparative and subordination are used in the Comparison category.
The category Antonyms in Grammatical Relations includes antonym pairs that co-occur
in a sentence and the relation between them is grammatical. There are three types of
relations. First, two antonyms act as the subject and object of a verb. Second, two
antonyms constitute an equational sentence. The third group is a group of sentences
with a co-occurring pair of dierent parts of speech: a verb and its nominal argument.
Forms hosting antonym pairs and indicating cause and eect along with the conditional
form are used in the function Consequence. The Replacive function is reected by the
adverbial `instead of'. Adversative concessive devices are used to indicate Concession.
The three forms: equational sentences, annexation structure, and asyndetic adjectives
indicate Simultaneity of antonyms. The last category in the table is Idiomatic where any
form of the ones mentioned above is used.
Two forms in Table 4.2 are used for multiple functions: coordination and negation.
The following is a brief description of these forms.
1The antonym pairs in these schematic constructions may be embedded in a phrase in some cases as
will be discussed in chapter 5.
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Table 4.2: Classication of antonym functions as presented in this study
form function frames in Arabic English
coordination inclusiveness ð X and Y
ð

@ X or Y
antithesis ð X and Y
specication ð X and Y
unity ð X and Y
distinction ð .. 	á
K. (between X
conict ð .. 	á
K. and
association ð .. 	á
K. Y)
(with) interrogative option Ð

@ X or Y
with negation cancelling ð

@ .. ÕË neither X nor Y
inclusiveness Bð .. B
negation emphasis ÕË/ B/
Ë X not Y
correction ÉK. .. 
Ë not X but Y
preposition phrase transition Ë/ úÍ@ .. 	áÓ from X to Y
adverbial expressions (from a state Õç' X then Y
to another) YªK. X after Y
ÉJ. ¯ X before Y
comparative comparison PaCCaC min more X than Y
subordination AÓ

@ X while Y
éJ. 
 AÒÊJÓ X like Y
ºªK. X as opposed to Y
gram. relations
agent - patient one antonym parallel structure
acts upon the other
subject - complement provides info
verb - object reversing state
or degree of antonym
cause and eect consequence
conditional ñË , 	à@ If X then Y
replacive ÈYK. X instead of Y
adversative devices concession 	áÓ Ñ 	«QËAK. , 	áºË although, but
ñËð ú æk X even though Y
equational sentences simultaneity
annexation
asyndetic adjectives
prepositional phrase spatial proximity ú

	¯ , K. X in Y
any form above idiomatic
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coordination
Coordination is the most used form to host antonym pairs. It is used in a number of
categories which represent 49.33% of the data. Coordination is polysemous and can
reect dierent functions. The Arabic schematic constructions used for these functions
are similar to the English frames X and Y and X or Y. Coordination can also be part of
larger constructions such as in between X and Y. This construction can have the functions
of Distinction, Conict, and Association depending on the larger context it appears in.
As an example, sentence (33) below shows the construction between X and Y.
(33) Y j. ÖÏ @ ¨A 	¯ Xð é J. Kñ Ë@ Ðñ j. ë 	á
 K. è @PA J. ÖÏ @ I 	KA¾ 	¯ (arabiCorpus: Thawra, ref:
archive44209)
fa-kanat
so-was
al-mubarah
the-match
bayna
between
huÃum
attack
alwat

bah
Alwathbah
wa-difaQi
and-defence
almaÃd
Almajd
So the match was between Alwathbah's attack and Almajd's defence
The sentence (33) shows a use of antonym pairs in the category Conict which shows
there is a situation of going back and forth between antonym pairs. However, the sentence
in (34) below shows a use of the same schematic construction in another function: .
(34) A «A  @ X@X 	QK
 Z @Q ® 	® Ë @ð ZA J
 	J 	«

B@ 	á
 K. PA 	® Ë @ð (arabiCorpus: Hayat97, ref:
NEW1997:24173)
w-al-fariq
and-the-dierence
bayna
between
al-Pa_gniyaPi
the-rich
w-al-fuqaraPi
and-the-poor
yazdadu
increases
PittisaQan
width
and the dierence between the rich and the poor grows wider.
In sentence (34), the word
PA 	®Ë @ alfariq `the dierence' precedes the construction between
X and Y, and therefore it indicates Distinction.
In the two sentences in (33) and (34) above, coordination hosts antonyms to reect
dierent functions. In addition, coordination of negated antonyms gives dierent mean-
ings such as Inclusiveness and Cancelling both antonyms. The schematic construction
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for this type of coordination is Bð .. B not X and not Y. Examples are presented in (35)
and (36) below.
(35) ¨ñ
 iJ
ÖÏ @ ú

	¯ Yg@ð AªJ
Ôg. Õº 	KA
	¯ ú æ 	K @ Bð Q» 	X B Qk Bð YJ. « Bð (arTenTen:
doc.id: 1038051, s.id: 24932171)
wa-la
and-not
Qabdun
slave
wa-la
and-not
hur
liberal
la
not
dakarun
male
wa-la
and-not
Punta
female
fa-Pinna-kum
for-indeed-you
ÃamIQan
all
fI
in
lmasIhi
Christ
yasuQ
Jesus
not a slave and not a liberal not a male and not a female, you are all the same in
Jesus the Christ
(36) Q» 	YËAK. ù
 ë Bð ú
æ 	K

BAK. ù
 ë C
	¯ , 	á
ªÓ 	k. úÍ@ ZAÒJ 	K @ ÉÒm
' B ù
 ëð (arTenTen: doc.id:
1350601, s.id: 32182300)
wa-hiya
and-she
la
not
tahmilu
carry
intimaPan
association
ila
to
Ãinsin
gender
muQayyan
particular
fa-la
for-not
hiya
she
bi-l-Punta
in-the-female
wa-la
and-not
hiya
she
b-i-ddakar
in-the-male
she does not hold any association to a particular gender, so she is not a female
and not a male
In sentence (35) the coordination of negated antonyms gives the meaning of inclusion,
while in (36), it gives the meaning of exclusion. In (35) BOTH male and female are
equal, and in (36) the person is NEITHER male nor female. The schematic construction
corresponding to the English frame not X and not Y is another polysemous structure.
Lastly, coordination can also be used with or without interrogative structure to
present an Option. The Arabic frames used for this function are ð

@ . . . AÓ @ or Ð

@ `(either)
or'. The sentences (37) and (38) below provide examples for each.
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(37) ÐA ª Ë@ ¨A¢ ® Ë@ © Ó ð

@ A 	mÌ'@ ¨A¢ ® Ë@ © Ó A Ó@
é »PA  ÖÏA K. (arabiCorpus: Hayat96,
ref:BUS1996:36906)
bi-l-musarakah
by-the-participation
Pimma
either
maQa
with
al-qit.aQi
the-sector
al-xas.
the-private
Paw
or
maQa
with
al-qit.aQi
the-sector
al-Qam
the-public
by participating either in the private sector or the public sector
(38)
èQ
 	ªË@ éJ. 	j 	JË @ ÉJ
Ê é 	K

@ Ð

@ 	á
 	J£@ñÖÏ @ 	áÓ èQ
J.» éJ 	¯ úÍ@
	­®JÖÏ @ ù
 Ò
J 	K
 Éë (arabiCorpus:
Hayat96, ref: GEN1996:14043)
hal
does
yantamI
belong
al-mut

aqqaf
the-literate
Pila
to
Patin
group
kabIratin
big
min
of
al-muwat.inIn
the-citizens
Pam
or
Panna-hu
that-he
salIl
descendant
a-nnuxbah
the-elite
a-s.s.a _gIrah
the-small
Does literate people belong to a big group of citizens or are they part of the small
elite group?
The example in (37) shows coordination with ð

@ . . . AÓ @ `either ... or indicating choice. In
(38), however, choice is indicated through coordination with Ð

@ `or' in an interrogative
structure.
To conclude, the data shows that coordination is used widely to host antonym pairs
and that it is polysemous because it can reect dierent functions. With almost half of
the data using coordination, this structure deserves more attention than other structures
hosting antonyms. Therefore, a constructionist account of it is presented in chapter 7.
negation
Negation is another polysemous structure used for dierent functions when hosting
antonym pairs. In Arabic, three negation particles are used to negate one antonym
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for Emphasis of the other. These particles are ÕË lam for negating verb phrases, and B
la, and 
 Ë laysa for both verb and noun phrases. When the armative antonym is
introduced with bal, negation functions for Correction of a cancelled proposition. Other
uses of negation include inclusiveness of or cancelling both antonyms, which are discussed
above with coordination.
The two forms of coordination and negation are discussed above because they are
polysemous structures. A full discussion of dierent constructions is presented in the
following chapter. However, a group of sentences remains unclassied. The categories
presented in the classication in Table 4.2 describe 96.4 per cent of the dataset. The
remaining 3.6% is a group of sentences that do not t into any of the categories and do
not constitute categories with each other.
Table 4.3 presents the antonym functions found in the present study in order of the
most-used to the least-used categories. The rst column lists the categories, the second
column the frequency of that category in arabiCorpus, and the third column records the
percentage of that category in this corpus. The next two columns show the frequency
and percentage of the categories in arTenTen12 corpus. The last two columns record the
total frequency and percentage of the categories in both corpora. Inclusiveness is the
largest antonym function in text taking 21.7% of the dataset. The least-used functions
are Replacive (1.3%) and Option (0.7%).
Many categories in the new classication of antonym functions are similar to cate-
gories in Jones's (2002) taxonomy. These categories are Inclusiveness (which he called
Coordinated Antonymy), Specication, Unity, Distinction (Distinguished Antonymy),
Association, Emphasis (Negated Antonymy), Transition (Transitional Antonymy), Com-
parison (Comparative Antonymy), Simultaneity, and Idiomatic.
Three of Jones's categories do not appear in the new classication of antonym func-
tions; Oblique Stroke, Equivalence, and Ancillary Antonymy. Oblique stroke is a residual
category that contains sentences where the antonyms are separated by a stroke `/' only.
There were no instances of antonyms used this way in the Arabic dataset, and therefore it
does not appear in this classication. The second (also residual) category is Equivalence.
Jones (2002) provides examples of Equivalence such as a feminine equivalent of the cur-
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Table 4.3: Distribution of dierent classes of antonym functions in both corpora
arabiCorpus arTenTen12 Total
function frequency % frequency % frequency %
inclusiveness 293 19.5% 370 24.6% 663 22.1%
antithesis 259 17.3% 296 19.7% 555 18.5%
grammatical 127 8.5% 116 7.7% 243 8.1%
comparative 112 7.5% 115 7.7% 227 7.6%
negation 111 7.4% 95 6.3% 205 6.8%
transition 98 6.5% 103 6.9% 201 6.7%
simultaneity 82 5.5% 64 4.3% 146 4.9%
consequence 72 4.8% 47 3.1% 119 4.0%
unclassied 66 4.4% 42 2.8% 108 3.6%
spatial 32 2.1% 56 3.7% 88 2.9%
idiomatic 33 2.2% 37 2.5% 70 2.3%
concessive 32 2.1% 28 1.9% 61 2.0%
specication 41 2.7% 12 0.8% 53 1.8%
unity 26 1.7% 25 1.7% 51 1.7%
distinction 21 1.4% 30 2.0% 51 1.7%
association 34 2.3% 17 1.1% 51 1.7%
conict 31 2.1% 16 1.1% 47 1.6%
replacive 20 1.3% 20 1.3% 40 1.3%
option 10 0.7% 11 0.7% 21 0.7%
Total 1500 100% 1500 100% 3000 100%
rent masculine realism and the rural version of the urban folk-myth (Jones, 2002: 101).
Only ve sentences in Jones's data are classied under this category, but no sentences in
the Arabic dataset show a pair of antonyms presented as equals as in Jones's examples.
The main category that diers from Jones's analysis is Ancillary Antonymy. In this
category, pairs of antonyms function as triggers of other oppositions in text. Antonyms
can function this way in any frame; sentences with an ancillary contrast are `semantically,
syntactically, and grammatically distinct' (Jones, 2002: 45). However, this distinction is
due to parallelism and the fact they have a similar eect of triggering another opposition.
It is not because of a common frame. Therefore, assigning a category for the ancillary use
of antonyms amounts to grouping all ancillary sentences together and then classifying
the sentences that do not have that function. I do not include this category in my
classication of antonym functions and classify sentences according to form and meaning
of the frame. One can then look out for the additional ancillary use that can or cannot
exist alongside the main function of the construction. Ancillary use of antonyms is
discussed in detail in section 4.3 below as a function of canonical antonyms in general
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rather than as a separate category.
Another dierence between the classications of antonym functions is how parallelism
is treated. Davies (2013) assigns a separate category for parallelism. However, the data,
along with ndings from previous studies (Jones, 2002; Murphy et al., 2015), show that
antonym pairs more often than not are presented parallel to each other in text regardless
of the constructions they appear in.
In this section I have discussed the common structures used to host antonym pairs
in MSA. I have also presented the new taxonomy of antonym functions and compared
it to Jones's (2002) taxonomy. I have identied two important features of co-occurring
antonym pairs: parallelism as discussed in Davies (2013), and the ancillary eect of
canonical antonyms as discussed in Jones (2002). The following section 4.2 discusses
parallelism as a common feature found in many of the structures hosting antonym pairs.
The ancillary eect is discussed in section 4.3.
4.2 Parallelism
Antonyms are found to co-occur in parallel structures repeatedly in many studies and
in the present study. This section presents an account of parallelism as a feature that
is often found alongside antonym co-occurrence. First, a denition of parallelism is
presented with some examples from English. Then the eect of parallelism on sentence
processing is discussed along with the eect of parallelism in creating ancillary opposition.
Lastly, the parallelism eect is exemplied by sentences from Arabic data that illustrate
some idiosyncratic properties of Arabic syntax.
4.2.1 Parallelism in English
Parallelism takes place when two structures that are similar to each other in terms of
their formal and semantic components are juxtaposed. Parallelism is not conned to
sentence-internal instances, but because of how the data was collected in this study, all
examples are on the sentence level. The similarity between structures can occur in one
or more levels of analysis: phonology, morphology, syntax, and semantics. Short (1996:
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14) notes that parallelism `invite[s] the reader to search for meaning connections between
the parallel structures, in particular in terms of the parts which are varied'.
Parallel structures are found in many contexts such as coordination, as in (39a),
comparison in (39b), and along with correlative expressions in (39c).
(39) a. The Spanish, French, Italian and Portuguese language learning books
are available in book stores.
b. The display screen is smaller than the monitor screen in that lab com-
puter.
c. What you see is what you get.
The sentences in (39) show that parallelism can be on the word level as in (39a), phrase
level as in (39b), or on the clause level as in (39c). When two structures are parallel,
some of the identical words are removed resulting in ellipsis because ellipsis is governed
by resemblance (Kehler, 2001). For example, in (40) the second part of the sentence is
shortened form but she has been to London to but she has because the deleted words
resemble the ones in the rst clause.
(40) I haven't been to London, but she has.
Psycholinguistic experiments have found that parallelism facilitates comprehension of
the second part of a parallel structure. This facilitation is referred to as the parallelism
eect. This is further discussed in the following section.
Parallelism eect
The term parallelism eect is taken from Frazier et al. (1984). They investigated coordi-
nated noun phrases and found that the second noun phrase in a coordinated construction
is processed faster if it is syntactically parallel to the rst. Similar parallelism also facili-
tates processing of verb phrases (Tutunjian, 2010; Callahan et al., 2010). The parallelism
eect is thought to result from a reactivation of material which had been recently acti-
vated in the rst clause (Callahan et al., 2010: 102). For example, in (41) the second
conjunct the short thug hit Sam is processed faster because the reader has just processed
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the transitive subject - verb - object structure and, within the subject, the article - ad-
jective - noun structure in the rst noun phrase. The objects in the two parts are also
parallel because they are both proper nouns.
(41) The tall gangster hit John and the short thug hit Sam. (Frazier et al., 1984: 423)
Following these experimental studies on parallelism in coordinated phrases, Dubey
et al. (2008) used a corpus methodology to investigate parallelism with and without
coordination in two studies. Their hypothesis in the rst study was that coordinated
noun phrases are more likely to be structurally parallel in a corpus; they then compared
their corpus ndings to the experimental results of the studies discussed above. Dubey
et al.'s hypothesis in the second study in their paper was that parallelism is independent
of coordination and can be found iner- as well as across- setencially. The parallelism
eect was found to be the same in both situations, with and without coordination; and
coordination had a peripheral role in terms of triggering a parallel structure.
Knoeferle (2014) and Jones (2002) found similar results regarding parallelism and
coordination. Parallelism is more dominant when parts are conjoined using and or while
but not so when conjoined by but.
The studies considered so far took syntactic parallelism in consideration. Knoeferle
and Crocker (2009), however, investigated both syntactic and semantic parallelism and
found that both were associated with the parallelism eect. Their study has found
also that even though syntactic parallelism was found to be stronger than semantic
parallelism, the strongest parallelism eect was found when both syntactic and semantic
properties were parallel. This suggests that parallelism has an additive nature.
The additive nature of parallelism refers to the strength of the parallelism eect when
more linguistic levels are involved. More evidence for the additive nature of parallelism
is found in Murphy et al. (2015), in which they investigate syntactic, semantic, and
phonological properties of parallel parts of sentences hosting antonymous pairs. In their
study, a method was introduced in order to quantify the parallelism of sentences. In
this study, contrastive coordinating devices such as but were found to be less common
when the two parts are highly parallel, arguably because the parallelism contributes to
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the contrast.
4.2.2 Parallelism in Arabic
In the Arabic linguistic literature, parallelism is viewed as either an `embellishment' in
literary writing or as a coordinating device (Abdul-Raof, 2006). Parallel clauses where a
pair of antonyms co-occur create an antithesis between two situations or points of view.
The sentence in (42) is a complex sentence composed of two parallel independent clauses
with antonymous verbs. The two clauses are joined by the connector ð wa `and'. The
structure of the two clauses is shown in Table 4.4.
(42) Õ ®J 	JÖÏ A¿ èPñ Q 	k

B@ 	ªJ. Ë @ð , ZAK
QK.

B@ Ñk. AîE
 ø

	YË@ ÐQj. ÖÏ A¿ Aj. 	J 	JË @ Pñ ÐC 	¯

B@ 	ªK.
Ñî 	D« © 	¯ @YK
 ø

	YË@ (arTenTen12: doc.id: 3805101, s.id: 84165150)
baQ¡u
some
al-Paam
the-lms
s.awwar
present
a-nninÃa
the-Ninja
ka-l-muÃrim
as-the-criminal
alladI
who
yuhaÃim
attack
al-PabriyaPi
the-innocent
wa-l-baQ¡u
and-the-some
al-axar
the-other
s.awwara-hu
present-him
ka-l-muntaqim
as-the-avenger
alladI
who
yudaQu
defend
Qan-hum
from-them
Some lms present the Ninja as a criminal who attacks the innocent, and others
present him as the avenger who defends them.
Table 4.4: An example of parallel clauses from arTenTen12
ÐC 	¯

B@ 	ªK. Pñ Aj. 	J 	JË @ ÐQj. ÖÏ A¿ ø

	YË@ Ñk. AîE
 ZAK
QK.

B@
baQ¡u alPaam s.awwar anninÃa kalmuÃrim alladI yuhaÃim alPabriyaPi
some lms present Ninja as.criminal who attack innocent
Q 	k

B@ 	ªJ. Ë @ð Pñ è Õ®J 	JÖÏ A¿ ø

	YË@ © 	¯ @YK
 Ñî 	D«
walbaQ¡u alaxar s.awwara hu kalmuntaqim alladI yudaQu Qanhum
and.some other present him as.avenger who defend them
The two parallel parts in (42) are similar to each other morphologically, syntactically, and
semantically. At the morphological level, both antonymous verbs yuhaÃim `attack' and
yudaQ `defend' are of the pattern yuCaCiC. Syntactically, the two verbs have similar
argument structure. In the rst part, ZA K
QK.

B@ Ñk. A îE
 ø

	Y Ê Ë @ ÐQj. ÖÏ A¿ kalmuÃrim alladi
yuhaÃim alPabriyaPi `like a criminal who attacks the innocent', the verb has an agent
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`criminal', and a patient `the innocent'. In the second part, Ñî 	D« © 	¯ @YK
 ø

	YÊ Ë @ Õ ®J 	J ÖÏ A¿
kalmuntaqim alladi yudaQu Qanhum `like an avenger who defends them', the verb © 	¯ @YK

`defend' has an agent `avenger' and an anaphoric patient where the patient of the rst
part is referred to using the clitic pronoun Ñë hum `them'. Besides argument structure,
the pair is also in the same type of relative clause structure. The two coordinated parallel
parts in (42) dier minimally in the semantics of the antonymous pair Ñk. AîE
 `attack' and
© 	¯ @YK
 `defend'.
Abdul-Raof (2006) denes parallelism as a coordinating device where two parallel
clauses are conjoined with or without the use of a coordinating particle. He also notes
that this use of parallelism is widely used in written Arabic which refers to the paratactic
nature of Arabic. Unlike English, Arabic makes more use of coordination (parataxis) than
subordination (hypotaxis). In the following quote, Baklouti (2011) explains the dierence
between parataxis and hypotaxis:
Structurally, the clauses paratactically combined have equal status; they
are both free, and the relation between them is symmetrical and transitive,
whereas in hypotaxis, a clause of lower status is bound to a clause of a higher
status which is free; so, the relation is nonsymmetrical and non-transitive.
(Baklouti, 2011: 506)
The sentence in (43) is an example of two phrases connected paratactically without
the use of a coordinator to present the judgement for both males and females.
(43) , ÑîEA 	KB Ég ú

æÓ

@ Pñ» 	X úÎ« Ð@Qk 	áK
 	Yë 	à@ (arTenTen12: doc.id: 3269251, s.id:
73120124)
Pinna
indeed
hadayni
these.two
haramun
prohibited
Qala
for
dukuri
males
Pummat-i
nation-my
hillun
allowed
li-Pinathi-him
for-females-theirs
These two are prohibited for the males of Muslims, allowed for the females
The structure of the two parallel parts in (43) is composed of adj + prep+ noun. The
two antonymous adjectives Ð@Qk h

aram `prohibited' and Ég h

il `allowed' are predicative.
A predicate adjective in Arabic `is used in an equational (verbless) sentence to provide
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information about the subject of the sentence, thus completing the clause' (Ryding, 2005:
240). The two predicate adjectives are used asyndetically as complements for the same
subject 	áK

	Yë hadayni `these two'. The antonymous nouns HA 	K @/Pñ» 	X `females/males' are
parallel to each other in the same construction ADJ + preposition + N-N.
The corpus data show extensive use of coordination and additive coordinating devices
are almost always present. Only twenty sentences of the 1500 in the arTenTen12 dataset
have the asyndetic structure of two parallel parts with a comma between them and no
coordinating device. The sentence in (43) is one of these twenty. In the All Newspapers
corpus of arabiCorpus, this type of sentence is so scarce that only eight of the 1500
sentences in the dataset have it. These sentences are included in the category Antithesis.
Another example of parallel independent clauses is presented in (44). Here, the clauses
are coordinated with `and'. This sentence diers from the previous two in that the antony-
mous pairs in (42) and (43) occurred once in each clause. In the sentence (44), however,
each clause can be looked at individually as an instance of antonym co-occurrence. This
sentence is counted once according to the internal structure of each clause. So this sen-
tence counts for two co-occurrences of antonyms: once in `our elders have compassion for
our youngsters' and once in `our youngsters respect our elders' .
(44) A 	KQ
J.» ÐQm'
 A 	KQ
 	ªð A 	KQ
 	ª úÎ« 	­¢ªK
 A 	KQ
J.» HCKA« ZA 	JK.

@ A 	JÊ¿ (arTenTen12: doc.id:
781010, s.id: 6607412424)
kullu-na
all-us
PabnaPu
sons
QaPilat
families
kabiru-na
elders-ours
yaQt.ifu
have.compassion
Qala
on
s.a _g
ira-na
young-ours
wa-s.a _g
iru-na
and-young-ours
yahtarimu
respect
kabira-na
elders-ours
We are all parts of families our elders have compassion for our youngsters and
our youngsters respect our elders.
The sentence in (44) has two coordinated clauses. In the rst clause, the antonymous
nouns `elders' and `youngsters' act as arguments of the verb `have compassion for'. In the
second clause, the antonymous nouns act as arguments of the verb `respect'. There is an
internal morphological parallelism within each clause between the subjects and objects
of the verbs. Both words are of the pattern CaCiC. Both are also nouns with the same
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clitic pronoun A 	K na `our'.
Moreover, there is parallelism across the two coordinated clauses, which triggers an
ancillary contrast between the verbs úÎ« 	­¢ªK
 yaQt.ifu Qala `to have compassion for' and
ÐQm'
 yahtarimu `to respect'. The two verbs are presented as qualities that families have
to act according to. Everyone is expected to respect those older than themselves and to
act compassionately towards those younger than themselves.
Ancillary contrast refers to the opposition triggered by antonymous pairs co-occurring
parallel to each other (Jones, 2002). Antonyms in parallel structures can trigger other
oppositions in a pair of words or phrases that otherwise would not be considered opposites
as in the verbs `have compassion' and `respect' in (44). The ancillary use of antonym
pairs is discussed further in the following section.
4.3 Ancillary eect of canonical antonyms
Jones (2002) introduced the ancillary use of canonical antonyms where they trigger a
secondary opposition in the sentence. He proposed that the more canonical antonym
pair is the A-pair, and the triggered opposition is the B-pair. For example, Table 4.5
shows the A-pair and B-pair in the sentence they're too old to play Hamlet but too young
to play butlers in Hollywood movies.
Table 4.5: A-pair and B-pair as presented in Jones (2002: 48)
A-pair B-pair
clause 1 they're too old to play Hamlet
clause 2 [they're] too young to play butlers in Hollywood movies
Jones (2002) presents a taxonomy of B-pairs. Three groups of sentences in his data
feature nominal B-pairs that have a common noun as referent. These three groups are
political, human or geographic B-pairs. Other groups include B-pairs with a relation
that brings them together such as temporal, quantitative, synonymous, meronymous,
and linguistic B-pairs. This taxonomy has been revised by Kostic (2015b) where she
introduces the term reciprocally ancillatory referring to the canonically antonymous B-
pairs. In some of the ancillary antonymy cases both A-pair and B-pair can be identied
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as antonymous outside the context resulting in a reciprocally ancillatory relation between
the A-pair and the B-pair. For example, both contrasts Ð@Qk/Ég h

aram/h

il `prohib-
ited/allowed' and HA 	K @/Pñ» 	X Pinat

/d

ukur `females/males' in (43) above are canonical
antonyms outside of context. An example from English is presented in (45) below.
(45) The problem of evil: usually other people's; too many bad people are doing it
to too few good people. (In Kostic, 2015: 147)
In the other group of ancillary sentences, according to Kostic (2015b), the B-pair
can be either related, synonyms or meronyms, or non-related words. B-pairs in the
related words group can be interpreted as co-hyponyms because of their relation to the
antonymous A-pair (Kostic, 2015: 152). For example, the B-pair acquaintances/friends
in (46) below are near-synonyms. In the context of this sentence they are co-hyponyms
because they represent dierent types of social relations.
(46) Archer was a formal, eccentric man, long on acquaintances and short on friends.
(In Jones, 2002: 51)
The near-synonyms acquaintance and friend are contrasted in sentence (46) which pres-
nents them in this context as opposites rather than synonyms. Near-synonyms2 were
investigated by Storjohann (2009) where she found that there is a variation in the rela-
tional type between these pairs. In some cases they are projected as synonyms and in
others they are used as contrasts. This variation depends largely on the contextual cues
around the pair. In an ancillary context, they are contrastive due to their vicinity to
antonym pairs as in (46) above.
The ancillary function of antonyms is found in all investigated languages. In Jones's
(2002) English data, Ancillary and Coordination have roughly equal frequency. However,
sentences with Ancillary were more common in Swedish data than Coordination (Murphy
et al., 2009: 2175). The opposite is found in Serbian where Coordination is used in
more frequency than the Ancillary function (Kostic, 2011). Similarly, in Japanese and
Chinese Coordination is used to host antonyms more than the Ancillary function is used
(Muehleisen and Isono, 2009; Hsu, 2015). These dierences among languages might not
2Storjohann (2009) calls for using the term plesionymy (Cruse, 1986) to refer to near-synonyms.
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be the result of how often the ancillary eect is actually present in the languages. There
is the possibility that dierent people doing the coding could aect the degree to which
they noticed and prioritized ancillariness.
Towards the end of their paper, Murphy et al. (2009) asked the following question for
future research. `[S]hould the Ancillary function be considered as belonging to a dierent
taxonomical level than the other categories, since (arguably) the Ancillary categorization
focuses on the antonyms eect on other elements in the sentence (the B-pair) rather than
the contextual relation between the antonyms themselves (the A-pair)?' (Murphy et al.,
2009: 2181).
My answer to this question is: yes, it should. I view ancillary as an eect of canonical
antonyms co-occurring in parallel structures that extends the contrast to nearby phrases.
For this reason, the Ancillary Antonymy category in Jones's (2002) classication does not
appear in the new classication of antonym functions presented in this study. However,
any co-occurring antonyms from other categories can trigger another opposition between
nearby phrases. The question remains: is there a common structure for the triggered
opposition? In Japanese and Chinese, a preference for the B-pair to be syntactically
close to the A-pair has also been observed (Muehleisen and Isono, 2009; Hsu, 2015). Hsu
(2015) argues that processing may be faster when the items to be mapped together (i.e.,
AX and BY) are syntagmatically close to each other (Hsu, 2015: 70). In Chinese, Hsu
(2015) has found that ancillary oppositions commonly have the order XAYB where X and
Y stand for the A-pair and A and B stand for the B-pair in Jones's terminology. However,
in English, Swedish, and Serbian no specic construction can be identied (Jones, 2002;
Murphy et al., 2009; Kostic, 2011). In the Arabic dataset, the triggered opposition can
be the subject of an antonymous A-pair, an adjunct of the A-pair, or annexed to the
A-pair. These are some of the constructions that B-pairs appear in, but they are not
limited to these.
Jones (2002) provides 57 sentences as examples for his Ancillary Antonymy category.
In order to test my approach, I have reclassied these sentences according to the new
classication of antonym functions. I provide some examples in (47) below, but a full list
can be found in Appendix E.
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(47) a. But a couple of Libyans are only likely to be small minnows in a very large
pond. (p. 52)
b. Now these orders of time have been reversed: the rich rise at dawn, the poor
sleep late. (p. 54)
c. While success is sexy; failure is on a par with cheesy feet. (p. 58)
In (47a), the canonical antonym construction small/large is used in the schematic con-
struction XP in YP where the noun phrases small minnows and large pond are parallel to
each other. The A-pair is the adjectives small/large and the B-pair is the modied nouns
minnows/pond. This creates an ancillary opposition because minnows are contrasted
with pond. I classify this sentence in the category Overlapping and Spatial Proximity.
This category includes sentences where the referent of an antonym member is described
to be inside or near the referent of its antonym. The sentence in (47b) is an example
of the category Antithesis. It is similar to sentence (43) discussed above. The sentence
features two parallel structures that present a contrast between two situations rich peo-
ple rising at dawn and poor people sleeping late. There is no lexical coordination device
here, however, the studies on parallelism discussed in section 4.2 show that sentences
with parallel structures are similar with or without a coordination device.
Lastly, I classify sentence (47c) in the category Comparison. One of the forms used
in Comparison is the use of a subordination structure. Success and failure are compared
to each other; one is described as sexy, the other is on a par with the opposed cheesy
feet.
In the dataset investigated in this study, there are 267 ancillary sentences in ar-
TenTen12 (17.8%) and 224 in arabiCorpus (14.9%). Altogether, the dataset contains
491 sentences where an ancillary contrast is triggered. This makes 16.63 percent of the
dataset, which is far less than the percentage of ancillary sentences in Jones's (2002)
dataset (38.7%).
So far, the new classication has been presented and the dierences between previous
classications of antonym functions and the present classication discussed. This section
also discussed common features found in many instances of antonym co-occurrence: par-
allelism and ancillary use of antonyms. The next sections present a description of the
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co-occurring antonymous root pairs regarding the order of the pair and their word class.
4.4 Antonym sequence
Antonym sequence is the relative order of the antonyms in the schematic constructions.
Previous studies have shown that co-occurring pairs of antonyms have a tendency for a
preferred sequence in English (Jones, 2002), Serbian (Kostic, 2015a), and Chinese (Hsu,
2015). In Jones's data, three pairs co-occurred in the same sequence in all of their co-
occurrences. These pairs are correct/incorrect, prove/disprove, and rightly/wrongly and
the pairs directly/indirectly, conrm/deny, ocially/unocially, and married/unmarried
co-occur in this order in more than 90% of their co-occurrences. The pairs that show the
least tendency to have a preferred order are weakness/strength, urban/rural, dead/alive,
implicitly/explicitly which co-occur in this order in less than 55% of their co-occurrence.
The pair implicitly/explicitly co-occurs in the least stability regarding its order in Jones's
data with the pair implicitly preceding explicitly 53.3% of the time. Generally, the
binomial test performed in Jones's study showed more regularity in antonym sequence
in English than in Arabic.
Jones (2002) gives a number of reasons behind antonym sequence in his data. The
rst sequence rule is Morphology which is `[t]he most dominant single factor aecting
antonym sequence' (Jones, 2002: 123). Morphologically related antonyms feature the
root word rst then its morphological antonym. In English, this means any antonym
formed by a prex, such as un-, occurs after the unprexed form. Morphology is an
important factor in Chinese, too. Monosyllabic (and therefore monomorphemic) pairs
of antonyms adhere to the frequent sequence more than disyllabic ones (Hsu, 2015: 76).
The second factor aecting antonym sequence in Jones's data is Positivity. The word
that occurs rst generally has more positive connotations than its antonym, so good
precedes bad. Magnitude is another factor where large precedes small and long precedes
short. A counterexample to magnitude that Jones found in his data is heavy/light, in
which light occurs rst 57.1% of the time. Another factor aecting the sequence of
antonyms is Chronology where `one antonym is prone to precede the other in the real
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world' (Jones, 2002: 127). In Jones's data, in most cases, begin precedes end, old precedes
new, and young precedes old. Gender also plays a role in aecting antonym sequence
where male precedes female. Another factor is Phonology. In the majority of Jones's
pairs, the word with shorter syllabic formation precedes the longer antonym similar to
Chinese. Only four of the fty-six word pairs sampled act as counterexamples: begin/end,
succeed/fail, innocence/guilt, and happy/sad (Jones, 2002: 129). Other factors, such as
Chronology and Positivity, might be at play in these counterexamples. The last factor
is Idiomaticity where the pair favours a certain sequence because they occur in a phrase
that has developed an idiomatic status.
Two further factors are also discussed by Jones: Frequency and Markedness. Fre-
quency estimates that the most frequent of the pair would come rst in the sequence.
Markedness, which Jones denes in terms of semantic neutrality only, does aect antonym
sequence but only marginally and might be as Jones states `a symptom rather than a
cause of the sequence' (Jones, 2002: 129). This is because more positive words tend to
be the unmarked of the pair. However, (Kostic, 2015a) found that frequency does aect
antonym sequence in 80% of her Serbian dataset sentences. Also twelve out of the 33
pairs she investigated are aected by markedness where the unmarked word precedes the
marked one.
The Arabic data also show the tendency to have a preferred sequence, albeit to a
lesser degree. Table 4.6 records the information regarding pair sequence, except for the
root pair for large/small which will be investigated separately. The rst two columns in
Table 4.6 list the English translations of the Arabic roots in descending order of their
stability in ordering. The R1 column lists the roots that appear rst in most cases, and
the R2 column lists the roots that appear second in most cases. Column three records
the number of total occurrences of each pair in both corpora. The fourth column records
the number of occurrences of each pair in the order R1-R2. The fth column shows
the percentage of the R1-R2 sequence. The last column shows the results of the Exact
Binomial Test done to determine the chance of seeing the most frequent order. A score
of 0.05 or less means that the pair tends to appear in the order R1-R2.
The antonym root pair represented in the table by `reward/punishment' had the high-
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Table 4.6: Sequence statistics for antonym pairs in the dataset.
R1 R2 occurrences R1-R2 percent p-value
reward punishment 33 30 90.9% <0.0001
masculine feminine 165 132 80.0% <0.0001
love hate 59 46 78.0% <0.0001
good bad 33 25 75.8% 0.0023
right wrong 123 93 75.6% <0.0001
succeed fail 84 63 75.0% <0.0001
high low 22 16 72.7% 0.0262
public private 303 220 72.6% <0.0001
optimism pessimism 14 10 71.4% 0.0898
win lose 111 79 71.2% <0.0001
light heavy 29 20 69.0% 0.0307
begin end 276 189 68.5% <0.0001
long short 80 54 67.5% 0.0012
dishonest honest 18 12 66.7% 0.1189
deny conrm 42 28 66.7% 0.0218
married unmarried 8 5 62.5% 0.3633
strength weakness 222 136 61.3% 0.0005
hard soft 5 3 60.0% 0.5000
defend attack 154 91 59.1% 0.0146
alive dead 184 104 56.5% 0.0448
wet dry 9 5 55.6% 0.5000
old new 218 119 54.6% 0.0990
sad happy 11 6 54.5% 0.5000
rich poor 145 79 54.5% 0.1595
slow fast 17 9 52.9% 0.5000
dicult easy 50 26 52.0% 0.4439
peace war 174 87 50.0% 0.5302
est degree of consistency in their sequence. The words for `reward' preceded `punishment'
in 90.9 per cent of their co-occurrences. On the other hand, the words for `peace/war'
had no preference for their order. The table shows that the words for `peace' preceded
`war' half of the time; and so `war' preceded `peace' half of the time, too.
In what follows, I look into the specic case of Q
J.»/Q
 	ª `large/small' `old/young' to
show whether dierent senses of a pair have dierent sequences. In Jones's data, large
precedes small and young precedes old. Because these two senses are expressed by the
same lexical items in Arabic, it is worth investigating this pair separately by breaking
the occurrence frequency according to its senses rather than at the level of lexical item.
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For this reason it was not included in Table 4.6 above. The pair P H. ¼ P
	¨  kbr/s. _gr
`large/small' is used for four senses in the dataset. These senses are shown in Table 4.7
along with their sequence statistics. Column one in the table shows the sense that the
pair refers to. Column two shows the number of times this sense occurred in the dataset.
Columns three and four show the pair in English in the most frequent order. Next the
column `frequency' records how many times the order R1-R2 occurred, and the column
`percentage' records the percentage of this frequency. The last column records the Exact
Binomial Test results for the order R1-R2.
Table 4.7: Occurrences of dierent senses of Q
J.»/Q
 	ª kabIr/s.a_gIr
sense occurrence R1 R2 frequency percentage p-value
ISSUE 41 small large 32 78% 0.0002
AGE 85 young old 52 61% 0.0251
STATUS 21 large small 12 57% 0.0814
SIZE 251 small large 134 53% 0.1563
The pair kbr/s. _gr does not show signicant tendency regarding its sequence when it refers
to physical size or the gurative size of someone's status in society or career. However,
this pair shows a tendency towards the sequence Q
 	ª s.a_gIr `small' `young' - Q
J. » kabIr
`large' `old' when it refers to AGE or ISSUE.3
The last column in Tables 4.6 and 4.7 records the p-value results for the sequence
of the co-occurring pairs. A score of 0.05 or lower indicates that the antonym pair
sequence recorded in the table represents the normal behaviour of that pair. A score
higher than 0.05 shows signicant dierence between the expected behaviour and the
behaviour observed here. The Tables 4.6 and 4.7 show that eighteen pairs out of the
thirty-one pairs of antonym roots appear in the order with the highest frequency and
that this order is representative of their normal behaviour.
The eighteen pairs are studied further below in order to identify the factors that
contribute towards their preferred sequence. The factors used here are the ones presented
by Jones (2002). However, unlike Jones, I use semantic neutralization as only one of the
factors of markedness. Neutralization occurs when one member of the pair is used to
3The sense I refer to as ISSUE is the meaning of the nominal pair
èQ
 J. »ð èQ
 	ª usually in the
feminine; as in
èQ
J. »ð èQ
 	ª É¿
	¬QªK
 yaQrifu kulla s.a_gIrah wakabIrah `He knows every little and large
[issue or thing]'.
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carry the meaning of the opposition scale as in questions like How long is it? ; whereas
the question How short is it? would be marked. In her investigation of the concept of
markedness, Lehrer (1985) presents six factors included in the meaning of markedness
with `neutralization' as the general criterion of the unmarked member of an antonym
pair. Another criterion that Lehrer presents is morphology, e.g. happy is unmarked, while
unhappy is marked. The third criterion is that ratios can be used with the unmarked
member, John is twice as tall as Bill but not *Sally is twice as short as Sue. Positivity is
one criterion discussed by Lehrer (1985); so the unmarked member is evaluatively positive
as in happy vs. sad. Another criterion is similar to Jones's magnitude factor where the
unmarked member has more of a certain quality, e.g. big vs. small and tall vs. short.
The last in Lehrer's criteria is that the unmarked member is less biased, which means
that it does not reect the speaker's true attitude towards compared items, as in The
steak is better than the chicken, but both are bad. as opposed to *The chicken is worse
than the steak, but both are good (Lehrer, 1985: 398-400).
An important factor that aects the markedness of a member of antonym pair but was
regarded as peripheral by Lehrer (1985) is its frequency. The principle of frequency was
rst proposed by Greenberg (1966). It refers to how often a linguistic item is used in text,
and it was argued that frequency is the single most inuential factor aecting linguistic
phenomenon not markedness (Greenberg, 1966; Haspelmath, 2006; Bybee, 2007). In
fact, Haspelmath (2006) calls for the abandonment of the term markedness in favour of
frequency of use vs. rarity of linguistic items in text in addition to detailed semantic
descriptions and pragmatic analyses of members of a given pair (Haspelmath, 2006: 64).
Based on this brief overview, the factors included in this investigation are frequency,
positiveness, magnitude, temporal and spatial ordering, and neutralization of semantic
scale. These factors are evaluated in relation of the eighteen pairs that showed signicant
tendency regarding their order. Table 4.8 lists the pairs of roots in English and identies
which of these factors is relevant for each. For frequencies of members of each pair used
in this study refer to Appendix F. Table F.1 in Appendix F shows the frequency of
each pair member of the antonym roots as used in the arabiCorpus. The frequencies of
antonym members in arTenTen12 are not cited as the size of the corpus has changed
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since data collection.
Table 4.8: Factors aecting antonym sequence in MSA.
antonym pair frequency positivity gender magnitude order neutral
reward/punishment x
masculine/feminine x x
love/hate x x
good/bad x x x
right/wrong x x
succeed/fail x x
high/low x x x
public/private x x
win/lose x x
light/heavy x
begin/end x x
long/short x x x
deny/conrm
strength/weakness x x x
defend/attack x x
alive/dead x
young/old ? x
small/large ?
Table 4.8 shows that frequency is a dominant factor for antonym sequence but there are
a few exceptions. For example, in the pairs `reward/punishment', `deny/conrm', and
`alive/dead' the less frequent member appears rst in the sequence. In the case of the
pairs `young/old' and `small/large', frequency cannot be determined because they are
expressed using the same lexical items. In addition to frequency, some pairs adhere to
the factors presented in Jones (2002): Positivity as in `reward/punishment', `love/hate',
`right/wrong', `succeed/fail', and `win/lose'; Chronology as in `begin/end'; Gender as in
`male/female'; and Magnitude, in the pairs `public/private' and `long/short'.
Kostic (2015a) suggests that grammatical gender might be an indicator for marked-
ness where the unmarked masculine gender precedes the marked feminine one. In Arabic
grammatical gender as well, the masculine is unmarked while feminine gender is marked.
Most of the antonym pairs in my data had the same grammatical gender. However,
grammatical gender dierence is present in the nouns 	Pñ 	¯ / èPA 	k fawz/xasarah `win-
ning/losing',
èñ¯/ 	­ª 	 quwwah/¡aQf `strength/weakness', and èAJ
k/ HñÓ h ayah/mawt
`life/death'. In these three pairs the feminine is marked with a
è ah at the end of the
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word. However, only the pair 	Pñ 	¯/ èPA 	k fawz/xasarah `winning/losing' exhibits an
unmarked masculine grammatical gender preceding the feminine one. Therefore, gram-
matical gender can be eliminated as a possible indicator of markedness.
Some antonym pairs in MSA do show a preference towards a specic order. However,
this preference is less stable than what has been observed in other languages such as
English (Jones, 2002) and Serbian (Kostic, 2015a). Statistics for antonym sequence in
the two corpora used here are presented separately in Tables G.1 and G.2 in Appendix
G. However, no further comment is made on these tables because the dierence between
the antonym sequence in each corpus does not show a specic pattern.
One probable reason behind the lesser tendency of Arabic antonyms towards a specic
antonym sequence relates to the data at hand. The dataset contains roots of dierent
word classes while antonyms in previous studies are of the same class. Therefore, a test
was carried out on antonyms co-occurring in the same word class more than ten times
in the dataset. Tables 4.9, 4.10, and 4.11 below show the results of the Exact Binomial
Test that was carried out for adjectives, nouns, and verbs, respectively. The pairs that
show consistent behaviour appear in the list of pairs that showed consistent behaviour
in the overall corpus, in Table 4.8, except for the adjectival pair Õç'
Y
¯
/YK
Yg. qadIm/ÃadId
`old/new'.
Table 4.9: Antonym sequence of co-occurring adjectives in the dataset.
W1 W2 frequency W1-W2 percentage binomial test
good bad 17 14 82.4 0.0064
high low 12 9 75.0 0.073
public private 283 209 73.9 < 0.0001
masculine feminine 14 10 71.4 0.0898
defend attack 28 18 64.3 0.0925
strong weak 64 41 64.1 0.0164
light heavy 19 12 63.2 0.1796
alive dead 16 10 62.5 0.2272
old new 200 113 56.5 0.0384
rich poor 115 62 53.9 0.2279
long short 53 28 52.8 0.3919
small large 311 161 51.8 0.2854
easy dicult 24 12 50 0.5806
Table 4.9 shows the thirteen pairs of adjectives that co-occurred more than ten times in
the whole dataset. Of these thirteen adjectival pairs only four pairs have a p-value less
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than 0.05, which indicates a signicant inclination towards the tested behaviour. These
four pairs can be translated in English as: `good/bad', `public/private', `strong/weak',
and `old/new'.
Table 4.10: Antonym sequence of co-occurring nouns in the dataset.
W1 W2 frequency W1-W2 percentage binomial test
reward punishment 31 29 93.5 < 0.0001
success failure 48 40 83.3 < 0.0001
male female 147 120 81.6 < 0.0001
right wrong 122 93 76.2 < 0.0001
winning losing 50 38 76 0.0002
conrm deny 12 9 75 0.073
dishonesty honesty 12 9 75 0.073
love hate 21 15 71.4 0.0392
small large 75 53 70.7 0.0002
beginning end 144 93 64.6 0.0003
strength weakness 105 66 62.9 0.0054
good bad 13 8 61.5 0.2905
defend attack 88 51 58 0.0827
life death 143 78 54.5 0.1578
rich poor 22 12 54.5 0.4159
peace war 153 77 50.3 0.5000
Nouns show more stability in their inclination towards a preferred sequence. Sixteen
noun-noun antonym pairs co-occurred more than ten times in the dataset, of which
eight pairs have a preferred sequence: `reward/punishment', `success/failure', `mascu-
line/feminine', `right/wrong', `winning/loss', `love/hate', `small/large', `beginning/end'
and `strength/weakness'.
Table 4.11: Antonym sequence of co-occurring verbs in the dataset.
W1 W2 frequency W1-W2 percentage binomial test
long short 15 13 86.7 0.0037
love hate 33 26 78.8 0.0007
deny conrm 19 14 73.7 0.0318
begin end 76 54 71.1 0.0002
succeed fail 17 11 64.7 0.1662
win lose 35 21 60 0.1553
Verbs co-occur less than nouns and adjectives, only six pairs co-occurred more than ten
times. Four of these six pairs have a signicant preference to a certain order: `long/short',
`love/hate', `deny/conrm', and `begin/end'.
Information presented in Tables 4.9, 4.10, and 4.11 provides a better view of antonym
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order in MSA that is comparable to information on antonym order in Jones's (2002) En-
glish data. This is because antonym pairs in dierent word class are presented separately
in these tables. For example, frequency for the nominal pair `male/female' is separated
from frequency for the adjectival pair `masculine/feminine'. The three tables combined
list thirty-ve antonymous word pairs, of which sixteen have stable sequence which rep-
resents 45.7% of antonym pairs investigated here. In Jones's (2002) data, however, 82.1%
of the antonym pairs investigated in his study showed dierent levels of stability in their
sequence.
Antonym pairs with low stability regarding their sequence are found more in Arabic
than in English. Out of the 56 pairs in Jones's (2002) study, only ten pairs had a very
low preference for a certain order. These pairs co-occurred in the order with high fre-
quency less than 60% of the time. These ten pairs are war/peace, minor/major, fast/slow,
light/heavy, hard/soft, easy/dicult, weakness/strength, urban/rural, dead/alive, and im-
plicitly/explicitly. In the MSA dataset, also ten pairs, but out of 28 pairs, co-occurred
in the order with high frequency less than 60% of the time as Tables 4.9, 4.10, and 4.11
show.
To conclude, antonyms in Arabic are less strict in terms of their sequence than
antonyms in English. The following section looks more closely at word class and how it
aects co-occurrence in dierent categories.
4.5 Word class
Building the MSA dataset was based on the frequency of word class present in the sub-
corpus. The word class frequency in the dataset reects its frequency in the corpora. This
section investigates how many of each word class falls under each category of antonym
functions in order to nd out whether there is an eect of antonym part of speech on
how it functions in text.
Table 4.12 shows how many pairs of each word class appear in each category of
antonymy functions discussed above. The rst column in this table lists the categories
of antonym functions. The second column records raw frequencies for the noun-noun
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antonym constructions that appeared in each category for the arTenTen12 corpus then
for the arabiCorpus and for the total for both. The subsequent three columns record the
same information for adjectives, verbs, and adverbs, respectively. Column six is labelled
mix and it records information for co-occurring antonyms of dierent word class. Lastly,
column seven provides the total sentences for each category of antonym functions.
Table 4.12 shows adjectives and nouns score the highest in a co-occurring antonym
pair. Antonymous adjective pairs co-occurred 1246 times in the dataset and noun pairs
1227 times. Cross-categorical antonyms come next with 333 sentences followed by antony-
mous verbs co-occurring 225 times in the dataset. Adverbs, however, score the least with
only fourteen co-occurring antonym pairs. The reason that adverbs are so scarce might
be because adverbs are a very small category in Arabic and are usually expressed through
multi-word adverbial expressions or through nouns and adjectives in the accusative case
(Ryding, 2005: 276).
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A goodness-of-t test was used to determine if the data are consistent or not consistent
regarding the distribution across categories of antonym functions. Table 4.13 below shows
the results of this test. A score closer to one means that the word class distributes across
categories with little preference for any of them.
Table 4.13: Goodness of t test of antonym pairs' word class in each corpus.
nouns adjectives verbs adverbs mix
arTenTen12 1.000 1.000 0.069 0.000 0.647
arabiCorpus 1.000 1.000 0.158 0.000 0.993
Both 1.000 1.000 0.695 0.000 1.000
Table 4.13 shows that antonymous nouns, adjectives, and adverbs have consistent results
across sub-corpora. The following is a discussion of each word-class category investigated
here.
Adjectives and nouns
Table 4.13 shows that nouns and adjectives distribute across categories in both cor-
pora with no preference for specic category. The similarity in adjectival and nominal
antonym pair behaviour is not surprising. Arabic adjectives and nouns share a number
of features, such as inection and morphological templates. In addition, they have sim-
ilar distribution in the sentence because they both can form equational sentences and
annexation structures. Moreover, `any adjective, including participles, can function as
nouns' (Badawi et al., 2004: 118). In fact, in traditional Arabic linguistics, adjectives
are considered as one type of nouns (Ryding, 2005).
Verbs
Table 4.13 also shows that verbs are more biased than nouns and adjectives. Verbs are
used more than adverbs across the categories. Nevertheless, similar to adverbs, they tend
to be used in coordination structures and comparative ones. Of all the 225 occurrences
of verbs, 98 of them are in the category Antithesis, 21 are in Comparison, and 20 are in
Inclusiveness. Looking at the two corpora separately, verbs are used relatively more in the
arTenTen12 corpus than in the newspaper corpus arabiCorpus especially in the categories
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Antithesis and Transition. Nevertheless, the inclination of antonym verbs towards these
two categories is not signicant because the score 0.069 is > 0.05.
Adverbs
Table 4.13 shows signicant results for adverbs. There is a very limited use of adverbs
as antonyms in the corpus, but when they are used, they occur mostly in a coordinating
structure or less frequently, in a comparative structure. Similarly, in Jones's (2002) data,
adverbial antonym pairs `are disproportionately inclined towards the class of Coordinated
Antonymy' (Jones, 2002: 139).
Cross-categorical antonyms
The last column of Table 4.13 shows that in the overall corpus, pairs of antonyms of
dierent parts of speech distribute evenly among dierent categories. However, this even
distribution is found more in the arabiCorpus newspaper corpus than in the arTenTen12
on-line corpus. Most of the cross-categorical antonym pairs occur in the a sub-category
of Antonyms in Grammatical Relations category, which by denition contains sentences
with co-occurring antonym pairs in dierent word class. Moreover, cross-categorical
antonyms constitute the largest proportion of word class category in the residue sentences
with 42 sentences out of 108 (38.8%).
This section discussed how word class of the antonym pairs relates to antonym use.
The results show antonymous nouns and adjectives have a similar behaviour, they co-
occur in relatively similar proportions and they are evenly distributed across categories.
The distribution of other word class categories, however, is not as distributed as nominal
and adjectival antonym pairs, which can be attributed to the limited distribution of verbs
and adverbs compared to nouns and adjectives.
4.6 Concluding remarks
This chapter covered a number of aspects regarding antonymous pairs in MSA. It started
by presenting the classication of how antonym constructions function in Arabic text.
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The structures coordination and negation are polysemous structures because they are
used for a number of functions. Therefore, they were discussed briey with some exam-
ples. The new classication makes use of insight from previous classications of functions
of canonical antonyms as well as functions found in contextual oppositions. The main
contribution of this classication is that it outlines how MSA antonyms are used in text.
In addition, in this classication sentences where antonyms trigger an ancillary contrast
are classied similar to sentences with no ancillary contrast: according to their structure.
As was found in previous studies, parallelism is very common in these functions.
Therefore, the chapter moves to discuss parallelism. Parallelism along with canonical
antonym pairs trigger ancillary contrasts in the sentence as was proposed in previous
studies. However, parallelism is not a property of the antonyms themselves but imposed
on them by the structures they appear in. For example, coordination requires parallel
coordinates, and in most cases the comparative structure also requires parallel compared
items. Non-parallel antonymy appears best in the co-occurring cross-categorical pairs of
antonyms.
Parallelism, however, is dominant when there is an ancillary opposition in the sen-
tence. The new classication proposes a new treatment of the ancillary function of
canonical antonym pairs in which this function is viewed as an eect of antonyms that
are used parallel to each other. For this reason the ancillary use of antonyms is assigned a
section in which I discussed how Jones's ancillary sentences can be reclassied according
to the new classication presented in the rst section.
Towards the end, the chapter discussed antonym sequence in MSA and found that
Arabic antonym pairs are less stable regarding their sequence order than English antonyms.
Fewer than half of the investigated Arabic pairs showed a tendency towards having a
xed order. Finally, the chapter took a look at word class of antonym pairs and their
distribution among dierent categories of antonyms.
The next chapter completes the discussion of the new classication of antonym func-
tions. Each category is discussed in detail with several examples from the dataset.
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Chapter 5
Antonym functions in MSA
The purpose of this chapter is to present a close look at the categories of antonym func-
tions in MSA that were introduced in the previous chapter. The dierent classications
of co-occurring antonym pairs are discussed in this chapter with examples. Each section
of the chapter represents one category of antonym functions. The sections are arranged
in descending order starting from the most frequent categories to the less frequent ones.
5.1 Inclusiveness
The largest category in my classication of antonymy functions is Inclusiveness where a
pair of co-occurring antonyms are coordinated to indicate inclusiveness of the pair and
exhaustiveness of the scale between them. Studies on other languages have also found
that antonym pairs co-occur in an inclusive coordinated construction at high rates. Table
5.1 shows the percentages of coordination categories in these studies. For example, in
Serbian, antonyms are found in coordinating frames in more than any other frame (Kostic,
2011). Coordinated antonyms are also found in high rates in Japanese (Muehleisen and
Isono, 2009) and Swedish (Murphy et al., 2009). Coordinated Antonymy, where an
inclusiveness of the pair is indicated, is one of the largest categories in Jones's (2002)
classication.
The Arabic sentences in the category Inclusiveness adhere to Jones's description of
inclusion in Coordinated Antonymy. Coordination of antonyms in this category always
indicates inclusiveness and exhaustiveness of scale. Single antonymous lexical items co-
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Table 5.1: Percentages of the category of Coordinated Antonymy in previous studies
investigating antonym functions.
coordination coordination
English 38.4% spoken English 31.3%
Jones (2002) Jones (2006)
child-directed English 18.4% child-produced English 22.9%
Murphy and Jones (2008) Murphy and Jones (2008)
Swedish 25.4% Japanese 13%
Murphy et al. (2009) Muehleisen and Isono (2009)
Serbian 44.4% Qura'an 74.6%
Kostic (2011) Hassanein (2012)
Chinese 41.5%
Hsu (2015)
occur in the frames translated to English as X and Y or X or Y. In this category, ancillary
oppositions are not triggered because the coordinated antonyms form a phrase on their
own or in short phrases where ellipsis is possible. In my data 663 sentences were found
using this frame (293 sentences in the arabiCorpus and 370 in the arTenTen12). This
accounts for 22.1% of my data (19.5% of the arabiCorpus and 24.6% of the arTenTen12).
The sentences in (48) - (53) below give examples of the sentences included in this sub-
category.
(48)
èYg@ð éÊJ
 ®JË @ð é 	®J
 	® 	mÌ'@ ÐAk.

B@  ñ® é«Qå 	à

@ 	­ » @ð (arTenTen12: doc.id: 751,
s.id: 20821)
wa-iktasafa
and-discovered
Panna
that
surQat
speed
suqut.
falling
al-PaÃsam
the-objects
al-xafIfah
the-light
w-a-ttaqIlah
and-the-heavy
wahidah
one
and he discovered that the free-fall speed of light and heavy objects is the same.
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(49)
èXPñÖÏ @ éK
ðX

B@ HAJ
Ò» ¨A 	®KP@ð A	mÌ'@ð ÐAªË@ 	á
«A¢®Ë@ ú

	¯ AêËAÔ«

@ ©J
ñK úÍ@ ½Ë
	X XñªK
ð
i. mÌ'@ ÕæñÓ ÈC 	g
éK
XñªË@ éjË@ èP@ 	PñË (arabiCorpus: Hayat97, ref: BUS1997:16752)
wa-yaQudu
and-go.back
dalik
that
Pila
to
tawsIQi
expansion
PaQmali-ha
works-its
fI
in
al-qit.aQayn
the-two.sectors
al-Qam
the-public
wa-l-xas.
and-the-private
wa-irtifaQi
and-increase
kamiyyat
amounts
al-Padwiyah
the-medicines
al-muwarradah
the-imported
li-wazarat
for-ministry
a-s.s.ihhah
the-health
a-ssuQudiyah
the-Saudi
xilal
during
mawsim
season
al-haÃÃ
the-pilgrimage
and that goes back to the expansion of its work in the public and private sectors
and the increase in the amount of imported medicines for the Saudi ministry of
health during the pilgrimage season.
(50) éÒJ
ºm
'ð é<Ë @ ¨Qå úÍ@
éJ
ËðYË@ éJ
«QåËAK. é 	®Ê 	ªÖÏ @ XñîD
Ë @ H@ZCÓ@ A 	KQj. ë Éë
éAJ
Ë@ ú

	¯ ð
?Q 	k

B@ð H@ 	YË@ úÎ« 	­J
ª 	Ë@ð ø
 ñ
®Ë@ úÎ« (arabiCorpus: Tajdid02, ref: 315dinehay-
ate197.txt)
wa-fI
and-in
a-ssiyasah
the-politics
hal
did
haÃar-na
abandon-we
PimlaPat
dictates
al-yahud
the-Jews
al-mu_gallafah
the-covered
bi-a-ssarQiyah
in-the-legitimacy
a-ddawliyah
the-international
Pila
to
sarQi
law
allah
Allah
wa-tahkImu-h
and-arbitration-it
Qala
on
al-qawiyy
the-strong
w-a-¡¡aQIf
and-the-weak
Qala
on
a-ddat
the-self
wa-l-Paxar
and-the-other
and in politics, did we abandon the Jew's dictations which are covered with
international legitimacy to God's law and arbitration of it on the strong and the
weak, on the self and the other?
(51) AêÊ  	¯ð AêkAm.
	' H. AJ.

@ é 	¯QªÖß. HA¿QåË @ ½J
ÊÒJK. éA 	g èP@X@ úÍ@
é 	¯ A 	B AK. (arabiCorpus:
Ahram99, ref: 090199ECON04)
bi-l-Pi¡afah
in-the-addition
Pila
to
Pidarah
department
xas.ah
special
bi-tamlIk
in-possession
a-ssarikat
the-companies
bi-maQrifat
in-identifying
Pasbab
reasons
naÃahi-ha
success-its
wa-fasali-ha
and-failure-its
in addition to a special department for handing possession to companies by know-
ing the reasons behind its success and failure.
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(52) ÉJ
 	®Ë @ úÍ@ I. 	KP

B@ 	áÓ 	­J
ª 	Ë@ð ø
 ñ
®Ë@ úÎ« ú

G

A 	Kð ZA  	 AÓ É¿

A 	K (arTenTen12: doc.id:
3512751, s.id: 78174932)
naPkul
we.eat
ma
what
nasaPu
we.like
wa-naPtI
and-nish.o
Qala
on
al-qawiyy
the-strong
w-a-¡¡aQIf
and-the-weak
min
from
al-Parnab
the-rabbit
Pila
to
al-fIl
the-elephant
We eat whatever we want and nish o the strong and the weak, from the rabbit
to the elephant.
(53) HñÖÏ @ð Q 	ªË@ jJ 	à@ 	XQk. ZA 	JJ.k. A 	JÊ¿ A 	Jj.

@ 	á
ÒÊÖÏ @ð H. QªË@
éÓ

@ 	áÓ 	àAªj. Ë@ 	áK


@
ÐAª 	K

B@ HñÖ ß AÒ» HñÖ 	ßð AJ
m
	'@ 	á
êÖÏ @ (arTenTen12: doc.id: 2239751, s.id: 51612662)
Payna
where
a-ssuÃQan
the-brave
min
from
Pummat
nation
al-Qarab
the-Arab
wa-l-muslimIn
and-the-Muslims
Pas.bah-na
became-we
kulu-na
all-us
ÃubunaPa
cowards
Ãurdan
rats
tastahiqqu
deserve
al- _garaq
the-drowning
wa-l-mawt
and-the-death
al-muhIn
the-humiliating
Pnahya
do-we.live
wa-namutu
and-we.die
kama
like
tamutu
die
al-PanQam
the-animals
Where are the brave of the Arab and Muslim nation, we all became cowards, rats
that deserve drowning and humiliating death, do we live and die like how animals
die.
The six sentences above all share the same frame X wa- Y hosting antonymous adjectives,
nouns, or verbs. In sentence (48), for example, the adjectives
é 	®J
 	®	mÌ'@ alxafIfah `light' and
é Ê J
 ® J Ë @ attaqIlah `heavy' describe the noun ÐAk.

B@ alPaÃsam `objects'. All objects of
any weight are included in the proposition that the free-fall speed is always equal. In
sentence (49), the two sectors, the public and the private, are included in the expansion.
Similarly, sentence (50) demands the arbitration of Sharia law on both the strong and
the weak, sentence (51) asks for nding out the reasons behind both success and failure
when they occur, sentence (52) includes both strong animals and weak ones in the diet,
and sentence (53) condemns having no noble cause in life and describes it as living and
dying as animals.
These sentences combine the antonym construction and the construction X wa- Y to
indicate the inclusiveness of both antonyms and the area of indierence between them.
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Another frame that is also used to indicate inclusiveness is the use of ð

@ Paw `or' in the
frame X or Y. The number of sentences using this frame in my data is 170 sentences (73
sentences in the arabiCorpus and 97 in the arTenTen12). The sentences (54) - (56) give
examples of the frame X or Y used to indicate inclusiveness.
(54)
éJ
kA 	JË @ 	áÓ Z@ñ éÊÓA¾JÓ é£ñ¢ 	k éJ
 	J 	®Ë @ éJ
kA 	JË @ 	áÓ AÒî 	DÓ É¾ 	¯ éK
ðAÓ AÒî 	DÓ É¿ Q 	¯ð
éJ
Óñj. êË @ ð

@ éJ
«A 	¯ YË@ (arabiCorpus: Watan02, ref: 011209t42435SPOR)
wa-furas.
and-chances
kullin
all
min-huma
from-them
mutasawiyah
equal
f-kullun
for-all
min-huma
from-them
min
from
a-nnahiyah
the-side
al-fanniyah
the-technical
xut.ut.u-h
lines-its
mutakamilah
complete
sawaPan
whether
min
from
a-nnahiyah
the-side
a-ddifaQiyyah
the-defending
Paw
or
al-huÃumiyah
the-attacking
Both their chances are equal, for technically both of them have equally strong
lines whether from the side of defending or attacking.
(55) I. 	 	ªË@ 	áÓ 	àð 	Q
	m× HQm.
	¯ ú

æË @ èP@QåË @ é 	® 	JË ø
 	QK
 	Q«ñK. ú
æ
	ñJË @ H. A Ë@
Qk É¾  AÒJ
 	¯
èPX@ñK. 	áÓ A 	ªK. 	¡jÊJ
Ë AÓ ðA  ð

@ B ðA 	®K 	á
J. ¯ @QÖÏ @ Y 

@ 	àA¿ AÓ ø

	YË@ð 	áÓA¾Ë@ (arTenTen12:
doc.id: 2960601, s.id: 66916427)
fIma
whereas
sakkala
formed
harq
burning
a-ssab
the-young.man
a-ttunisI
the-Tunisian
buQazIzI
Bouazizi
li-nafsi-h
to-self-his
a-ssararah
the-spark
allatI
that
faÃÃarat
exploded
maxzun
reserve
min
of
al- _ga¡ab
the-anger
al-kamin
the-buried
wa-lladI
and-that
ma
not
kana
was
Psadda
most
al-muraqibIn
the-observers
tafaPulan
optimism
Paw
or
tasaPuman
pessimism
li-yalhad.
to-notice
baQ¡an
some
min
of
bawadiri-h
indications-its
whereas the Tunisian young man's burning of himself was the spark that ignited
a reserve of buried anger which not even the observers with the most optimism
or pessimism were to notice some of its indications.
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(56) A 	JË @ 	à

A  ñê 	¯ éÊJ. ®ÖÏ @ éÓñºmÌ'@ ÉÔ« ú

	¯ É  	®Ë@ ð

@ hAj. 	JË @ AÓ

@ (arTenTen12: doc.id:
2690451, s.id: 61018620)
Pamma
while
a-nnaÃah

the-success
Paw
or
al-fasal
the-failure
fI
in
Qamal
work
al-h

ukumah
the-government
al-muqblilah
the-coming
fa-huwa
then-it
saPnu
matter
a-nnas
the-people
as for the success or failure of the government, that's the people's concern
The sentences in (54) - (56) all use the frame X Paw Y to indicate inclusiveness of
antonyms. Sentence (54) refers to the strength of two football teams in both their
defending and attacking sides. Sentence (55) refers to the incident that started the Arab
Spring and uses the frame X Paw Y to include all observers whether they are optimistic
or pessimistic. The most optimistic and the most pessimistic of the observers all could
not predict the Arab Spring to take place. Similarly, in sentence (56) success and failure
are both described as the people's concern.
The sentences hosting coordinated pairs of antonyms presented so far all include
pairs of antonyms in frames X wa- Y and X Paw Y. The pairs are all single lexical units.
However, similar to Jones's Coordinated Antonymy, a group of sentences using the frame
X wa- Y where the pair of antonyms is found in larger coordinated phrases is included in
this category. These sentences are included in coordinated antonymy for three reasons.
First, they do reect the meaning of inclusiveness as stated earlier which is the dening
characteristic of this category. Second, an ancillary opposition is not triggered in these
sentences because they appear in the same phrases where ellipsis is possible. Lastly,
the pair of antonyms are part of a phrase or clause that repeat the same words, and an
ellipsis of these words results in the sentences to be similar to the other sentences of this
category. Examples are presented below.
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(57)
éJ
«A 	¯ X éjÊ

@ð éJ
Óñj. ë éjÊ

@ ÉÒ  ¨XQË@ 	á« CÓA  AÓñê 	®Óð (arabiCorpus: Thawra,
ref: printview61279)
wa-mafhuman
and-notion
samilan
general
Qan
about
a-rradQi
the-defence
tasmil
include
Paslihah
weapons
hujumiyyah
attacking
wa-Paslihah
and-weapons
difaQiyyah
defending
and a general notion about defence that includes oensive weapons and defensive
weapons
(58) 	áK


@ Yg

@ Èñ ®K
 Bð ©J
Òm.Ì'@ AîD
«YK
ð ©J
Òm.Ì'@ Aê« 	PA 	JK
 ú

æË@ éËðYË@ é 
Ê¿ 	á« A 	Jë ÕÎ¾K

@ B
. ÉJ. ®JÖÏ @ 	á« , 
ªË@ 	á« , ©ÒJj. ÖÏ @ 	á« ÕÎ¾K

@ ú

	G @ . ú
æî
D 	JK 	áK


@ð

@YJ. K (arTenTen12: doc.id:
3091301 s.id: 69555007)
la
not
Patakalmu
I.talk
huna
here
Qan
about
klisat
cliche
a-ddawlah
the-country
allatI
that
yatanazaQu-ha
dispute-it
al-ÃamIQu
the-all
wa-yaddaQI-ha
and-claim-it
al-ÃamIQu
the-all
wa-la
and-not
yaqul
say
Pahad
one
Payna
where
tabdPu
begin
wa-Payna
and-where
tantahI
end
Pinn-I
indeed-I
Ptakallamu
I.talk
Qan
about
al-muÃtamaQi
the-society
Qan
about
al-Qays
the-living
Qan
about
al-mustaqbal
the-future
I do not talk about the country cliche that everyone disputes and everyone claims,
and do not say where do you begin and where do you end. I am talking about
society, about living, about future.
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(59) ú

	¯ 	­ÊJ 	m' éÊJ
JÖ
ßð éJ 	«AJ
 	à

@ B@ , ZA
	®Ë@ 	à@ñ 	k@ð ú
G. Q«
	áK. @ ú
G. A¢
	k 	PAj. ÖÏ @
	¨ A Y ®Ë
, Q
 	ªË@ ÕËAªË @ð Q
J.ºË@ ÕË AªË @ H@ 	PAj. Ò» , éÓA« éJ
Ê¿ H@ 	PAm.× ¼A 	Jë . 	á
K. A¢ 	mÌ'@ (arTenTen12:
doc.id: 2638651, s.id: 59902226)
laqad
indeed
s.a_ga
formulated
al-maÃazu
the-allegory
xit.abayy
discourse
ibn
Ibn
QarabI
Arabi
wa-Pixwan
and-Ikhwaan
a-s.s.afa
Assafa
Pilla
unless
Panna
that
s.iya_gatu-h
formulation-its
wa-tamtIlu-h
and-represtentaion-its
taxtalif
diers
fI
in
al-xit.abaIn
the-two.discourses
hunaka
there
maÃazat
allegories
kulliyah
broad
Qammah
general
ka-maÃazat
like-metaphors
al-Qalam
the-world
al-kabIr
the-big
wa-l-Qalam
and-the-world
a-s.s.a _gIr
the-small
Allegory formulated the discourse of Ibn Arabi and Ikhwaan Assafa, but its for-
mulation and representation diers in the two discourses. There are broad general
allegories like the metaphors of the big world and the small world,
(60) . . . èQº 	¯ YªK. ú

G

AK
 	à 	QmÌ'@ . é 	JK
 	QmÌ'@ð èYJ
ªË@ HBAª 	® 	KB@ð 	­£@ñªÊË éJ

 KQË @ éK. @ñJ. Ë @ ñë
èQº 	¯ YªK. ú

G

AK
 hQ 	®Ë @ð (arTenTen12: doc.id: 3810551, s.id: 84261559)
huwa
it
al-bawabah
the-gate
a-rraPIsiyah
the-main
li-l-Qawat.if
for-the-aections
wa-l-PinQalat
and-the-emotions
a-ssaQIdah
the-happy
wa-l-hazInah
and-the-sad
al-huzun
the-sadness
yaPtI
come
baQda
after
krah
idea
wa-l-farah
and-the-happiness
yaPtI
come
baQda
after
krah
idea
It is the main gate for emotions: the happy ones and the sad ones. Sadness comes
after a thought and happiness comes after a thought.
The four sentences above show examples of coordinated phrases. The pair of adjectives
éJ
Óñj. ë huÃumiyyah `attacking' and éJ
«A 	¯ X difaQiyyah `defending' in sentence (57) are
both part of noun phrases where they modify the noun `weapons'. In sentence (58) the
antonymous verbs

@YJ. K `begin' and ú
æî
D 	J K `end' are used in two coordinated questions.
In sentence (59), there is an inclusiveness of both the large world and small world. The
antonym pair here occurs in two noun phrases also. Sentence (60) uses the frame X and
Y twice. The rst one is for hosting single lexical items in
é 	JK
 	QmÌ'@ð èYJ
ªË@ `the happy
and the sad'; and the second use of this frame is hosting the clauses
èQº 	¯ YªK. ú

G

AK
 	à 	QmÌ'@
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`sadness comes after a thought' and
èQº 	¯ Y ª K. ú

G

A K
 hQ 	® Ë @ `happiness comes after a
thought'.
A very small number of sentences from the group Coordination (23 sentences: seven in
the arabiCorpus and sixteen in the arTenTen12) follow the same pattern as the sentences
discussed above but no coordination morpheme is present. Instead, a comma is placed
between the parallel structures. This structure is used more in English but in Arabic
`and' is generally needed which makes this group noticeably smaller. Sentences (61) and
(62) give examples of these sentences.
(61)
	­J
ª 	Ë@ 	­ª 	 ú
æî
	DK
 ,ø
 ñ
®Ë@ èñ¯ ú
æî
	DK
 , Zú
æ
 É¿ ú
æî
	DK
 HñÖÏA 	¯ (arTenTen12: doc.id:
1676551, s.id: 39232502)
fa-l-mawt
for-the-death
yunhI
ends
kulla
every
sayPin
thing
yunhI
ends
quwwata
strength
al-qawwi
the-strong
yunhI
ends
¡aQfa
weakness
a-¡¡aQIf
the-weak
for death ends everything, it ends the strength of the strong, it ends the weakness
of the weak.
(62) . A 	


@ A J. Ë A 	« 	á
 K
CÖÏ @ 	à 	Q m
' , A J. Ë A 	« 	á
 K
CÖÏ @ Yª Aî 	DºËð ,iJ
 m é 	AK
P , ÐY ®Ë@ èQ»
(arabiCorpus: Masri2010, ref: A259163I1803S300D16-Jun-2010)
kuratu
ball
al-qadam
the-foot
riya¡ah
sport
s.ahIh
right
wa-lakinna-ha
and-but-it
tusQidu
make.happy
al-malayIn
the-millions
_galiban
occasionally
tuhzinu
make.sad
al-malayIn
the-millions
_galiban
occasionally
Pay¡an
also
Football is a sport; but it makes millions happy occasionally, makes millions sad
occasionally, too.
In sentence (61) the two clauses are coordinated using the parallelism between them
and separated by a comma. The rst part of the sentence shows that the coordination
of the two clauses indicates inclusiveness. Death ends everything, it ends the strength
and weakness of people. Sentence (62) refers to how football can be the cause of many
people's happiness and sadness. It has control over both emotions. The antonymous
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verbs Yª tusQid `make happy' and 	à 	Q m' tuhzin `make sad' are coordinated parallel
structures.
A small group of sentences, and the last in this category, that use the coordination
structure to indicate inclusiveness include negation with la; i.e. both antonyms are
negated in the frame Bð . . . B la ... wala `not X and not Y'. The construction X and Y
that indicates inclusiveness integrates with the negation construction. This integration
produces a construction that still indicates inclusiveness because not X is the opposite
of not Y.1 There are nine sentences in the arTenTen12 and three sentences in the ara-
biCorpus that coordinate negated antonyms for Inclusiveness. These sentences indicate
inclusiveness of the antonyms and the whole scale between them. Examples are presented
in (63) - (65).
(63) H@ñÓ

CË Bð ZAJ
k

CË B éÓQk ú
«@QK
 B ø

	YË@ ñj	JË @ @ 	Yë úÎ« (arabiCorpus: Ghad01,
ref: Af457592gSfMainPagegD03-31-2011)
Qala
on
hada
this
a-nnahwi
the-way
lladI
that
la
not
yuraQI
observe
hurmatan
respect
la
not
li-l-PahyaPi
for-the-alive
wa-la
and-not
li-l-Pamwat
for-the-dead
this way that does not observe respect not for the living and not for the dead
(64) 	áÓ 	P ú

	¯ Bð H. QmÌ'@ 	áÓ 	P ú

	¯ B Aî Dêk. @ñÖÏ Aî 	DJ
K. J
 	JË @ Ð @Yª 	K @ð éJ
K. QªË@ ÈðYË@ ½¾ 	®JK. ð
ÕÎË@ (arabiCorpus: Hayat96, ref: GEN1996:4276)
wa-bi-tafakuk
and-with-disconnection
a-dduwal
the-countries
al-Qarabiyyah
the-Arab
wa-inQidamu
and-lack
a-ttansIq
the-arrangement
bayna-ha
between-them
li-muaÃahati-ha
to-face-it
la
not
fI
in
zamani
time
al-harbi
the-war
wa-la
and-not
fI
in
zamani
time
i-ssilm
the-peace
and with the disconnection and lack of arrangement between the Arab countries
to face this not in times of war and not in times of peace
1The frame not X and not Y functions dierently in other sentences in the data. This function is
discussed under Negation for Cancelling in section 5.5.3.
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(65) ¨ñ
 iJ
ÖÏ @ ú

	¯ Yg@ð AªJ
Ôg. Õº 	KA
	¯ ú æ 	K @ Bð Q» 	X B Qk Bð YJ. « Bð (arTenTen12:
doc.id: 1038051, s.id: 24932171)
wa-la
and-not
Qabdun
slave
wa-la
and-not
hur
liberal
la
not
dakarun
male
wa-la
and-not
Punta
female
fa-Pinna-kum
for-indeed-you
ÃamIQan
all
fI
in
lmasIhi
Christ
yasuQ
Jesus
not a slave and not a liberal not a male and not a female, you are all the same in
Jesus the Christ
The three sentences in (63) - (65) show inclusiveness of the antonym pair. Sentence
(63) criticises somebody for being inconsiderate to everyone including all those who are
living and those who are dead. The inclusiveness here is expressed through negating both
antonyms. Similarly, the sentence in (64) explains that there is no arrangement between
the Arab countries in both times of war and peace. The frame used here is again one
that negates both antonyms only to include them. The sentence in (65) also includes
everyone to be equal in the eyes of Jesus: both males and females.
Inclusiveness is the most widely used construction hosting antonym pairs. The sen-
tences in this category feature coordinated antonyms indicating inclusiveness. Coordina-
tion, however, is used widely for a variety of functions as the following category shows.
5.2 Antithesis
The sentences in the category Antithesis feature a co-occurring pair of antonyms in a
coordinated structure hosting phrases or clauses. There is an antithesis created between
the two phrases/clauses. In antithesis, two opposing situations are presented parallel to
each other using antonymous pairs in which opposing propositions are contrasted. This
juxtaposed opposition is regarded as a semantic embellishment that is commonly used
in Arabic discourse (Abdul-Raof, 2006).
In the majority of sentences in this sub-category, a pair of antonyms co-occur in two
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parallel clauses coordinated with ð wa `and'. The antonym pair in coordinated clauses
represent a contrast between two situations. This function appears in 555 sentences in
the dataset (259 sentences in the arabiCorpus and 296 in the arTenTen12) which makes
18.5% of the dataset (17.3% of arabiCorpus and 19.7% of arTenTen12). Sentence (66)
shows an example of this group.
(66) èQ»

@ A Ó ÉÒ m'

@ð I. k

@ A Ó ÐðA ¯

@ 	à

@ ñë èA J
 mÌ'@ ú

	¯ é 	¢jÊ Ë@ ½Ê K 	Y 	J Ó ú
æ. ë
	YÓ É 	£ð
(arabiCorpus: Masri2010, ref: A239120I1641S321D5-Jan-2010)
wa-d. alla
and-stayed
madhab-I
ideology
mundu
since
tilka
that
al-lahd. ah
the-moment
fI
in
al-hayat
the-life
huwa
it
Pan
to
Puqawim
resist
ma
what
Puhibb
I.love
wa-Patahammal
and-tolerate
ma
what
Pakrah
I.hate
and since that moment my ideology became to resist what I love and tolerate
what I hate.
The writer of (66) describes a turning point in his life when he stopped seeking the
pleasures of life. The verbal pair I. k

@ Puh

ib `love' and èQ»

@ Pakrah `hate' are part of
two parallel clauses both of the structure V what I V. This sentence presents a contrast
between two attitudes resisting what he loves and tolerating what he hates. These two
attitudes are part of his new ideology.
Sentences like the one in (66) are also found in previous studies on antonymy. These
sentences were included under an Ancillary Antonymy category. For example, the fol-
lowing sentence from Murphy et al. (2009) shows an ancillary contrast between student
and teacher:
(67) Lararen ar aktiv och eleven passiv.
`The teacher is active and the student passive.' (In Murphy et al., 2009: 2167)
There is an antithesis in sentence (67) between the student being passive and the teacher
being active. More examples from the MSA data are presented in (68) - (70) below.
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(68) é 	® 	JË èQºK
 AÓ ÑêË èQºK
ð é 	® 	JË I. m'
 AÓ
é 	¯ A¾ÊË I. m'
 	à

@ (arTenTen12: doc.id:479301,
s.id: 12023067)
Pan
that
yuhibbu
love
li-lkaah
for-everyone
ma
what
yuhibbu
love
li-nafsi-h
for-self-his
wa-yakrahu
and-hate
la-hum
for-them
ma
what
yakrahu
hate
li-nafsi-h
for-self-his
that one should love for everybody what they love for themselves, and hate for
everybody what they hate for themselves.
(69) ,Qk.

@ A 	JÊ 	¯ A 	JÊ  	¯ 	à@ð A 	KQk.

@ A 	JÊ 	¯ A 	Jjm.
	' @ 	X @ð , éªJ
¢
	 AÓ É¾K. ú
G. QªË@
mÌ'@ èQå 	 Ég.

@ 	áÓ
ÉÔ« 	àðX H@PAª Ë@ð HAJ 	¯ CËAK. 	­J
QË@ úÎ«
	¬ñ¯ñË@ 	áºËð (arabiCorpus: Ahram99,
ref:071799OPIN04 )
min
for
PaÃil
sake
nus.rat
supporting
al-haqq
the-right
al-QarabI
the-Arab
bi-kulli
in-all
ma
what
nastat.IQu-h
we.can-it
wa-Pida
wa-if
naÃah-na
succeed-we
fa-l-na
then-for-us
PaÃru-na
reward-our
wa-Pin
and-if
fasal-na
lose-we
fa-l-na
then-for-us
PaÃr
reward
wa-lakin
and-but
al-wuquf
the-standing
Qala
on
a-rras.If
the-pavement
bi-l-latat
with-the-signs
wa-a-ssiQarat
and-the-banners
duna
without
Qamal
work
...for supporting the Arab right with all our ability and if we succeed, we have our
reward, and if we fail, we have a reward [from God] but standing on the pavement
with signs and banners without work...
(70) . Z @Q ® 	¯ Z @Q ® 	®Ë @ ZA 	JK.

@ð ZAJ
 	J 	«

@ ZAJ
 	J 	«

B@ ZA 	JK.

@ ù ®J. K
 . é 	K A¾Ó ú

	¯ É¿ ù®J. K
 IJ
m'. (arabiCorpus:
Ahram99, ref: 082599OPIN07)
bi-hayt
in-which
yabqa
stay
kullun
everyone
fI
in
makani-h
place-his
yabqa
stay
PabnaPu
children
al-Pa_gniyaPi
the-rich
Pa_gniyaPan
rich
wa-PabnaPu
and-children
al-fuqaraPi
the-poor
fuqaraPan
poor
and so everyone stays still, the children of the rich stay rich and the children of
the poor poor
Sentences (68), (69) and (70) show two coordinated clauses hosting antonymous pairs
with no ancillary opposition created. In (68), one is advised to `love' for everybody to
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get the same things they would love for themselves; and `hate' for everybody everything
they would hate for themselves. Similarly, in (69), the verbs `succeed' and `fail' are in
coordinated clauses. They are presented as distinct possible outcomes of supporting the
rights of people. Sentence (70) presents a contrast between two groups, the children of
the rich and the children of the poor.
Some sentences in this category feature antonyms triggering another opposition in
the sentence. The following are examples of such sentences.
(71) AîD.Ê¢
 	àA
	B @ð
èAJ
mÌ'@ Ê 	gð éK. ÕÎ
 é 	JºËð èYK
QK
 B 	àA 	B @ð HñÖÏ @ úÍAª
K é<Ë @ Ê 	g
ÐðYK B Aî 	DºËð (arTenTen12: doc.id:334251, s.id:8580437 )
xalaqa
created
allahu
Allah
taQala
Almighty
al-mawt
the-death
wa-l-Pinsanu
and-the-human
la
not
yurId-uh
want-it
wa-lakinna-hu
and-but-he
yusallimu
acknowledge
bi-h
in-it
wa-xalaqa
and-created
al-hayah
the-life
wa-l-Pinsanu
and-the-human
yat.lubu-ha
desire-it
wa-lakinna-ha
and-but-it
la
not
tadum
last
God Almighty created death and humans do not want it, but acknowledge it; and
created life and humans desire it, but it does not last.
(72)
éJ. 
J. mÌ'@ 	á
¢Ê 	¯ AJ
m
'ð HñÖ 	ß( arTenTen12: doc.id:4068651, s.id:89359332 )
namutu
we.die
wa-tahya
and-it.lives
last.In
Palestine
al-habIbah
the-beloved
We die and the beloved Palestine lives.
(73) Q® 	®Ë @ Qm.
' é 	K AJ
	mÌ'@ð  	PQË@ Qm.
' é 	KAÓ

B@ (arTenTen12: doc.id: 1981951, s.id: 45897458)
al-Pamanah
the-honesty
taÃurru
pull
a-rrizq
the-wealth
wa-l-xiyanah
and-the-dishonesty
taÃurru
pull
al-faqr
the-poverty
Honesty breeds wealth and dishonesty breeds poverty.
Sentence (71) refers to life and death and to human reaction towards them. It features
two clasues coordinated with ð wa `and'. In the rst clause, God created death, and
humans do not want it, but acknowledge it. In the second clause, God created life,
and humans want it but it does not last. The whole sentence makes use of multiple
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opposition between God and humans, death and life, desiring and not desiring. Sentence
(72) coordinates the antonymous verbs HñÖ 	ß na-mut `we die' and AJ
m
' ta-hya `it lives'. The
dierence between the verbs is that one starts with `na' the rst-person plural clitic and
the other with `ta' the third-person singular clitic. This dierence is important because
it shows the ancillary opposition triggered between the people (we) and the country (it).
The country is more important than the people. In sentence (73) there is a coordination
between `honesty' and `dishonesty' and what each one has as a consequence. One brings
bounty, they other poverty. An ancillary opposition is triggered between `bounty' and
`poverty'.
More examples of Antithesis featuring an ancillary contrast are the two sentences in
(74) and (75).
(74) ZA 	 	¯ ¼A 	Jë 	à

@ A 	JÒÊ« . . . 
«

@ ø

	YË@ Q
J.ºË@ É®JªÖÏ @ð . . . 
ªK ø

	YË@ Q
 	ªË@ É®JªÖÏ @ 	à

B
Qº 	®ÊË ©A  (arTenTen12: doc.id:2690001, s.id: 61009674)
liPanna
because
al-muQtaqal
the-prison
a-s.s.a _gIr
the-small
alladI
that
taQIs
you.live
wa-l-muQtaqal
and-the-prison
al-kabIr
the-big
alladI
that
PaQIs
I.live
Qallama-na
taught-us
Panna
that
hunaka
there
fa¡aPun
space
sasiQun
vast
li-l-kr
for-the-thought
because the small prison you are living, and the big prison I am living taught us
that there is vast space for thought
(75) 	á
K. é»Q Ó HA¯C« ¼A 	Jë 	à

@ Ym.
	' , ¨A 	¯ YË@ ú

	¯ éJKAÒJ@ð Ðñj. êË @ ú

	¯ éKð@Qå 	 	áÓ Ñ 	«QËAK. ð
HA 	K @ñJ
mÌ'@ 	áÓ èQ
 	«ð ÉÒ	JË @ (arTenTen12: doc.id: 1430151, s.id: 33886962)
wa-bi-rru_gmi
and-in-spite
min
from
¡arawati-h
ferocity-his
fI
in
al-huÃum
the-attack
wa-istimatati-h
and-desperation-his
fI
in
a-ddifaQi
the-defence
naÃidu
we.nd
Panna
that
hunak
there
Qalaqat
relationships
mustarakah
shared
bayna
between
a-nnamil
the-ants
wa- _gayruh
and-other
min
from
al-hayawanat
the-animals
and in spite of his ferocity in attacking and desperation in defence, we nd that
there are shared relationships between ants and other animals
In sentence (74), two places for detention are coordinated; one is big, exile, and one
is small, prison. Both these places teach the people imprisoned in them to think. An
ancillary opposition is created between the speaker and the addressee of the sentence,
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or on a larger scale, between the people in exile and the people in prison. The sentence
in (75) features an antithesis between `attacking' and `defending'. The two nouns are
coordinated to describe the ferociousness of ants. This description is enhanced with the
use of the near synonyms
éKAÒJ@ istimatah `desperation' and èð@Qå 	 ¡arawah `ferocity'.
The category Antithesis is the second largest category of antonym functions in MSA.
The antonym pair function as triggers of a larger opposition between two situations
with or without the use of an ancillary opposition. The third largest category in this
classication is Antonyms in Grammatical Relations.
5.3 Antonyms in Grammatical Relations
The category Antonyms in Grammatical Relations is one of the large groups of antonym
co-occurrence. It includes sentences with an antonym pair related to each other syntacti-
cally. Three types of grammatical relations are found in the data: a pair of antonyms can
act as arguments of a verb, as part of equational sentences, or as a verb and its argument
in the cases of cross-categorical antonymy. A similar use of antonyms has been reported
in Swedish (Murphy et al., 2009). A pair of antonyms co-occurs in a sentence where one
member of the pair is the subject and the other is the object. The example in (76) shows
this use in Swedish.
(76) a. Stora
Big
koper
buys
sma
little
b. Det
The
gamla
old
moter
meets
det
the
nya
new (In Murphy et al., 2009: 2173)
Murphy et al. (2009) put the sentences similar to the ones in (76) in the residual
category where they are labelled Transitive. This use of antonym pairs is also found in
the Qura'an (Hassanein, 2012). Hassanein grouped these sentences as Case Antonymy
which he dened as `the co-occurrence of an antonymous pair within a framework that
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signals case roles being played by one of its antonymous members or by both' (Hassanein,
2012: 212).
In my classication, Transitive is a subcategory of the class Antonyms in Grammat-
ical Relations. Other subcategories include antonyms in the Substantive and Verbal
forms. The number of sentences in this category is 243 (127 in the arabiCorpus and 116
in the arTenTen12) which accounts for 7.6% of my data (7.5% of the arabiCorpus data
and 7.7% of the arTenTen12 data). The three sub-categories are discussed below.
5.3.1 Transitive
The Transitive sub-category includes 118 sentences (53 in the arTenTen12 and 65 in the
arabiCorpus). These sentences have a co-occurring pair of nominal antonyms where one
is a subject of a verb and the other is its object or a pair of adjectival antonyms where
one is a modier of the subject and the other is a modier of the object. This sub-
category is labelled following Murphy et al. (2009). One sentence in Jones's Ancillary
Antonymy category is classied according to the present classication as an example of
the Transitive category. This sentence is repeated in (77) below.
(77) Baxter's active can-do has been overtaken by the passive why-bother. (Jones,
2002: 52)
In (77), the pair active/passive modify the doer and the receiver of the action. At the
same time, an opposition is triggered between the modied nouns. The following are
similar sentences from the Arabic data.
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(78) úÎ« ø
 ñ
®Ë@ Aî 	D 
 H. Qk : ©K. AKð . hñ 	ñK. ÈA
	®£

B@ úÎ« Qê 	¢

	¬ñ 	mÌ'@ð I. «QË@ 	à

@ AÒ»
	­J
ª 	Ë@ (arabiCorpus: Tajdid02, ref: 401isslamic1456.txt)
kma
as
Panna
that
a-rruQba
the-terror
wa-l-xawfa
and-the-fear
yad.haru
appear
Qala
on
al-Pat.fali
the-children
bi-wu¡uh
in-evident
wa-tabaQa
and-added
harbun
war
yasunnu-ha
wage-it
al-qawiyyu
the-strong
Qala
on
a-¡¡aQIf
the-weak
In addition, terror and fear appeared on children evidently. He added: a war
waged by the strong on the weak.
(79) AîD
 	¯ ø
 ñ
®J
ð Q
 	ªË@ Q
J.ºË@ AîD
 	¯ É¿

AK
 , éÒÊ¾ÊË ú
æ. ÊË@ ú
	æªÖÏ AK. èQk éËXAªÖÏ @ Éªm.'. ø


@
	­J
ª 	Ë@ úÎ« ø
 ñ
®Ë@ (arabiCorpus: Hayat96, ref: GEN1996:4147)
Pay
that.is
bi-ÃaQli
in-making
al-muQadalah
the-equation
hurrah
free
bi-l-maQna
in-the-meaning
a-ssilbiyy
the-negative
li-l-kalimah
for-the-word
yaPkul
eat
fI-ha
in-it
al-kabIr
the-big
a-s.s.a _gIr
the-small
wa-yastagwI
and-intimidate
fI-ha
in-it
al-qawiyy
the-strong
Qala
on
a-¡¡aQIf
the-weak
that is by making the equation free in the negative sense of the word, where the
big eat the small and the strong intimidate the weak
(80) hAj. 	JË @ èðY« É  	®Ë@ ÉJ¯ (arabiCorpus: Hayat97, ref: GEN1997:33520)
qatala
killed
al-fasalu
the-failure
Qaduwa-hu
enemy-its
a-nnaÃah
the-success
Failure killed its enemy success
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(81) úÎ« HñÖÏ @ð ,iJ 	®JË @ úÎ« ÈñK.
	YË@ QåJ 	J
 	¯ ©J
K. QË @ úÎ« é£ðQå 	Q 	®K
 AÓY 	J« 	­K
Q 	mÌ'@ é 	K @
Qj. 	® Ë @ é«A ú

	¯ H. ðQ 	ª Ë@ð 	à@ð

B@ É J. ¯ Q. º Ë@ é 	K @ ,
èPA 	 	J Ë @ úÎ« Y J
«Aj. J Ë @ð , èA J
 mÌ'@
(arTenTen12: doc.id: 1197851, s.id: 28682732)
Pinna-hu
indeed-it
al-xarIf
the-autumn
Qindama
when
yafri¡u
impose
surut.a-hu
conditions-its
Qala
on
a-rrabIQi
the-spring
fa-yantas.iru
then-win
a-ddubul
decay
Qala
on
a-ttafatuh
the-blooming
wa-l-mawt
and-the-death
Qala
on
al-hayat
the-life
w-a-ttaÃaQId
and-the-wrinkles
Qala
on
a-nna¡arah
the-freshness
Pinna-hu
indeed-it
al-kibar
the-ageing
qabla
before
al-Pawan
the-time
wa-l- _gurub
and-the-sunset
fI
in
saQati
time
al-faÃr
the-dawn
It is Autumn as it forces its conditions on Spring, then decay prevails over bloom,
death over life, wrinkles over freshness. It is early ageing, and sunset in dawn.
(82)
èQ
J.ºË@ Èñk PðYK èQ
 	ªË@ Ðñj. 	JË @ 	à

@ Y»ñK é 	¢kCÖÏ @ (arTenTen12: doc.id: 1003701,
s.id: 24114186)
al-mulahad. atu
the-inspection
tuPakkid
conrms
Panna
that
a-nnuÃuma
the-stars
a-s.s. _gIrah
the-little
taduru
orbit
hawla
round
al-kabIrah
the-big
Inspection conrms that the little stars orbit the big ones.
In sentence (78), H. Qk harb `war' is waged by `the strong' (agent) on `the weak' (patient).
Sentence (79) makes use of this Transitive function of antonyms twice. The rst use is in
the clause `the big' eat `the small'; the second is in the clause `the strong' intimidate `the
weak'. Sentence (80) shows another instance of this use when `failure kills success'. In
(81) `death' gains victory over `life' in a transitive form where the pair of antonyms are
used contrastively. In this sentence, early ageing is described with a series of canonical
pairs of antonyms where one prevails over the other. Similarly, the `little stars' orbit `the
big ones' in (82).
The sub-category of Transitive use of antonyms includes some sentences where an
ancillary contrast is generated between another pair of phrases. Three examples of this
are listed in (83) - (85).
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(83) ÈñÊmÌ'@ XAm.'
 @ 	á« AëPñ¯ð éÖ
ßA ®Ë @ éÒ 	¢	

B@ 	­ª 	 ©Ó  	¯ @QK 	á
J
ÓCB @
èñ¯ Éªk. AÓ @
	Yë
. éK
P
	Ym.Ì'@ (arabiCorpus: Hayat96, ref: GEN1996:6441)
hada
This
ma
what
ÃaQala
made
quwatu
strength
al-PislamiyIn
the-Islamists
tatarafaq
accompany
maQa
with
¡aQ
weakness
al-Pand. imati
the-regimes
al-qaPimah
the-existing
wa-qus.uru-ha
and-failure-its
Qan
from
PiÃadi
nding
al-hululi
the-solutions
al-Ãadriyyah
the-radical
this is what made the strength of Islamists accompany the weakness of existing
regimes and their failure to nd radical solutions.
(84)
èQ
J. ºË@ ÐðQºË@ 	­ÊJK èQ
 	ªË@ I. ËAªJËA
	¯ ,PñÓ

B@ I. Ê
	«

@ ú

	¯ A ® ¯YÓ 	á» (arTenTen12:
doc.id: 3673801, s.id: 81577112)
kun
be
mudaqiqan
exact
fI
in
P _glabi
most
al-Pumur
the-issues
f-a-ttaQaliba
for-the-foxes
a-s.s.a _gIrah
the-little
tutlifu
damage
al-kuruma
the-vines
al-kabIrah
the-big
Always be careful, for the little foxes damage the big vines.
(85) 	¯QK
 	­J
ª 	Ë@ ú
G. AJ

	JË @ ÐA 	¢ 	JË @ð ,Q 	ª

B@ úÎ« ø
 ñ
®J
 Q. »

BA 	¯ ; A ®J
Ô«ð @Q
J»

A¢ 	k

@ é 	JºË
éK
ñ¯ éK
PñKAJºK
X ZA 	JJ. Ë Ð @Y¯

BAK. (arabiCorpus: Ghad02, ref: Af428731gSfMainPagegD03-
28-2011)
lakinna-hu
but-he
Paxt.aPa
err
katIran
a.lot
wa-QamIqan
and-deeply
f-al-Pakbar
for-the-biggest
yastaqwI
intimidate
Qala
on
al-Pas. _gar
the-smallest
w-a-nnid. amu
and-the-system
a-nniyabI
the-parliamentary
a-¡¡aQIf
the-weak
yurfas
kick
bi-l-aPaqdam
with-the-feet
li-binaPi
to-building
diktaturiyyah
dictatorship
qawiyyah
strong
but he made a lot of big mistakes, for the biggest intimidate the smallest, and
the weak parliamentary system kicks about to build a strong dictatorship
In (83), the strength of the Islamists goes hand in hand with the weakness of the
regimes. The nouns
èñ ¯ quwwah `strength' and 	­ª 	 ¡aQf `weakness' are annexed to
other nouns which creates an opposition between them, the Islamists on one end and the
regimes on the other. In (84), an ancillary opposition is created between foxes and vines
that are being modied by antonym adjectives
èQ
 	ª Ë@ as.s.a_gIrah `little' and èQ
 J. º Ë@
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alkabtextscirah `big'.
The rst part of sentence (85) `the biggest intimidate the smallest' is similar to sen-
tence (79). However, the second part is where the ancillary opposition is created between
ú
G. AJ

	JË @ ÐA 	¢ 	JË @ `the parliamentary system' described as weak and éK
PñKAJ»X `dictatorship'
described as strong. A parliamentary system is weak and is dying and its death is causing
the birth of a strong dictatorship.
5.3.2 Substantive
The Substantive group includes equational sentences where the nominal and/or adjectival
antonyms are contrasted. Equational refers to verbless sentences in Arabic (Ryding,
2005). The following are some examples of this category.
(86) ñë 	áÓ É¾Ë Ê¢Ó ðY« éÓA ®Ë@ ÉK
ñ£ ñë 	áÓ É¾ 	¯ : éJ
 	KB @
éJ
Ëñ

BAK. ùÒ
 	à

@ 	áºÖß

.ºªËAK. ºªË@ð , AëQ
¯ (arabiCorpus: Hayat96, ref: GEN1996:7696)
yumkin
can
Pan
to
yusamma
called
bi-l-Pus.uliyyati
in-the-fundamental
al-Pitniyyah
the-ethnic
fa-kullu
for-all
man
who
huwa
he
t.awIlu
tall
al-qamah
the-gure
Qaduwwun
enemy
mut.laq
absolute
li-kulli
for-all
man
who
huwa
he
qas.Iru-ha
short-its
wa-l-Qaksu
and-the-opposite
bi-l-Qaks
for-the-opposite
which can be called the fundamental ethnicity: everyone who is tall is an absolute
enemy to everyone who is short, and vice versa.
(87) HA 	KB@ 	á « Pñ » 	Y Ë@ É 	® Ë é PY Ó ZA 	J . K. 	á
 J. Ë A ¢ Ó (arabiCorpus: Ghad02, ref:
Af416410gSfJordangD03-06-2011)
mut.alibIna
demanding
bi-binaPi
in-building
madrasah
school
li-fas.li
for-separation
a-ddukur
the-males
Qan
from
al-Pinat
the-females
demanding the building of a school for the separation of males from females
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The two sentences above give examples of pairs of antonyms in equational sentences. In
(86), `tall' people are said to be enemies of `short' people. Sentence (87) calls for the
separation of `males' and `females'.
Some sentences in this category trigger another contrast in the sentence, such as the
sentence in (88) below.
(88) ÊË@ I. K
X

AJK. éÊJ
 	®» Q
J.ºË@ ÊË@ éJ. ¯ AªÓ 	à

B AJ¯ ñÓ ÑêÊëAm.
' 	ájJ
 	¯ , 	á
 QÖÏ @ PA 	ª AÓ

@
Q
 	ªË@ (arabiCorpus: Thawra, ref: kuttab59172)
Pamma
while
s.i _gar
small
al-murtasIn
the-corrupt
fa-yustahsan
then-be.better
taÃahula-hum
ignoring-them
muPaqqatan
temporarily
liPanna
because
muQaqabat
punishing
al-lis.s.i
the-thief
al-kabIr
the-big
kafIlatan
enough
bi-taPdIb
in-discipline
al-lis.s.
the-thief
a-s.s.a _gIr
the-small
as for the small bribe takers, it is better to ignore them temporarily because
punishing the big thieves disciplines the small ones.
In sentence (88), the pair Q
J. ºË@ alkabtextscir `large' and Q
 	ªË@ assa_gtextscir `little'
both modify the noun `thief'. The two phrases are parallel to each other and are part of
larger parallel clauses in which the sentence claims that punishing the big thief disciplines
the small thief. Both clauses are verbless. There is an ancillary opposition between
éJ. ¯ AªÓ muQaqabat `punishing' and I. K
X

AK taPdIb `disciplining'.
5.3.3 Verbal
In the group I call Verbal, pairs of antonyms are of dierent word classes. One antonym
in the pair is a verb and the other is a noun object. The verb acts on its antonymous
noun. Gradability of the pair plays an important role in the meaning expressed in the
sentence. If the pair of antonyms is gradable, this use of the antonyms indicates a lesser
degree of the noun. If the pair is non-gradable, then the meaning that this use gives is
the reversing of state from one antonym to the other.
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The sentences (89) to (91) give examples of gradable pairs of antonyms that fall
under this sub-category. They show the verb as if it is moving the noun along the scale
of opposition.
(89)
éJ
K. X

@ HAJ 	®Ë 	áÓ PAJ
JË @ @
	Yë É ®K 	­ 	® 	m'
 AÓ 	ªK. é@PYË@ è
	Yë úÎ« É 	gX

@ 	àA¿ @ 	X @ð
(arabiCorpus: Hayat96, ref: GEN1996:5067)
wa-Pida
and-if
kana
be
Pudxila
introduced
Qala
on
hadihi
this
a-ddirasah
the-study
baQ¡a
some
ma
what
yuxafu
lighten
tiqla
heaviness
hada
this
a-ttayar
the-tide
min
of
laftat
gestures
Padabiyyah
literary
whether there was introduced to this study some of what would lighten the heav-
iness of this tide of literary gestures
(90)
éK
Yg. Q»

@ 	á
 ®ë@QÖÏ @ IK
Yg iJ. 
 , PA 	ªË@ Q. ºK
 HñÖÏ @ ú

	¯
(arTenTen12: doc.id:
4950101, s.id: 107277177)

in
al-mawti
the-death
yakburu
become.big
a-s.s.i _gar
the-little.ones
yus.bihu
become
hadIta
talk
al-murahiqIna
the-adolescents
Paktara
more
ÃiddIyah
serious
in death, the little ones grow up, adolescents' talk becomes more serious
(91) ú

	GAË Èñ£ ½	J« Qå¯ð ú

æ 	«CK. ð

A  ¼AJ
Ê« øYÓ IK.

A 	¯ (arTenTen12: doc.id: 3874501,
s.id: 85512431)
fa-Pabat
then-reject
mada
scope
Qalya-ka
highness-your
saPwa
utmost
bla_gat-I
eloquence-my
wa-qas.ura
and-shortened
Qan-ka
from-you
t.ulu
length
lisan-I
tongue-my
your high status is above my eloquence and my long tongue fell short from you
In (89), the new introductions to the literary genre lighten its heaviness. It is possible to
conceptualize that the `tide of literary gestures' is pulled down the heaviness scale as an
eect of the verb
	­ 	®	m'
 yuxaf `lighten'. In (90), the children's age increases when they
discuss death and this is expressed using the verb Q. º K
 yakbur `grow up'. The noun
PA 	ªË@ s. i_gar `little ones' is contrasted by its verbal antonym so it is pulled up the scale.
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The sentence in (91) is a line of poetry taken from a panegyric poem. Here a gurative
use of antonyms expresses the inability of the poet to praise this person regardless of the
poet's eloquence. His long tongue (a metonym of poetic ability) is shortened because no
one is able enough to praise this person's high status.
The following sentence in (92) uses non-gradable pairs of antonyms where one is a
verb and the other a noun. As explained before, this use reverses the state of the referent
from one antonym to the other.
(92) é <Ë @ 	à 	XA K. QK.

B@ð é Ò »

B@ øQ. K
ð , úGñ ÖÏ @ ú
æ
 m
'
ð Y ê ÖÏ @ ú

	¯ A 	J Ë @ ÕÎ¾ K
 é Ê ª k. ð
(arTenTen12: doc.id: 780951, s.id: 19046065)
wa-ÃaQala-hu
and-made-him
yukallimu
speak
a-nnasa
the-people

in
al-mahdi
the-cradle
wa-yuhyiyi
and-bring.to.life
al-mawta
the-dead
wa-yubriPu
and-heal
al-Pakmaha
the-blind
wa-l-Pabras.a
and-the-leper
bi-Pidni
in-permission
llah
Allah
and He made him [Jesus] speak to people in his cradle, bring the dead back to
life, and heal the blind and the leper with God's permission.
(93) Y »ñ Ó é 	K

@ Y ® J ª K
 A Ó ù

	® 	J J Ë Z @Xñ  é ª m.'. HQ ê 	¢
	¯
(arabiCorpus: Shuruq,
ref:A37018WmHmdmHmwdAlEmAmD25-Apr-2009 )
fa-z.aharat
so-appeared
baÃaQah
swan
sawdaPu
black
li-tanfI
to-deny
ma
what
yuQtaqad
think
Panna-hu
that-it
muPakkad
conrmed
so a black swan appeared to deny what he thought to be conrmed.
In (92), Jesus is able to bring the dead back to life. The verb ú
æ
m
'
 yuhyI `bring to life'
acts upon its nominal antonym úGñÖÏ @ almawta `the dead' and reverses their state from
death to life. Similarly, in (93), the adjective Y»ñÓ muPakkad describes the patient of the
verb ù

	® 	JK tanfI `conrmed'.
To conclude the discussion of this category, Antonyms in Grammatical Relations con-
tains three groups of sentences, sentences in a Transitive relation, sentences containing
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antonyms in the Substantive, and sentences with cross-categorical antonyms with a Ver-
bal antonym. The sentences in this big category vary in meaning but they are similar in
their grammatical relation and this is the reason they are grouped here.
5.4 Comparison
The category of Comparison is dened as `the co-occurrence of an antonymous pair
within a framework that places those words in a comparative contrast or measures one
antonym against the other' (Jones, 2002: 76). Jones (2002) classies his Comparative
Antonymy category into four types. The rst type is direct comparison where antonyms
are compared against each other as in (94) below.
(94) `Well', said Cage, completely unabashed, `some living composers are more dead
than alive'. (Jones, 2002: 77)
The second type is indirect comparison where antonyms are compared against a sep-
arate scale as in (95) below.
(95) The new bills are more colourful than the old ones, (Jones, 2002: 77)
Direct and indirect comparison make use of the frames more X than Y and X is more
ADJ than Y. The third type is preferential comparison that uses the frame X rather than
Y to indicate a preference towards one antonym as in (96) below.
(96) Wanting to be happy rather than sad, I accepted (Jones, 2002: 78)
Lastly, the fourth type of comparison in Jones's typology is equal comparison where
no distinction exists between the antonyms, using frames similar to X is the same as Y,
as in (97).
(97) All fat, unsaturated no less than saturated, is fattening. (Jones, 2002: 79)
In the MSA data, there are 112 comparative sentences in the arabiCorpus which
makes 7.5% of the 1500 sentences there and 115 sentences in the arTenTen12 corpus
which makes 7.7% of the 1500 sentences. In Jones's data, comparative antonymy was
found in 6.8% of the sentences in his dataset. While these numbers are very similar, it
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is not clear that all examples here would have been categorized as `Comparative' under
Jones's criteria.
The comparative function in Arabic is classied into four types. The rst one is
similar to Direct Comparison where the comparative form is used to evaluate the co-
occurring antonyms against each other. In the second type, two subordinating clauses
with antonymous pairs are put in parallel to each other creating a comparison between
them. The third type is similar to Equal Comparison where two antonyms are presented
as similar to each other with no distinction between them. The last type is the opposite
of equal comparison. In this type the dierence between compared items is pointed out
using words like º« `opposite'. These types are discussed below.
Direct Comparison
The comparative adjective in Arabic is formed with the use of the morphological pattern
PaCCaC usually followed by the word 	áÓ min `than'. In the examples in (98) - (100),
the words ÉîD

@ Pashal `easier', Q»

@ Paktar `more', and Q. »

@ Pakbar `bigger' are all in
the pattern PaCCaC. The frame in this type of comparison is X PaCCaC min Y. The
morphological pattern here can accommodate any trilateral root used for comparison.
(98) Q» 	YÖÏ @ I
 	K

AK 	áÓ ÉîD

@ I	K ñÖÏ @ Q
»
	YK (arTenTen12: doc.id: 350301, s.id: 8965246)
tadkIru
masculineV
al-muPannati
the-feminineN
Pshalu
easier
min
than
taPnIti
feminineV
al-mudakkari
the-masculineN
turning the feminine to masculine is easier than turning the masculine to feminine
(99) YK
Ym.Ì'@ é<Ë @YJ. « 	áÓ Q»

@ Õç'
Y
®Ë@ é<Ë @YJ. « I. k

@ (arTenTen12: doc.id: 1511551, s.id:
35664987)
Puhibbu
I.love
Qabdallahi
Abdullah
il-qadImi
the-old
Paktara
more
min
than
Qabdallahi
Abdullah
il-ÃadId
the-new
I like the old Abdullah more than the new Abdullah.
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(100) 	á
 	® 	£ñÖÏ @ PA 	ª XA 	¯ 	áÓ Q
JºK. Q. »

@ Q
J.ºË@ Èð ñÖÏ @ XA 	¯ PAK

@ (arabiCorpus: Ghad01
ref: Af448789gSfMainPagegD03-31-2011)
Pataru
eect
fasadi
corruption
lmasPul
the-ocial
il-kabIr
the-big
Pakbar
bigger
bi-katIr
in-much
min
than
fasadi
corruption
s.i _gar
small
al-muad. afIn
the-employees
The eect of a big [senior] ocial's corruption is much bigger than the little
[junior] employees'.
Sentence (98) tells a novice in Arabic grammar to, when in doubt about the grammatical
gender of a word, make it masculine because making the feminine into masculine is
more acceptable than making the masculine into feminine. Here the process of forming
a grammatically masculine word is described as `easier' than forming a grammatically
feminine word. In example (99), the sentence compares a person, Abdullah, before and
after he changed. The speaker prefers the old Abdullah to the new one. The opposing pair
is used as attributive adjectives describing the nouns in each phrase. In (100), corruption
is compared in two situations according to who is exercising it. The comparison occurs
between the two phrases, the phrase Q
J. ºË@ È ñÖÏ @ XA 	¯ fasadi lmasPuli lkabIr `a senior
ocial's corruption' and the phrase 	á
 	® 	ñ ÖÏ @ PA 	ª  XA  	¯ fasadi s. i_gari lmuwa¡afIn
`the junior employees' corruption'. These two phrases are compared using the frame X
PaCCaC min Y.
Subordination
In another set of sentences, subordination using `while' or `when' is used for comparison.
In (101), the comparison is between how a strong person is treated and how a weak one
is treated. The sentence (101) would be classied under Ancillary Antonymy in Jones's
(2002) classication.
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(101) éJÓ@Q» úÎ« ðYË@ð è 	PðAm.
' Õ æJ
 	¯ 	­J
ª 	Ë@ AÓ

@ ø
 ñ
®Ë@ mÌ'@ I. kAË B@

A ®k ù
 ¢ªK
 Bð
(arTenTen12: doc.id: 3112251, s.id: 69977584)
wa-la
and-not
yuQt.I
give
haqqan
right
Pilla
except
li-s.ahib
to-owner
al-haqq
the-right
il-qawiyy
the-strong
Pamma
while
a-¡¡aQIf
the-weak
fa-yatimmu
then-be
taÃawuza-hu
bypassed-him
w-a-ddawsu
and-the-stepping
Qala
on
karamati-h
dignity-his
He doesn't give one's due except for the strong claimant while the weak would
be bypassed and his dignity would be stepped on.
In sentence (101), the `strong' are compared to the `weak' using subordination by A Ó

@
Pamma `while'. The strong are given their rights while the weak are not.
Equal Comparison
The third type of comparison is equal comparison. The frames used for this type are
AÒÊJÓ mitlama, éJ. 
 yusbihu , and » ka . These frames can be translated as `X is like Y'
or `similar to X, Y'. Sentences (102) and (103) give examples for this type of comparison
where the similarity of the two situations containing the antonyms are pointed out.
(102)
éK
 @YK. AêË AÒÊJÓ éK
Aî 	E AêË I. k
é¯ É¿ (arabiCorpus: Hayat96, ref:GEN1996:11136)
kullu
every
qis.s.ati
story
hubbin
love
la-ha
for-it
nihayah
end
mitla-ma
like-that
la-ha
for-it
bidayah
begining
every love story has an end as it has a beginning
(103) ø
 AJ

	KX I	K

@ 	àñºJ ú

GAÜØ ù

	® 	¯ ø
 AJ
m× ú

	¯ A 	K

@ Éª 	¯

@ AÒÊJÓ (arTenTen12: doc.id: 3060201,
s.id: 68936369)
mitla-ma
like-that
PafQalu
I.do
Pana
I
fI
in
mahya-y
living-my
fa-fI
then-in
mamat-I
death-my
sa-takuna
will-you.be
Panta
you
dunya-y
world-my
Just like what it is while I am living, in my death, you will be my world.
In sentence (102), a love story is described as having an end just like it has a beginning.
The similarity of the antonyms pointed out here is that they are boundaries of the two
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ends of the story. The frame used here joins the parallel phrases
éK
Aî 	E AêË laha nihayah
`has an end' and
éK
 @YK. AêË laha bidayah `has a beginning' using the word AÒÊJÓ mithlama
`like'. The word AÒÊJÓ mithlama `like' can also occur at the beginning of the rst phrase
as in (103). In this case the second part of the sentence is introduced by  	¯ fa `then'.
The frame in sentence (103) can be translated to `similar to X, Y'. The speaker tells her
lover that he is her world during her life and will continue to be after her death.
Unequal Comparison
The last type of comparison is when the frame ºªK. biQaks `in opposition to' is used. In
this type, instead of pointing out the similarities of the compared items, the comparison
between them points out the dierence. This can be seen in example (104).
(104) A 	


@ é«Qå. éË ÓCÖÏ @ Z @ñêË @ XYÒJK
ð é«Qå. . AJ
Ë @ 	á 	j
 	­J
Ë@ É 	¯ ù

	® 	¯ ½Ë 	YËð
Z¡J. K. éË ÓCÖÏ @ Z @ñêË @ XYÒJK
ð Z¡J. K. 	á 	j
 é 	KA 	¯ Z AÖÏ @ ºªK. (arTenTen12: doc.id:
661951, s.id: 16331847)
wa-li-dalik
and-for-that
fa-fI
in
fas.l
season
i-s.s.ayf
the-summer
yasxan
get.hot
al-yabis
the-land
surQah
quickly
wa-yatamaddad
and-expand
al-hawaPu
the-air
al-mulamisu
the-adjoining
la-hu
to-it
bisurQah
quickly
Pay¡an
also
bi-Qaks
in-opposition
al-maPi
the-water
fa-Pinna-hu
for-indeed-it
yasxunu
get.hot
bibut.Pin
slowly
wa-yatamaddad
and-expand
al-hawaPu
the-air
l-mulamisu
the-adjoining
la-hu
to-it
bibut.P
slowly
Therefore, in the summer season the land heats up quickly and the adjoining air
expands quickly also opposite to water which heats up slowly and the adjoining
air expands slowly.
Sentence (104) compares the reaction of land and water towards heat. Here two parallel
structures on each side of the frame along with the antonyms Z¡J. K. bibut.P `slowly' and
é «Qå . bisurQah `quickly' create an ancillary opposition between land and water. One
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might argue that this sub-category is similar to Jones's Distinguished Antonymy category.
However, in Distinguished Antonymy, the two antonyms are used as two poles in the
comparison of something else but here in Comparative Antonymy the comparison is
between the two antonyms themselves. This is discussed later in the category Distinction.
The category of Comparison is the third largest category in the Arabic data. It makes
use of the comparative form as well as the subordinating structure to compare between
a pair of antonyms.
5.5 Emphasis, Correction, and Cancelling
The functions of Emphasis, Correction, and Cancelling are grouped together in one cate-
gory because they all make use of negation. In previous studies of antonym functions, such
as Jones (2002); Murphy et al. (2009); Davies (2013); Kostic (2011), Negated Antonymy
is one of the major categories of antonym functions in discourse. Similar to Jones's
Negated Antonymy category, one word is negated in order to emphasise or augment its
antonym in the functions Emphasis and Correction, but both antonyms are negated in
the function Cancelling. However, there are two dierences between this category and
Jones's Negated Antonymy. First, Jones includes two frames that do not involve explicit
negation, X instead of Y, and X as opposed to Y. However, Davies (2013) assigned the
frame X instead of Y a dierent category, Replacive Opposition. I leave the function of
replacing one antonym with the other to a separate category similar to Davies's because
it does not involve negation and because the meaning conveyed in the sentence is dierent
from the sentence meaning in this category. The frame X as opposed to Y also does not
involve negation and therefore it is included in the category of Distinction.
The second dierence between this category and Negated Antonymy is that Jones
(2002) classies some sentences containing negated antonyms under Ancillary Antonymy
as in sentence (105).
(105) It is meeting public need, not private greed. (Jones, 2002: 46)
The sentence in (105) negates one antonym private to augment the other public. However,
Jones classies this sentence under Ancillary Antonymy not under Negated Antonymy
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which makes the number of sentences with negated antonyms in Arabic and English not
comparable. In my classication, antonyms can create ancillary contrast in the sentence
and this function extends to all categories of antonymy functions. Therefore, a sentence
like (105) is classied as Emphasis in my classication.
Sentences containing negation of one antonym have two functions. The rst is labelled
negation for Emphasis. In this category, one item of the antonym pair is negated to
augment and emphasise its opposite. The following is a discussion of this sub-category.
5.5.1 Negation for Emphasis
According to Jones (2002), Negated Antonymy, which accounts for 5% of his data, refers
to `the co-occurrence of an antonymous pair within a framework that negates one antonym
as a device to augment the other' (Jones, 2002: 88). The typical framework used for this
category is X not Y. This subcategory is similar to the Negated Antonymy category in
Jones (2002). The frame used in Arabic is also similar to the English frame; a negating
particle is used between the two antonyms.
In Arabic, negation involves the use of one of numerous particles. These particles
include AÓ ma, B la, BñË lawla, CK. bila, and 
Ë laysa for negating equational sentences
and noun phrases; and ÕË lam, AÓ ma, B la, 	áË lan, AÖÏ lamma, and 
Ë laysa for negating
verbal sentences and verb phrases (Badawi et al., 2004). The particles that are found in
the dataset are B la, ÕË lam, and 
 Ë laysa. So the schematic construction for this
subcategory in Arabic is X not Y where not stands for any one of these three negators.
The number of sentences that make use of this frame in my dataset is 136 sentences (62
in the arTenTen12 and 75 in the arabiCorpus) which accounts for 4.5% of my data (4.1%
in the arTenTen12 and 5% in the arabiCorpus). Sentences (106) - (110) are examples of
such sentences.
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(106)
A 	® 	k@ PYÓ B hAm.
	' PYÓ ù
 ëð ,
	­ª 	 B èñ ¯ PYÓ ù
 ë A
	J K
XYªK 	à

@ 	¬A 	

@ð
(arabiCorpus: Watan02, ref: 011202t41380EXTR)
wa-Pa¡afa
and-he.added
Panna
that
taQaddudiyatu-na
diversity-our
hiya
it
mas.daru
source
quwwah
strength
la
not
¡aQf
weakness
wa-hiya
and-it
mas.daru
source
naÃah
success
la
not
mas.daru
source
Pixfaq
failure
He added that our diversity is a source of strength not weakness, a source of
success not a source of failure.
(107) ZAJ
 	J 	«

B@ 
Ëð Z@Q ® 	®Ë @ Ñ«X A 	JJ
Ê« I. k. ñJK

	X @ , èAJ
ÖÏ @ ¼Cî D@
éAJ
 Q
J
 	ªK I. Ê¢JK
 @
	Yëð
(arabiCorpus: Thawra, ref: archive14758)
wa-hada
and-this
yatat.allab
demand
ta_gyIr
changing
siyasati
policy
istihlak
consumption
al-miyah
the-water
Pid
where
yatawaÃab
must
Qalay-na
on-us
daQmu
support
al-fuqaraPi
the-poor
wa-laysa
and-not
al-Pa_gniyaPu
the-rich
demand of changing the policy of water consumption, because we should support
the poor not the rich
(108) X@P

@ A Ó é Ë HAîD
ë 	áºËð H. ðQjÊË B ÕÎË@ð ZA 	J J. Ê Ë
	¬A  »B@ ©K
ñ¢ ú

	¯ é J J. 	«Q Ëð
(arTenTen12: doc.id: 1866001, s.id: 43279972)
wa-li-ra _gbati-hi
and-for-desire-his
fI
in
tat.wIQi
recruiting
lPiktisaf
the-invention
li-l-binaPi
for-the-building
wa-a-ssilmi
and-the-peace
la
not
lilhurubi
for-the-wars
wa-lakin
and-but
hayhata
alas
la-hu
for-him
ma
what
Parad
he.wanted
because he wanted to recruit the invention for building and peace not for war,
but alas what he wanted
In (106), the sentence asserts that diversity is a source of strength not weakness and
success not failure. Two nouns are negated,
	­ª 	 ¡aQf `weakness' and A 	® 	k@ Pixfaq
`failure', to emphasise and augment their opposites,
èñ ¯ quwwah `strength' and hA m.
	'
naÃah `success'. Similarly, the negator laysa is used in sentence (107) between the two
antonymous nouns Z @Q ® 	®Ë @ alfuqaraP `the poor' and ZAJ
 	J 	«

B@ alPa_gniyaP `the rich' in order
to assert that it is the poor who are in need of support. Also sentence (108) emphasises
that the purpose of the invention is for `peace' not for `war'.
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Similarly, the sentences (109) and (110) negate one item of the antonym pair to
augment the other. The antonyms in these sentences have an ancillary function, too.
(109)
é«A ¯ð hQåÖÏ @ ú 	æJ. Ó ¨ðQåÓ : ú
æê
	¯ Aë 	YJ
 	® 	JK

@YJ. K
 ÕËð AêÒJ
Ò úæî D 	K @ ú

æË@ ©K
PA ÖÏ @ AÓ

@
éªÓAm.Ì'@ ÐQk ú

	¯ 	PAªÖÏ @ (arabiCorpus: Watan02, ref.: 011014t30368FRON)
Pamma
while
al-masarIQu
the-projects
llatI
that
intaha
ended
tas.mIma-ha
design-its
wa-lam
and-not
yabdPu
begin
tanfIda-ha
execution-its
fa-hiya
it
masruQu
project
mabna
building
al-masrahi
the-theatre
wa-qaQatu
and-hall
al-maQari¡i
the-exhibitions
fI
in
haram
campus
al-ÃamiQah
the-university
the projects whose design has ended and whose execution has not begun are the
project of the theatre and exhibitions hall in the university's campus.
(110)
é 	¢jÊK. ú
æî
D 	JK Bð ÈA ®J«B@ é 	¢mÌ 	áÓ

@YJ. K ú
æê
	¯ AëXQå Èñ¢
ð AêËñk IK
YmÌ'@ QºK
ð
h. @Q
	¯ B@ (arTenTen12: doc.id: 2943951, s.id: 66568234)
wa-yakturu
and-be.much
al-hadItu
the-talking
hawla-ha
around-it
wa-yat.ulu
and-be.long
sardu-ha
telling-it
fa-hiya
for-it
tabdaPu
begin
min
from
lahd. at
moment
al-PiQtiqali
the-arrest
wa-la
and-not
tantahI
end
bi-lahd. at
with-moment
al-PifraÃ
the-release
telling this story takes a long time for it begins with the arrest and does not end
with the release
The antonymous verbs in (109), úæî D 	K @ Pintaha `ended' and

@YJ. K
 ybdaP `begin', along with
the fact that they are parallel, create an ancillary contrast between the subjects of the
two verbs, AêÒJ
Ò tas.mImuha `its design' and Aë
	YJ
 	® 	JK tanfIduha `its execution' respectively.
Designing something and executing this design is put in contrast with each other where
one ended but the other has not begun.
The verbs `begin' and `end' are also contrasted in sentence (110). This sentence refers
to abuse of prisoners. The prepositional phrases that follow the two verbs are contrasted
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with each other. The `arrest' and `release' are the beginning and end of prison time, but
abuse stories begin with one but do not end with the other.
The sentences 106 - 110 are examples of how antonyms are used in negation frames
to indicate emphasis. The second sub-category is negation for correction where one
antonym is negated and the other is introduced by bal. The word bal cancels a previous
proposition and introduces a new one.
5.5.2 Negation for Correction
Similar to the previous subcategory, sentences in negation for Correction feature a negated
phrase or clause and an armative antonym. However, the second clause is introduced
with the word ÉK. bal, which can be translated to English as `but rather', `rather', or
`but actually' (Ryding, 2005). Bal cancels a previous proposition and introduces a new
one. This corrective sense is present in sentences like John is not American but British
(Izutsu, 2008: 649).
The corrective sense is lexicalized in some languages. For example, German sondern
and Swedish utan are used for the corrective sense, while German ober and Swedish
men are used for the non-corrective one. In Arabic, one use of the word bal is as a
connector that strongly contradicts a previous negated statement and asserts what follows
it (Badawi et al., 2004). It is also considered as a linguistic tool of restriction, as in AÓ
A J. 
 J. £ É K. A Ò Êª Ó ÕËA ma salimun muQalliman bal t.abIban `Salim is not a teacher but
a doctor' (Abdul-Raof, 2006: 116). Ryding (2005) also includes bal under a category
similar to restriction, which she calls exceptive expressions. These expressions introduce
phrases that contrast with a previous propositional content (Ryding, 2005: 650).
The excerpt in (111) below shows the corrective sense of bal used to contrast the
antonym pair È ðA 	® J Ë @ a-ttafaPul `optimism' and Ð ðA   Ë @ a-ttasaPum `pessimism'. The
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excerpt includes the context before the sentence where the antonyms co-occur in order
to show the cancelled proposition. The corrected proposition in this excerpt is people's
pessimism regarding the visit of the American Secretary of State to the Middle East.
(111) Èñk èPAJÖÏ @ Ð ðA Ë @ èQ. 	K ú

	¯ ¼PA 
 B é 	K

@ :QK
 	PñË@ ÈA ¯ èQëA ®ÊË IK
@Q. Ëð

@ èPAK
 	P 	á«ð
AJ. .  
Ëð èPAK
 	QÊË éj. J
 	K 	àA 	KñºK
 Ð ðA Ë @ð È ðA 	®JË @ 	à

@ ÈA¯ð .¡ð

B@ QåË @ ú

	¯ Aî DËñk.
	à

@ I. m.'
 ÉK. Ð ðA 
ËAK. IK
@Q. Ëð

@ 	á
ËXAÓ èYJ
Ë@ ÉJ. ®J 	 	à

@ i
 B é 	K

@ ÈA¯ð . AêË A ®J.Ó
èPA K
 	Q Ë @ é j. J
  	K úÎ « Õº m
	' Õç' È ðA 	® J ËA K. A êÊ J. ® J  	 (arabiCorpus: Ahram99, ref:
120999FRON10)
wa-Qan
and-about
ziyarati
visit
Pulbrayit
Albright
l-ilqahirah
to-Cairo
qala
said
al-wazIr
the-minister
Panna-hu
that-he
la
not
yusarik
participate
fI
in
nabrati
tone
a-ttasaPum
the-pessimism
al-mut

arah
the-raised
h

aula
around
Ãawlati-ha
trip-her
fI
in
a-ssarqi
the-east
al-Pawsat.
the-middle
wa-qala
and-said
Panna
that
a-ttafaPul
the-optimism
w-a-ttasaPum
and-the-pessimism
yakunan
be
natIÃatan
result
l-i-zziyarah
for-the-visit
wa-laysa
and-not
sababan
reason
musbaqan
before
la-ha
for-it
wa-qala
and-said
Panna-hu
that-it
la
not
yas.ih
h

u
be.right
Pan
to
nastaqbila
greet
a-ssayyidah
the-Ms
madlIn
Madeleine
Pulbrayit
Albright
b-i-ttasaPum
with-the-pessimism
bal
but.rather
yaÃibu
must
Pan
that
nastaqbila-ha
greet-her
b-i-ttafaPul
with-the-optimism
t

umma
then
nah

kuma
judge
Qala
on
natIÃati
result
a-zziyarah
the-visit
Regarding Albright's visit to Cairo, the minister said that he does not participate
in the tone of pessimism raised about her trip to the Middle East. He said that
optimism and pessimism must be a result of the visit and not its cause. He said
it is not right to greet Ms. Madeleine Albright with pessimism but we should
greet her with optimism then judge the result of the visit.
Excerpt (111) is an example of the schematic construction (not) X bal Y where a proposi-
tion is introduced only to be cancelled by its opposite which is considered to be the correct
proposition. The excerpt shows that people were pessimistic and that they thought that
the visit would not have good consequences. The writer here presents what he thinks is
the right attitude towards this visit: not to be pessimistic, but to be optimistic.
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There are 21 sentences in this group (eleven in the arTenTen12 and ten in the arabi-
Corpus). Some examples are presented in (112) - (114) below.
(112) QÓ

B@ éK
Aî 	E ú

	æªK
 B H. Aj
	B@ 	à

@ 	X @ ,
@QªË@ èAm.
' YÓ

B@ ÉK
ñ£ ú
¾K
QÓ

@ Ð@ 	QË @ ¼A 	Jë É 	¢J

H. Q mÌ'@ Y ª K.
èY K
Yg. é J
 ËA ® J 	K @ é Ê gQ Ó é K
 @Y K. É K. (arabiCorpus: Masri2010, ref:
A266643I1868S299D20-Aug-2010)
sa-yad. allu
will-continue
hunaka
there
iltizamun
commitment
PamrIkiyy
American
t.awIlu
long
al-Pamad
the-period
tiÃaha
towards
lQiraq
Iraq
Pid
for
Panna
that
al-insihab
the-withdrawal
la
not
yaQnI
mean
nihayat
end
al-Pamr
the-issue
bal
but
bidayatu
beginning
marhaltin
stage
Pintiqaliyyah
transitional
ÃadIdah
new
baQda
after
al-harb
the-war
There will continue to be an American long-term commitment towards Iraq, for
the withdrawal does not mean the end but the beginning of a new transitional
stage after the war
(113)
èA J
 mÌ'@ © 	J Öß
 É K. Hñ ÖÏ @ © 	J Öß
 B Hñ ÖÏ @ 	á Ó
	¬ñ 	mÌ'A 	¯ (arabiCorpus: Ghad02, ref:
Af427304gSfMainPagegD03-28-2011)
fa-al-xawfu
for-the-fear
min
of
al-mawti
the-death
la
not
yamnaQu
prevent
al-mawt
the-death
bal
but
yamnaQu
prevent
al-hayat
the-life
fear of dying does not prevent death but prevents life
The sentence in (112) reports the speech of the American State Department Spokesman
Crowley. Crowley assures the Iraqis that pulling out the American troops from Iraq
was not the end, but a beginning of a new relationship between the two countries. The
assumption that the American presence in Iraq has ended is cancelled using the antonym
`beginning' introduced by bal.
Similarly, the antonym pair HñÖÏ @ almawt `death' and èAJ
mÌ'@ alh ayah `life' are used in
the same frame in (113). This sentence is part of a letter from one activist in Iraq to his
friend who is inside an American prison in Iraq. He promises to come help him out of
prison even if this would lead to his death. He states that fear of death does not make
one avoid what might cause it, it prevents life itself, because death is inevitable.
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Correction of a cancelled sense can also occur in sentences where an ancillary oppo-
sition is triggered, as in (114) below.
(114) AJ.k 
Ë AªJ.£ ÐC¯

B@ H. Am

@ 	áÓ é 	J« © 	¯ @YK
 	áÓ Yg. ð 	àAÓ 	P 	áÓ É A 	®Ë @ ÉÊÖÏ @ @
	Yë
èQ
®Ë@ H. AJ
JË @ð
éJ
jÊÊË AëQ» ÉK. AêÓñm.
	'ð A£ ú

	¯
(arTenTen12: doc.id: 2379451, s.id:
54526194)
hada
this
al-musalsal
the-series
al-fasil
the-failure
min
from
zaman
time
waÃada
found
man
who
yudaQu
defend
Qan-hu
from-it
min
from
Pas.habi
possessors
al-Paqlam
the-pens
t.abQan
surely
laysa
not
huban
loveADV
fI
in
t.as
Tash
wa-nuÃumi-ha
and-stars-its
bal
but
kurhan
hatredADV
li-l-lihyati
for-the-beard
wa-ttiyab
and-the-clothes
al-qas.Irah
the-short
this long-time failing series found writers who would defend it surely not out of
love for Tash [name of TV series] and its stars but out of hatred for the beard
and short clothes [a metaphor for religious people]
The context of sentence (114) above is that actors in a sitcom are accused of ridiculing
the religious culture in Saudi Arabia, and some newspaper columnists are defending these
actors. The word 
 Ë laysa in (114) negates that these columnists defend the sitcom
out of love for it and for the actors in it. The word ÉK. bal, then, introduces the real
motivation, which is hatred for all that is religious in the culture. There is an additional
contrast in this sentence between the sitcom t.as wa-nuÃumi-ha `Tash and its stars' and
religion `the beard and short clothes' which appear as adjuncts to the adverbs AJ.k h ubban
and AëQ» kurhan.
So far two functions, Emphasis and Correction, were discussed. The third function
in this category is Negation for Cancelling. This is discussed in the next section.
5.5.3 Negation for Cancelling
The sentences discussed in this section include instances where both members of the
antonym pair are negated. In this sub-category there is a meaning of cancelling both
ends of the antonym scale and the area of indierence between them is referred to, as in
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sentences (115) - (117). The frame used in these sentences is Bð . . . B la ... wala `not
X and not Y'. This frame is used for this function fteen times in the arTenTen12 on-
line corpus and seventeen times in the arabiCorpus newspaper corpus. This frame is
polysemous because it is also used for inclusiveness of both antonyms as was discussed
in the category Inclusiveness in section 4.1.
(115) XñîD
Ë @ èQj. ë úÎ« XñJ
 ¯ © 	ð HPQ ¯ð èPA 	k Bð 	Pñ 	¯ B éËAg ú

	¯ A J
 	K A¢
QK. HYg. ð
	á
¢Ê 	®Ë (arabiCorpus: Tajdid02, ref: 514isslamic3503.txt)
wuÃidat
found
brIt.anya
Britain
fI
in
halat
state
la
no
fawz
winning
wa-la
and-no
xasarah
losing
wa-qarrarat
and-decided
wa¡Qa
putting
quyud
restrictions
Qala
on
hiÃrati
migration
al-yahud
the-Jews
li-list.In
to-Palestine
Britain found itself in a state of no win and no lose, so decided to put restrictions
of Jews' migration to Palestine.
(116) Q» 	YËAK. ù
 ë Bð ú
æ 	K

BAK. ù
 ë C
	¯ , 	á
ªÓ  	k. úÍ@ ZAÒJ 	K @ ÉÒm
' B ù
 ëð (arTenTen12:
doc.id: 1350601, s.id: 32182300)
wa-hiya
and-she
la
not
tahmilu
carry
intimaPan
association
ila
to
Ãinsin
gender
muQayyan
particular
fa-la
for-not
hiya
she
bi-l-Punta
in-the-female
wa-la
and-not
hiya
she
b-i-ddakar
in-the-male
she does not hold any association to a particular gender, so she is not a female
and not a male
(117) ÕÎCË@ð H. QkCË@ ÈAg ú

	¯ ¡ð

B@ QåË @ ZA ®K. @ð YJ
ªJË @ ú

	¯ éJ. 	«QË@ øñ (arabiCorpus:
Ghad01, ref: Af448193gSfMainPagegD03-31-2011)
siwa
except
a-rra _gbati
the-desire
fI
in
a-ttas.QIdi
the-aggravation
wa-ibqaPi
and-keeping
a-ssarq
the-east
al-Pawsat.i
the-middle
fI
in
hali
state
al-la-harbi
the-no-war
wa-al-la-silm
and-the-no-peace
except the desire for aggravation and keeping the Middle East in the state of no
war and no peace
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The three sentences (115) - (117) use the frame not X and not Y similarly. In (115),
Britain is found in a situation between winning and losing; both antonyms are cancelled
and a state between them is created. In (116), the woman referred to is described as not
a female and not a male, so again an area in between these non-gradable antonyms is
created. Finally, sentence (117) refers to a state between war and peace in the Middle
East.
Another frame that indicates cancelling both antonyms is the use of ð

@ Paw `or' in a
negated sentence. This is similar to the English frame neither X nor Y. The following
examples show the Arabic frame `not' X Paw Y used with antonyms of dierent parts of
speech. This frame occurs nine times in the newspaper corpus in arabiCorpus and seven
times in arTenTen12 on-line corpus.
(118)
	­J
ñK ñë AÖ
	ß @

AÓñj. ë ð

@

A«A 	¯ X ½Ë 	X 
 Ëð (arTenTen12: doc.id: 2510901, s.id:
57259622)
wa-laysa
and-not
dalika
that
difaQan
defending
Paw
or
huÃuman
attacking
Pinnama
but
huwa
it
taws.If
description
and that is not defending or attacking, but rather a description.
(119) éJ
 	® 	K ð

@ Q. 	mÌ'@ YJ
»

AK 	 	¯P 	àñÓ ú
»
	àAK. ÕæAK. HYjJÖÏ @ k 	àAgQ 	¯ 	áºË (arabiCorpus:
Ghad02, ref: Af419055gSfJordangD03-28-2011)
lakinna
but
farhan
Farhan
haqq
Haq
al-mutahaddit
the-spokesperson
bi-ismi
in-name
ban
Ban
kI
Ki
mun
Mun
rafa¡a
refused
taPkId
conrming
al-xabari
the-news
Paw
or
nafyi-h
denying-it
but Farhan Haq, Ban Ki Mun's spokesperson, refused to conrm or deny the
news.
(120) ÐñÒª Ë@ èY ® Jª K
 A Ó ù

	® 	J K ð

@ Y»ñ K É J
 K @Qå @ 	áºK ÕËð (arabiCorpus: Ghad01, ref
Af459766gSfMainPagegD03-31-2011)
wa-lam
and-not
takun
be
israPIl
Israel
tuPakkid
conrm
Paw
or
tanfI
deny
ma
what
yaQtaqidu-hu
believe-it
al-Qumum
the-public
and Israel was not conrming or denying what the public believes
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(121) ú

	¯ éJ
Ê 	®Ó éÊgQÓ úÎ« ÐY® 	K A 	J 	K

AK. Ð ðA  ð

@ È ðA 	®K 	àðXð é 	ªËAJ. Ó 	àðX Èñ®Ë@ 	áºÖß
 é 	KA
	¯
ú
G. QªË@ ¨@QåË@ (arabiCorpus: Ahram99, ref: 062299OPIN03)
fa-Pinna-hu
for-indeed-it
yumkinu
can
al-qawla
the-saying
duna
without
mubala _gah
exaggeration
wa-duna
and-without
tafaPul
optimism
Paw
or
tasaPum
pessimism
bi-Panna-na
in-that-we
nuqdimu
approaching
Qala
to
marhalatin
stage
mifs.aliyyatin
critical
fI
in
a-s.s.iraQi
the-conict
al-Qarabiyy
the-Arabian
It can be said with not exaggeration and without optimism or pessimism that we
are approaching a critical stage in the Arab conict.
Sentence (118) above describes the style of a writer and explains that this description is
not defending it against this style's critics nor it is an attack on it. In sentence (119),
the spokesman refused to conrm the news and he refused to deny it, too. Similarly, the
antonymous verbs in (120) `conrm' and `deny' are included in the negation using ÕË lam
which is used to negated verbal clauses. Sentence (121) uses the negator 	àðX dun
`without' to eliminate both optimism and pessimism and be in the area in between.
The sentences in this group all use negation of one or both antonyms to indicate the
functions of Emphasis, Correction, and Cancelling. The function Emphasis is the largest
of these three functions. It is similar to Jones's (2002) Negated Antonymy category.
5.6 Transition
The category Transition is similar to Jones's category Transitional Antonymy. `Transi-
tional antonymy sentences describe a movement from one antonymous state to another'
(Jones, 2002: 146). The number of sentences in this category is 103 in the arTenTen12
(6.9%) and 98 in the arabiCorpus (6.5%). The percentage of the category of Transition
in the dataset is 6.7% compared to 3% in Jones's data. The schematic constructions used
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for this function are úÍ@ . . . 	áÓ min ... Pila and Ë . . . 	áÓ min ... li both meaning `from X
to Y'. A common feature among these sentences is that the frame is preceded by a verb
denoting change or transfer, as in sentences (122) - (125). The verb indicating transfer
is underlined.
(122) Q
 	« èQÓA 	ªÓ ñë I. ª

B@ AK
A 	 ®Ë@ Ég úÍ@ ÉîD

B@ AK
A 	 ®Ë@ Ég 	áÓ ÈA ®J 	KB@ 	à

@ ÈA ¯ð
l .
'AJ 	JË @ é 	KñÒ 	Ó (arabiCorpus: Hayat97, ref: NEW1997:29467)
wa-qala
and-he.said
Panna
that
al-Pintiqal
the-transition
min
from
halli
solving
il-qa¡aya
the-issues
al-Pashal
the-easiest
Pila
to
halli
solving
il-qa¡aya
the-issues
al-Pas.Qab
the-hardest
huwa
it
mu_gamartun
risk
_gayru
not
ma¡munati
guaranteed
a-nnataPiÃ
the-results
and he said that moving from solving the easiest issues to the hardest ones is a
risk with not-guaranteed results.
(123) ú 	æ 	« úÍ@ Q
® 	¯ 	áÓ Aî DëAJ.  	K @ð 	á
« é 	¯Q£ 	á
K. AÓ éËAg ÈYJ. K Y¯ð (arabiCorpus: Shuruq, ref:
A48248WnyfynmscdD3-Sep-2009)
wa-qad
and-already
tabaddala
changed
halu-hu
state-his
mabayna
between
t.arfati
blink
Qaynin
eye
wa-intibahati-ha
and-opening-its
min
from
faqrin
poverty
Pila
to
_gina
wealth
and his state changed in a blink of an eye from poverty to wealth.
(124) ñ 	Jm' ú

æË@ Ð

BA¿ ,¡ ® 	¯ 	­ª 	

CË øñ¯

B@ 	¬Q¢Ë@ 	áÓ  	¯ YJK
 	à

@ I. m.'
 	àA 	JmÌ'@ 	à

@ ÈA ¯ 	áÓ
AëQ
 	ª úÎ« (arTenTen12: doc.id: 322851, s.id: 8303622)
man
who
qala
said
Panna
that
al-hanana
the-aection
yaÃibu
must
Pan
to
yatadaaqa
pour
min
from
a-t.t.araf
the-end
al-Paqwa
the-strongest
l-il-Pa¡Qaf
to-the-weaker
faqat.
only
k-al-Pummi
like-the-mother
llatI
who
tahnu
has.aection
Qala
for
s.a _gIri-ha
baby-her
Who said that aection has to pour from the strongest end to the weakest end
only, like a mother who has aection for her baby?
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(125) ¨A 	¯ YË@ð XñÒË@ð PA 	¢J 	KB@ ¼ñÊ úÍ@ Ðñj. êË @ð Éª
	®Ë@ð èPXAJ. ÖÏ @ ¼ñÊ 	áÓ P@ñJË @ ¼ñÊ Q
 	ªKð
(arTenTen12: doc.id: 760251, s.id: 18579671)
wa-ta _gayyara
and-changed
suluku
attitude
a-ttuwwari
the-rebels
min
from
suluk
attitude
al-mubadarati
the-initiation
wa-al-Ql
and-the-doing
wa-al-huÃum
and-the-attacking
Pila
to
suluk
attitude
al-Pintid. ari
the-waiting
wa-a-s.s.umudi
and-the-resistance
wa-a-ddifaQ
and-the-defending
the attitude of the rebels changed from the attitude of initiation, doing, and
attacking to the attitude of suspense, resistance, and defending.
The speaker in sentence (122) talks about the risk in transfer from ÉîD

B@ AK
A 	 ®Ë@ Ég
halli lqa¡aya lPashal `solving easy issues' to the parallel phrase I. ª

B@ AK
A 	®Ë@ Ég halli
lqa¡aya lPas.Qab `solving dicult issues'. The frame used here is . . . úÍ@ . . . 	áÓ ÈA
® J 	KB@
moving from X to Y. Sentence (123) refers to the change in someone's nancial situation
from poverty to wealth in a short period of time. This change is again expressed by a
verb ÈYJ. K tabaddala `changed' along with the frame from X to Y. The question in (124)
also uses the verb
 	¯ YJK
 yatadaaqu `pour' to express movement and the frame from X
to Y that indicates the direction of the movement. In this example, aection is poured
from the stronger person (mother) to the weaker one (baby) which places mother and
baby in ancillary opposition to each other. In sentence (125), the same is repeated, a
verb indicating change Q
 	ªK ta_gayyara `changed' and the frame from X to Y to indicate
the direction of this change. This time the two opposing ends are not expressed by one
pair of antonyms but by three pairs. On one side is the earlier state before the change
that occurred in the rebels' behaviour. On the other side is the later state of the change
where the rebels' behaviour is expressed by the opposites. The change is presented in
parallel structure. The behaviour changed from initiation to suspense, from doing to
resistance, and from attacking to defence.
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A nal note on the frame `from X to Y' is that when the verb indicating transfer or
change is absent, there is no movement from one situation to its opposite in the transition
as in sentences (126) and (127) below.
(126)
éK
Aî 	DË @ úÍ@
éK
 @YJ. Ë @ 	áÓ @Q
JÓð A 	J 	kA 	á
¢kð 	áK
Qå ZA ®Ë ZAg. , 	à@Q
m.Ì'@ HAK
PAJ. Ó èXAª»ð
(arabiCorpus: Hayat96, ref: SPO1996:2607)
wa-ka-Qadati
and-as-usual
mubarayat
matches
al-ÃIran
the-neighbours
ÃaPa
came
liqaPu
meeting
tisrIn
Tishreen
wa-hit.t.In
and-Hitteen
saxinan
hot
wa-mutIran
and-exciting
min
from
al-bidayah
the-beginning
Pila
to
a-nnihayah
the-end
and as it is customary in matches between neighbours the match between Tishreen
and Hitteen was exciting from beginning to end.
(127) ÑëQ
 	ª úÍ@ ÑëQ
J.» 	áÓ Ñî DÓQ»

@ (arTenTen12: doc.id: 1156251, s.id: 27696149)
Pakramtu-hum
I.treated.generosity-them
min
from
kabIri-him
elder-their
Pila
to
s.a _gIri-him
youngster-their
I treated them with generosity from the eldest to the youngest.
In sentence (126), the football match was exciting from beginning till the end. Similarly
in sentence (127), the speaker states that he treated his guests generously all of them
from the eldest to the youngest.
Other less used frames that indicate transition are úÍ@ Pila `X to Y', YªK. baQd `X
after Y', ÉJ. ¯ qabl `X before Y', and Õç' tumma `X then Y'. These frames are discussed
next.
In the frame X to Y similar to the frame from X to Y, a verb is used to indicate
transition or change from one state to another. The only dierence is that the preposition
min `from' is not used here. Examples (128) and (129) have the noun ÉK
ñ m
' tahwIl
`changing' then the frame X ila Y `X to Y'.
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(128)
èñ¯ úÍ@
	­ª 	Ë@  A® 	K ÉK
ñm
' úÍ@ ù
	® ÖÏ @ ùª IJ
k (arTenTen12: doc.id: 810551,
s.id: 19719761)
haytu
where
saQa
worked
al-mustasfa
the-hospital
Pila
to
tahwIli
change
nuqat.i
points
a-¡¡aQ
the-weakness
Pila
to
quwwah
strength
where the hospital worked to change the points of weakness to strength.
(129) A	mÌ'@ ÑîE. AmÌ éÓAªË@ È@ñÓ

CË 	á
Ë ñÖÏ @ 	ªK. ÉK
ñm
'ð XA 	®Ë@ ú
æ
 	®K úÍ@ (arabiCorpus:
Ahram99, ref: 102999FRON13)
Pila
to
tafasI
spreading
al-fasadi
the-corruption
wa-tahwIli
and-transfer
baQ¡i
some
al-masPulIn
the-ocials
l-il-Pamwali
to-the-moneys
al-Qammati
the-public
li-hisabi-him
to-account-their
al-xas.
the-private
to the spread of corruption and the transfer of some ocials of public moneys to
their own private accounts.
In sentence (128), the hospital is working on changing weak aspects in the hospital to
strong ones. The two nouns on each side of the frame are parallel to each other. In
sentence (129), a similar structure is used. This time the clitic preposition È li `to'
is used. The antonymous pairs in this sentence are adjectives that create an ancillary
opposition between the nouns they modify, money and bank accounts.
The frame YªK. baQda X after Y is also used to indicate a transfer from one state
to its opposite without a verb indicating transformation or change. An example of the
frame is provided in (130). The word Y ª K. baQda can sometimes be followed by the
indenite pronoun AÓ ma as in (131).
(130)
èñ¯ YªK. 	­ª 	ð èY  YªK. 	á
Ëð èYg YªK. 	àñº ñë PñJ 	®Ë @ (arTenTen12: doc.id:
3825401, s.id: 84557921)
al-futuru
the-indierence
huwa
it
sukunun
calmness
baQda
after
hiddah
fury
wa-lInin
and-mildness
baQda
after
siddah
harshness
wa-¡aQn
and-weakness
baQda
after
quwwah
strength
indierence is calmness after fury, mildness after harshness, and weakness after
strength
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(131) øñ¯

B@ I	KA¿ AÓYªK.

@Yg. é 	®J
ª 	 Ij.

@ ú

æË @ éJ
ÊjÖÏ @ é®K. AÖÏ @ (arabiCorpus: Hayat97,
ref: SPO1997:9289)
al-musabaqatu
the-tournament
al-mahaliyyatu
the-local
allatI
that
Pas.bahat
became
¡aQIfatan
weak
Ãiddan
very
baQdama
after
kanat
it.was
al-Paqwa
the-strongest
and the local tournament that became very weak after it was the strongest.
The frame X after Y indicates transfer and points to the order of this transfer. In
(130), the sentence describes `indierence' using parallel phrases all in X after Y frame.
This sentence was retrieved from the corpus when searching the pair weak/strong, but
the other phrases, `calmness after fury' and `mildness after harshness', are also good
examples of transfer of state using this frame. Sentence (131) describes the state of the
local tournament using the word Yª K. baQda `after' linking two parallel clauses. The
two clauses consist of one of the sisters of kana2 followed by the antonymous pair. In
the example, the gradability of the antonyms is made clear. The tournament was the
strongest and then its strength decreased and now it is not the weakest, but it is very
weak.
Similar to X after Y, the frame X before Y indicates order of transfer. However, the
order here is usually an unexpected one. For example, the two sentences in (132) and
(133) show that the people receiving the special treatment go against the expected order.
(132) Q
J.ºË@ ÉJ. ¯ Q
 	ªË@ ©Ó Aª 	@ñJÓ IJ
®K. (arTenTen12: doc.id.: 3946351, s.id.: 86950481)
baqIta
you.remained
mutawa¡iQan
humble
maQa
with
a-s.s.a _gIr
the-young
qabla
before
al-kabIr
the-old
you remained humble with the young before the old
2Kana and its sisters is an expression used in Arabic linguistics literature to refer to a group of
verbs that have the same behaviour. They are always followed by two nouns; the rst noun is in the
nominative case and the second noun is in the accusative case.
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(133) ZAK
ñ¯

B@ ÉJ. ¯ Z A 	®ª 	Ë@ ñ®k É 	®ºK Aî 	E

B éJ
 	KA 	C Ë ¼Q
 Ó H@Q
Ó ù
 ë
HAJ
¯ A 	®KB@ è
	Yë 	à

@
(arabiCorpus: Ahram99, ref.: 111599FRON05)
Panna
that
had

ihi
these
al-Pittifaqiyyat
agreements
hiya
it
mIrat

un
heritage
mustarakun
shared
l-il-insaniyyah
for-the-humanity
liPanna-ha
because-it
takfalu
secure
h

uquqa
rights
a-¡¡uQafaPi
the-weak
qabla
before
al-PaqwiyaPi
the-strong
that these agreements are a shared heritage for humanity because it secures the
rights of the weak before the rich
The sentence in (132) is similar to sentence (127) discussed above. The dierence is
the frame used. In (132), qabla `before' indicates that what is expected is that it is
more important to be humble with the elders not the young, but this frame indicates an
unexpected order. Similarly, the sentence in (133) puts the weak before the strong.
The last frame used for transfer of state is Õç' tumma `X then Y' as used in (134).
tumma is `an adverb that indicates a sequential action, coming later in time than the
action in the preceding sentence or clause' (Ryding, 2005:416).
(134)
éªJÜØ éÊîDË ÈñjJK Õç' èY ®ªÓ éJ. ª Aî DK
 @YK. éK. Qj. JK. Õ ®K ÕËAÓ (arTenTen12: doc.id:
3810151, s.id: 84256041)
ma-lam
if-not
taqum
carry.out
bi-taÃrubatin
in-experience
bidayatu-ha
beginning-its
s.aQbatun
hard
muQaqaddah
complicated
tumma
then
tatahawwalu
turn
li-sahlatin
to-easy
mumtiQah
fun
if you did not carry out an experiment that starts hard and complicated then
turns to be easy and fun
The sentence in (134) feature a change of an experience from easy to dicult using the
frame X tumma Y.
The sentences in the Transition category all use ve frames that express the function
of transition from one state to its opposite. This transition is gradual and takes place
through steps.
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5.7 Simultaneity
In Jones's classication, Simultaneity is one of the minor categories. He describes that
`in a given context the dual properties of X and Y may be applicable to the same ref-
erent' (Jones, 2002: 99). Only eight sentences were found in this category in Jones's
data. However, simultaneity of antonyms was found in Swedish more frequently than in
English (Murphy et al., 2009). Of the 4000 investigated Swedish data, 2.1% fall under
this category. In Japanese, Simultaneity was found in 7% of the 600 sentences investi-
gated (Muehleisen and Isono, 2009). The total number of sentences in this category in
the MSA dataset is 146 (82 sentences in the arabiCorpus and 64 in the arTenTen12).
Simultaneity accounts for 4.9% of my dataset (5.5% of the arabiCorpus data and 4.3%
of the arTenTen12 data).
Simultaneity is expressed in the Arabic dataset using three dierent grammatical
forms. The rst form is the use of equational sentences, the second is the use of annexa-
tion, and the third is the use of asyndetic adjective sequences.
equational sentences
The rst grammatical form expressing simultaneity of antonyms is referring to a word
as its antonym which is equivalent to the English frame X is Y. In Arabic, this can be
through the use of an equational sentence or the use of a form of 	àA¿ kan `be' depending
on the tense of the sentence. The number of sentences in this sub-category is 18 in the
arabiCorpus and 24 in the arTenTen12. Examples are provided in (135) - (137).
(135)
èAJ
k è 	QªÊË HñÖÏ @ð , AKñÓ È
	YË@ èAJ
k øQK
 (arTenTen12: doc.id: 109451, s.id: 2883209)
yra
see
h

ayat
life
a-d

d

ulli
the-degradation
mawtan
death
wa-l-mawtu
and-the-death
li-l-Qizzahti
for-the-honour
h

ayah
life
He sees: life of degradation is death, and death for honour is life.
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(136) é<Ë @ Y 	J« Q
 	ª 	¯ PAJ. k. É¿ð é<Ë @ Y 	J« 	­J
ª 	 	¯ èñ ¯ ø

	X É¿ð é<Ë @ éJ. Ë A 	ª 	¯ 	Q« ø

	X É¿ð
(arTenTen12: doc.id: 665401, s.id: 16408144)
wa-kullu
and-all
dI
owner
Qizzin
dignity
fa- _galibu-hu
then-over.thrown-him
allah
Allah
wa-kullu
and-all
dI
owner
quwwatin
strength
fa-¡aQIf
then-weak
Qinda
near
allah
Allah
wa-kullu
and-all
Ãabbarin
great
fa-s.a _gIrun
then-little
Qinda
near
allah
Allah
everyone with dignity is over thrown by Allah and every strong person is weak in
front of Allah and every powerful person is little in front of Allah
(137)
èY K
Y g. èPñ J Ë é K
 @Y K. 	àñ º K Y ¯ é K
A î 	D Ë @ è
	Y ëð (arabiCorpus: Hayat97, ref:
GEN1997:5616)
wa-hadihi
and-this
a-nnihayah
the-end
qad
might
takunu
be
bidayah
beginning
li-tawratin
for-revolution
ÃadIdah
new
this end might be the beginning for a new revolution
Sentence (135) is composed of two equational sentences where HñÖÏ @ almawt `death' and
èAJ
mÌ'@ hayat `life' are equal to each other. The antonymous nouns are used simultaneously
because death is described as not the end of life, but as a type of life. There is another
contrast in the sentence between `honour' and `degradation'. Sentence (136) also uses an
equational sentence to express simultaneity. Everyone who is
èñ¯ ø

	X dI quwwatin `strong'
(lit. owner of strength) is at the same time
	­J
ª 	 ¡aQIf `weak' when his strength is
compared to that of God. Sentence (137) refers to the end of colonial economy as the
beginning of a new revolution.
annexation structure
The second set of sentences uses annexation structure.3 Annexation structure is when
`two nouns [are] linked together in a relationship where the second noun determines the
3This structure is referred to dierently in the literature. Annexation structure is the one adopted
here, but others include genitive construct, Pi¡afa, the construct phrase, and status constructus (Ryding,
2005; Badawi et al., 2004; Abdul-Raof, 2006).
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rst[...]and thus the two nouns function as one phrase or syntactic unit' (Ryding, 2005:
205). This structure is highly frequent in Arabic, and is similar to noun-noun compounds
in English such as coee cup or taxi driver, or to phrases using of such as cup of coee or
bottle of water. The use of an antonymous pair in an annexation structure is by denition
limited to nouns as the sentences (138) and (139) show. This sub-category contains 17
sentences from the arTenTen12 and 42 from the arabiCorpus.
(138) HBAJ
J 	«B@ éK
 @YK. è
	Yëð , ú

¯ @QªË@ ÐA 	¢ 	JÊË éK
Aî 	DË @ éK
 @YK. ÉJÖß
 HXAmÌ'@ 	à

AK. èXA ®J«@ 	á« H. Q«

@ð
èX@Q 	¯

@ð ÐA 	¢	JË @ 	á
K. éJ
Ê 	g@YË@ (arabiCorpus: Hayat96, ref: NEW1996:33661)
wa-PaQraba
and-expressed
Qan
on
PiQtiqadi-hi
belief-his
bi-Panna
in-that
al-hadita
the-accident
yumattilu
represent
bidayata
beginning
a-nnihayah
the-end
l-i-nnid. ami
for-the-regime
al-Qiraqiyy
the-Iraqi
wa-hadihi
and-this
bidayatu
beginning
al-Pi _gtiyalat
the-assassinations
a-ddaxilyyah
the-internal
bayna
between
a-nnid. ami
the-regime
wa-Pafradi-h
and-members-its
He expressed his belief that the incident represents the beginning of the end for
the Iraqi regime, and that this is the beginning of internal assassinations between
the regime and its members
(139) hQåÖÏ @ ¨A¢¯ ú

	¯ 	á
 	® 	£ñÖÏ @ PA 	ª PAJ.» AêÊ 	ªJ
 ú

æË@ éJ
 	j Ë@ lÌ'AÖÏ @ HAK. ðQ»

@ 	á« @YJ
ªK.
éËðYË@ ú

	¯
(arTenTen12: doc.id: 4047301, s.id: 88958165)
baQIdan
away
Qan
from
Pakrubati
acrobat
al-mas.alihi
the-interests
a-ssaxs.iyyati
the-personal
llatI
that
yasta_gillu-ha
exploit-it
kibar
big
s.i _garu
small
al-muwad. afIn
the-employees
fI
in
qit.aQi
sector
al-masrah
the-theatre
fI
in
a-ddawlah
the-country
away from the acrobats of personal interests that are exploited by the senior
junior employees in the theatre sector in the government
The annexation structure in (138) is
éK
Aî 	DË @ éK
 @YK. bidayatu annihayah `the beginning of
the end'. The `end' of the Iraqi regime happens gradually and its beginning is marked by
the assassinations. Similarly, there are dierent degrees in status for junior employees,
and the ones referred to in sentence (139) are the ones in the higher degrees. The two
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nouns PAJ.» kibar `big' and PA 	ª s. i_gar `small' are linked to each other by annexation. The
same employees are referred to as senior and junior at the same time.
asyndetic adjectival sequences
The third group of sentences in this category is when a noun is described by an adjective
and its antonym at the same time. In this group of sentences, as exemplied in (140)
- (143), an asyndetic sequence of adjectives is used. `Asyndetic sequences of adjectives
occur when the two (or more) adjectives are inseparable qualities of the noun' (Badawi
et al., 2004: 106). This group is by denition limited to adjectives.
(140)
	­	JªË@ð 	­	JªË@ 	áÓ éÖß
Y¯ èYK
Yg. èQK @X ú

	¯ A 	JÊ 	gYJË èQK @YË@ è 	Yë IÒ¢m' Y ® 	¯ 	à

B@ AÓ

@
XA 	ÖÏ @ (arTenTen12: doc.id: 1207501, s.id: 28903095)
Pamma
but
Palan
now
faqad
already
tahat.t.amat
broke
hadihi
this
a-ddaPirah
the-circle
li-tudxila-na
to-enter-us
fI
in
daPiratin
circle
ÃadIdatin
new
qadImah
old
min
of
al-Qun
the-violence
wa-l-Qun
and-the-violence
al-mu¡ad
the-opposite
but now this cycle was broken just to let us into a new, old cycle of violence and
anti-violence
(141) 	à

@ 	Q 	®K
 AÓðX ø

	YË@ ñëAJ
 	KAJ 	K 	à@Yg. ð ú

	¯ èXYj. JÓ éÖß
Y¯ PA¾ 	¯

@ Xñk. ð É 	£ ú

	¯ éA 	g
¡® 	¯ XñîD
Ë @ Aî 	Dº
 Y®Ë@ (arTenTen12: doc.id: 1502501, s.id: 35478215)
xas.atan
especially
fI
in
d. illi
shadow
wuÃudi
presence
Pafkarin
ideas
qadImatin
old
mutaÃaddidah
renewing
fI
in
wuÃdani
heart
nitinyahu
Netanyahu
lladI
who
dawman
always
yaftari¡u
supposes
Panna
that
Alquds
Jerusalem
yskunu-ha
inhabit-it
al-yahud
the-Jews
faqat.
only
especially in the presence of old renewing ideas in Netanyahu's heart who always
supposes that Jerusalem is inhabited by Jews only
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(142) ÐAªË@ ÉÒªË@ I. J
 	ªK
ð
é 	¯ AjË@ ©Óð éÓñºmÌ'@ ©Ó HA 	®» A 	JÓ ú

	¯ H. @ñ 	JË @ 	áÓ XY« É 	gYK
ð
H@Pñ¢JË @ I. » @ñJË
éÊÓA  éªk. @QÓ úÍ@ h. AJm
' ú

æË@ éJ¯ ñÖÏ @ 	á
 	K @ñ®Ë@ ú

	¯ A	mÌ'@ (arabiCorpus:
Ghad02, ref: Af423745gSfMainPagegD03-28-2011)
wa-yadxulu
and-enter
Qadadun
number
min
of
a-nnuwab
the-members.of.parliament
fI
in
munakafatin
arguments
maQa
with
al-hukumah
the-government
wa-maQa
and-with
a-s.s.ahafah
the-press
wa-ya_gIbu
and-be.absent
al-Qamalu
the-work
al-Qamu
the-public
al-xas.
the-private
fI
in
al-qawanIni
the-laws
al-muPaqqatati
the-temporary
llatI
that
tahtaÃu
need
Pila
to
muraÃaQatin
revision
samulatin
thorough
li-tuwakiba
to-keep.up
attat.awurat
developments
Some members of Parliament would start arguments with the government and
with the press, and the public, private work becomes absent among the temporary
laws that require a comprehensive review to keep pace with development
(143) Éë :ÉJÓ éJÓA HBðA Ñî 	D£ð úÎ« èQ
J.ºË@ èQ
 	ªË@ éËðYË@ è
	Yë @ñ 	J£@ñÓ hQ¢
 Éë
? AÖß.P © 	KAÓ . . . øQ 	k

@ ZAJ
 

@ ZA 	JK. ©Ó I. «CÖÏ @ ZA 	JK.
 	¯ @QJ
 (arabiCorpus: Masri2010,
ref: A280429I1980S300D10-Dec-2010)
hal
do
yat.rahu
ask
muwat.inu
citizens
hadihi
this
a-ddawlati
the-country
a-s.s.a _gIrati
the-small
al-kabIrah
the-big
Qala
on
wat.ani-him
country-their
tasaPulatin
questions
s.amitah
silent
mitl
like
hal
do
sa-yatarafaq
will-accompany
binaPu
building
al-malaQib
the-stadiums
maQa
with
binaPi
building
PasyaPa
things
Puxra
other
mas.aniQun
factories
rubbama
maybe
Do the citizens of this small, big country ask their country silent questions, like:
will the building of stadiums be accompanied with the building of other things,
factories maybe?
The antonymous adjectives used in an asyndetic sequence in (140) are
èYK
Yg. ÃadIdah
`new' and
é Öß
Y ¯ qadImah `old'. The violence cycle is describes as `old' because it has
happened before, but is also `new' because it is happening again. Sentence (141) also
refers to old things that are also new. The morphological template used for the adjective
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`new' is dierent. The word
èXYj. JÓ mutaÃaddidah `renewing' here is an active participle
that is used as an adjective.4 The active participle refers to the doer of the action
(Ryding, 2005), so this is a personication of the old ideas in Netanyahu's mind that
renew themselves again and again.
Sentence (142) refers to a period of chaos when there is no clear-cut distinction be-
tween the public and the private sectors. In this sentence, workplace is referred to as
both public and private by using the two adjectives in an asyndetic sequence. Similarly,
Qatar is referred to as both small and big in (143). The country is small in size but it is
also big in status because it was able to win hosting the World Cup.
Simultaneity is a function where opposing treats are used to describe the same object
or situation. This function is expressed through three structures with antonymous nouns
or adjectives or both.
5.8 Consequence
The sentences in the category Consequence feature co-occurring antonyms where one
situation induces its antonym. The two antonyms are in a relation of cause and eect or
consequence in which the occurrence of one depends on the occurrence of the other. This
is a category that has not been identied in Jones's study. The reason for this might
be that similar sentences were included in the Ancillary category, which is removed
in my classication. However, not all sentences in this category trigger an ancillary
contrast. The number of sentences in this category is 119 (47 in the arTenTen12 and
72 in the arabiCorpus), which makes 4% of the dataset (3.1% of the arTenTen12 data
and 4.8% of the arabiCorpus data). The meaning of consequence is expressed through
either conditional clauses and subordinated clauses. A similar category was identied
by Hassanein (2012) and is called Subordinated Antonymy in which `the subordinator
begins the subordinate clause and functions here as a signal of precedence' (Hassanien,
2012: 204). The four sentences in (144) - (146) provide examples from this category.
4Participles in Arabic are based on voice, they can be active or passive. This is dierent from English
where they are based on tense. They are generally substantive, and when they are functioning as
adjectives, they can function as noun modiers or predicate adjectives (Ryding, 2005).
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(144)
éÊK. A ®Ë @ éJ
J. Ë A 	ªË @ ém.k 	­ª 	 AJ
KA ®ÊK ú

	æªK
 	á
 	 	¯ @QË @ èñ¯ XAK
X 	P@ð (arabiCorpus: Hayat97,
ref: GEN1997:30798)
wa-izdiyad
and-increasing
quwwat
strength
a-rra¡In
the-rejectors
yaQnI
means
tilqaPiyyan
automatically
¡aQf
weakness
huÃÃat
argument
al- _galibiyyah
the-majority
al-qabilah
the-acceptor
the increase in the strength of the rejectors means automatically the weakness of
the accepting majority.
(145) I. mÌ'@ I. J
 	ª K
 	á
 g Xñ 

	¬ñ 	mÌ'@ð é J
 ë@Qº Ë@ Ñ ª J 	¯ (arabiCorpus: Hayat96, ref:
GEN1996:4066)
fa-taQummu
then-prevails
al-karahiyah
the-hatred
wa-l-xawf
and-the-fear
yasud
spreads
hIna
when
ya_gIb
absent
al-hubb
the-love
then hatred prevails and fear spreads when love is absent.
(146) . Ðñj. ë ø


B é 	QªK ÈAg ú

	¯ é 	® 	K 	á« ¨A 	¯ YÊË éJ 	K AQK Ð@Y 	jJ@ Ð 	QªK
 é 	K

@ A 	JÊ« hQå Y¯ð
(arTenTen12: doc.id: 2309401, s.id: 53095987)
wa-qad
and-did
s.arraha
declare
Qalanan
publicly
Pnna-hu
that-he
yaQtazim
intend
istixdam
using
tarasanati-h
shield-his
l-i-ddifaQi
for-the-defending
Qan
of
nafsi-h
self-his
fI
in
hal
case
taQarru¡i-h
encounter-his
li-Payyi
to-any
huÃum
attack
and he declared publicly that he intends to use his shield to defend himself in the
case of any attack.
The three sentences above show that it is possible to replace the frame to X as a conse-
quence Y or X causes Y to express the same meaning. In sentence (144), for example,
the increase in strength of one group of people means the increase of weakness of another.
In (145), hatred spreads when love is absent. So the absence of one antonym causes the
spread of the other. Finally, defence happens only when there is an attack in (146). So
defence is a consequence of the attack.
In a small number of sentences in this category, the antonymous pair occurs in a
conditional sentence; with one antonym in the protasis and another in the apodosis.
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Eleven sentences in the arTenTen12 had the antonymous pair in a conditional sentence,
and 18 sentences in the arabiCorpus; which makes 28 sentences in the whole database.
Conditional meaning in Arabic can be expressed in various ways. The most used
conditional particles are 	à@ Pin and ñË law (Badawi et al., 2004). However, particles like
@ 	X @ Pida, ñË AÒ» kama law, and BñË lawla can also be used with conditional meaning. More-
over, there are other ways of expressing condition such as using adverbial conditionals
(e.g. AÒJJ
k haytama and AÒÊ¿ kullama), elliptical conditionals (  	¯ . . . B@ð waPilla ...fa), or
indenite conditionals (e.g. ú æ Ó mata, A Ò ê Ó mahma, and 	á Ó man). All these types
of conditionals are found in the small number of sentences in my data and each will be
explained with its example below.
(147)
é 	Kñ Ê QK. Qå 	jJ A ® J
 Ê Ë @ 	àA
	¯ I.
® Ê ËA K. é ® K
Q 	¯ 	PA 	¯ @ 	X @ (arabiCorpus: Thawra, ref:
archive32283)
Pida
if
faza
win
farIqu-h
team-his
bi-l-laqab
in-the-title
fa-Pinna
then-indeed
al-lIga
the-Liga
sa-taxsar
will-lose
barsalunah
Barcelona
If his team won the title, the Liga [the Spanish League] will lose Barcelona
(148)
@QªË@ Éë

@ 

Ag. 	­ª 	 èñ¯ ÐA Ë@ Éë

@ X@X 	P@ AÒÊ¿ð (arTenTen12: doc.id:1570601 ,
s.id:36961342 )
wakullama
whenever
izdada
increased
Pahlu
people
a-ssami
the-Levant
quwwatan
strength
¡aQufa
weakened
ÃaPsu
equanimity
Pahlu
people
lQiraq
Iraq
The stronger the people of the Levant, the weaker the equanimity of the people
of Iraq.
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(149)
éÓC 	á« ¨A 	¯ YÊË H. QmÌ'@ 	àA
	¯ B@ð
ñ ®mÌ'@ úÎ« AÖ ßA ¯ð BXA« 	àñºK
 	à

@ I. m.'
 ÐCËA
	¯
AY®Ó AJ.k. @ð iJ. é 	KA¾Óð lÌ'AÓð I. ª ð XP@ñÓð A 	P

@ 	á£ñË@ (arabiCorpus: Ahram99,
ref: 080999FILE02)
f-a-ssalam
for-the-peace
yaÃibu
must
Pan
that
yakun
be
Qadilan
fair
wa-qaPiman
and-based
Qala
on
al-huquq
the-rights
waPilla
otherwise
fa-Pinna
that-indeed
al-harb
the-war
l-i-ddifaQi
for-the-defending
Qan
of
salamati
safety
al-wat.an
the-home
Par¡an
land
wa-mawarid
and-resources
wa-saQb
and-people
wa-mas.alih
and-interest
wa-makanah
and-status
tus.bih
become
waÃiban
obligation
muqaddasan
sacred
peace must be fair and based on rights, otherwise war to defend the safety of
one's home; its land, resources, people, interest, and status; becomes a sacred
obligation.
(150)
éjJ
m éJK
Aî 	E I 	KA¿ éjJ
m éJK
 @YK. I 	KA¿ 	áÔ
	¯
(arTenTen12: doc.id: 855751, s.id:
20781163)
fa-man
for-who
kanat
was
bidayatu-hu
beginning-his
s.ahIhah
right
kanat
was
nihayatuhu
end-his
s.ahIhah
right
for whose beginning was right, his end would be right
Sentence (147) is a conditional sentence using the particle @ 	X @ Pida `if'. The antonymous
verbs 	PA 	¯ faza `won' and Qå 	jJ sataxsar `will lose' are contrasted in away that if one
happens, then the other will happen as a consequence. If the team wins, then the Spanish
Football League `Liga' will lose the football team Barcelona. Similarly, sentence (148)
uses the conditional particle A Ò Ê¿ kullama `whenever'. However, in this sentence an
ancillary contrast is generated between the people of the Levant and the people of Iraq.
They are put in contrast to each other because when one is strong the other is weak.
Sentence (149) uses the elliptical conditional  	¯ . . . B@ð waPilla ...fa. This conditional
`is used in opposition to a preceding statement in the sense of \otherwise"' (Badawi et
al., 2004: 642). In (149), peace must be fair otherwise war becomes sacred. In sentence
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(150), an indenite conditional is used. Indenite conditionals `refer to an undened
entity in the protasis that they introduce' (Badawi et al., 2004: 664). The conditional
sentence (150) states that anyone who has a good beginning will have a good ending as
a consequence.
The sentences in the category Consequence have in common that one antonym takes
place as a consequence of its antonym. Structures used in these sentences include condi-
tionals and other subordinated clauses indicating consequence or cause and eect.
5.9 Overlapping and Spatial proximity
The category of Overlapping and Spatial proximity includes sentences where the antony-
mous pair occur in the same place (overlapping) or near each other (spatial proximity).
The number of sentences in this group is 88 (56 in the arTenTen12 and 32 in the arabi-
Corpus) which makes up 2.9% of my data (3.7% of the arTenTen12 data and 2.1% of the
arabiCorpus data). The form used in this category is a prepositional phrase such as K.
bi- and ú

	¯
fI both meaning `in', or adverbial expression such as ¡ð wasat. `in the
middle of'. The sentences in this category present two contrasting situations in the
same place. The antonyms in these sentences do not refer to the same referent as is the
case in Simultaneity. However, even though the meaning in these sentences is similar
to a coordination of the two antonyms, there is an added reference to their position in
relation to each other. The sentences in (151) - (153) provide sample examples from this
category.
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(151) ø


@ , émk. A
	JË @ é ñÖÏAK. éÊ A 	®Ë @ é ñÖÏ @ l .×YK. ÉJÒJK
 A 	JK
YË l .×YË@
éAJ
 	áÓ éJ 	¢kCÓ Õ æK
 AÓ
ékC@ 	áÓ BYK. É 
	®Ë@ É® 	K (arabiCorpus: Thawra, ref: archive109)
ma
what
yatimmu
being
mulahd. atuhu
noticed
min
from
siyasati
policy
a-ddamÃi
the-integration
ladayna
we.have
yatamattalu
represented
bi-damÃi
in-integration
al-muPassasati
organization
al-fasilah
the-failing
bi-l-muPassasah
with-the-organization
a-nnaÃihah
the-successful
Pay
that.is
naqlu
transfer
al-fasali
failure
badalan
instead
min
of
Pis.lahi-h
mending-it
What we notice in our integration policy is the integration of the failing orga-
nization with the successful organization; that is, transferring failure instead of
correcting it.
(152) ÕËAªË @ ú

	¯ éËðX ú 	æ 	«

@ ú

	¯ 	Q	m× Q® 	¯ (arabiCorpus: Thawra, ref: archive26607)
faqrin
poverty
muxzin
shameful
fI
in
Pa_gna
richest
dawlatin
country
fI
in
al-Qalam
the-world
a shameful poverty in the richest country in the world
(153) ¡ÊÓ ø
 Pñ»
	X ©ÒJm.× ú

	¯ ú æ 	K

A¿ 
ªK 	à

@ð B@ úG.

AK ðYJ. K
 AÒJ
 	¯ ú

æË @ (arTenTen12: doc.id:
3642001, s.id: 80909498)
allatI
that
fIma
what
yabdu
appear
taPba
refuse
Pilla
unless
wa-Pan
and-that
taQIs
live
ka-Punta
like-female
fI
in
muÃtamaQin
society
dukurI
male
mutasallit.
dominant
who apparently would only live as a female in a dominant masculine society.
In sentence (151), the failing and successful organizations are integrated together. Re-
placing the frame in this sentence with a coordination construction leaves out the order
intended in the sentence. For instance, the clause `the integration of the failing orga-
nization and the successful organization' indicates that it is the failing one that under-
goes change. Similarly, in sentence (152), poverty overlaps with richness. The shameful
poverty is inside a rich country and not the other way round. The Iraqi woman referred
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to in sentence (153) refuses to live but as a female even though she is inside a masculine
society.
Some of the sentences in this category feature an ancillary contrast triggered by the
antonym pair. Examples of these sentences are provided in (154) and (155).
(154) ÕºmÌ'@ ÐA 	¢ 	 ú

	¯ hC@
ék. Am'.
éK
XñªË@ ÉJÓ èQ
J. » éËðX ú

	¯ èQ
 	ª èñ¢ 	k ù ®J. K Aî 	DºË
(arTenTen12: doc.id: 3616951, s.id: 80398940)
lakinna-ha
but-it
tabqa
stays
xut.wah
step
s.a _gIrah
small
fI
in
dawlah
country
kabIrah
big
mit

il
like
a-ssuQudiyyah
Saudi
bi-h

aÃati
in-need
Pis.lah
repair
fI
in
niz

am
system
al-h

ukum
the-regime
but this remains a small step in a big country like Saudi Arabia which is in need
of reform in its regime
(155) Q
J.ºË@ 	àAJ. Ë @ ¡ð èQ
 	ªË@ éJ 	¯Q 	« 
J.k éÊªm.'
ð (arTenTen12: doc.id: 508401, s.id:
12709735)
wa-yaÃQl-hu
and-made-him
habIsa
prisoner
_gurfatihi
room-his
a-s.s.a _gIrah
the-small
wasat.
middle
al-bustan
the-garden
al-kabIr
the-big
and it made him a prisoner in a little room in the middle of the big garden
In (154), `step' is contrasted with `country' because they are modied by the antonym
pair `small' and `big'. In sentence (155), the room is contrasted with the garden. This
contrast is triggered by the antonymous pair `small' and `big'. The small room is inside
the big garden.
This category includes sentences where the spacial position of antonyms is referred
to.
5.10 Idiomatic Expression
The category Idiomatic Expression includes sentences where antonymous pairs co-occur
in frequently-used multi-word expressions. Jones denes this group as `[t]he co-occurrence
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of an antonymous pair within a framework that would be recognised as a familiar idiom,
proverb or cliche' (Jones, 2002: 93). The expressions hosting antonymous pairs which
were found in the MSA dataset are listed in Table (5.2) that also shows the frequency
(column F) of their occurrence in the dataset. This category includes 70 sentences (33
in the arabiCorpus 37 in the arTenTen12).
Table 5.2: Frequency of idiomatic expressions in the dataset.
F idiomatic expression
15 issue of life or death masPalat hayat Paw mawt
12 be it long or short t.ala Pam qas.ur
8 a wrong disguised as right haqqun yradu bihi bat.il
7 denied conrming nafa muPakidan
5 seek death and be gifted with life ut.lub almawt tuhab laka alhayat
4 succeed where others fail naÃaha haytu fasala alaxarun
3 right prospers and wrong perishes d. ahara alhaqq wazahaqa albat.il
3 begin where it ended nabdPu min haytu intaha
3 every beginning has an end likulli bidayah nihayah
3 the best defending is attacking af¡al wasIlah liddifaQi alhuÃum
2 death is part of life almawt sunnatu alhayat
2 right is clear and wrong is fuzzy alhaqq PablaÃ walbat.il laÃlaÃ
1 saying what is wrong vs keeping silent
on right
almutakallim bilbat.il wa assakit Qan
alh

aq
1 wrong is one hour, right is forever albat.ilu saQah walh
aq liqiyam
assaQah
1 let us see what's right as right and
what's wrong as wrong
yurIna alh

aq h

aqqan walbat.ila
bat.ilan
Some of the expressions in Table 5.2 are adaptations from verses from the Qura'an, such
as d. ahara alhaqq wazahaqa albat.il `right prospers and wrong perishes', or sayings by
famous people, such as haqqun yradu bihi bat.il `a wrong disguised as right'. Some of
them are expressions that were used so many times that they are considered cliches, such
as masPalat hayat Paw mawt `issue of life or death'. The second type is used more in
the All Newspaper corpus in arabiCorpus. Sentences (156) - (157) give examples of the
expressions in my data.
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(156)
ñ ®« 	áÓ úæ ¯

@ ñë AÓ - Qå¯ ð

@ ÈA£ 	àA 	B @ QÔ« X@Y
JÓ@ úÎ« - 	à 	X@ - ¼A 	Jë 
ËèXñÖÏ @ð éJ.jÖÏ @ (arabiCorpus: Hayat97, ref: GEN1997:15107)
laysa
not
hunaka
there
Pidan
so
Qala
on
imtidad
length
Qumur
age
al-Pinsan
the-human
t.ala
lengthened
Paw
or
qas.ur
shortened
ma
what
huwa
it
Paqsa
harder
min
than
Ququq
disloyalty
al-mahabbah
the-love
wa-l-mawaddah
and-the-compassion
Therefore, there is nothing, however long or short a person lives, harder than
disloyalty of loved ones.
(157) QÔ« ñë ù®K.

B@ 	áºËð Qå®K
 ð

@ Èñ¢
 	àA	@ QÔ« ñë 	áÓ 	QË @ ÈA£ AÒêÓ YÔg

B@ QK. Ag. QÔ« 	à@
IK
ñºË@ ZA ®K. Ñë

B@ð IK
ñºË@ (arabiCorpus: Watan02, ref: 011215t43671LOCL)
Pinna
indeed
Qumar
age
Ãabir
Jabir
alPahmad
Al-Ahmed
mahma
however
t.ala
be.long
a-zzaman
the-time
huwa
it
Qumru
age
Pinsan
human
yat.ulu
be.long
Paw
or
yaqs.ur
be.short
wa-lakin
and-but
al-Pabqa
the-staying
huwa
it
Qumru
age
alkuwaIt
Kuwait
wa-l-Paham
and-the-important
baqaPu
staying
alkuwaIt
Kuwait
Jabir Al-Ahmed's age, however long it is, is a human age, it might be long or
short, but what will stay is the age of Kuwait, and the most important is the
stability of Kuwait.
The expressions in this category can vary in dierent cases and inections. That is to say,
the idioms are not xed in terms of their morphology, but rather adaptable according to
their distribution in the sentence. In sentence (156), for example, the antonymous verbs
Qå¯ ð

@ ÈA£ `be it long or short' refer to a period of time that might be long and might
be short, but length is not important. The period of time referred to in this sentence is
a person's age. Sentence (157) also uses the same pair of antonyms in the same frame
to refer to a period of time, also a person's age in this sentence. However, the verb form
in these two sentences is dierent. In (156), the verbs are in the perfective form while in
(157), they are in the imperfective. They are counted as one idiomatic expression.
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The sentences (158) - (161) below show other idiomatic expressions with antonymous
pairs.
(158) éK. X @QK
 k) Èñ ®K ú

æË@ èY«A ®Ë@  	¯ð ¨ñ 	ñÖÏ @ @ 	YêË ékñ 	 	®ÖÏ @ð é ® 	¯ñÖÏ @ Q
 	« èPAKB @ð
( I  AÓ Éª 	¯ A 	¯ iJ ÕË 	à@)
	¬ðQªÖÏ @ ÉJÖÏ @ ©Ó AJ. ¢ 	AK. ð ,(É£AK. (arabiCorpus:
Thawra, ref: kuttab34229)
wa-l-Pitarah
and-the-thrill
_gayr
not
al-muwafaqah
the-successful
wa-l-maf¡uhah
and-the-exposed
li-hada
for-this
al-mau¡uQi
the-subject
wifqa
according
al-qaQidah
the-rule
allatI
that
taqul
says
haqqun
right
yuradu
wanted
bi-hi
in-it
bat.il
wrong
wa-b-int.ibaqin
and-in-agreement
maQa
with
al-matal
the-proverb
al-maQruf
the-known
Pin
if
lam
not
tastahi
you.be.shy
fa-ifQal
then-do
ma
what
siPt
you.wanted
and the unsuccessful exposed thrill for this subject according to the rule that says
a right intended for a wrong purpose and in agreement with the known proverb
if you are not shy do as you like.
(159)
èAJ
mÌ'@ éË I. ëñK HñÖÏ @ I. Ê¢
 	áÓ 	à

@ 	¬QªK
 A 	JÊ¿ð (arTenTen12: doc.id: 534451, s.id:
13326655)
wa-kullu-na
and-all-us
yaQrif
know
Panna
that
man
who
yat.lub
pursues
al-mawt
the-death
tuhab
be.gifted
la-hu
for-him
al-hayat
the-life
and we all know that who pursues death is endowed with life.
(160) éÖÞP ø

	YË@ K
Q¢Ë@ 	á«
	¬Qj	JK
 	áË éJ
 	J
¢Ê 	®Ë @ éJ
 	 ®Ë@ èAm.
' éK
QåÖÏ @ éJ
k. PA 	mÌ'@ PAÓ 	à

@
úæî D 	K @ IJ
k 	áÓ

@YJ. 	ð ú
G. QªË@ ÉJ
.
	K K. AË@ QK
 	PñË@ (arTenTen12: doc.id: 877851,
s.id: 21331622)
Panna
that
masar
path
al-xariÃiyyah
the-foreign
al-mas.riyyah
the-Egyptian
tiÃah
towards
al-qa¡iyyah
the-issue
al-list.Iniyyah
the-Palestinian
lan
not
yanharif
deviate
Qan
from
a-t.t.arIq
the-way
alladI
that
rasama-hu
drew-it
al-wazIr
the-minister
a-ssabiq
the-former
nabIl
Nabeel
alQarabI
Alarabi
wa-sanabdaPu
and-we.will.begin
min
from
haytu
where
Pintaha
ended
that the path of the Egyptian foreign policy will not deviate from the way drawn
by the former minister Nabeel Al-Arabi and we will begin from where he ended.
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(161) ù
 ªK
ð Ñê
	®K
 	à

@ X@P

@ 	áÖÏ i. Êm.Ì É£AJ. Ë @ð i. ÊK.

@ mÌ'A 	¯ (arTenTen12: doc.id: 2017551, s.id:
46742748)
fa-l-haqqu
for-the-right
PablaÃ
clear
wa-l-bat.ilu
and-the-wrong
laÃlaÃ
stutter
liman
for-who
Parada
wanted
Pan
to
yafham
understand
wa-yaQI
and-comprehend
right is clear and wrong is blurry, for those who want to understand and compre-
hend
The four sentences above are examples of idiomatic expressions making use of antonymous
pairs. Sentence (158) uses the expression haqqun yuradu bi-hi bat.il `a right intended for
a wrong purpose'. This is a saying rst said by Ali bin Abi Talib, one of the Prophet's
followers, which is still used for legitimate/legal means used to achieve illegitimate/illegal
goals. The idiom in sentence (159) contrasts `life' and `death' in a conditional sentence,
whoever asks for death will get life. Similarly, sentence (160) uses the expression `to
begin where something ended' to refer to continuing on the same strategy of previous
management. Lastly, sentence (161) makes use of a famous saying about `right' and
`wrong' which was rst said by Aktham Attamimi who died in 630 AD. This saying
states that right is clear and one attempts it with no hesitation, which is opposite to
wrong because one hesitates before attempting it.
These expressions make use of other schematic constructions from the categories in my
classication. They are grouped in this category because they are multi-word expressions
has acquired an idiomatic status.
5.11 Concession
The category Concession is not present in Jones's (2002) categorization of antonymy
functions, but it is present in Davies's (2013). The reason behind its absence in Jones's
2002 (and Mettinger's 1994) data according to Davies (2013) is that both Jones and
Mettinger focus on canonical antonyms expressed by words rather than non-canonical
phrases. Concessive particles, however, `involve the triggering of contrasts between cir-
cumstances expressed usually through whole phrases' (Davies, 2010: 72). However, con-
cessive sentences hosting canonical antonym pairs were present in Jones's (2002) data.
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They were classied under Coordinated Antonymy. I assign a category for concessive
contrastive devices because they enhance the contrast already present in the antonym
pair. The number of sentences in this category is 61 sentences (32 sentences in arabi-
Corpus and 28 in arTenTen12) which makes 2% of the dataset (2.1% of the arabiCorpus
and 1.9% of the arTenTen12).
`Adversative/concessive clauses contrast a previous statement or piece of discourse'
(Badawi et al., 2013: 611). This is expressed by words with the meaning of although,
but, and despite. Adversative devices are a mix of coordinators, such as 	áºËð walakin
`but', and subordinators, such as 	áÓ Ñ 	«QËAK. birru_gmi min `even though'. They earned a
category of their own due to the common meaning shared by them.
Some of the concessive particles in Arabic include 	áºË lakin `but', 	áÓ Ñ 	«QËAK. birra_gmi
min `even though', 	à

@ B@ Pilla Panna `except that', ñËð ú æk hatta walaw `even though',
Ñ 	«P ru_gma `although', 	áºË lakinna `but', and 	à@ð waPin `and even'. This list is not
inclusive of all adversative devices; it includes the ones used in the dataset.
The adversative particles 	áºË lakin and 	áºË lakinna share their written form. The
dierence between them in usage is that lakin is a connector that connects two sentences,
while lakinna `requires a dependant form in its noun and focuses on the subject of the
sentence' (Badawi et al., 2013: 322). For this reason, lakinna is always followed by a
noun, or a clitic pronoun, as is shown in (162) and (163) below.
(162)
éÓñºmÌ'@ 

@P ú

	¯ A«@Y iJ. ú æk Q.ºKð Q.ºK
	¬ñ Aî 	DºËð èQ
 	ª H

@YK. éJ
 	¯ ¯ A 	K

@
(arabiCorpus: Masri2010, ref: A260488I1815S297D28-Jun-2010)
Punaqisu
I.discuss
qa¡iyyatan
issue
badaPat
started
s.a _gIrah
small
wa-lakinna-ha
and-but-it
sawfa
will
takburu
get.bigger
wa-takburu
and-get.bigger
hatta
until
tus.bihu
it.becomes
s.udaQan
a.headache
fI
in
raPs
head
al-hukumah
the-government
I am discussing an issue that started small but it will grow and grow until it is a
headache in the government's head.
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(163) . . . É¿ 	áK
 	Q 	jJK. Ðñ®K
 ñê 	¯

@Yg. Q
J.» éÊÔ« 	áºËð éÒm.k ú

	¯ @Yg. Q
 	ªË@ ©K@QË @ (arTenTen12:
doc.id: 2331001, s.id: 53537613)
a-rraPiQu
the-fantastic
a-s.s.a _gIru
the-small
Ãiddan
very
fI
in
haÃmih
its.size
wa-lakinna
and-but
Qamala-hu
work-its
kabIrun
big
Ãiddan
very
fa-huwa
then-it
yaqumu
does
bi-taxzIni
in-save
kulli
every
...
which is fantastic and very small in its size but what it does is very big because
it stores
The example in (162) talks about an issue that started small but will not stay that way.
The phrase Q.ºK
	¬ñ Aî 	DºËð walakinnaha sawfa takbur `but it will grow' show how the
word lakin focuses on the subject. It has a clitic pronoun that refers to the subject. The
antonyms here are not of the same word class. The word
èQ
 	ª s.a_gIrah `small' is a
predicative adjective describing the subject `issue'. However, its antonym Q. ºK takbur
`get bigger' is a verb in the imperfective mood. In (163) the speaker refers to a gadget
that is small in SIZE but what it does is big because it has a large memory. This is a type
of concession because the expected proposition here is that a small size is an indicator of
small capacity. There is an ancillary opposition between size and ability created by the
antonyms Q
J.» kabIr `big' and Q
 	ª s.a_gIr `small'.
Sentences in (164) - (166) below provide examples in which two statements with a
co-occurring antonymous pair contrast each other using other adversative devices.
(164) øQ 	k

@ H. Qk úÍ@
é ®¢ 	JÖÏ @ Qk. YK
QK AÖ
	ß @ð ÐCË@ P@Q
¯ 	XA 	m' @ úÎ« èPXA ¯ (arabiCorpus:
Hayat96, ref: GEN1996:12999)
qadirah
able
Qala
to
ittixadi
taking
qarari
decision
a-ssalam
the-peace
wa-Pnnama
and-but
turIdu
it.want
Ãarra
pulling
al-mant.iqati
the-region
Pila
to
harbin
war
Puxra
another
It was able to take the decision of peace but it wants to pull the region into
another war.
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(165)

A 	®J
ª 	 È@ 	PB H. @ 	Qk

B@ É 	g@X ÑëPñ 	k 	àA
	¯ éK
XYªË@ ÑîEñ ¯ Ñ 	«P QK@ 	Q m.Ì'@ ú

	¯ H. AJ. Ë@
(arTenTen12: doc.id: 2921151, s.id: 66101056)
a-ssababu
the-youth
fI
in
alÃazaPir
Algeria
ru_gma
though
quwati-him
strength-their
al-Qadadiyyah
the-number
fa-Pinna
then-indeed
hu¡ura-hum
presence-their
daxil
inside
al-Pahzab
the-parties
lazala
still
¡aQIfan
weak
Although youth in Algeria have a numerical strength, their presence in political
parties is still weak.
(166) H@ñÓ

B@ X@Y« ú

	¯ ñ ê 	¯

A J
k I. KA¾ Ë@ ù ® K. ñ Ë ú ækð (arabiCorpus: Hayat97, ref:
GEN1997:42877)
wahatta
and.even
law
if
baqa
stayed
lkatibu
writer
hayyan
alive
fahuwa
then.he
fI
in
Qidadi
number
lPamwat
dead
and even if the writer stays alive, he will be considered dead.
Sentence (164) refers to a country that it is able to enforce peace, but is willing to cause
war. The two clauses are joined by the concessive particle A Ö 	ß @ Pinnama which can be
translated to English `but' or `however'. Another concessive device, 	àA
	¯ . . . Ñ 	«P ru_gma ...
faPinna `although' is used in (165). The strength of the youth is contrasted with their
weak presence in political parties. The concessive device here consists of two parts one
introduces the rst clause and the other introduces the second clause. Sentence (166)
also makes use of two part concessive device  	¯ . . . ñË ú æk hatta law ... fa `even if'. The
sentence refers to a writer who was near a bomb explosion, who would be as good as
dead even if he were still alive, because he would be severely injured.
Jones (2002) classied sentences with adversative `but' under the residual frameworks
for coordinated antonymy. Jones even replaces but with and to show that what is hap-
pening in this sentence is a coordination of two parts. However, unlike other coordinating
devices, but signals contrast which makes it one of the concessive particles, too. More-
over, putting and in place of but in the sentence does change the meaning. An example
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from Jones's data is presented in (167) below. When the two clauses are coordinated with
and as in (167a), there is no presupposition that not encouraging something would mean
discouraging it. On the other hand, when the two clauses are in a concessive relation
as in (167b), not encouraging something presupposes that it is discouraged, and this is
what the second part of the sentence negates.
(167) a. They don't encourage it and they don't discourage it either.
b. They don't encourage it but they don't discourage it either.(In Jones, 2002:
187)
Unlike coordinating with and, coordinating with but has a concessive meaning. Ac-
cording to Quirk et al. (1972), coordination with concessive but entails that `in the light
of the circumstance in the dependant clause, that in the main clause is surprising' (Quirk
et al., 1972: 745). Therefore, but is included in the Concessive category, along with other
adversative connectors.
5.12 Specication
Jones (2002) assigned the category Specication for the sixteen sentences in his data
where a number species a quantity for the antonym pair. I follow Jones in assigning
this category because the numbers are not contrasted but `provide further information'
to the sentence (Jones, 2002: 99). The number of sentences in this category in my data
is 53 (twelve in the arTenTen12 data and 41 in the arabiCorpus data) which constitutes
1.8% of the total number of the dataset. Examples from this category are listed in (168)
- (171).
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(168) Ag. ð 	QÓ 242 ð AK. 	Q«

@ 2172 Ñî 	DÓ Ó

@ ÐñK
 ú æk ÉÒªË@ 	á« IjJ. Ë @ ÈYK. (arabiCorpus:
Watan02, ref: 010703t2109LOCL)
badal
allowance
al-baht
the-searching
Qan
for
al-Qamal
the-work
hatta
until
yawm
day
Pams
yesterday
min-hum
from-them
2712
2712
PaQzaban
unmarried
wa
and
242
242
mutazawwiÃan
married
unemployment allowance until yesterday are 2712 unmarried persons and 242
married persons.
(169) ¡J
 ®K Õ æK
ð , AîD
	Jk. 772 YK
Ym.Ì'@ð AîD
	Jk. 571 Õç'
Y
®Ë@ X@YªË@ Qª 	à

@ éªÔg.
	¬A 	

@ð
Q
K @ñ 	®Ë @ úÎ« èQª (arabiCorpus: Masri2010, ref: A253732I1761S294D5-May-2010)
wa-P¡afa
and-added
ÃumQah
Jum'ah
Panna
that
siQr
price
al-Qaddad
the-meter
al-qadIm
the-old
175
175
Ãunayhan
pounds
wa-l-ÃadId
and-the-new
270
270
Ãunayhan
pound
wa-yatimmu
and-being
taqsIt.
instalment
siQru-h
price-its
Qala
on
al-fawatIr
the-bills
and Jum'ah added that the price of the old meter is 175 pounds and the new one
270 pounds, and the price appears in instalments on the bills.
(170)
é 	KðA¢®Ë@ ÐY ®ÒÊË A ® 	¯ð ú æ 	K

@ 111 ð @Q» 	X 45 Ñî 	DÓ A	m 561 ÑëXY«ð (arTenTen12:
doc.id: 619701, s.id: 15346953)
wa-Qadadu-hum
and-number-them
165
165
saxs.an
person
min-hum
from-them
54
54
dakaran
male
wa
and
111
111
Punta
female
wifqan
according
li-l-muqaddam
to-the-major
alqat.awnah
Alqatawna
they were 165 persons of whom 54 male and 111 female, according to Major
Alqatawna
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(171) PA 	ª 	áÓ 98 ð 	á
 	® 	£ñÖÏ @ PA J. » 	áÓ 681 © ¯ @ñK. A 	® 	£ñÓ 572 ú
ÍAÔ
g. B @ ÑëXY« 	©ÊK.
	á
 	® 	£ñÖÏ @ (arTenTen12: doc.id: 3701351, s.id: 82122637)
bala _ga
reached
Qadadu-hum
number-them
al-PiÃmalI
the-total
275
275
muwad. afan
employee
biwaqiQi
by
186
186
min
from
kibar
big
al-muwad. afIn
the-sta
wa
and
89
89
min
from
s.i _gar
small
al-muwad. afIn
the-sta
the total number was 275 employee: 186 of the senior sta and 89 of the junior
sta
The four sentences cited above are typical of all fty sentences in this category. The
frame used is X and Y and the antonymous pair are numerically quantied. I do not
present an explanation of each sentence separately because they are similar to each other.
5.13 Unity
The category Unity includes sentences that treat the antonymous pair as a unit and
not as two dierent words. The pair occurs in the frame X and Y. Jones (2002) points
to the inclusiveness apparent in these sentences because of this frame. However, `this
inclusiveness is so familiar that it seems almost over-inclusive' (Jones, 2002: 100). The
number of sentences found in Jones's database is very small (only seven) compared to the
sentences found in my Arabic database (51 sentences). Studies on other languages also
found a small number of sentences in this category, and therefore assigned this category
in the residual sentences. In Swedish, for example only 15 sentences were found out of
4300 analysed sentences (Murphy et al., 2009).
The dierence in number between Arabic data and the data of English (or other
investigated languages) cannot be attributed to removing the Ancillary Antonymy cate-
gory from my classication, because the frame X and Y used in both languages includes
one-word antonymous pairs. The reason behind this dierence remains unexplained, but
can be due to cultural eects as will be treated in section 8.2. However, Jones found that
this function tends to be triggered by a noun preceding the pair. Therefore, he expands
the frame to be n of X and Y, where n refers to the noun triggering this function, in
order to account for the majority of the sentences in this category (Jones, 2002: 100).
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Most of the sentences in my data follow the same frame provided by Jones (2002).
The dierence is that an annexation structure is used corresponding to the English n
of. An important dierence between Unity and Coordination appears consistently in the
noun preceding the antonyms. In Unity, this noun is always singular. Sentence (172)
is an example of Unity of antonyms; in contrast, sentence (173) is from the category
of Inclusiveness. A comparison between the two shows why this singular noun is an
important part of the frame.
(172) , 	­ª 	Ë@ð èñ ®Ë@ éK
ð@ 	P 	áÓ 	àXP

B@ úÍ@ Q 	¢ 	JË @ Y 	J« ÈðYË@ 	ªK. HAK. Ak 	áÓ YJ
ªK
 AÜØ
(arTenTen12: doc.id:376201 , s.id:9583744 )
mima
which
yuQIdu
repeat
min
from
hisabaat
arrangements
baQ¡u
some
a-dduwal
the-countries
Qinda
when
a-nnad. ar
the-looking
Pila
to
alPurdun
Jordan
min
from
zawiyat
angle
al-quwwah
the-strength
w-a-¡¡aQf
and-the-weakness
which makes some countries reconsider when looking at Jordan from the angle of
strength and weakness
(173) , éJêk. @ñÓ éJ
 	®J
» úÎ« éJ
J.«B I. K
PYK ú

	¯ @YK. ð , 	­ª 	Ë@ð èñ®Ë@  A® 	K úÎ« èYK
 PAJ 	m× © 	ðð
(arabiCorpus: Masri2010, ref: A277769I1959S297D19-Nov-2010)
wa-wa¡aQa
and-put
muxtar
Mukhtar
yada-hu
hand-his
Qala
on
niqat.
points
al-quwwah
the-strength
w-a-¡¡aQf
and-the-weakness
wa-yabdPu
and-started
fI
in
tadrIb
training
laQibI-h
players-his
Qala
on
kayyat
how
muwaÃahat-h
facing-it
Mukhtar put his nger on the points of strengths and weaknesses and started
training his players on how to confront...
In sentence (172), strength and weakness are represented as one unit. This is signalled
by the word
é K
ð@ 	P zawiyah `angle', which brings to mind the scale of the angle where
Jordan is viewed. There is no reference to Jordan being either strong or weak (Binarized
Option) or both (Simultaneity). The pair as a unit refers to the scale the writer points
to. This scale has its own one angle. This example contrasts with the one in (173) where
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the same pair of antonyms are used. In (173), the pair `strength and weakness' do not
act as a unit but there is an inclusiveness of both of them. The football coach identied
some points of strength and other points of weakness. The dierence between the two
sentences is the number of the noun in the annexation structure (the noun in Jones's n
of X and Y ). In (172) it is singular while in (173) it is plural.
Therefore, in sentences included in the category Unity, the X and Y phrase might
be replaceable by a single word (if one is available) that describes the dimension, for
example, in (172) one is reconsidering the strengths of Jordan - or the `strategic position'
of Jordan.
The number of sentences in this category is 51 (26 in the arabiCorpus and 25 in
the arTenTen12) comprising 1.7% of my data and found in similar percentages in both
the newspaper and on-line corpora. The sentences in (174) - (178) below show other
examples of pairs of antonyms functioning as a unit.
(174) Pñ 	K

@ Ég@QË@ Õæ
« 	QË @ ÐCË@ð H. QmÌ'@ P@Q
¯ I. kA ú
æ
m
 	' ú
¾Ë
éJ
 	J£ñË@ éJ.A 	JÖÏ @ è
	Yë 	Qî D 	J 	Kð
H@XAË@ (arabiCorpus: Ahram99, ref: 122099OPIN04)
wa-nantahiz
and-we.seize
hadihi
this
al-munasabah
the-occasion
al-wat.aniyah
the-national
likay
to
nuhyyI
salute
s.ahib
owner
qarar
decision
al-harb
the-war
wa-a-ssalam
and-the-peace
a-zzaQIm
the-chief
a-rrahil
the-late
Panwar
Anwar
assadat
Assadat
We seize the opportunity of this national occasion to salute the late war-and-peace
decision maker Anwar Assadat.[owner of the decision]
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(175) Éª 	¯ úÎ« Ð@Y¯B @ ú

	¯ AJ. 	«@P HñÖÏ @ð èAJ
mÌ'@ éË

AÓ ú

	¯ J
Ô« ÉÓ

AK éËAg ú

	¯ è @Q 	K 	à

@ IJ. Ê 	K AÓð
ÉJ
Êg. (arTenTen12: doc.id: 3475351, s.id: 77328813)
wa-ma
and-not
nalbat
we.keep
Pan
to
nara-h
see-him
fI
in
halati
state
taPamulin
contemplation
QamIq
deep
fI
in
masPalati
issue
al-hayat
the-life
wa-l-mawt
and-the-death
ra_giban
willing
fI
in
al-Piqdam
the-plunge
Qala
on
Qlin
doing
ÃalIl
glorious
We keep seeing him in a state of deep contemplation on the issue of life and death
willing to do something glorious
(176)
J
J.¢ úÎ« èP@QåAK.
K
Q 	®Ë @ Z @X

@ ú

	¯ éJ
 ®J
 ®k é 	A 	®J 	K @ Xñ®K
 ø

	YË@ éÓC Pñ 	K

@ èXAJ
¯ Im
'
é Ò ê ÖÏ @ é J
 Ëñ K
	Y 	J Ó H. A
® ª Ë@ð H. @ñ J Ë @
é A J
  (arTenTen12: doc.id: 1644301, s.id:
38524201)
tahta
under
qiyadat
leadership
Pawar
Anwar
salamah
Salama
alladI
who
yaqudu
leads
intifa¡ah
upheaval
haqIqiyah
real
fI
in
PadaPi
performance
al-farIq
the-team
bi-Pis.rari-h
in-insistence-his
Qala
on
tat.bIq
application
siyasat
policy
a-ttawab
the-reward
wa-l-Qiqab
and-the-punishment
mundu
since
tawallI-h
assuming-his
al-muhimmah
the-mission
under the leadership of Anwar Salama who leads a real upheaval in the team's
performance with his insistence to apply the policy of reward and punishment
since taking the mission.
The three sentences cited above give examples of antonyms as units. They all follow the
annexation structure. In sentence (174), for example, Anwar Assadat, Egypt's former
president, is referred to as the owner of the decision of war and peace. The antonymous
pair refer to one entity. Similarly, sentence (175), also, refers to the one issue of life and
death and sentence (176) refers to the policy of reward and punishment.
Some sentences do not have the noun preceding the frame but still give the meaning
of a unied antonymous pair. In these sentences the antonym pair consists of two denite
noun antonyms. Deniteness can be by procliticisation and marked by the prex article
È@ `al-' as in sentence (177), or by encliticisation using a clitic pronoun as in (178).
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(177) èðYm.
' Q
 	mÌ'AK. @ñËZA 	®K : ú
«A
	¯QË @ HYm' èPA	mÌ'@ð 	Pñ 	®Ë @ 	á«ð (arabiCorpus: Thawra, ref:
archive37136)
wa-Qan
and-about
al-fawz
the-winning
wa-l-xasarah
and-the-losing
tahaddat
spoke
arrifaQI
AlRifa'i
tafaPal-u
be.optimistic-you
bi-l-xayri
in-the-goodness
taÃid-u-h
nd-you-it
and on [the topic of] winning and losing AlRifa'i said: expect good and you'll
nd it.
(178) , A 	KPAJ.k

@ð A 	Jñ	 @ 	Y»ð , A 	JÊêk. ð A 	JÒÊ« , A 	KQ ® 	¯ð A 	KA 	J 	« , A 	JKA«@Qåð A 	KPAÔ«

@ð 	ám 	' 	á
ËAmÌ'@ ù

	® 	¯

A 	K A	 @ YªK
 ÕË 	àA
	B @ Ð@X AÓ ÑêÓCg

@ ð

@ A 	JÒÊg , Ñë ðAÓX ð

@ A 	JÓX (arabiCorpus: Ghad01,
ref: Af442122gSfMainPagegD03-28-2011)
fa-fI
for-in
al-halayn
the-two.situations
nahnu
we
wa-PaQmaru-na
wa-lives-our
wa-s.iraQati-na
and-struggles-our
_gina-na
richness-our
wa-faqru-na
and-poverty-our
Qilmu-na
knowledge-our
wa-Ãahlu-na
and-ignorance-our
wa-kada
and-also
nus.us.u-na
scriptures-our
wa-Pahbaru-na
and-scholars-our
damu-na
blood-our
Paw
or
dimaPu-hum
blood-their
hulmu-na
mind-our
Paw
or
Phlamu-hum
minds-their
ma
that
dama
still
al-Pinsanu
the-human
lam
not
yaQud
return
Pinsanan
human
in both situations we and our lives and our struggles, our wealth and poverty,
our knowledge and ignorance, and also our scriptures and scholars, our blood or
their blood, our mind or their minds, as long as a human is no longer a human.
In sentence (177), winning and losing are referred to as one entity. There is no noun
preceding them such as `the issue of' or `the policy of'. Nevertheless, it can be understood
from the sentence that when speaking about this unit it is best to be optimistic.
Sentence (178) exhibits a series of antonym pairs. Some of these pairs are coordinated
to indicate inclusiveness, and others are presented as units. The writer here wonders
what the dierence is between death and a life with unfullled dreams if the end is the
same (not achieving one's goals). The comparison involves many aspects of life in both
situations. The pair in bold A 	KQ ® 	¯ð A 	KA 	J 	« _gina-na wa-faqrina `our richness and poverty'
refers to one's nancial status. This status is the same when one is dead or when one is
living a life they did not choose. Similarly, other pairs like A 	J Ê ê k. ð A 	J Ò Ê « Qilmu-na
wa-Ãahlu-na `our knowledge and ignorance' and A 	KPAJ.k

@ð A 	Jñ	 nus.us.una wa-Pahbaruna
`our scriptures and scholars' are presented as one. In these phrases the scale is referred
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to rather than the individual positions on the scale. On the other hand, the two pairs
Ñë ðAÓX ð

@ A 	JÓX damuna Paw dimaPuhum `our blood or their blood' and ÑêÓCg

@ð A 	JÒÊg
hulmuna Paw Phlamuhum `our mind or their minds' use the frame X or Y. In these two
phrases the words are not presented as units, but coordinated. Whether our blood or
their blood is shed, our minds or theirs are sane, all these are insignicant if a human
being is no longer a human. Then death and life are the same.
The function of Unity will be explored more in chapter 7 using SBCG.
5.14 Distinction
The category Distinction is similar to Jones's (2002) category Distinguished Antonymy.
Jones denes this category as `the co-occurrence of an antonymous pair within a frame-
work that alludes to the inherent semantic dissimilarity of those words' (Jones, 2002: 81).
The sentences in this category comprise 5.4% of Jones's data; but in my data there are
only 51 sentences under Distinction (21 sentences in the arabiCorpus and 30 sentences
in the arTenTen12), which makes 1.7% of the dataset.
The sentences in this category might be seemingly similar to some sentences in the
category Comparison. A sub-type of Comparison is comparing two antonyms to show the
dierence between them. However, the category Distinction includes sentences where the
two antonyms act as two ends of a certain pole and the point between them is referred
to. Sentences (179) - (181) below show examples of this category.
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(179) I. 
	 ¨A 	®KP@ð Z@Q ® 	®Ë @ð ZAJ
 	J 	«

B@ 	á
K. èñêË @ ¨A@ð AÓ 	P

AK ú
«AÒ
Jk. B @ ©
¯ @ñË@ XAK
X 	PB éj. J
 	K
	áºË@ XAm.'
 @
éK. ñªð éËA¢J. Ë @ (arTenTen12: doc.id: 3650651, s.id: 81085558)
natIÃatan
result
l-izdiyad
for-increase
al-waqiQu
the-reality
al-PiÃtimaQI
the-social
taPazuman
aggravation
wa-ittisaQu
and-widening
al-huwah
the-gap
bayna
between
al-Pa_gniyaPa
the-rich
wa-l-fuqaraPa
and-the-poor
wa-irtifaQu
and-increasing
nisab
percentage
al-bat.alah
the-unemployment
wa-s.uQubat
and-diculty
PIÃad
nding
a-ssakan
the-housing
as a result of the increase of the aggravation of social reality, widening of the
gap between the rich and the poor, the increase of unemployment rates, and the
diculty of nding housing.
(180) é
KQË éÓAªË@ð éA 	mÌ'@ èAJ
mÌ'@ 	á
K. èñêÊË 	P@ 	QÖÞ
AK. éK
Aî 	DË @ ú

	¯ 	àñKQK. Qª 
ð (arabiCorpus:
Hayat96, ref: GEN1996:4706)
wa-yasQur
and-feel
brutun
Burton
fI
in
a-nnihayah
the-end
b-ismiPzaz
in-disgust
li-l-huwah
for-the-gap
bayna
between
al-hayat
the-life
al-xas.ah
the-private
wa-l-Qamah
and-the-public
li-raPIsi-h
for-boss-his
at the end Burton is disgusted by the gap between the private and public life of
his boss.
(181) AëA 	J 	«

@ð ÈðYË@ Q ® 	¯

@ 	á
K. Q 	®ËA¿ éÖÞAªË@ð £A 	JÖÏ @ è
	Yë 	á
K. Q 	®Ë @ iJ.

A 	¯ (arabiCorpus:
Ghad02, ref: Af418692gSfJordangD03-28-2011)
fa-Pas.baha
so-became
al-farq
the-dierence
bayna
between
hadihi
these
al-manat.iq
the-districts
wa-l-Qas.imah
and-the-capital
ka-l-farq
like-the-dierence
bayna
between
Pafqar
poorest
a-dduwal
the-countries
wa-Pa_gna-ha
and-richest-its
so the dierence between these districts and the capital became like the dierence
between the poorest and the richest of countries.
In Jones's data, the sentences under the category Distinguished Antonymy mostly use
the frames the dierence between X and Y, separating X and Y, and a gap between X and
Y. In the Arabic data, similar frames are used. The sentences in (179) and (180) use the
words 	á
K. èñêË @ alhuwah bayna `the gap between'. Sentence (181) uses the words Q 	®Ë @
	á
K. alfarq bayna `the dierence between'.
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The category Distinction is one of the categories that do not dier in both the MSA
dataset and Jones's (2002) dataset.
5.15 Association
The category Association includes sentences where a link or tie between the pair of
antonyms is referred to. Jones refers to this function of antonymy as the `antithesis
of distinction` (Jones, 2002: 98). Only seventeen sentences are found in Jones's (2002)
category. In Swedish, however, 1.8% of their data is under the category Association.
In the Arabic data in this study, 51 sentences showed an association between a pair of
antonyms (34 in the arabiCorpus and seventeen in the arTenTen12) which makes 1.7%
of the database.
(182) Ð@QgB@ð éJ. J
¢Ë@ éÊÓAªÖÏ @ úÎ« éJ
 	J. Ó èQ
J.ºË@ð èQ
 	ªË@ 	á
KQå

B@ 	á
K. é ¯CªË@ 	àñºK 	à

@ð
@Q
 	ª  ð

@ @Q
 J. »  	j  Ë@ 	àA¿ A Ò ê Ó © 	@ñ J Ë @ð (arabiCorpus: Ghad01, ref:
Af473172gSfJordang D05-10-2011)
wa-Pan
and-that
takun
be
al-Qalaqah
the-relationship
bayna
between
al-PusratayIn
the-two.families
a-s.s.a _gIrah
the-small
wa-l-kabIrah
and-the-big
mabniyah
based
Qala
on
al-muQamalah
the-treatment
a-t.t.ayibah
the-nice
wa-l-Phtiram
and-the-respect
w-a-tawa¡uQi
and-the-modesty
mahma
however
kana
be
a-ssaxs.u
the-person
kabIran
old
Paw
or
s.a _gIran
young
and that the relationship between small and big families be based on nice treat-
ment, respect, and modesty whether the person is old or young.
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(183)
éAJ
Ë@ ÉJ. ®JÓ Èñkð A 	mÌ'@ð ÐAªË@ 	á
«A¢ ®Ë@ 	á
K. é» @QåË @ ©K
PA Ó ÉK
ñÖ
ß PA£@ ú

	¯
XCJ. Ë @ ú

	¯ éK
Y® 	JË @ (arabiCorpus: Ghad01, ref: Af477722gSfOurLifegD06-01-2011)
fI
in
Pt.ar
frame
tamwIl
funding
masarIQi
enterprise
a-ssarakah
the-partnership
bayna
between
al-qit.aQaIn
the-sectors
al-Qam
the-public
wa-l-xas.
and-the-private
wa-hawla
and-around
mustaqbal
future
a-ssiyasah
the-policy
a-nnaqdiyah
the-monetary
fI
in
al-bilad
the-country
as part of funding the enterprise of partnership between the public and private
sectors and the future of monetary policy in the country
(184) Z @Q ® 	®Ë @ð ZA J
 	J 	«

B@ 	á
K. ZA 	gB @ hðP ù
 Ò
	J K IJ
k (arTenTen12: doc.id: 642751, s.id:
15884797)
haytu
where
tunammI
nurture
ruha
soul
al-PixaPi
the-brotherhood
bayna
between
al-Pa_gniyaPi
the-rich
wa-l-fuqaraP
and-the-poor
because this nurtures the brotherhood between the rich and the poor
The sentences cited above show an association between a pair of antonyms. In sentence
(182), small and big families have a relationship, in sentence (183), public and private
sectors share an enterprise, and in sentence (184), the rich and poor have a brotherhood
that brings them together.
Association is a category that diers from Jones's (2002) Association category in
proportion only.
5.16 Conict
Jones (2002) assigns the category Conict for eighteen sentences in his data. These
sentences present an `antonym in direct conict with another' (Jones, 2002: 95). The
frames used in his English data are X versus Y or the clash/conict of X and Y. The
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Arabic data are similar in this respect. Some of the sentences use Y 	 ¡idd `versus', as
in (187), and some use words like almuwaÃahah and ¨@ 	Q 	Ë @ annizaQu `confrontation', as
in (185) and (186). The number of sentences in this category is 47 (31 sentences from
the arabiCorpus and sixteen sentences from the arTenTen12) which makes 1.5% of the
dataset.
(185) É£AJ. Ë @ð mÌ'@ 	á
K. éêk. @ñÖÏ @ 	á
g éË éJ
Òë

@ B ø
 XYªË@
ñ 	®JË @ (arTenTen12: doc.id:
54551, s.id: 1461191)
a-ttafawwuq
the-superiority
al-QadadI
the-numerical
la
no
Pahammiyata
importance
la-h
to-it
hIna
when
al-muwaÃahah
the-confrontation
bayna
between
al-haqq
the-right
wa-l-bat.il
and-the-wrong
numerical superiority is not important when it comes to the confrontation between
right and wrong.
(186) ÉJ. ®JÓ 	à

A . èQ
 ® 	®Ë @ð éJ
 	J 	ªË @ ÈðYË@ 	á
K. ¨@ 	Q 	 Ë @ ÉJ
k.

A K úÎ« Xñ 	¯ñË@ I ® 	®K @ AÓYªK.
.11 22 ÐA« ú æk ñKñJ
» Èñ»ñKðQK. (arabiCorpus: Ghad02, ref: Af404740gSfArabs
WorldgD03-06-2011)
baQdama
after
ittafaqat
agreed
al-wufud
the-delegations
Qala
on
taPÃIl
postponing
a-nnizaQi
the-conict
bayna
between
a-dduwal
the-countries
al- _ganIyah
the-rich
wa-l-faqIrah
and-the-poor
bisaPin
about
mustaqbal
future
brutukul
Protocol
kyutu
Kyoto
hata
until
Qam
year
2011
2011
after the delegations had agreed on postponing the conict between the rich and
poor countries on the Kyoto Protocol until 2011.
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(187) 	á
J
¯ @QªË@ I. 	KAg. úÍ@ð , HñÖÏ @ Y 	
èAJ
mÌ'@ I. 	KAg. úÍ@ A
	®¯ @ð ,Q 	k

B@ ñÊK Ñ 	ªË ½J
º 	®K C@ñÓ
. ÐA 	ªË

B@ ÑëXYîE 	áK

	YË@ , ÑîD 	® 	K

@ (arabiCorpus: Shuruq, ref: A47093WkmAlrmzyD7-
Apr-2010)
muwas.ilan
continuing
tafkIk
disarming
lu_gum
mine
tulwa
after
al-axar
the-other
waqifan
standing
Pla
to
Ãanib
side
al-hayat
the-life
¡idda
against
al-mawt
the-death
wa-Pila
and-to
Ãanib
side
al-QraqyIn
the-Iraqis
Panfusa-hum
selves-their
alladIna
who
tuhadidu-hum
threatened
al-Pal _gam
the-mines
continuing to disarm one mine after the other, standing next to life against death,
and next to the Iraqis themselves, who are threatened by the mines.
The sentences in (185) - (187) show a type of conict between the antonymous pairs. In
(185) there is a confrontation between right and wrong. In (186), there is ¨@ 	Q 	K `conict'
between rich and poor countries. Sentence (187), uses Y 	 `against' to refer to the conict
between life against death.
5.17 Replacive
In the category Replacive, the schematic construction hosting antonyms indicates sub-
stitution or replacement. It is a category similar to Transition, the dierence is that in
Transition there is movement from one situation to its opposite or a gradual change from
one antonym to the other. However, in Replacive, the referent of one antonym replaces
the referent of the other, completely and without any transitional stages.
The framing-word used in all sentences in the replacive category is ÈYK. badal `sub-
stitute'. The English frame expressing this meaning is X instead of Y. This frame was
included in Jones's (2002) category Negated Antonymy. Davies (2013), however, assigned
it a dierent category which he labelled Replacive Opposition. This category includes
the frames X rather than Y and X instead of Y as its typical frames. Davies describes
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Replacive Opposition as a category that `sits functionally somewhere in between the
negatives and comparison' (Davies, 2013: 65) because Jones (2002) included the frame
X instead of Y in Negated Antonymy and the frame X rather than Y in Comparative
Antonymy. Davies calls this category Replacive Opposition following Quirk et al. (1972)
where they explain that a replacive `expresses an alternation to what has preceded [it]'
(Quirk et al., 1972: 671).
In my data, replacive is expressed through ÈY K. badal or 	á Ó

BY K. badalan min
`instead (of)' `lit. \as a substitute for"' (Badawi et al., 2005: 168). This frame is used
in 40 sentences in my data (20 sentences in the arTenTen12 and 20 sentences in the
arabiCorpus) accounting for 1.3% of my data. Examples of this use are listed in (188) -
(192).
(188) ÐAªË@ ÈYK. A	mÌ'@ lÌ'AË@ ÐY	m
' IÓ@X AÓ ©K
PA ÖÏ @ è
	Yë 	á« ú 	æ 	« ú

	¯ H. Q 	ªÖÏ @ (arTenTen12:
doc.id: 1804651, s.id: 42004892)
alma_grib
Morocco
fI
in
_gina
satisfaction
Qan
of
hadihi
this
al-masarIQi
the-projects
ma
that
damat
still
taxdumu
serve
a-s.s.aliha
the-benet
al-xas.
the-private
badal
instead
al-Qam
the-public
Morocco is in no need of these projects as long as they serve the private benet
instead of the public.
(189) é J Ôg. A ê Ó 	áÓ BYK. QºJ
 ÖÞQ
» ø
 X 	á« ¨A
	¯ Y ËA K. é J
º J
j. Ê J. Ë @ é K
Y 	K

B@ H. PY ÖÏ @ I. ËA£ð
(arabiCorpus: Masri2010, ref: A243500I1677S297D10-Feb-2010)
wa-t.alaba
and-demanded
al-mudarribu
the-coach
al-Pandiyata
the-clubs
al-balÃIkiyyah
the-Belgian
b-i-ddifaQi
in-the-defending
Qan
from
di
De
kIrsmIkar
Keersmaeker
badalan
instead
min
of
muhaÃamati-h
attacking-him
The coach asked the Belgian clubs to defend De Keersmaeker instead of attacking
him.
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(190) H. QmÌ'@ 	áÓ BYK. ÐCË@ HPAJ 	k@ AÓY 	J«
é ®¢ 	JÖÏ @ ú

	¯ t'
PAJË @ PAÓ HQ
 	« QåÓ 	à@ : ÈA
¯ð
(arabiCorpus: Ahram99, ref: 031299FRON02)
wa-qal
and-said
Pinna
indeed
mas.r
Egypt
_gayyarat
change
masara
movement
a-ttarIx
the-history
fI
in
al-mant.iqah
the-area
Qindama
when
ixtarat
choose
a-ssalam
the-peace
badalan
instead
min
of
al-harb
the-war
He said that Egypt changed the movement of history in the region when it chose
peace instead of war
(191) 	áÓ CK
YK. H@YK
Yî D Ë @ 	àñºK 	à

@ 	 	¯QK
 ÐñJ
 Ë @ ÕË Aª Ë @ 	à@ Èñ
®ËA K. é J K
Yg Q
Ó

B@ Õ æ 	kð
ÐCË@ ÈYK. H. QmÌ'@ð ,
éJ
AÓñÊK. YË@ ÈYK. èñ ®Ë@ð , HA 	ðA 	®ÖÏ @ (arabiCorpus: Ghad01, ref:
Af462707gSfMainPagegD03-31-2011)
wa-xatama
and-ended
al-PamIru
the-prince
hadIta-hu
talk-his
bi-l-qawli
in-the-saying
Pinna
that
al-Qalama
the-world
lyawm
today
yar¡u
refuse
Pan
that
takuna
be
a-ttahdIdat
the-threats
badIlan
instead
min
of
al-mufawa¡at
the-negotiations
wa-l-quwwah
and-the-force
badal
instead
a-ddublumasiyah
the-diplomacy
wa-l-harb
and-the-war
badal
instead
a-ssalam
the-peace
The prince ended his talk by saying that the world today refuses that threats
would be in place of negotiations, force instead of diplomacy, war instead of
peace
Sentence (188) uses ÈY K. badal to show that the specied projects serve the `private'
interest instead of the `public' interest. Sentence (189) uses 	á Ó

BY K. badalan min to
indicate that defending the footballer De Keersmaeker is preferred in place of attacking
him. Similarly, ÐCË@ assalam `peace' is chosen in place of H. QmÌ'@ alharb `war' in (190).
In sentence (191), three phrases use this frame. The third one ÐCË@ ÈYK. H. QmÌ'@ alharb
badal assalam `war instead of peace' is the only one that hosts canonical antonyms. The
other two trigger non-canonical opposition created by the frame and the parallelism of
the words. An opposition is created between `threats' and `negotiations' where one is
preferred over the other as a way of communication. A second non-canonical opposition
is also created between `force' and `diplomacy' as means to achieve certain goals.
The sentence in (192) uses the same frame and expands it to include a longer phrase
with love and compassion in one end of the frame and prejudice and hate in the other.
In this sentence, an ancillary contrast is created between
éÔgQË@ arrahmah `compassion'
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and I. ª J Ë @ attaQas.s.ub `prejudice' because each one of them was coordinated to an
antonym.
(192) IÓA¯ð ,H. ñÊ
®Ë@ 	áÓ Z@XñË@ éJ
.ªË@ ÐñJ
 	« © ¯ úÎ« IÊÔ« Y¯ èYJ
 ®ªË@ 	à

@ Ym.
	' @ 	Yºëð
Q«A Ó é«A @ð , éËñPð é<ËAK. 	àAÖß
B @ úÎ« Ðñ
®K A 	JÊË èYK
Yg. éJ
«AÒJk. @ éK
ñë ÉJ
º K.
éJ
ë@QºË@ð I. ªJË @ Q«A Ó 	áÓ BYK.
éÔgQË@ð I. mÌ'@ (arTenTen12: doc.id: 3462401, s.id:
77068601)
wa-hakada
and-thus
naÃid
we.nd
Panna
that
al-QaqIdah
the-creed
qad
-
Qamalat
worked
Qala
on
qasQi
removing
_guyum
clouds
al-Qas.abiyyati
the-racism
a-ssawdaPi
the-black
min
from
al-qulub
the-hearts
wa-qamat
and-did
bi-taskIli
in-forming
hawiyyah
identity
PiÃtimaQiyyah
social
ÃadIdah
new
l-i-nnas
for-the-people
taqumu
based
Qala
on
al-PIman
the-faith
bi-llah
in-Allah
wa-rasulu-h
and-messenger-his
wa-PisaQat
and-spreading
masaQir
feelings
al-hubbi
the-love
w-a-rrahmah
and-the-compassion
badalan
instead
min
of
masaQir
feelings
i-ttaQas.ub
the-prejudice
wa-l-karahiyah
and-the-hatred
and thus we nd that the Creed worked on removing the black clouds of racism
from the hearts and formed a new social identity for people based on faith in
Allah and His messenger and spreading feelings of love and compassion instead
of prejudice and hatred.
Sentence (192) features the pair `love/hatred' in the frame `X instead of Y'. It states that
people should spread love and compassion in place of prejudice and hatred. The sentence
calls on people to act according to the preferred alternative.
The category Replacive is similar to negation in that one antonym functions to high-
light the importance of the other. However, the sentences above show that there is an
important dierence that there is a choice between two antonyms and one of them is
preferred.
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5.18 Binarized Option
The Binarized Option category includes sentences where an option between the antonyms
is referred to. This category is not one of Jones's (2002) categories, but was later in-
troduced after investigation of antonyms across dierent corpora by Jones and Murphy
(2005), where it was labelled Interrogative Antonymy and included sentences and ques-
tions like the one in (193). The category interrogative antonymy `involves the forcing of
a choice between the two members of the antonym pair' (Murphy et al., 2009: 2161).
(193) Is she a good mommy or a bad mommy? (In Murphy and Jones, 2008: 424)
The coordination using `or' does not indicate inclusiveness in this sentence. It indicates an
option where only one of the antonyms is possible. Davies (2013) included this category
in his classication of non-canonical opposition and labelled it Binarized Option, since
Interrogative Antonymy suggests that all examples are questions. I follow Davies in
calling this category Binarized Option. However, questions were found in my data and
therefore, two subcategories are noted: Interrogative and non-interrogative.
In my data, the frames used are Ð

@ Pam `or' or ð

@ . . . AÓ @ Pimma ... Paw `either ... or'.
The word Ð

@ Pam is used in Arabic `to imply an exclusive choice restricted to one of the
alternatives' and A Ó

@ Pmma `renders a disjunctive coordination' (Badawi et al. 2004:
298-9). This group is a small one; only 21 sentences in the dataset indicate binarized
option. Of these sentences eleven are from the arTenTen12 (eight questions and three
sentences) and ten from the arabiCorpus (four questions and six sentences). The two
types are discussed below.
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interrogative
An option can be presented in a question, hence the name of this sub-category. The
connector used in these questions is either ð

@ Paw or Ð

@ Pam `or' as examples (194) - (196)
show.
(194) ? èQ»

@ ð

@ I. k

@ 	à

@ É 	 	¯

@ AÒîE


@ (arTenTen12: doc.id: 2151751, s.id: 49714191)
Payu-hma
which-them
Paf¡al
best
Pan
that
Puhibbu
I.love
Paw
or
Pakrah
I.hate
Which is best: to love or to hate?
(195) ?H. QmÌ'@ ð

@ ÐCË@ ú

	æªK
 	áÒJ
ÊË éJ. 	ËAK. ÉJ. ®JÖÏ @ Éë (arTenTen12: doc.id: 212901,
s.id: 5518460)
hal
do
al-mustaqbal
the-future
binnisbati
concerning
li-lyaman
to-Yemen
yaQnI
mean
a-ssalam
the-peace
Paw
or
al-harb
the-war
Does the future concerning Yemen mean peace or war?
(196) ? ú æ 	K

@ Ð

@ Q» 	X éÓ

@ : ÈA¯ ! éÓ

AK. éîD. 

@ AÓ pQ 	®Ë@ @ 	Yë Q 	¢ 	 @ (arTenTen12: doc.id: 1666001,
s.id: 38983694)
und.ur
look
had. a
this
al-farx
the-chick
ma
how
Pasbaha-hu
look.like-it
bi-Pumm-ih
in-mother-its
qala
he.said
Pummu-hu
mother-its
dakar
male
Pam
or
Punta
female
look how this chick looks like its mother, he said: is its mother male or female?
The question in (194) presents a choice between the two verbs I. k

@ Puhibb `love' and
èQ»

@ Pakrah `hate'. Only one choice is possible and as the word É 	 	¯

@ Paf¡al `better'
suggests, only one is preferred. The question in (195) also presents a choice between two
antonyms. The future of Yemen can either be one of peace or of one of war. In (196),
the question uses Ð

@ Pam to present the choice between male and female.
non-interrogative choice
The word ð

@ Paw `or' is used widely to indicate inclusiveness, as was discussed in the
category Inclusiveness in section 5.1. However, in a small number of sentences, this
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connector is preceded by AÓ@ Pimma `either', as in (197) where it indicates option between
the two antonyms.
(197) QåA 	g ð

@ 	QKA 	¯ AÓ @ Aî DK
Aî 	E ú

	¯ éJ. ªË éJ.  AJ
 	KYË@ (arTenTen12: doc.id: 3072351, s.id:
69183067)
a-ddunya
the-life
tusbihu
similar
luQbah
game
fI
in
nihayati-ha
end-its
Pimma
either
faPiz
winner
Paw
or
xasir
loser
Life is like a game, in the end one is either a winner or a loser.
(198) ©Ó AÓ@
é»PA ÖÏAK. B@
éK
 @YJ. Ë @ ú

	¯ éJ
. 	Jk.

B@ 	¬PAÖÏ @ Èñ 	kYK. hAÒË@ ÐY« øP

@ ú

	GA
	¯ ½Ë 	Y»
ÐAªË@ ¨A¢®Ë@ ©Ó ð

@ A	mÌ'@ ¨A¢®Ë@ (arabiCorpus: Hayat96, ref: BUS1996:36906)
kadalik
also
fa-PinnI
so-I
Para
see
Qadam
not
a-ssamah
the-allowing
bi-duxul
in-introducing
al-mas.arif
the-banks
al-PaÃnabiyyah
the-foreign
fI
in
al-bidayah
the-beginning
Pilla
unless
bi-l-musarakah
in-the-participation
Pimma
either
maQa
with
al-qit.aQi
the-sector
al-xas.
the-private
Paw
or
maQa
with
al-qit.aQi
the-sector
al-Qam
the-public
I also see not to allow the introduction of foreign banks at the beginning except
in participation with either the private sector or the public sector.
Sentence (197) uses ð

@ . . . A Ó @ Pimma ... Paw `either ... or' to express choice between
`winner' and `loser' at the end of this life. In (198), the banks are given the choice to
participate in the private sector or the public sector but not both and not neither.
Binarized Option is the smallest category in the MSA data. It is the only category
that represents less than 1% of the 3000 dataset sentences. Ancillary opposition was not
present in the sentences of this category.
5.19 Concluding remarks
The categories presented in this chapter represent the new classication of schematic
constructions hosting co-occurring antonym pairs in MSA text. The classication was
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introduced in the previous chapter and this chapter is a detailed introspection of each
category with examples from the dataset. The classication I present in this study leave
out some sentences in the dataset that do not t nicely in these categories. Some of these
sentences feature ancillary use of antonyms. However, because the ancillary category was
eliminated, the present classication is able to show more clearly other uses of antonyms
that were discussed in the sections of this chapter.
The examples presented here all feature a canonical pair of antonyms functioning a
certain function in certain frames. This form-function pairing of antonym pairs lend itself
very well to be treated as a grammatical construction in the sense found in Construction
Grammar. For this reason, both the function of antonyms and the form of the structures
in which they are used were taken in consideration in the presentation of the categories.
The next chapter introduces the theory of Construction Grammar in general and
SBCG in particular in preparation for presenting a constructionist account of both
antonyms and coordination as the frequent host of antonyms. As was discussed pre-
viously, the largest proportion of the dataset uses antonym pairs in a coordination con-
struction; which is a phenomenon not specic to Arabic antonymy but was found in
previously investigated languages, too.
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Chapter 6
Sign-Based Construction Grammar
`[I]f a certain form is used often enough with a certain meaning, it becomes a construction
with idiosyncratic form-meaning characteristics and therefore gains an independent status
in the theoretical model' (Heine, 2011: 63). Antonym pairs, as well as the frames they
appear in, are used frequently in text in the similar functions across languages, and
therefore it has been proposed that they should be treated as constructions (Murphy,
2006; Jones et al., 2012).
This chapter provides an overview of constructionist approaches to linguistics in gen-
eral and of Sign-Based Construction Grammar in particular. Section 6.1 discusses where
constructionist approaches stand in relation to other theories of linguistics, and presents
the general assumptions shared by construction grammar models. Section 6.2 introduces
Sign-Based Construction Grammar with reference to how it relates to other construction
approaches to grammar, and explains the basics of Sign-Based Construction Grammar,
which is the model used to account for Arabic antonym constructions here. Section re-
views a previous account of English antonyms as constructions presented by Jones et al.
(2012).
6.1 Constructionist approaches to linguistics
Constructionist approaches to linguistics are a group of linguistic models that share some
similarities in how they account for linguistic phenomena. The key term that brings
these models together is the construction which builds on Saussure's notion of `sign' and
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expands it to include grammatical structures that may (or may not) incorporate lexical
items in them. A construction is usually dened as a conventionalized form-meaning
pairing which can be used to describe all levels of grammatical description (Trijp, 2013).
The constructionist approaches to grammar (henceforth CxG) include Cognitive Con-
struction Grammar (CCG) (Goldberg, 2006) or, as some call it, the Goldbergian Con-
struction Grammar (Trijp, 2013), Fluid Construction Grammar (FCG) (Steels, 2011),
Radical Construction Grammar (RCG) (Croft, 2001), Embodied Construction Grammar
(ECG) (Bergen and Chang, 2009), Berkeley Construction Grammar (BCG) (Fillmore
and Kay, 1995), and Sign-Based Construction Grammar (SBCG) (Sag, 2012). These
approaches dier in some respects. For example, CCG, RCG and FCG are based on the
principles of Cognitive Grammar and therefore focus on the production and reception of
linguistic signs and how they are cognitively construed. They avoid formalized generative
rules in accounting for linguistic phenomena. On the other hand, BCG and SBCG are
generative models in the sense that they rely on static structures that generate signs.
Static means that they assign constraints on a particular construction, and those con-
straints need to be realized in all occurrences of that construction; this is in contrast to,
for example, Optimality Theory (Keger, 1999) where constraints can be violated.
Constructionist approaches have basic shared assumptions that bring them together.
First, phrasal and clausal phenomena are analysed in order to account for all aspects
of a speaker's knowledge of language. When CxG developed in the 1980s it opposed
dividing linguistic phenomena into core and peripheral, which prevailed in generative
grammar tradition starting with Chomsky (1957). In generative grammar peripheral
structures are the ones that are only partially productive, therefore cannot be used to
derive generalizations. Examples of constructions that would be considered peripheral
are partially lled idiomatic constructions (Goldberg, 2013) such as the Xer the Yer in
The bigger they grow, the stronger they are. In CxG, however, grammatical structures at
varying levels of complexity are treated equally. CxG views grammatical constructions
as the building blocks of linguistic analysis. This contrasts with the Chomskyan view of
constructions as helpful for description but with no meaning, and therefore no theoretical
power (Boas, 2013).
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Construction Grammars are not transformational grammars; there is no deep struc-
ture and focus is always on surface form (Goldberg, 2013). There are no multiple layers
of linguistic representation. Instead, the constructions in a given language are related to
each other via a default inheritance network (Goldberg, 2013). For example, a ques-
tion like Where did John go? is not derived from a declarative sentence like John
went where. It is formed by the interaction of dierent constructions: wh- construc-
tion, subject-auxiliary inversion construction, NP construction, and VP construction.
These constructions can simultaneously satisfy the constraints on linguistic objects and
therefore can unify. In other words, there is no conict between these constructions and
this allows them to interact together to license words to go in the constructions and form
a grammatical question.
Another similarity among constructionist approaches is the treatment of phenomena
cross-linguistically. CxG tends to investigate languages independently, because, accord-
ing to CxG, variability across languages regarding certain linguistic features is more
prominent than universality. This does not mean that there are no cross-linguistic ten-
dencies (Goldberg, 2013). One generalization is that languages have a tendency to have
a passive construction. This tendency is explained via external universal pressures and
processing constraints. The passive constructions in dierent languages `are identied
by their related functions: they are constructions in which the topic and/or agentive
argument is essentially \demoted," appearing optionally or not at all' (Goldberg, 2013:
24). Arabic and English, for example, both have a passive structure that functions by
`demoting' the agent as in the examples in (199) below.
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(199) a. My bike was stolen (by some kids).
b. ú

æk. @PX I
¯Qå

suriqat
stolen
darraÃat-I
bicycle-my
My bike was stolen.
The realization of the passive diers cross-linguistically according to the constraints in
each language. In English, an auxiliary is compulsory and the agent can appear as a
non-subject oblique as in (199a). Arabic passive verbs, on the other hand, make use of
a passive template for the verb and the omission of the agent is mandatory as in (199b)
(Badawi et al., 2004).
The four basic assumptions discussed above - constructions as building blocks of lan-
guage, focus on surface form, no transformations, and treatment of linguistic phenomena
across languages; are shared by constructionist approaches to grammar. However, these
approaches dier in how they operationalize these basic assumptions. For example, in
CCG a construction is dened as a conventional, learned form-function pairing (Gold-
berg, 2006). The `function' combines both semantic function and discourse function
(Goldberg, 2003). However, BCG denes a construction as any conventionalized pairing
of form and meaning (Fillmore and Kay, 1995). In FCG, constructions are dened as
a mapping between a semantic pole and a syntactic pole that captures conventionalized
mappings (Trijp, 2013: 98). SBCG denes constructions as descriptions that license
classes of linguistic objects (Sag, 2012: 72). Therefore, while a construction is mostly
dened as a form-meaning pairing, dierent approaches of CxG operationalize this de-
nition dierently.
Another dierence among CxG approaches is that CCG and RCG aim at providing a
psychologically plausible account of language and use cognitive semantics (Boas, 2013),
while BCG and SBCG aim at nding maximal generalizations for linguistic phenomena.
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Therefore, CCG and RCG emphasize the importance of `motivation' in order to explain
the cognitive processes behind the formation of a certain construction and how it came
to be that way (Boas, 2013). On the other hand, SBCG does not emphasize the role of
`motivation'; instead, it presents a theory of constructional meaning. In SBCG, construc-
tions are related to conditions of use. These conditions are presented in the construction
as semantic and pragmatic features (Michaelis, 2013).
The next section explains SBCG in more detail.
6.2 Sign-Based Construction Grammar
The framework used to model antonym relations in this thesis is Sign-Based Construction
Grammar because it is a formalized version of Construction Grammar (Michaelis, 2013).
This section reviews the historical development of SBCG and explains how it works.
development of SBCG
The goal behind the introduction of SBCG `is to expand the empirical coverage of HPSG
[Head-driven Phrase Structure Grammar], while at the same time putting BCG on a
rmer theoretical footing' (Sag, 2012: 70). This section discusses the historical devel-
opment of SBCG for the purpose of understanding how similar and dierent it is to
related theories of grammar, namely BCG and HPSG. SBCG is a combination of two
models with dierent backgrounds: BCG, which is inuenced by Cognitive Grammar,
and HPSG, which is a theory of Formal Grammar (Sag et al., 2012).
The two models, BCG and HPSG, can be related to each other in a number of ways.
For example, they both view language as a set of signs with blurry distinction between
what is lexical and what is grammatical (Sag et al., 2012). BCG and HPSG also view a
grammar as `a system of constraints that work together to license and delimit the signs of
a given language' (Sag et al., 2012: 5). These constraints represent constructions that are
modelled in terms of complex and recursive feature structures rather than atomic symbols
like V, N, or PP. However, while constructions are viewed in both models as constraints
that license certain recursive structures, these constraints are modelled dierently. In
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BCG they are modelled as trees with feature structures in the nodes (Fillmore and Kay,
1995), and in HPSG they are modelled as derived graphs or Attribute-Value Matrices
(AVMs) (Pollard and Sag, 1994).
The formalism of BCG proves useful for delimiting the interaction of constructions
compared to CCG. In the case of the ditransitive, for example, Goldberg (1995) requires
a grammatical-function assignment, and thus a verb like give needs a valence of three
arguments: an agentive subject, a recipient, and a theme. The weakness of Goldberg's
account is that if the verb is in the active voice these roles are predictable from the
active voice construction and would dier if it were in the passive (Fillmore and Kay,
1995: 156). However, in BCG the representation of the ditransitive is associated with
only one constraint, which gives this model an elegance of representation. The theme
argument in the ditransitive in BCG is realized as a nominal oblique and the construction
is called the Nominal-Oblique Construction (Fillmore and Kay, 1995). This construction
can unify with either the passive construction or the active construction. In this way the
representation of the ditransitive is delimited and constraints are easily recognized.
The representation of the ditransitive in BCG is more formalized and with fewer con-
strains than the representation in Goldberg (1995). However, the grammar in BCG con-
sists of a partially lled hierarchy of constructions, in contrast to HPSG which sets total
type hierarchies (Michaelis, 2013). The type hierarchies determine which constructions
are able to unify, which gives it an advantage over BCG where construction interaction is
undetermined. In addition, BCG allows any number of compatible constructions, which
can also inherit other constructions, to integrate to form a grammatical sentence. Placing
the constructions in a hierarchy like this leads to vagueness of representation especially
in cases where one lexical item can inherit two non-compatible constructions (Sag et al.,
2012). For example, in the case of the lexeme give, both the ditransitive construction
and oblique construction are applicable. Because BCG sets the constructions themselves
in hierarchies, it is not clear which one is higher and which one is broader and therefore
gets selected and/or cancelled by the other. The introduction of `type hierarchies' from
HPSG to SBCG instead of `construction hierarchies' xes the problem of lexemes like
give that can be licensed by two dierent constructions by assigning the lexical item
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to the type that licenses the construction and blocking the interaction between the two
constructions (Sag et al., 2012).
Both BCG and HPSG had points of strength and weakness and SBCG is the result of
combining the two models. The way SBCG represents signs and constructions is similar
to BCG in the sense that it makes use of MOTHER-DAUGHTER levels of representation.
It is also similar to HPSG in the sense that it uses feature structures and assigns values
to them. The modelling of SBCG is discussed in the following part of this section.
representation of signs and constructions in SBCG
SBCG is a constraint-based framework. Well-formed linguistic items are represented as
constraints that reect their behaviour specically. This framework consists of two parts
that complement each other. The rst part is feature-structure descriptions of signs and
constructions that represent linguistic items. The second part is a signature, similar to
a blueprint of how to interpret the descriptions. This section presents how signs and
constructions are described and modelled in SBCG starting with an example of a type in
the grammar's signature and looking at its specic constructions in order to introduce
the dierent terminology along with how SBCG works.
Linguistic items in SBCG are assigned a certain type. In the grammar's signature,
the dierent types included in the grammar are listed and assigned dierent features.
These types are arranged in a hierarchy that governs how constructions interact. A type
that has no types projected from it is called a maximal type. For example, the sentence
in (200) is of the maximal type ns-wh-interrogative-clause.
(200) f[Where] [does Pat] [live]?g
In the grammar signature, there is also a list of constructs that license these maximal
types. A construct is `a functional FS [feature structure] that species values for the
MOTHER (MTR) feature and the DAUGHTERS (DTRS) feature. The value of a MTR
is a sign and the value of a DTR is a nonempty list of signs' (Sag, 2012: 72). The brack-
eting in (200) shows the dierent constructs combined to form the sentence: auxiliary-
initial-construct, headed-construct, verbal, wh-interrogative-clause, interrogative-clause,
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core-clause, and clause. Constructs are represented as in (201).
(201) wh-interrogative-clause =) ...
The dots represent the combinatoric construction which represents rules that license
the construct. The DTRs in a construct are feature-structures that correspond to the
constructions that license the signs. So both constructs and signs are modelled using
feature structures. Signs are linguistic items that are represented in SBCG as in Figure1
6.1 which shows the modelling of the word Pat. The dierent parts of this sign are
explored below starting from the top of the Attribute Value Matrix (AVM) to the bottom.
Figure 6.1: A model of the word Pat (Sag, 2012: 99)2666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666664
word
PHON /pt/
FORM
D
Pat
E
ARG-ST hi
SYN
2666666666666664
syn-obj
CAT
2666664
noun
CASE nom
SELECT none
XARG none
3777775
VAL hi
MRKG det
3777777777777775
SEM
2664
sem-obj
IND i
FRAMES hi
3775
CNTXT
266666666664
context-obj
BCKGRND
*
26666664
naming-fr
LABEL l2
ENTITY i
NAME
D
Pat
E
37777775
+
377777777775
3777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777775
The italicised word at the top represents which type this sign is; some of the other possible
signs include phrase, pronoun-lexeme, s-transitive-verb-lexeme. The features in capitals
1SBCG uses gures for specic instantiations of signs and numbered examples for abstract construc-
tions and general rules.
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on the left-hand side of the AVM are the six main parts of any sign.2 Each of these
features are assigned values. For example, the feature PHON is given a phonological-
object (phon-obj) value represented by phonemic transcription; the feature FORM is
given a morph-obj value which can list all parts of the sign, if it is a phrase for example.
The feature structure ARG-ST shows all the arguments this sign can satisfy. The angle
brackets indicate that what is inside of them is a list of values.
The next feature, SYN, is modelled as a syn-obj that consists of sub-features that
show the syntactic representation of this sign. The sub-features include (CAT)EGORY,
(VAL)ANCE, and MARKING (MRKG). Category values include noun, verb, prep, comp,
adv, and adj and category features dier accordingly. In this example, category noun
requires the features CASE, SELECT, and EXTERNAL ARGUMENT STRUCTURE
(XARG). The feature XARG lists the external arguments of the sign outside of its do-
main. It is related to the VAL feature which is part of the SYN feature but outside the
category. The feature XARG lists all arguments that this sign requires, and the feature
VAL lists all arguments that are yet to be satised. The last feature in SYN is MRK
which assigns value to the marking of this sign which can be det, unmarked, among
others.
The next feature in the modelling of a sign is SEM which assigns the semantic values
of the sign. SBCG is compatible with any semantic model. However, most research
uses Frame Semantics (Fillmore et al., 2012) along with Minimal Recursion Semantics
(Copestake et al., 2005). In Frame Semantics, cognitive processes, like organization for
example, are used to assign frames for signs. Frames are lists of the knowledge one needs
to understand the meaning of a word. A frame is written as a matrix with the name of
the frame in italics on the top left side and information is recorded in the form of frame
elements usually in capitals. Frame elements have values.
A semantic object (sem-obj ) in the construction consists of values for its (IND)EX
which species the referent of the sign, its LOCAL-TOP (LTOP) which species the local
top frame of the sign, and its FRAMES which list the frames distinguishing this sign
(Sag, 2012: 89). The value of IND in Figure 6.1 is i, short for index, which is the same
2Other features were proposed in order to account for dierent phenomena. See Sag (2012), Beavers
and Sag (2004), Chaves (2014) among others.
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value of ENTITY in BCKGRND to show that these two values are the same. The value
of LTOP is borrowed from MRS and is usually given the label l0. It is used to mark
the top frame inside the FRAMES list. This is a helpful method to determine the top
referent of the phrase. It is important to note here that constructions in SBCG do not
have to carry meaning, therefore not all constructions are assigned a SEM feature.
The last feature in a sign is its context (CNTXT) which is `based on such features
as BACKGROUND (BCKGRND) and CONTEXTUAL-INDICES (C-INDS), where the
latter species values for such features as SPEAKER (SPKR), ADDRESSEE (ADDR),
and UTTERANCE-LOCATION (UTT-LOC)' (Sag, 2012: 96). The BCKGRND feature
is a list of frames of propositions around that sign, hence, the angle brackets. In Figure
6.1, the only frame in the list is the naming-fr. It has the features LABEL with the value
l2. It is indexed as ENTITY and because it is a naming-fr, it has a feature NAME with
the value Pat.
The lexeme Pat is of type pr-noun lexeme (proper noun lexeme) and therefore must
satisfy all type constraints sketched out in (202). The type higher than pn-lxm in the
type hierarchy is indicated in brackets (" invariant-lxm).
(202) Proper Noun Construction ("invariant-lxm) (Sag, 2012: 109)
pn-lxm )
2666666666666666666666666666664
FORM L
SYN
26666666664
CAT
2664
noun
SELECT none
XARG none
3775
VAL hi
MRKG def
37777777775
SEM
24IND i
FRAMES hi
35
CNTXT
266664BCKGRND
*2664
naming-fr
ENTITY i
NAME L
3775
+377775
3777777777777777777777777777775
The lexeme Pat in Where does Pat live? appears in a wh-interrogative clause which
is one of the Filler-Gap constructions. In SBCG, Filler-Gap constructions are treated
as having a value for a gap feature [Gap <NP>] (Sag, 2012). This means that if the
value of this feature is empty, [Gap < >], then there is no gap in the clause. The proper
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noun Pat can also combine with a verb to form a phrase like Pat left. The verb left is
of type strict-intransitive-verb-lexeme (sintrans-v-lxm), and therefore is licensed by the
sintrans-v-lxm construction. This verb is modelled in Figure 6.2.
Figure 6.2: A model of the word left2666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666664
word
PHON /lEft/
FORM
D
left
E
ARG-ST

NP
h
nom
i
i

SYN
2666666666666666666666666666664
syn-obj
CAT
26666666666666666664
verb
VF n
SELECT none
XARG NP
h
nom
i
i
LID
*2666664
leaving-fr
LABEL l3
SIT s
S-SRCE i
3777775
+
37777777777777777775
MRKG unmk
VAL

NP
h
nom
i
i

3777777777777777777777777777775
SEM
26666666666666664
sem-obj
IND s
LTOP l0
FRAMES
*2666664
leaving-fr
LABEL l3
SIT s
S-SRCE i
3777775,
2664
past-fr
LABEL l2
ARG s
3775
+
37777777777777775
3777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777775
In Figure 6.2, the features PHON, FORM, ARG-ST, SYN, and SEM are specied similar
to the modelling of the noun in Figure 6.1. The features PHON and FORM record the
phonological representation and the form of the word, respectively. The feature ARG-ST
lists the arguments required by this word, which is an NP. The feature SYN shows that
the category of the word is verb and lists its feature structures. In its SEM feature, the
word in indexed as a SITUATION.
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The verb left is an intransitive verb of the type sintrans-v-lxm. In the type hierarchy,
an sintrans-v-lxm is an intransitive lexeme that is a sub type of the type verb-lxm, and
an sintrans-v-lxm is also a main-v-lxm. Therefore, the verb left needs to satisfy the
constraints on both types. The verb lexeme construction is sketched out in (203). In
the construction, the value of XARG is one of the list of values of ARG-ST, which in an
intransitive verb is also the only one. The main verb lexeme construction is modelled in
(204). In this construction, the features of AUX (auxiliary) and INV (innitive) have a
negative boolean value (-) in their syntax. Main verbs are also indexed as situations in
their semantics.
(203) Verb Lexeme Construction (" lexeme) (Sag, 2012: 112)
verb-lxm )
26666666666666666666664
ARG-ST
D
X , ...
E
SYN
26666666664
CAT
2666664
verb
LID L
SELECT none
XARG X
3777775
MRKG unmk
37777777775
SEM
264LTOP l0=q1
FRAMES L :

(
h
LABEL l1
i
)
375
37777777777777777777775
(204) Main Verb Lexeme Construction (Sag, 2012: 113)
main-v-lxm )
26666666666664
SYN
26664CAT
2664
AUX -
INV -
...
3775
37775
SEM
264IND s
FRAMES
h
SIT s
i
375
37777777777775
The phrase as a whole Pat left is a combination of the two signs in Figures 6.1 and 6.2.
It is a simple declarative sentence that is licensed by the Subject-Predicate construction
in (205). `This construction says that two signs can combine as long as the second is a
nite (and hence verbal) sign that selects the rst via the VAL feature' (Sag, 2012: 146).
Looking at the construction from the bottom up, the HD-DTR feature determines which
of the two daughters is the head daughter (Z). The DTRS feature lists two daughters:
X and Z. The syntax of the second daughter is labelled Y. The MTR feature species
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that the feature SYN has value Y, the same syntax of the second daughter except that
the VAL feature must be empty because the VAL feature of the second daughter, the
predicate, has selected the argument needed.
(205) Subject-Predicate Construction ("subj-head-cxt) (Sag, 2012: 146)
subj-pred-cl )
266666666666666666664
MTR

SYN Y !
h
VAL hi
i
DTRS
*
X, Z :
266666666664
SYN Y :
26666666664
CAT
2664
VF n
INV -
AUX -
3775
MRKG unmk
VAL
D
X
E
37777777775
377777777775
+
HD-DTR Z
377777777777777777775
The Subject-Predicate construction does not specify any semantic features for the mother
or daughters. This is because its frames are specied through the Principle of Compo-
sitionality (Sag et al., 2003; Sag, 2012). The Principle of Compositionality states that
all frames in the semantics of the daughters in any given construct combine to form
the semantics of the mother (Sag, 2012). This is modelled in (206) below. Thus the
phrase Pat left is formed by both the Subject-Predicate construction and the Principle
of Compositionality together, and the resulting model is sketched out in Figure 6.3.
(206) Principle of Compositionality (Sag, 2012: 185)
construct )
266666664
MTR

SEM
h
FRAMES L0  ...  Ln
i
DTRS
*
SEM
h
FRAMES L1
i
, ... ,

SEM
h
FRAMES LN
i+
CXT-CONTENT L0
377777775
Two signs, Pat and left, unify to form a phrase, which is by itself a sign that can
unify with other signs. The phrase Pat left modelled in Figure 6.3 is mapped onto the
Subject-Predicate Construction modelled in (205) to show this unication. This mapping
is modelled in Figure 6.4.
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Figure 6.3: The phrase Pat left266666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666664
phrase
PHON /pt#"lEft/
FORM
D
Pat, left
E
SYN
266666666666666666666666666664
syn-obj
CAT
26666666666666666664
verb
VF n
SELECT none
XARG NP
h
nom
i
i
LID
*2666664
leaving-fr
LABEL l3
SIT s
S-SRCE i
3777775
+
37777777777777777775
VAL hi
MRKG unmk
377777777777777777777777777775
SEM
26666666666666664
sem-obj
IND s
LTOP l1
FRAMES
*2666664
leaving-fr
LABEL l3
SIT s
S-SRCE i
3777775,
2664
past-fr
LABEL l2
ARG s
3775
+
37777777777777775
CNTXT
266666666664
context-obj
BCKGRND
*
26666664
naming-fr
LABEL l5
ENTITY i
NAME
D
Pat
E
37777775
+
377777777775
377777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777775
204
Figure 6.4: modelling of the Subject-Predicate clause Pat left
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Another phrase, like Jane stayed, would be licensed and modelled in the same way:
a pro-noun lexeme construction unifying with an sinterans-v-lxm construction through
the Subject-Predicate construction and the Principle of Compositionality giving way to
a phrase similar to the one in Figure 6.3. Furthermore, the two phrases can combine to
form a clause like the one in (207).
(207) a. f[Pat left] [but] [Jane stayed]g.
b. f[[Pat] and [Jane]] [left]g
In sentence (207a) above, the two clauses are coordinated using contrastive but. In the
sentence (207b), the signs Pat and Jane are coordinated using and. I will now explain
how SBCG can account for coordinating two signs in this way following Chaves (2012)
and Sag (2012). The coordination construction is a non-headed construction that forms
a phrase or a clause by connecting two phrases or clauses. The coordinated phrases have
to be of the same syntactic form that is also shared by the resulting phrase, the mother
of the construction.
The lexical entry of and in Figure 6.5 shows the values for its features PHON, SYN,
SEM, and CRD. The feature PHON shows the phonology of the sign. The feature
SYN shows that the word and is of category coord for coordinator. Coordinators are
allowed to choose a sign that is unmarked with a coordinator and attach to it through
the feature SELECT. The feature CRD was rst introduced by Beavers and Sag (2004).
They assume that all signs have a feature CRD that has a Boolean value (+/-). Chaves
(2012) introduced the MODE feature for coordinators that species the coordination
type. In the case of and, the MODE is + which means that it is a conjunction type.
Other MODE values include _ for disjunction,  for temporal precedence, and ! for
causal conjunction (Chaves, 2012: 502).
Going back to the example Pat and Jane left, the coordinator and connects two noun
phrases to form a larger noun phrase Pat and Jane. This operation in governed by the
coordination construction. Before discussing the coordination construction, there are two
other constructions that need to be explained rst: the Head-Functor Construction and
the Non-Headed Construction.
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Figure 6.5: The connector and (Chaves, 2012: 503).
2666666666666666666664
word
PHON
D
and
E
SYN
26664
CAT coord
SELECT
h
CRD unmarked
i
VAL hi
37775
SEM
h
FRAMES hi
i
CRD
24marked
MODE +
35
3777777777777777777775
The Head-Functor Construction in (208), taken from Sag (2012: 156), allows a head to
attach to a non-head daughter. This construction accounts for how adjuncts, determiners,
and complementizers are formed. In the case of the coordinators, Chaves (2012) argues,
following Van Eynde (2003), that they have a feature SELECT which allows them to
impose constraints on the phrase.
(208)
head-func-cxt )
266666666664
MTR

SYN X !
h
MRKG M
i
DTRS
*264SYN
24CAT hSELECT Y i
MRKG M
35
375, Y :hSYN X i+
HD-DTR Y
377777777775
The head-func-cxt in (208) shows how the mother takes its valence from the head second
daughter, and the rst daughter selects the second daughter. Chaves (2012) assumes all
sign have a SLASH (GAP) feature whose values are not signs but gaps that can be either
percolating gap (pg) or lled gap (fg). In the head-func-cxt, the head daughter has a pg
value for its SLASH feature which makes it unable to allow for extraction.
Although coordinators are not viewed as heads in SBCG but as markers in their
phrases (Chaves, 2012), they combine with the Head-Functor Construction in order to
be able to attach to the coordinated phrases. Therefore, the word and in Figure 6.5 is
mapped onto the head-func-cxt in (208). This mapping is illustrated in Figure 6.6 which
produces in our case and Jane.
The other construction that needs to be discussed prior to presenting the Coordination
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Figure 6.6: Coordinate head-functor construct (Chaves, 2010: 504).
Construction is the Non-Headed Construction. Chaves (2012) illustrates two generaliza-
tions about the Non-Headed Constructions that can be captured in the construct in (209)
below. The two generalizations are: the mother has the same syntax as its daughters
and these constructions cannot discharge gaps (Chaves, 2012: 504).
(209)
non-headed-cxt )
2666664
MTR
h
SYN 1
i
DTRS
*24SYN 1
SLASH set(pg)
35,
24SYN 1
SLASH set(pg)
35+
3777775
The Coordination Construction, coord-cxt, is of type non-headed construction and must
satisfy the constraints in it. Therefore, the mother in the coord-cxt has the same syntax
feature as its daughters. However, the number of the daughters is not restricted to two,
but only the rst daughter has an unmarked CRD feature.The coord-cxt is illustrated in
(210) below.
(210)
coord-cxt )
2666666666666666666666666664
MTR
264SEM
h
INDEX x
i
CRD
h
MODE 2
i
375
DTRS
*24SEM hINDEX y i
CRD unmarked
35,
266664
SEM
h
INDEX z
i
CRD
24marked
MODE 2
35
377775
+
CX-SEM
*2666664
RELN 2
INDEX x
ARG1 y
ARG2 z
3777775
+
3777777777777777777777777775
The coord-cxt is a non-headed construction, so it has a mother that has the same syntax
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as its two daughters and none of the daughters is a head. This construction diers
from other non-headed constructions in that the construction itself adds an additional
meaning. This meaning is encoded in the CONSTRUCTION-SEMANTICS (CX-SEM)
feature. The CX-SEM is indexed in the same index as the mother, and it assigns a
RELATION (RELN) between two arguments, ARG1 and ARG2. These two arguments
are the two daughters and are indexed as such.
The relation that coordination introduces between the the coordinated arguments dif-
fers from coordinator to coordinator. In the case of the phrase Pat and Jane the relation
is conjunction. Figure 6.7 illustrates the coordination in this phrase. The mother of this
phrase is a noun phrase and it selects a head verb through the subj-pred-cl construction
discussed earlier.
Figure 6.7: The coordinated phrase Pat and Jane2666666666666666666666666666664
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This section has explained how SBCG developed and discussed the basics of how
it works. I presented what signs are, how they are licensed, and how they combine to
form larger signs. I also discussed how combinatoric constructions, such as the Subject-
Predicate construction, license the interaction of these signs. Lastly, I discussed how
SBCG accounts for coordination in English using the example of two coordinated proper
nouns. This discussion forms the basis for treating coordination in MSA in the next
chapter. The following section introduces the treatment of canonical antonym pairs as
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constructions.
6.3 Antonyms as constructions
This section reviews previous work on treating antonyms as constructions which was
proposed by Murphy (2006) and developed by Murphy and colleagues in Jones et al.
(2012). They examined English antonym constructions within Berkeley Construction
Grammar, as developed by Fillmore and Kay (1995). The section starts with presenting
an argument for treating antonym pairs as constructions, then moves to discussing the
treatment of English antonyms.
why antonym pairs are constructions
Semantically, antonyms are pairs of incompatible lexical items that are minimally dif-
ferent. In discourse these pairs co-occur in text more than chance would allow. This
co-occurrence of antonyms is found in high frequency in dierent languages and dierent
genres (Charles and Miller, 1989; Fellbaum, 1995; Jones, 2002; Murphy and Jones, 2008;
Murphy et al., 2009; Muehleisen and Isono, 2009; Kostic, 2011). Frequent occurrences of
a particular linguistic phenomenon leads to it being conventionalized (Goldberg, 2006).
In order to account for this sentential co-occurrence, Murphy (2006) proposed a con-
structionist model for accounting for the syntagmatic property of antonyms by treating
them as constructions, in which antonyms are presented as discontinuous lexical items.
For example, an antonymous pair like rich/poor represents one lexical construction that
appears discontinuously in a sentence like (211) below. These complex lexical units tend
to be used within contrastive grammatical constructions, which makes them semantically
compatible. The pair rich/poor in sentence (211) is used in a coordinating frame X and
Y.
(211) He was always very gracious to everyone, poor and rich. (Murphy, 2006: 14)
Construction Grammar is an appropriate theoretical model for accounting for canon-
ical antonym pairs because it does not separate syntax and semantics. Constructions
are pairings of form and meaning, and they are considered to be the building blocks of
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grammar. The characteristics of canonical antonyms correspond to how a grammati-
cal construction is dened, and therefore CxG can be easily applied in the description of
canonical antonyms. Canonical antonyms refer to antonymous lexical items that are con-
ventionally recognized as such with no need for contextual cues (Murphy, 2003). These
pairs co-occur in text in contrasting constructions serving certain functions in high fre-
quency. Frequency is another characteristic that canonical antonyms share with con-
structions. The degree to which a certain construction is conventionalized is dependent
on how frequent this grammatical construction is used for that meaning. Antonymous
pairs co-occur frequently in certain frames to signal particular pragmatic functions, which
makes them a strong candidate to be constructions.
Moreover, psycholinguistic studies show that canonical antonyms need form-based as
well as meaning-based mental representations (Paradis et al., 2009; Jones et al., 2012;
Weijer et al., 2014). Antonyms are opposed to each other on the level of concept (Fell-
baum, 1995). For example, hot, warm, and boiling can be antonyms of cool, freezing, and
cold because conceptually, they lie on opposing sides of the temperature scale. However,
canonical antonyms require lexical conventionalization in addition to conceptual opposi-
tion. Therefore, dierent pairings of these words lie on dierent levels of conventional-
ization, and therefore canonicity. An evidence for this is presented by Murphy (2003) in
the pair black and white. Their entrenchment as antonyms leads to the contrastive sense
to be transferred to their other `non-contrastive' senses. For example, white coee was
used as an opposite to black coee because white is the lexical (form-based) antonym of
black and not because the colour of coee with milk is white (meaning-based).
Research also suggests that language users often construe ad hoc opposing phrases
either in the vicinity of canonical pairs as in the case of ancillary use of antonyms (Jones,
2002) or not (Davies, 2013). This is because antonymy relation is construed on context
(Murphy, 2003). Canonical antonym pairs are also context sensitive. For instance, while
cool and warm are canonical anotnyms, cool is not a good antonym of warm when
referring to coats warm coat/ # cool coat - light coat (Jones et al., 2012: 103).
A pair of co-occurring canonical antonyms shares similar properties with a gram-
matical construction. Therefore, canonical antonyms are treated as constructions. The
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following section presents the constructionist account of English antonym pairs as pre-
sented in Jones et al. (2012).
6.3.1 English Antonym Constructions in BCG
This part of the section reviews the constructionist treatment of English antonymous
pairs (Jones et al., 2012). Although the framework followed for this purpose is Berkeley
Construction Grammar, `the properties of CxG that are relevant for the present purposes
are generic properties of all constructionist approaches' (Jones et al., 2012: 103). To
explain the approach adopted by Jones et al. (2012), I take the pair tall/short as an
example of canonical antonyms.
In the treatment presented by Jones et al. (2012), particular pairs of antonyms, like
tall and short, are thought of as instantiations of a schematic Antonym Construction.
The construction of the pair tall/short is modelled formally in Figure 6.8 which shows
that the two words are the daughters of a lexical mother with a syntax of [+LEX] and
UNIT 2, and pragmatics of contrast. The feature [+LEX] indicates that the mother is
a lexical item, and the feature UNIT2 indicates that this mother consists of two parts
which are also lexical. The pragmatic feature contrast means that opposition is at the
level of pragmatics. This feature allows the construction to unify with contrastive frames.
In BCG, constructions are put in a hierarchy which allows them to unify if their features
are compatible.
Figure 6.8: The antonym construction tall/short
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The schematic Antonym Construction, however, is lexically unlled. It is dened
as `an unlexicalized construction that serves as the framework for lexicalized antonym
constructions and that can also be used in the generation of new antonym pairings in
context (i.e. antonym constructs)' (Jones et al., 2012: 116). Jones et al. (2012) give
a schematic representation of the antonym construction, repeated in Figure 6.9. This
representation allows the Antonym Construction to license opposition in context because
it does not specify a certain opposition relation, such as converseness for example (Jones
et al., 2012: 119). The construction is licensed when the context indicates contrastive
proposition.
Figure 6.9: The Antonym Construction (Jones et al., 2012: 119)
The Antonym Construction is assigned four properties (Jones et al., 2012: 116). These
four properties constrain the construction as follows. The rst property states that
`the entire construction is specied as lexical [+LEX]'. This is in order to distinguish
it from phrasal -LEX constructions. By introducing this feature, they introduced a
type of lexical construction that has daughters. The second property of the Antonym
construction assigns two daughters for it. These two daughters are usually +LEX, too;
which means that the construction consists of two discontinuous lexical items. The third
property states that `a feature UNIT is specied as 2'. This means that this feature is
introduced to specify that this construction consists of two lexical items not just one.
Finally, the fourth property is that `pragmatically, the two daughters are considered to
be minimally dierent for the purposes at hand'. This refers to the pragmatic feature
specication CONTRAST that aligns pragmatic and semantic properties of the pair of
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antonyms. It is a feature of the mother not the daughters. This allows for accounting for
both conventionalized antonymous pairs (canonical ones) and those that are contextually
instantiated.
The antonym construction `posits no linear or hierarchical syntactic relations among
the members of the antonym pair' (Jones et al., 2012: 121). This allows variation in
antonym order.
Looking at antonyms as a single constructions in this way is benecial in several
ways. First the Antonym Construction provides a means to explain the observed high
co-occurrence of antonymous pairs. The Antonym Construction can also help account for
the special case of canonical antonyms and their representation in the lexicon. Canonical
antonyms require both semantic and lexical relation between two concepts. Finally, the
Antonym Construction can explain how certain pairs of antonyms have become so con-
ventionalized in their frames that they acquired an idiomatic meaning as in the Idiomatic
Antonymy category.
6.4 Concluding remarks
This chapter has presented an introduction to Construction Grammar with special refer-
ence to SBCG. It showed that CxG oers a suitable model for accounting for antonymous
pairs in text, and explained previous work on canonical antonyms form a construction
grammar point of view. The importance of this chapter is that it showed that canonical
antonyms are suitable candidates to be constructions because they represent a form-
meaning pairing. The chapter sets the oor for an investigation of antonymy in Arabic
using SBCG which is a modal for the syntax-semantics interface. Antonym constructions
and coordination constructions in Arabic are presented in the following chapter.
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Chapter 7
A SBCG account of antonyms and
coordination in MSA
The main goal of this chapter is to provide a constructionist account of antonymous pairs
co-occurring in Arabic text using Sign-Based Construction Grammar. Pairs of canonical
antonyms are argued to be an instantiation of a lexical construction, the antonym-cxt.
I use SBCG to present an account of antonyms as constructions, and of some conven-
tionalised uses of antonyms. First, section 7.1 introduces the antonym construction. It
is divided into two subsections. The rst subsection discusses semantic and pragmatic
aspects of antonymy in which I follow Murphy (2003) in that `semantic considerations
are at least as important as pragmatic' ones (Murphy, 2003: 174). The second subsec-
tion discusses the formalised antonym construction and the construct antonym-cxt that
licenses it.
As was discussed in the previous chapters, antonymous pairs are found coordinated
in text more than in any other construction, such as negation or comparison. Therefore,
section 7.2 of this chapter investigates the coordination construction. A general discussion
of Arabic coordination and agreement is presented with examples. On the basis of this
discussion, I present the SBCG account of Arabic coordination.
Lastly, some uses of coordinated antonyms become conventionalised over time so that
they develop specic meanings of their own. An example of this is when antonyms are
coordinated in order to refer to a single domain shared by the pair. This use is referred
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to as Unity in Jones's (2002) investigation of English antonyms and is hound in the MSA
data in this study, see section 5.13. In this use the pair of antonyms is presented `as
one large noun phrase rather than two small noun phrases' (Jones, 2002: 100). The
third section of this chapter investigates Unity as an example of conventionalisation of
constructions and compares it to coordinating antonyms for Inclusiveness.
7.1 Antonym constructions in SBCG
A construction in SBCG sketches out relevant information regarding all levels of lin-
guistic representation. The relevant information for the antonym construction is in its
semantic and pragmatic features. For this reason, the rst part of this section reviews
some semantic and pragmatic considerations regarding antonymy. These two levels are
equally important because contrast is triggered on the contextual level, and convention-
alised canonical pairs share a semantic relation. The syntax and, in more cases than
not, morphological template of the construction are parallel to each other. When a pair
is presented as pragmatically contrastive, less parallel semantic and morphological fea-
tures are overlooked. When pairs of antonyms are conventionalised and they acquire a
canonical status, they appear in less parallel structures.
Semantic and pragmatic considerations
This section sets the background for understanding how a conventionalised antonym con-
struction is used in discourse. It presents a link between our understanding of antonymy
relations in context and how this understanding is represented in SBCG terminology.
First, I review how an antonymous implicature is construed pragmatically in context.
Then a conventionalised pair of antonyms is discussed as having a semantic relation.
Canonical pairs of antonyms co-occur in certain parallel contrastive structures. This
phenomenon was found in a number of languages: English (Mettinger, 1994; Jones,
2002; Jones and Murphy, 2005), Swedish (Murphy et al., 2009), Japanese (Muehleisen
and Isono, 2009), Serbian (Kostic, 2011), Qura'anic Arabic (Hassanein, 2012), and Chi-
nese (Hsu, 2015). These contrastive structures were also found in English to host non-
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canonical oppositions, triggering a contrastive implicature between them (Davies, 2013).
Contrast is generated locally in context; and therefore, words have dierent opposites
in dierent contexts. For example, while the two words aloof and human are not in an
opposition relation lexically, they are presented as opposed to each other in the sentence
(212).
(212) Let the professionals remember that the politicians that the public likes best are
not the aloof ones but the human ones.(Guardian; In Jeries, 2010: 36)
The opposition between these words is triggered in this context by the fact that they
are parallel to each other along with the contrastive structure X but Y (Jeries, 2010;
Jones et al., 2012). From a Frame Semantics point of view, contrasting phrases share
the same frame or at least a higher inherited frame (Uchida and Fujii, 2011). The two
opposing words in (212), for example, both refer to TRAITS OF POLITICIANS. In other
words, the context these two words are found in frames them as opposites. They are two
adjectives used to describe two types of the same group. The opposition relation between
aloof and human is not a lexical relation; instead, the contrast between these two words
is triggered in actual language use through a contrastive implicature. The implicature
in this sentence is that politicians who keep their distance are less human than those
who are closer to the public. It also implicates that the word human entails warm and
empathetic (Jeries, 2010).
Contrast originates pragmatically in conversational implicature, and using the same
construction for the same implicature frequently can lead to the implicature being se-
mantically associated with the construction. This process of form-meaning association
can lead to implicature conventionalisation (Kay and Fillmore, 1999). A construction
that received much investigation in the construction grammar literature is the `what's X
doing Y' (WXDY). This construction is not a contrastive construction, but it shows how
implicature can be conventionalised:
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While the WXDY construction may have had its origin in conversational
implicatures - through situations in which the individual A is clearly up to
no good and B asks what A is doing - the semantics of incongruity is now
CONVENTIONALLY associated with a special morphosyntax of WXDY con-
structs. (Kay and Fillmore, 1999: 5; emphasis original)
This conventionalisation of implicature can happen both over time and over the course of
language acquisition (Bybee, 2013). The result is a construction that has to be accounted
for independently of its compositional meaning.
Going back to the sentence in example (212), if the words human and aloof are used
repeatedly over time in dierent contrastive structures, they may acquire a canonical
antonym status. Only then do parallel contrastive constructions become less required to
frame these two words as contrastive.
Following from this argument, less conventionalised pairs of opposites need to be
parallel to each other syntactically and semantically. Syntactically parallel means that
the two pairs share the same distribution in the sentence, such as not the aloof ones but
the human ones in sentence (212). Both human and aloof occur in the structure the ADJ
ones. Semantically parallel, on the other hand, means that they share all of their semantic
features except one (Murphy et al., 2015). However, more conventionalised antonymous
pairs, i.e. canonical antonyms, do not always require these contrastive frames. Therefore,
less parallel use of antonymous pairs can emerge.
A constructionist account of canonical antonyms
This section presents a formalised account of the antonym construction in Arabic using
SBCG by outlining where it stands in the type hierarchy, what combinatorial construction
licenses its construct, and how it accounts for the co-occurrence of antonymous pairs in
text. Examples from Arabic are then presented to show this construction at work.
SBCG assumes two parts in a grammar of a language. The rst part is the con-
structicon which lists the listemes and constructions of the language that provide the
descriptions of specic feature structures of the language. The other part of the gram-
mar is the grammar signature which species general properties of feature structures
and outlines the type hierarchy of the language. In the constructicon, the antonym con-
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struction proposed in this chapter is an expression that is licensed by a combinatorial
construction with the name antonym-cxt which is composed of feature structures that im-
pose certain constraints on its mother and two daughters. This antonym-cxt is specied
in the grammar signature as of type symmetrical relation expression and is incorporated
in the type hierarchy as is shown in (213).
(213) expression
overt-expr
phrase sym-rel-expr
covert-expr
The tree in (213) outlines part of the type hierarchy presented by Sag (2012). I
propose that this part is the same as the type hierarchy of the Arabic language. The tree
shows the type expression and the types below it. A construction of the type expression
can be either covert or overt. A covert expression is not lexically realised such as gap.
An overt expression has the maximal type phrase and the proposed symmetrical-relation-
expression. The type symmetrical-relation-expression (sym-rel-expr) is a maximal type
that satises all its super-types overt-expr and sign. It is a `relation expression' because
the expression is composed of two semantically related words. It is also `symmetrical'
because the two words share a reciprocal relationship. A symmetrical relation is a relation
shared by two signs, as such each one bears the same relation to the other. For example,
the antonym of long is short and the antonym of short is long.
The maximal type sym-rel-expr can arguably account for any semantically related
words that have symmetrical relation like antonyms, synonyms, and co-hyponyms. How-
ever, for the purpose of this study, only the antonym construction is examined as of type
symmetrical-relation-expression.
The construct that licenses the antonym-cxt is sketched out in (214) below. The
mother of the antonym-cxt poses further restrictions on its semantics in addition to the
compositionality principle discussed earlier.1 There are two restrictions: that they have a
lexical relation, and that this relation is reciprocal. Before going through the construction
in detail, I rst introduce the frame word-relation-fr used in it. This frame is adopted
1The compositionality principle states that the semantics of the daughters combine to form the
semantics of the mother (Sag et al., 2003). See chapter 6.
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from FrameNet (https://framenet.icsi.berkeley.edu)2. It species the frame element signs
for the two related words when they are symmetrical. For example, antonym pairs like
long/short or co-hyponyms like table/chair are both labelled signs as one unit. Otherwise,
the frame elements sign1 and sign2 are assigned for asymmetrical word relations, e.g.
mother/daughter.
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Looking at the construction in (214) from top to bottom, the semantics of the mother
in the antonym construction is indexed as x . The FRAMES feature lists two frames in
addition to the principle of compositionality represented in the construction as  L1, L2.
The rst frame is the word-relations-fr, which has the frame element signs with the two
daughters, y and z, as its value. The second frame is the recip-fr which applies the second
restriction on the pair that they are reciprocal. The CNTXT feature species that the
mother is contrastive. The contrastive-fr is a frame that I introduce in order to account
for a pair of antonyms. It has two frame elements: incompatible which labelled as l1. This
is to show that the mother in any antonym construction chooses two incompatible signs
to be its daughters. The other frame element is minimally-dierent which is labelled as
l2, to indicate that these incompatible signs have to be minimally dierent.
The DTRS feature of the antonym-cxt is a list of two daughters labelled y and z.
Because the antonym-cxt is a non-headed construction, neither of the two daughters is
labelled HD-DTR (head daughter), and therefore nothing is said about their order. The
local top handle for both daughters is the same. This labels the shared frame between the
2FrameNet is a project run by the University of Berkeley based on frame semantics (Fillmore, 1982).
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two daughters, because as was show earlier when the semantic and pragmatic properties
of antonyms were discussed, a pair of antonyms have a top frame that they share. Their
semantic frames combine to be added to the word relation frame (word-relations-fr) and
reciprocal frame (recip-fr) in the mother.
This schematic construction represents how co-occurring canonical antonym pairs are
represented in any language. The English antonymous pair leave/stay in the sentence
Pat left but Jane stayed is licensed by the same construction. Two incompatible but
minimally dierent words that stand in a symmetrical word relation are contrasted.
The antonym-cxt says nothing about the syntax of the mother and daughters. It only
poses restrictions on their semantics and pragmatics. This allows oppositions of dierent
syntactic categories to be construed locally. This construction accounts for canonical
antonymous pairs that have been conventionalised in the lexicon so that less parallel
occurrences are allowed.
The focus of this chapter, however, is to investigate the antonym-cxt in Arabic. The
sentence in (215) shows an example of the antonym-cxt. The two nouns I. mÌ'@ alhubb
`love' and èQº Ë@ alkurh `hate' occur in a coordinated construction. They are licensed
together as two contrasting word instantiations of a single domain.
(215)

A ®K
Y ðYªË@ð

@ðY« K
YË@ I. Ê
® 	JK
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la
don't
tufrit.
overdo
fI
in
al-hubb
the-love
wa-l-kurh
and-the-hate
fa-qad
for-might
yanqalibu
turn
a-s.s.adIqu
the-friend
Qaduwan
enemy
wa-l-Qaduwu
and-the-enemy
s.adIqan
friend
Don't overdo/exaggerate love and hate for one day the friend might turn to an
enemy and the enemy to a friend
I rst sketch out the constructions for I. mÌ'@ alh ubb `love', in Figure 7.1, and èQºË@
alkurh `hate', in Figure 7.2, separately, then show them in an antonym construction.
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Figure 7.1: Representation of the sign I. mÌ'@ alh ubb `love'266666666666666666666666666666666666666664
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Figure 7.2: Representation of the sign èQºË@ alkurh `hate'266666666666666666666666666666666666666664
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The FORM feature in the AVM is replaced by a MORPH feature in Arabic signs (Islam
et al., 2010). MORPH lists the root and template of Arabic words. The LTOP in both
words is the emotions-fr.3 The two signs share their morphological template, their syntax,
and much of their semantics.
Figure 7.3 (overleaf) shows a mapping of the two signs into the schematic antonym-
cxt.
The representation of the antonym-cxt in (214) accounts for co-occurring antonymous
pairs sharing a lexical relation. They do not have to be parallel in terms of their syntax.
The construction of the antonym pair love/hate in Figure 7.3, however, indicates that
the mother and daughters share the same syntax. This is a reection of their use in this
particular construction rather than a rule for all antonym pairs. This construction shows
antonyms co-occurring in a given sentence in the same part of speech, having the same
argument structure, and in more cases than not having the same morphology, i.e. the
prototypical pair.
Minimal dierence is key to the prototypicality of antonym pairs, and parallelism
forces members of an antonym pair to be morphosyntactically similar such that both
items can serve similar roles in a grammatical structure. In the Arabic data, 92% of
antonymous pairs are parallel to each other syntactically. Therefore, I regard antonym
pairs with parallel syntax as the prototypical antonym construction, as it has been pro-
posed since Lako (1987) that regular constructions are prototypes while idiosyncratic
ones inherit properties from more central constructions. However, my treatment does not
put these constructions in a hierarchy that would allow inheritance. The antonym-cxt
accounts for canonical antonyms co-occurring in text.
The antonym-cxt does not enforce syntactic parallelism on the co-occurring antonym
pair, as it is a condition imposed on the antonyms from the schematic constructions
that host them. The advantage of not including information about parallel syntax in
the antonym construction is that less parallel antonym co-occurrences are included in
the constraints posited by the construction. This is because less-parallel occurrences
cannot inherit all features of their super-type; and inheritance in SBCG must be complete
3The frame emotion-fr is adopted from FrameNet list of frames in https://framenet.icsi.berkeley.edu
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Figure 7.3: Formal representation of I. mÌ'@ `love' and èQºË@ `hate' as a construction
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because partial inheritance is not allowed (Boas, 2013).
7.2 The coordination construction
The antonym construction is a lexical construction and does not generally stand alone.
Therefore, it is always hosted inside another syntactic construction. The antonym-cxt
is found in a coordination schematic construction more than any other construction, or
syntactic frame as it is referred to in the literature (Jones, 2002; Davies, 2013; Murphy
et al., 2009; Kostic, 2011). In fact, 49.33% of the Arabic dataset consists of sentences
hosting antonymous pairs in coordinated signs or clauses. This high co-occurrence of
antonyms in coordination constructions is found cross-linguistically, as has been shown
earlier in chapter 5. For this reason, I present a constructionist treatment of coordination
in Arabic in this section. My treatment of coordination in Arabic takes after Chaves
(2007, 2012, 2014), discussed in chapter 6.
I rst present idiosyncratic characteristics of coordination in Arabic that would need
special treatment not present in Chaves's treatment of English coordination such as
dual number and gender agreement. After that, I resolve agreement issues between the
coordination construction and the verbal head for Arabic. At the end of the section,
more examples are provided to show how the antonym construction and the coordination
construction combine.
Idiosyncrasies of Arabic coordination
In Arabic, only phrases of the same syntactic category are coordinated. Coordinates
also always share the same case, in coordinated noun phrases, and the same mood, in
coordinated verb phrases. This makes Chaves's (2012) treatment appealing as it poses
the constraint that all coordinates need to have the same category.
However, there are several uses of wa- `and' where the two connected parts do not
share the same syntax. One of these uses is exemplied in sentence (216).
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(216) Bñ¢Ó èAK
 @ð HYm
' (Ryding: 2005, 308)
tah

addat

a
talked
wa-Piyahu
and-him
mut.awwalan
for.a.long.time
He talked with him for a long time.
In this sentence, wa- does not function as a conjunction particle but rather as a `connector
which takes the accusative case (waaw al-maQiyya) on a following noun, signifying con-
comitance or accompaniment' (Ryding, 2005: 308). Yet another use of wa- is presented
in sentence (217).
(217) Y®K
ð Pñm.'
 B

@ (PabI allaham, http://www.lesanarab.com/kalima/Y¯)
Palla
not.to
yaÃura
oppress
wa-yaqs.idu
and-be.fair
[he has to] not oppress. Be fair.
Sentence (217) above shows the particle ð wa- `and' in a non-coordinating use. In this
sentence, wa- is used as an introductory particle that introduces a new topic (Ryding,
2005). It indicates `that the argument or discussion is still ongoing with no major breaks'
(Al-Batal, 1990: 246). In this use, the second phrase does not share the same inection
for case or mood with the rst phrase.
The present treatment concerns conjunction only. The examples presented through-
out the following discussion show several ways in which agreement between the verb and
subject is aected by word order and conjunction.
`[T]he coordinate structure has the same grammatical function and category as the
conjuncts' (Chaves, 2007: 19). Therefore, agreement between a coordinated phrase and
the verb needs to be addressed. Regarding number agreement, a coordinated structure
is semantically plural (Al-Batal, 1990). Coordination has an additive nature where two
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single phrases make a plural mother.4 Sentence (218) below shows that this is also the
case for Arabic.
(218) . éK
P@Yg. @ñÖÞP Ñî DPYÓð H. C¢Ë@
a-t.t.ullabu
the-studentsMASC.PL
wa-mudarrisatu-hum
and-teacher-theirFEM.SNG
rasamu
drew3RD.MASC.PL
Ãidariyyah
mural
The students and their teacher drew a mural.
In this sentence, `the students', which is a plural noun, along with `their teacher' have
painted a mural. This plurality is shown on the verb @ñÖÞP as it is marked with plural
sux ð `u'. However, sentences in (219) below show that two singular noun phrases give
a dual coordination construction, which is also marked on the verb.
(219) a. . éK
P@Yg. AÖÞP éPYÓð I. ËA¢Ë@
a-t.t.alibu
the-studentMASC.SNG
wa-mudarrisu-hu
and-teacher-hisMASC.SNG
rasama
drew3RD.MASC.DL
Ãidariyyah
mural
The student and his teacher drew a mural.
b. . éK
P@Yg. AJÖÞP Aî DPYÓð éJ. Ë A¢Ë@
a-t.t.alibatu
the-studentFEM.SNG
wa-mudarrisatu-ha
and-teacher-herFEM.SNG
rasamata
drew3RD.FEM.DL
Ãidariyyah
mural
The student and her teacher drew a mural.
In sentence (219a), the student is a singular masculine noun and `his teacher' is a singular
masculine noun, too. The verb is, therefore, marked as dual and masculine. Similarly,
sentence (219b) shows a similar pattern as sentence (219a); it only diers in that the
nouns, and therefore the verb, are feminine. I follow Chaves (2014) that the features
of the daughters are unied in the features of the mother. If the coordinates are both
singular, the mother's number feature is dual. If one or more of the coordinates is a dual
or plural noun, the number feature in the mother is plural.
4Chaves (2014) argues that this cumulative nature is not restricted to noun phrases; verb phrases
produce event pluralities, too.
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The same feature unication procedure can be used to account for gender agreement
where two masculine/feminine coordinates give a masculine/feminine mother as in (219a)
and (219b) respectively. When two phrases that dier in gender are coordinated the
mother is always masculine, as in (220) below.
(220) . éK
P@Yg. AÖÞP éJPYÓð I. ËA¢Ë@
a-t.t.alibu
the-studentMASC.SNG
wa-mudarrisatu-hu
and-teacher-hisFEM.SNG
rasama
drew3RD.MASC.DL
Ãidariyyah
mural
The student and his teacher drew a mural.
Agreement in Arabic, however, is not straightforward and there are several syntactic
and semantic constraints that need to be taken in consideration. As seen in the examples
above, the verb is marked for agreement with the subject in number, person, and gender.
This agreement paradigm is aected by word order (Aoun et al., 2009). For example,
the verb shows full agreement with the subject in sentences with SVO order as in the
sentences (218) - (220) discussed above, and in sentence (221) below.
(221) . éÊJ
Ôg.
éK
P@Yg. @ñÖÞP H. C¢Ë@
a-t.t.ullabu
the-studentsMASC.PL
rasamu
drew3RD.MASC.PL
Ãidariyyatan
mural
ÃamIlah
beautiful
The students drew a beautiful mural.
However, the verb shows partial agreement in VSO order. In VSO order, the verb is
always singular but agrees in gender with the subject as in sentence (222) below.
(222) . éÊJ
Ôg.
éK
P@Yg. H. C¢Ë@ ÕæP
rasama
drew3RD.MASC.SNG
a-t.t.ullabu
the-studentsMASC.PL
Ãidariyyatan
mural
ÃamIlah
beautiful
The students drew a beautiful mural.
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Both sentences (221) and (222) have the same interpretation in English. Sentence (221)
is in SVO word order. The verb agrees fully with the subject; it is marked as masculine
and plural. Sentence (222), on the other hand, is in VSO word order. In this case the
verb agrees partially with the subject, i.e. in gender only. The subject is masculine and
therefore the verb is masculine, too. Similarly, when the subject is feminine as in (223)
below, the verb is marked as feminine, too.
(223) . éÊJ
Ôg.
éK
P@Yg. HAJ. Ë A¢Ë@ IÖÞP
rasamat
drew3RD.FEM.SNG
a-t.t.alibatu
the-studentsFEM.PL
Ãidariyyatan
mural
ÃamIlah
beautiful
The students drew a beautiful mural.
The subject HAJ. Ë A¢Ë@ at.t.alibatu `the students' is in the regular feminine plural ending
with H@. The verb agrees with it in gender and is marked with H at the end.
Agreement is even more complicated when the subject is a coordinated construction.
The SVO sentences (218) - (220) above show the verb agreeing with the coordinated
construction as a whole. The verb is marked as dual when the coordinated phrases are
singular as in (219a) - (220); or as plural otherwise as in (218). However, when the
sentence is in VSO order, the verb agrees only with the rst conjunct as in sentence
(224) below.
(224) . éK
P@Yg. AîE. C£ð éPYÖÏ @ IÖÞP
rasamat
drew3RD.FEM.SNG
al-mudarrisatu
the-teacherFEM.SNG
wa-t.ullabu-ha
and-students-herMASC.PL
Ãidariyyah
mural
The teacher and her students drew a mural.
The verb is marked as singular and feminine because it agrees with the rst conjunct in
the coordination construction,
é PY ÖÏ @ almudarrisah `the teacher'. This special case
of agreement is called in the literature Arabic Conjunct-Sensitive Agreement (ACSA).
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This agreement asymmetry cannot be captured by feature unication. Therefore, I pro-
pose that the VSO construction imposes an agreement paradigm of its own and blocks
agreement with the mother of the coordination construction.
Based on the characteristics of Arabic agreement discussed above, the next section
explains how coordination in Arabic can be accounted for in SBCG.
Coordination Construction
The account presented by Chaves (2012) for the coordination construction (coord-cxt)
can be extended to Arabic coordination. The daughters in the coord-cxt are two, or more,
conjuncts. The rst of these conjuncts is marked as [CRD -] while the rest are marked
as [CRD +]. The number and gender values of the daughters get unied in the mother
where agreement is decided. I propose that the Arabic Conjunct-Sensitive Agreement
(ACSA) is not determined by the coord-cxt but rather enforced by the head-complement-
cxt when the verb is combined with its complement. In this section both constructions
are discussed.
Chaves (2014) presents a SBCG account of one type of coordination, one that he
calls the non-Boolean conjunction. The main characteristic of this type of coordination
is that it combines the features of the daughters to make a plurality. The formalism for
this type of coordination is sketched out in (225) where the rst conjunct is marked as
[CRD -], while the CRD feature for the second, and subsequent, daughters has the value
(conj)unction.
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(225) Non-Boolean conjunction (and the shared dependent condition) (Chaves, 2014:
859)2666666666666666666666666664
26666666664
phrase
SYN
"
 

XPz00 , ... , XP
zn
n
#
SEM
24INDEX k
RELS
n
k = i  j, z 0 = x 0  y0, ... zn = xn  yn
o
[ P [ Q
35
37777777775
!
26666666664
SYN
"
 

XPx00 , ... , XP
xn
n
#
SEM
24INDEX i
RELS P
35
CRD -
37777777775
26666666664
SYN
"
 

XP
y0
0 , ... , XP
yn
n
#
SEM
24INDEX j
RELS Q
35
CRD conj
37777777775
3777777777777777777777777775
Chaves uses formal semantics in this construction. The feature relations (RELS) replaces
the feature FRAMES which is based on frame semantics. In this feature the mother's
index k shows the unication of the index of both daughters k = i  j. The unication
of the daughters' relations P [ Q is similar to the compositionality principle where the
lists of frames in the daughters are combined in the mother L1  L2. The   in the
SYN feature records all shared syntactic dependencies (EXTRA, VAL, SLASH [GAP],
and SEL), and any one of these dependencies can replace   (Chaves, 2014: 259). This
feature accounts for across-the-board extraction, deletion, and agreement. I argue that
in order to account for gender agreement both summative agreement and rst conjunct
agreement are needed. This is explored further below when ACSA is addressed.
Some features presented by Chaves (2007, 2012), and adopted here, are based on the
ellipsis-based account of coordination presented in Beavers and Sag (2004) using HPSG.
However, the coordination construction here is viewed as a unit rather than a shortened
version of another clause. A coord-cxt can function as a constituent in the sentence
similar to a single sign. For example, in sentence (226), the construction Q 	ª

@ð Q.»

@ Pakbar
wa-Ps. _gar `bigger and smaller' shows two signs of the category adjective coordinated to
form a single adjective phrase that functions as a predicative adjective in the sentence.
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(226) ÉKAË@ 	áÓ Q 	ª

@ð Q. »

@ HAÓñÊªÓð , HZA HYK. 	à@ HAÓñÊªÓð (arTenTen: doc.id:
4911851, s.id: 106506189)
wa-maQlumatin
and-information
Pin
if
badat
revealed
saPat
upset
wa-maQlumatin
and-information
Pakbaru
bigger
wa-Pas. _garu
and-smaller
min
than
a-ssaPil
the-asker
and information if revealed will upset people, and information that is bigger and
smaller than the person asking about it.
In other words, the coordinated phrases make up a bigger phrase that can also function
as a constituent in the sentence. The sentence (226), for example, is not related to similar
sentences like the ones in (227). Instead, each of the sentences in (227) is the result of
dierent coordination. The coordination in (227a) is a coordination of two clauses; and
the coordination in (227b) is a coordination of two phrases.
(227) a. ÉKAË@ 	áÓ Q 	ª

@ HAÓñÊªÓð ÉKAË@ 	áÓ Q.»

@ HAÓñÊªÓð
wa-maQlumatin
and-information
Pakbaru
bigger
min
than
a-ssaPil
the-asker
wa-maQlumatin
and-information
Pas. _garu
smaller
min
than
a-ssaPil
the-asker
and information bigger than the asker and information smaller than the asker.
b. ÉKAË@ 	áÓ Q 	ª

@ð ÉKAË@ 	áÓ Q.»

@ HAÓñÊªÓð
wa-maQlumatin
and-information
Pakbaru
bigger
min
than
a-ssaPil
the-asker
wa-Pas. _garu
and-smaller
min
than
a-ssaPil
the-asker
and information bigger than the asker and smaller than the asker.
Moreover, sentence (228) shows that two coordinate singular nouns have a dual mother.
In the rst part of the sentence, the word 	àAJ
  sayPan `two things' is dual and requires
a dual referent. In the second part of the sentence, which is introduced by  	¯ fa-, the two
nouns
èAJ
mÌ'@ð HñÖÏ @ al-mawt wa-l-hayat `life and death' provide the dual referent.
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(228)
èAJ
mÌ'@ð HñÖÏA 	¯ 	àA 	 	«AJ. JÖÏ @ 	àAJ
 Ë@ AÓ

A 	¯ (arTenTen: doc.id: 2239701, s.id: 51611814)
fa-Pamma
and-as.for
a-ssayPan
the-two.things
al-mutaba_gi¡an
the-hateful.of.each.other
fa-l-mawtu
-the-death
wa-l-hayat
and-the-life
the two things hateful of each other are death and life
Sentence (228) is an equational clause with no verb present. Verbal clauses, on the
other hand, can have either SVO word order or VSO word order. I discuss the use of the
antonym-cxt as a subject in both word orders in order to account for the ACSA discussed
above. To do this, I rst discuss the Subject-Predicate construction that licenses SVO
sentences. After that I discuss the Head-Complement Construction that licenses VSO
sentences.
The subj-pred-cl construction in (229) below is taken from Sag (2012). I add the
feature AGR for agreement to its SYN feature to show that the head daughter agrees
with the subject in number and gender. If the subject is a coordinated phrase, then
agreement is decided through   that unies gender features of the daughter coordinates.
Therefore, the head daughter in the subject-predicate construction, i.e. the verb, agrees
with the mother of the coord-cxt.
(229) Subject-Predicate Construction ("subj-head-cxt):266666666666666666666666664
MTR

SYN Y !
h
VAL hi
i
DTRS
*
X :
266664
CAT
h
CASE nominative
i
AGR
24NUMBER i
GENDER j
35
377775, Z :
2666666666666666664
SYN Y :
266666666666666664
CAT
2664
VF n
INV -
AUX -
3775
MRKG unmrk
VAL
D
X
E
AGR
24NUMBER i
GENDER j
35
377777777777777775
3777777777777777775
+
HD-DTR Z
377777777777777777777777775
I move to the Head-Complement Construction. Sag (2012) presents two types of
the Head-Complement Construction: the Predicational Head-Complement construction
(pred-hd-comp-cxt) in (230) and the Saturational Head-Complement Construction (sat-
hd-comp-cxt) in (231).
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(230) Predicational Head-Complement Construction ("headed-cxt):
pred-hd-comp-cxt )
2666666666666664
MTR
"
SYN X !

VAL
D
Y
E#
DTRS
D
Z
E
 L :nelist
HD-DTR Z :
2666664
word
SYN X :
264CAT
h
XARG Y
i
VAL
D
Y
E
 L
375
3777775
3777777777777775
(231) Saturational Head-Complement Construction ("headed-cxt):
sat-hd-comp-cxt )
26666666666666666666666664
MTR

SYN X !
h
VAL hi
i
DTRS
*
Z, Y :

AGR
h
GENDER i
i+
 L
HD-DTR Z :
266666666666664
word
SYN X :
266666666664
CAT
24verb
XARG NP
35
AGR
24NUMBER sng
GENDER i
35
VAL Y  L
377777777775
377777777777775
37777777777777777777777775
A sentence with SVO order is licensed by the Subject-Predicate Construction that pro-
duced S-VO, and the Predicational Head-Complement Construction that produces V-O.
On the other hand, VSO is considered an incident of a Saturational Head-Complement
Construction (Pollard and Sag, 1994)
I add to the daughters of the sat-hd-comp-cxt the sign Y that acts as the subject of the
verb Z. The agreement feature in Y is indexed i for its gender to show agreement in the
verb. The construction in (231) licenses sentences like rasamat a-t.t.alibatu Ãidariyyatan
ÃamIlah repeated from (223) above. The verb is singular as specied in the sat-hd-comp-
cxt. It is also marked as feminine because the subject daughter (Y ) is feminine. However,
in the sentence rasamat al-mudarrisatu wa-t.ullabu-ha Ãidariyyah repeated from (224)
above, the gender agreement comes from the rst conjunct in the coordinated structure.
The Arabic coordination construction I propose in (232) accounts for this agreement
asymmetry.
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(232) Non-Boolean conjunction in Arabic266666666666666666666666666666666666664
266666666666666664
phrase
SYN
26666664
CAT 1
AGRsum
24NUMBER numij
GENDER gendij
35
AGRi 2
37777775
SEM
24INDEX k
FRAMES L1 L2
35
377777777777777775
!
266666666666664
SYN
26664
CAT 1
AGRi 2 :
24NUMBER numi
GENDER gendi
35
37775
SEM
24INDEX i
FRAMES L1
35
CRD -
377777777777775
,
266666666666664
SYN
26664
CAT 1
AGRj
24NUMBER numj
GENDER gendj
35
37775
SEM
24INDEX j
FRAMES L2
35
CRD conj
377777777777775
377777777777777777777777777777777777775
Chaves (2014) proposed the use of   as a variable for dependencies. In the coordina-
tion construction I propose for Arabic, I replace   with AGRsum to indicate summative
agreement. I also add the feature AGRi indexed with the rst conjunct's index to indicate
ACSA. A verb in the sat-hd-comp-cxt selects the feature AGRi for agreement.
Semantically, the coordination construction adds a plurality by combining both mean-
ings of the conjoined phrases. It puts these meanings into a relationship that represents
the meaning of the coordinating particle. For example, the coordinator wa- `and' which
operates on dierent levels of discourse has an additive function (Al-Batal, 1990). The
coordinator fa- `and then' signals a successive order of the conjoined phrases in addition
to its additive function (Al-Batal, 1990). The coordinator walakinna `but' is an adver-
sative that cancels an expectation based on the rst conjoined part (Al-Batal, 1990).
Chaves (2007) argues that adversative conjunction `is also a plurality-forming conjunc-
tion' (Chaves, 2007: 81). He provides the example in (233) below to show that an adverb
can refer to the frequency of two event-types.
(233) Often, Tom goes to the beach but I stay at home. (In Chaves, 2007: 81)
In sentence (233), the adverb often predicates over both coordinated clauses Tom goes
to the beach and I stay at home.
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The examples presented in the discussion of coordination above are all composed of
two coordinated parts because the study is based on pairs of antonyms. However, the
treatment of the coordination construction can be extended to coordination in Arabic
with more than two coordinates, and without the integration with an antonym construc-
tion as some of the examples discussed above have shown.
In this section, I have presented a SBCG account of coordination in Arabic because the
antonym construction is used in a coordination construction more often than any other
construction. The section started with presenting how coordination is used in Arabic
and a discussion of ACSA. After that the coordination construction was presented with
some examples from the Arabic dataset. The section ended with an explanation of how
the antonym construction ts within both types of VSO and SVO sentences in Arabic.
7.3 Conventionalised uses of the antonym construc-
tion
The work in this thesis presented dierent functions of the antonym construction. These
functions dier according to the schematic constructions that host the antonym con-
struction. However, coordination of antonyms is used for a number of functions because,
as was discussed earlier in chapter 4, the coordination structure is polysemous. This
section presents a SBCG account of two conventionalized uses of coordination, namely
Inclusiveness and Unity.
7.3.1 Inclusiveness
Inclusiveness is the most used antonym function of coordination, and of all other antonym
functions in MSA and in other languages, too (see chapter 5). In the category of Inclu-
siveness, antonym pairs are used in a coordinating structure to indicate inclusiveness
of the pair. This use of antonyms is similar to non-Boolean conjunction that was dis-
cussed in section 7.2. For example, in Inclusiveness, as in non-Boolean conjunction, the
coordinated antonyms represent a plurality as sentence (234) shows.
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(234) AêÊ  	¯ð AêkAm.
	' H. AJ.

@ é 	¯QªÖß. HA¿QåË @ ½J
ÊÒJK. éA 	g èP@X@ úÍ@
é 	¯ A 	B AK. (arabiCorpus:
Ahram99, ref: 090199ECON04)
bi-l-Pi¡afah
in-the-addition
Pila
to
Pidarah
department
xas.ah
special
bi-tamlIk
in-possession
a-ssarikat
the-companies
bi-maQrifat
in-identifying
Pasbab
reasons
naÃahi-ha
success-its
wa-fasali-ha
and-failure-its
in addition to a special department for handing possession to companies by know-
ing the reasons behind its success and failure.
In this sentence, an annexation structure is used. The annexation structure consists of a
noun H. AJ.

@ and an annexed coordination structure of the antonyms AêÊ  	¯ð AêkAm.
	'. The
noun H. A J. 

@ Pasbab `reasons' is plural because the coordination phrase A êÊ  	¯ð A êkA m.
	'
naÃahi-ha wa-fasali-ha `success and failure' refer to two distinct properties before which
the word both can be easily inserted: `reasons behind both its success and failure'. Even
though the SBCG account of coordination does not endorse the idea that coordination is
a result of ellipsis, a non-elliptical construction of these cases is possible: `reasons behind
its success and reasons behind its failure'.
The coordination construction A êÊ  	¯ð A êkA m.
	' naÃahi-ha wa-fasali-ha `success and
failure' can be represented as in Figure 7.4, overleaf. The mother of the construction is
an antonym-cxt which marked for conjunction in its CRD feature. The two daughters
are the antonym pair naÃahi-ha/fasali-ha. Finally, the CXT-SEM show the relation
between the arguments.
The following section presents an account of another use of coordination: Unity.
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Figure 7.4: Representation of the coordination construction AêÊ  	¯ð AêkAm.
	' `success and
failure'
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7.3.2 Unity
Unity refers to the use of a pair of antonyms coordinated using `and' in English and
wa- in Arabic. This function diers from coordination for Inclusiveness in that the pair
of antonyms refers to a shared domain rather than an inclusiveness of the two separate
antonyms (Jones, 2002).
I choose to account for Unity for a number of reasons. First, it has not been accounted
for yet from a construction grammar point of view. Jones et al. (2012) accounted for
coordination in English specically within the larger construction X and Y alike but not
for Unity. Another reason for choosing this function pertains to the fact that Unity uses
a coordination construction. However, the coordination construction discussed in the
previous section does not account for this function. In Unity, the resulting coordination
is not a plurality of the two coordinated antonym pairs but rather the construction is
used to refer to a combined singular domain that unies the pair together. `Antonyms
have been brought so close together in these contexts that they function as single mulit-
word units; as one large noun phrase rather than two smaller noun phrases' (Jones, 2002:
100).
The meaning of the antonym construction along with the coordination construction in
Unity is dierent from the compositional meaning of both constructions. This use diers
from other uses of coordination in meaning and this is reected in its syntax, too. As was
discussed in section 5.13, most sentences in Unity in the Arabic data and in the English
data investigated by Jones (2002) feature a noun preceding the antonym pair. The noun
preceding the coordinated pair is always singular. In Arabic, this noun is combined to
the coordinated pair using an annexation structure. In English, this noun appears in the
frame n of X and Y (Jones, 2002).
The excerpt in (235) below is an example from the Arabic dataset of Unity of antonym
pairs.
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(235) Zú
æ
 É¿ øðAK
 éK. A J
 	« ú

	¯ ø

	YË@ð ,H. A
®ªË@ð H. @ñJ Ë @

@YJ. ÖÏ Ég. AªË@ð ÈXAªË@ J
J. ¢J Ë @
(arabiCorpus: Ahram99, ref: 020499WRIT05)
a-ttat.bIq
the-enforcement
al-Qadil
the-fair
wa-l-QaÃil
and-the-immediate
li-mabdaPi
for-principle
a-t

t

awabi
the-reward
wa-l-Qiqab
and-the-punishment
wa-llad

I
and-that
fI
in
_giyabi-h
absence-its
yatasawa
be.equal
kullu
every
sayP
thing
the fair and immediate enforcement of the principle of reward and punishment
which in its absence everything is equal
In sentence (235), the pair H. A
®ªË@ð H. @ñJË @ a-ttawab wa-l-Qiqab `reward and punishment'
is referred to as one principle that needs to be enforced. Therefore, the coordination here
cannot be accounted for using the coord-cx discussed above because the coordination in
this case dose not result in a plurality. Instead, I present the construction sketched out
in (236) below to account for this particular use of coordination.
Similar to the Inclusiveness construction discussed above, the construction accounting
for Unity in (236) combines both the antonym-cxt and the coord-cxt. It is similar to
the antonym-cxt in that the mother species two restrictions on the two daughters.
The daughters should have a reciprocal word relation. It also species that they are
contrastive. The construction is similar to the coord-cxt in that the syntax of the mother
is similar to the syntax of the two daughters. Also, the CRD feature in the second
daughter is marked. Another similarity is that the CXT-SEM indicates that there is a
coordination relation between ARG1 and ARG2 which is indexed as the mother of the
construction.
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(236) A coordination construction specic for Unity2666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666664
MTR
26666666666666666666666666664
SYN
24CAT 1
AGRsum singular
35
SEM
266666664
INDEX x
L-TOP l0
FRAMES
*24word-relations-fr
signs y z
35,
24recip-fr
RECIP-SIT s
35+
377777775
CNTXT
*2664
contrastive-fr
incompatible l1
minimally dierent l2
3775
+
CRD
h
MODE U
i
37777777777777777777777777775
DTRS
*
26666666664
SYN CAT 1
SEM
2664
LABEL z
L-TOP l0
FRAMES L1
3775
CRD -
37777777775
,
26666666666664
SYN CAT 1
SEM
2664
LABEL y
L-TOP l0
FRAMES L2
3775
CRD
24marked
MODE U
35
37777777777775
+
CXT-SEM
2666664
RELN U
INDEX x
ARG 1 y
ARG2 z
3777775
3777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777775
Two features in this construction are dierent from the coordination construction. First,
the relation of the coordination is not + as in the construct for non-boolean conjunction.
Instead, the relation here is marked as U indicating a unication of the antonym pair. The
mother also has the same L-TOP as the daughters which gives the mother its meaning.
Therefore, there is no L1 L2 in the mother's FRAMES feature that combines the frames
of the daughter.
The second dierent feature in this construction is that the mother is singular. There
is no summative agreement for number and gender as there is in the non-Boolean coordi-
nation which was discussed in the previous section. All instances of this construction in
the Arabic dataset are either in an annexation structure or a predicate of a preposition.
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Based on the schematic construction presented in (236), the pair H. A
®ªË@ð H. @ñJË @ that
is functioning as unit in sentence (235) is sketched out in Figure 7.5 overleaf. In this
construction, the category noun has a case feature with the value genitive because it is
in an annexation structure. This category of the mother is the same category in the two
daughters. The L-TOP feature is indicated to show the unit that this construction refers
to, discipline.
Unity is not a productive5 construction in the sense that not all coordinated antonym
pairs are unied in this way that they refer to a shared domain. In the Arabic dataset,
fourteen pairs of the 28 pairs of roots used in this investigation are used in this category.
There are 51 sentences in this category, but 43.13 per cent of these 51 concordance lines
contained either the nominal pairs H. @ñK/H. A
®« t

awab/Qiqab `reward/punishment' or ÐC
/H. Qk salam/h arb `peace/war'. Table 7.1 lists the antonym pairs used in this sense with
their frequency. What brings all the antonym pairs used in this sense together is that
they are nominal antonyms referring to abstract entities. This suggests that Unity can
be productive among abstract noun pairs.
Table 7.1: Antonym pairs used in Unity
antonym pair frequency
English Arabic arTenTen12 arabiCorpus Total
life/death mawt/h

ayat 3 2 5
beginning/end bidayah/nihayah 2 1 3
easiness/diculty suhulah/s.uQubah 1 0 1
success/failure naÃah

/fasal 1 1 2
male/female d

ukur/Pinat

0 1 1
largeness/smallness kubr/s.u_gr 1 1 2
length/shortness t.ul/qusr 1 0 1
winning/losing fawz/xasarah 0 3 3
optimism/pessimism tafaPul/tasaPum 0 2 2
war/peace h

arb/salam 3 5 8
rich/poor _gina/faqr 5 1 6
public/privatisation Qam/xas.xas.ah 1 0 1
reward/punishment t

awab/Qiqab 5 9 14
right/wrong h

aq/bat.il 1 0 1
strength/weakness quwwah/¡aQf 1 0 1
Total 25 26 51
5Kay (2013) argues that such semi-productive constructions should not be considered as part of the
grammar as constructions but as patterns of coinage.
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Figure 7.5: A model of the coordinated antonyms H. A
®ªË@ð H. @ñJË @ functioning as a unit
26666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666664
MTR
26666666666666666666666666664
SYN
24CAT 1
AGRsum singular
35
SEM
266666664
INDEX x
L-TOP l0
FRAMES
*24word-relations-fr
signs y z
35,
24recip-fr
RECIP-SIT s
35+
377777775
CNTXT
*2664
contrastive-fr
incompatible l1
minimally dierent l2
3775
+
CRD
h
MODE U
i
37777777777777777777777777775
DTRS
*
26666666666666666664
SYN
26666664CAT 1
2666664
noun
CASE genitive
GENDER masc
DEF yes
3777775
37777775
SEM
2664
LABEL z
L-TOP l0
FRAMES L1
3775
CRD -
37777777777777777775
,
266666666666666666666664
SYN
26666664CAT 1
2666664
noun
CASE genitive
GENDER masc
DEF yes
3777775
37777775
SEM
2664
LABEL y
L-TOP l0
FRAMES L2
3775
CRD
24marked
MODE U
35
377777777777777777777775
+
CXT-SEM
2666664
RELN U
INDEX x
ARG 1 y
ARG2 z
3777775
37777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777775
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The schematic constructions used for Unity in Arabic host nominal antonym pairs in
an annexation structure. In English, Jones (2002) found that the frame n of X and Y is
used to trigger the meaning of a unied unit. There were four instances where adjectives
were used. In these cases the adjectives function as substantives because in Arabic
adjectives do ll in as noun substitutes as they do in English (Ryding, 2005). Badawi
et al. (2004) refers to adjectives functioning as substantives as nominalized adjectives
that function in similar structures as nouns to refer to a previously mentioned noun or
have this function due to ellipsis. For example, the phrase
é 	«PA 	®Ë @ 	à 	Pð waznu alfari_gah
means `weight of the empty [vehicle]' where the adjective `the empty' refers to a previously
mentioned vehicle (Badawi et al., 2004: 119). In English, similar phrases would need a
noun or the pronoun one after the adjective .
When adjectives are used in Unity, they occur in the same schematic construction
as substantives and not adjectives. Therefore, it is hardly possible that parts of speech
other than substantives could be used for the function of referring to the whole domain
shared by the antonyms. The following sentence is an example of Unity using adjectival
antonyms.
(237) IJ
ÖÏ @ð ú
m
Ì'@ éJ
ËYg. ú

	¯ ø
 	P@QË @ É
	gYK
 (arabiCorpus: Thawra, ref: archive49015)
yadxul
enter
al-razI
Rhazes
fI
in
Ãadaliyyat
dialectic
al-h

ay
the-alive
wa-l-mayyit
and-the-dead
Rhazes enters the dialectic of the living and the dead.
The sentence in (237) presents a use of the adjective pair IJ
ÖÏ @ð ú
m
Ì'@ alh

ay walmayyit
`the living and the dead' functioning as a unit. This function is usually occupied by
nouns but as discussed earlier adjectives sometimes function as nouns. So generally the
antonym function Unity can be said to be exclusively for nominal antonyms.
This use of antonyms in Unity contrasts with other coordination of antonyms in a
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number of respects. First, as was discussed earlier it does not produce a plurality of the
antonym pair. Second, the semantics of the pair is neutralised and only the top frame in
both is referred to. Moreover, sentences in Unity cannot be the result of ellipsis; to speak
of the issue of death and the issue of life is not similar to speaking of the one issue of life
and death, for instance. A nal dierence between Unity and inclusiveness was pointed
out by Jones (2002): sentences with coordinated antonyms `can sustain the word both
before the X and Y phrase. However, this would create an uneasiness in the sentences
[of this category]' (Jones, 2002: 100).
The functions of Inclusiveness and Unity use a polysemous structure for dierent
meanings. This dierence is captured in SBCG by using two separate constructions.
SBCG does not allow polysemy of constructions. Therefore, similar forms used for dier-
ent meanings are accounted for in dierent constructions that capture subtle dierences
between them.
7.4 Concluding remarks
This chapter accounted for the antonym construction, coordination as the most frequent
host of antonyms, and the function of Unity as a conventionalization of both the antonym
construction and the coordination construction together. The function Unity is then
compared to coordination of antonyms that signals inclusiveness of the pair. These form-
meaning pairings were accounted for within the framework of SBCG.
Throughout the thesis, it was argued that canonical antonym pairs stand in a lexical
as well as conceptual relation. Therefore, antonym pairs deserve a constructionist account
as pairings of form and meaning. Antonym pairs are also related paradigmatically as well
as syntagmatically. This type of relation is captured well within a constructionist theory
of grammar.
The next chapter summarises the results of this study and discusses how they can
inform our knowledge regarding antonymy and culture. It also highlights implications of
these results on future investigations of antonymy.
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Chapter 8
Conclusion
This thesis investigates antonymy in Modern Standard Arabic using on-line and newspa-
per corpora. There are three objectives for this study. The rst objective is to arrive at a
better classication for antonym functions in text than there is available in the literature.
Previous classications either generalized the use of ancillary opposition which hid other
uses of antonyms (Jones, 2002) or focused mainly on novel oppositions in text (Davies,
2013). The second objective of the present study is to compare how antonyms are used in
MSA and English, because a comparison between the use of antonyms in the Arabic text
to English can highlight similarities and dierences in antonym use. The third objective
is to present a constructionist account for antonyms because they are form - meaning
pairings. A formalized version of Construction Grammar was chosen for this analysis.
A summary of the outcomes of these objectives is presented in section 8.1 followed by a
discussion of how these ndings reect Arabic culture in general in section8.2. Section
8.3 discusses some implications of ndings on future research.
8.1 Summary
This section presents a summary of the results of the present investigation. The section
is divided into three parts. Each part is conned to one goal of the study.
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New classication of antonym functions
In order to arrive at the new classication of antonym functions, two Modern Standard
Arabic corpora were used to complement each other. These two corpora are the ar-
TenTen12 corpus provided at the SketchEngine website and the All Newspapers part of
the arabiCorpus in the BYU website. The methodology followed for data collection was
based largely on Jones (2002). However, the main dierence is that this study investi-
gated nominal, adjectival, verbal, and adverbial antonym pairs for each root representing
a conceptual antonym pair (See chapter 3).
A new classication of antonym functions in text was presented in chapter 4 and
discussed in detail in chapter 5. This new classication takes in consideration both
form and function of the antonym pair and the constructions hosting them. Schematic
constructions hosting pairs of antonyms are rst classied according to the syntactic
structure used in them such as coordination, negation, comparative structure, preposition
phrase, and subordination. Then, the function for each one when hosting antonym
constructions is specied. These functions are grouped to form the categories of the new
taxonomy of antonym functions in Arabic text. The data showed that the coordination
construction is the most widely used structure to host antonym pairs, and that it is
found across categories, such as Inclusiveness, Antithesis, Conict, Unity, Specication,
and Association.
In addition to specic functions linked to specic forms, canonical pairs of antonyms
can trigger novel oppositions in context as was introduced by Jones (2002) in his Ancil-
lary Antonymy category. The Ancillary use of canonical antonyms operates when these
antonyms are parallel to each other and at the same time associated syntactically to
another parallel pair whether through annexation structure, modication, or other gram-
matical relations. Consequently, a contextual contrast is generated between these pairs
regardless of their schematic constructions and therefore regardless of which category of
the taxonomy they belong to.
I argued in Chapter 4 that the ancillary use of antonyms must be viewed as being
on a dierent level of categorization. The antonym construction can appear in dierent
schematic constructions with specic form and function on one level; on a dierent level,
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the antonym construction can either trigger another contrast or not within that schematic
construction.
Comparison of Arabic data and English data
Another goal this thesis sets out to achieve is a comparison between Arabic and English
antonyms based on the Arabic dataset from this study and Jones's (2002) analysis of his
English dataset. The functions of antonyms found in Arabic are similar to the ones in
English with minor dierences as was shown in chapter 5. However, dierent proportions
of these functions were observed. For example, the category Inclusiveness comprises only
21.7% of the data compared to 38.4% in Jones's Coordinated Antonymy category. Nev-
ertheless, a very clear and precise comparison of categories cannot be achieved because
of the dierences in the sampling methods and because of dierences in categorisation
in the two studies (See chapter 4). So numbers presented in this study can show general
tendencies of antonym functions in Arabic based on my descriptions of each function
rather than a denite dierence form how antonyms are used in English.
In a comparison on antonym order in both languages presented in Chapter 4, English
was found to be more stable regarding which antonym comes rst in the sentence. Al-
though Arabic pairs did show some preference towards a certain order, this preference
occurred in fewer antonymous pairs and in a smaller number of times.
Antonyms in dierent parts of speech behave similarly in Arabic and English. For
example, both Arabic and English adverbs are predictable in their behaviour. They co-
occur mostly within coordinated constructions. However, nouns and adjectives are less
predictable in that they appear in all constructions hosting antonym pairs. Investigating
cross-categorical antonyms helped in nding less parallel structures that were not found in
Jones's (2002) dataset. Therefore, some categories of antonym functions were identied,
such as the sub-category Verbal, where a verb acts on its nominal antonym. See chapter
5.
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Presenting a constructionist account of antonyms in Arabic
The third goal of this thesis was to present a construction-grammar perspective of
antonymy in Arabic using SBCG as the theoretical model. Based on a discussion of
antonym constructions in English sketched out in chapter 6, I presented the antonym-cxt
that accounts for canonical antonyms in text in chapter 7.
The antonym construction is a lexical construction that accounts for both paradig-
matic and syntagmatic properties of antonyms. The antonym pair is a paradigm, a pair
of words with a special relation, and therefore, being part of one construction reects
this property. The antonym pair has also a syntagmatic relation, and therefore, being
part of one construction explains this co-occurrence.
In chapter 7, I also discussed coordination as a construction. I chose to focus on coor-
dination because it is the most frequent host of antonyms. My account of the coordination
construction was based on Chaves' (2007, 2012, 2014) account for English coordination
and it included an explanation of how this construction ts in Arabic sentences with
SVO and VSO word order. Lastly, I discussed Unity as a function of antonyms from a
constructionist point of view and compared it to coordination for Inclusiveness. Unity
is not a highly used function in Arabic and even less so in English. However, it shows a
special use of coordination and this is the basic reason of accounting for it.
The results of the three goals of this thesis combined are in keeping with previous
ndings regarding antonymy relations. Antonyms are recognized in all investigated lan-
guages (Raybeck and Herrmann, 1996), however, cultural eects inuence how antonyms
are used in context (Jones et al., 2012). The following section reects on how antonym
use in MSA is inuenced by culture.
8.2 Cultural implications
This section presents a discussion of the results that was not covered in the main body
of the thesis regarding cultural implications of antonym functions. Cultural perspectives
can reect relations of conceptual thought, and because the relation of antonyms is
conceptual as well as lexical, they are an integral part of culture.
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The comparison between the two languages points to the direction of cultural dier-
ences. As discussed in the introduction to the thesis, antonyms are viewed dierently in
dierent cultures. In Arabic culture, the two extremes are viewed as bad, inappropriate,
or as representatives of vice. The middle point between two opposites is preferred and
appear good, appropriate, virtue.
The results of this study are in line with this perspective on how antonyms are viewed
in Arabic. The results show that antonym neutralising contexts; such as unity, simul-
taneity, coordination of negated antonym and equal comparison; are used in 9.2% of
the dataset. In addition, 22.1% of the data are used in a coordination for Inclusiveness
construction.
The rst neutralising context is Unity. This function makes use of a coordination
construction in which the antonyms' shared domain is referred to rather than the pair
itself. The second function of antonyms that neutralises the contrast between them is
Simultaneity. In contexts of simultaneity, both antonyms are true of the same situation
at the same time. This function is also found in higher rates in Swedish (Murphy et al.,
2009) and Japanese (Muehleisen and Isono, 2009), which has also been linked to cultural
factors. However, a possible reason for the dierence in numbers of sentences in this
category is that dierent coders can code sentences dierently.
Another neutralising context is coordination of negated antonyms. This construction
cancels both antonyms and focuses attention on the area in between as in the construction
Bð B not X and Y and ð

@ (not) X or Y. This construction has the same eect in both
gradable and non-gradable antonyms, despite the fact that there is no area in between
the conceptual domain of the non-gradable pairs. For instance, the pair alive/dead is
considered non-gradable out of context. However, in the sentence he is not alive to be
sought after, and not dead to be forgotten, these antonyms are cancelled and an area
between them is created.
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Moreover, the largest category of antonym function in this study can reect some
neutralisation of antonyms. In coordination for Inclusiveness, two antonyms are coordi-
nated in order to include them in a shared proposition. Jones (2002) explains that in the
context of the coordination construction:
an antonymous pair is presented equally by the text. In other words (and
perhaps paradoxically), it is the similarity between the antonyms (i.e. their
shared status as co-hyponyms of a given superordinate), rather than their in-
herent semantic dissimilarity, which is the primary focus of attention. (Jones,
2002: 63)
Another aspect of antonym use found in this study that might reect that Arabic
refrains from extreme points and prefers the middle status is that the use of extreme
antonymy is not found in the dataset. In extreme antonymy a coordination structure
is used that enhances the contrast between the antonym pair and refers to them rather
than including the area in between (Jones, 2002). This use was found in forty sentences
in the English dataset (Jones, 2002: 91). This use was also found in the Qura'an, but it
was found only once in a dataset of 1425 sentences (Hassanein, 2012).
These results suggest that antonym use is governed by cultural aspects of a language
community. Next, I show how the results are useful for future research on antonymy in
Arabic and antonymy in general.
8.3 New directions for future research
Implications of the results of this study can be summarised in three areas: investigating
the ancillary use of antonyms, the constructionist account of antonyms, and investigating
antonym use in other languages.
Reclassifying antonym functions as presented in this study shows that canonical
antonym pairs function on two levels. On one level, they have certain local function
reected by the construction hosting them and on another level they have a function
that projects on other words in the sentence. A possible area of investigation is whether
there is a structure, or several structures, that appear repeatedly in sentences within
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ancillary use. Two structures were noted in this study: annexation structure and mod-
ication. However, an investigation specic on this use of antonyms could show the
structures triggering the ancillary eect. Finding these structures can shed light on the
grammatical relations of words in that structure and how it aects opposition construal
in context.
Work on construction grammar could be extended to cover other constructions and
aspects of antonyms in Arabic. One particular area of interest is how similar or dierent
the use of coordinators other than and on the function projected by antonyms. For
example the construction of X or Y was found to signal inclusiveness of antonyms and
exhaustiveness of the domain shared by the antonym pair. The same construction was
also found to signal choice in the category Binarized Option. A constructionist account
similar to the one done on Unity in this thesis can capture the semantic and syntactic
properties of this construction. Moreover, one nding of this study is that Unity is
used among abstract nominal antonym pairs. This point needs more investigation to
nd out whether it is exclusively for abstract nouns and whether Unity is a productive
construction among this category of nouns.
This thesis adds MSA to the list of investigated languages in the antonym literature.
Although use of antonyms is relatively similar cross-linguistically, each investigated lan-
guage is unique in terms of proportions of each function and the fact that some minor
functions emerge. These dierences dier according to the culture using each language.
Therefore, this study demonstrates the need to look at other languages that might add
new functions of antonyms.
Concluding remarks
This thesis provides a corpus driven description of how antonym pairs are used in Modern
Standard Arabic. It has shown that antonym functions in Arabic are to a certain degree
similar to those found in other languages. It has presented a new classication of these
functions which refers to the ancillary use of antonyms as an eect projected on other
words regardless of the hosting construction. It has compared the use of antonyms in
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Arabic to that of English. It also has shown how an SBCG account of antonyms can
capture their syntagmatic and paradigmatic properties which taps on the lexical-syntactic
interface of grammar.
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Arabic information sheet and
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Appendix B
English information sheet and
questionnaire
INFORMATION SHEET
Dear participant,
I am asking you to participate in a study on Antonymy in Modern Standard Arabic.
Before you take part in this questionnaire, please read this information sheet on the topic
of the research.
The research will be presented to the University of Sussex for the fulllment of PhD
requirements. At the beginning, I ask respondents to provide the opposites of a number
of words in Arabic in order to determine the search words to be used in my study.
This questionnaire will take up to half an hour of your time to ll in. Any personal
details that appear in this questionnaire will be deleted before any person other than the
researcher is allowed to look at them.
Please be informed that you do not have to participate in this questionnaire, and if
you do, you have the right to withdraw from the study at any time without providing
reasons. Your submission of an answered questionnaire is an indication of your acceptance
to participate.
Thank you for taking the time to read this paper. Your participation in the question-
naire will be greatly appreciated.
For any quires regarding the questionnaire or the research, please do not hesitate to
contact the researcher:
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Rukayah AlHedayani
R.Alhedayani@sussex.ac.uk
Under the supervission of Dr M. Lynne Murphy
2013
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The purpose of this questionnaire is to determine the opposite of some Arabic words.
It is designed by Rukayah AlHedayani, a PhD student at the University of Sussex in the
United Kingdom. This research will enhance our knowledge about Arabic antonymy.
Please be assured that the questionnaires will be handled by the researcher alone;
and that all participants will remain anonymous. Thank you for the time you spend
responding to this questionnaire. Your participation is greatly appreciated.
Nationality: ..................... Age: ()less than 20 ()20-30 ()30-40 ()above 40
Education: ()below college level ()Bachelor's ()graduate
major at college: ....................................
language of education:
()Arabic ()a language other than Arabic ()a mix of Arabic and another language
Please provide the opposite for each of the following words in MSA; please
spend as little time as possible:
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active .................... agree ......................
attack .................... badly ......................
boom .................... conrm ......................
dicult ..................... encourage .....................
disprove .................... dry .......................
fact .................... failure ......................
fast ...................... feminine ......................
guilt ..................... hard .......................
heavy ..................... legal .......................
long ..................... major .......................
new ..................... optimistic .........................
permanent ......................... private ........................
punishment ......................... right .......................
rural .......................... disadvantage ........................
alive .......................... bad ........................
begin ........................... cold ........................
incorrect ........................ directly .........................
honest ........................ explicitly .........................
fail ......................... false ...........................
female .......................... happy ...........................
hate ........................ high ..........................
large ....................... lose ..........................
married ........................ ocially ...........................
optimism ........................ peace ...........................
poor .......................... privately ............................
quickly ......................... strength ..............................
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Thank you for you participation. If you need any information about the research
please do not hesitate to contact the researcher.
Rukayah AlHedayani
R.Alhedayani@sussex.ac.uk
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Appendix C
Dierent forms of antonymous roots
and the number of seed strings used
for each
perfective imperfective noun adjective adverb strings
attack Ñk. Aë Ñk. AîE
 Ðñj. ë ú
×ñj. ë

AÓñj. ë 3
Ñj. ë Ñj. îE
 éÒj. ë
defend © 	¯ @X © 	¯ @YK
 ¨A 	¯ X ú
«A
	¯ X

A«A 	¯ X 2
bad ZA Zú
æ

éJ
 Zú
æ 3øðAÓ
good XAg.

@ YJ
m.'
 èXñk. YJ
k. 3
good 	ák

@ 	ám'
 é 	Jk 	ák 2
	áAm×
conrm Y»

@ Y»ñK
 YJ
»

AK Y»ñÓ YJ
»

@ 3
deny ù 	® 	K ù

	® 	JK
 ù

	® 	K ù

	® 	JÓ

AJ
 	® 	K 2
dicult I. ª I. ª

éK. ñª I. ª 3
easy ÉîD ÉîD
 éËñîD ÉîD 2
right
k

@ m'

k k

A®k 1
wrong É¢. É¢J. K
 	àC¢. É£AK. 2
É£AK.
new XYg. XYm.'
 YK
Ym.
' YK
Yg. 2
old ÐY¯ ÐY®K
 ÐY¯ Õç'
Y
¯
2
large/old Q.» Q.ºK
 Q.» Q
J.» 3
small/young Q 	ª Q 	ª
 Q 	ª Q
 	ª 3
punishment I.
¯ A« I.
¯ AªK
 éK. ñ®« 3
reward H. AK

@ I. J

K
 éK. ñJÓ 4
H. @ñK
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perfective imperfective noun adjective adverb strings
alive AJ
k ú
æ
m
'
 èAJ
k ú
k 1
dead HAÓ

@ IJ
Öß
 HñÓ IJ
Ó 3
fast ¨Qå

@ ¨Qå
 é«Qå ©K
Qå é«Qå. 2
slow

A¢.

@ ù¢J. K
 Z¡. Zù
 ¢. Z¡J. K. 3
feminine I	K

@ I	K ñK
 ú æ 	K

@ I	K ñÓ 2
masculine Q» 	X Q» 	YK
 Q» 	X ø
 Pñ»
	X 2
fail É  	¯ É  	®K
 É  	¯ É A 	¯ 2
succeed im.
	' ij. 	JK
 hAm.
	' lk. A 	K 3
happy Yª

@ Yª
 èXAª YJ
ª èXAª. 3
sad 	à 	Qk

@ 	à 	Qm'
 	à 	Qk 	áK
 	Qk 	à 	Qm'. 2
optimism ÉKA 	®K ÉKA 	®JK
 È ðA 	®K ÈZA 	®JÓ È ðA 	®JK. 3
pessimism ÐZA  ÐZA K
 Ð ðA  ÐZA Ó Ð ðA K. 2
peace ÕËA ÕËA
 ÐC ÕËAÓ ÐC. 3
ÕÎ ù
 ÒÊ

AJ
ÒÊ
war H. PAg H. PAm'
 H. Qk ú
G. Qk

AJ
K. Qk 2
poor Q® 	¯

@ Q® 	®K
 Q® 	¯ Q
® 	¯ 2
rich ú 	æ 	«

@ ú

	æ 	ªK
 ú 	æ 	« ú

	æ 	« 2
strength øñ¯ ø
 ñ
®K
 èñ¯ ø
 ñ
¯ èñ®K. 3
weakness
	­ª 	

@ 	­ª 	
 	­ª 	 	­J
ª 	 	­ª 	. 2
hate èQ» èQºK
 èQ» éJ
ë@Q» éK
Q» 3
love I. k

@ I. m'
 I. k
éJ. m× I. 
J.k 1
high úÎ« ñÊªK
 ñÊ« ú
ÍA« 3
low 	 	®	m 	' @ 	 	® 	j	JK
 	A 	®	m
	' @ 	 	® 	j	JÓ 2
long ÈA£ Èñ¢
 Èñ£ ÉK
ñ£ 3
short Qå¯ Qå®K
 Qå¯ Q
¯ 2
dry
	­k. 	­m.'

	¬A 	®k.
	¬Ag. 3
wet I. £P I. £QK

éK. ñ£P I. £P 2
married h. ð 	QK h. ð 	Q
K
 h. @ð 	P h. ð 	Q
Ó 2
unmarried
éJ
K. ð 	Q« H. 	Q«

@ 2
dishonest 	àA 	g 	àñ	m'
 é 	KAJ
 	k 	áKA 	g 4
honest 	áÓ

@ 	áÓ ñK
 é 	K AÓ

@ 	á
Ó

@ 4
lose Qå 	k Qå	m'
 èPA 	k QåA 	g 3
win 	PA 	¯ 	Pñ 	®K
 	Pñ 	¯ 	QKA 	¯ 3
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perfective imperfective noun adjective adverb strings
heavy É®K É®JK
 É®K ÉJ
®K 2
light
	­ 	k 	­	m'
 é 	® 	k 	­J
 	® 	k é 	®	m'. 2
hard úæ¯ ñ®K
 èñ¯ ú
æA
¯ èñ®K. 4
soft 	àB 	á
ÊK
 é 	KñJ
Ë 	á
Ë 4
begin

@YK.

@YJ. K
 éK
 @YK. 2
end úæî D 	K @ ú
æî
D 	JK
 éK
Aî 	E 3
private  	k 	m'
 éJ
ñ 	k A 	g 3
ú
æñ
	k
public
Ñ« ÑªK
 éJ
ÓñÔ« ÐA« 3
ú
×ñÔ
«
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Appendix D
Word class distribution in both
corpora
Antonymous pairs in the following two tables are indicated by translations to English for
easy reference. The rst column shows the correspondent pair in Jones's list. Column
two shows the number of noun/noun co-occurrences of each root. Column three shows
the percentages of these co-occurrences in the corpus. Column four shows the number
of co-occurring nouns the dataset should contain. Columns ve to seven record the
same information for verbs, columns 8 - 10 for adverbs, columns 11-13 for adjectives
and columns 14-16 for sentences with co-occurrence of antonyms from dierent parts of
speech.
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Appendix E
Jones's ancillary sentences
reclassied
5a I love to cook but I hate doing the dishes - so I'd have a dishwasher
or a family of gypsies to do the washing up.
concession
5b Robin Cook, Labour's health spokesman, demanded: `How can it be
right to limit the hours worked by lorry drivers and airline pilots, but
wrong to limit the hours of junior hospital doctors undertaking complex
medical treatment?'
concession
5c Since then, of course, they've all had knighthoods, usually when
they're too old to play Hamlet but too young to play butlers in Holly-
wood movies.
concession
5d Eighty-ve per cent of `rm Tories' agree that `a Labour government
would wreck the economy'; only six per cent disagree.
antithesis
5e At Worcester on Wednesday, Botham-apart from bowling well-was
wandering around in a T-shirt with the message: `Form is temporary,
class is permanent'.
antithesis
5f As the Governor of Kumomoto province told me, `This is a rich coun-
try, with poor people'.
overlapping
5g It is meeting public need, not private greed. negation
5h If so, unemployment may rise more quickly now, but more slowly
later.
concession
5i He also suggests discipline should be tailored dierently, saying ex-
troverts are most motivated by reward while introverts respond more
to punishment.
comparison
6a `The issue at the next election will be between fair taxation under
Labour and unfair taxation under the Conservatives', he said.
conict
6b Broadly speaking, the community charge was popular with Conser-
vative voters and unpopular with Labour voters.
antithesis
6c Communism may be dead, but fascism is most assuredly alive. concession
7a Mrs Thatcher has been a lucky prime minister, Mr Heath was an
unlucky one.
antithesis
7b Charles, unskilfully, is playing for the popular vote; Diana, very
skilfully, is doing the same.
antithesis
7c Kennedy dead is more interesting than Clinton alive. comparison
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8a Munich was widely hailed as a success, Reykjavik a failure. antithesis
8b A separate poll of consumers in the US and Japan showed growing
optimism among Americans in contrast to deepening pessimism in the
Japanese population.
comparison
8c Historians have largely only diered on whether they saw the German
`takeover' of the empire as a good thing (if they were German historians)
or a bad thing (if they were French or Italian).
option
9a The bad news is now largely behind, the good news is to come. antithesis
9b The most interesting is that countries which have, in the Eighties,
done rather badly will, in the Nineties, do rather well.
antithesis
9c What was immoral and unnecessary six months ago cannot be
moral and necessary today.
negation
10a The other aspect of his plan is that his bill would end the two-year
wait for uncontested divorces and ve years for contested ones.
specication
10b On the question of extending the embargo to cover food and medical
supplies, 40 per cent agree but 45 per cent disagree.
concession
10c It was the old story: success has many fathers, failure has none. antithesis
11a Then, and now, the Royal Festival Hall is a cool, rather clinical
building that it is easy to respect and dicult to love.
antithesis
11b Archer was a formal, eccentric man, long on acquaintances and
short on friends.
antithesis
11c The West German authorities demurred: under West German law
creme de cassis had too low an alcohol content to be classed as a liqueur
but too high an alcohol content to be considered a wine.
concession
12a The day's business opened with other foreign matters, Foreign Oce
questions, during which Secretary of State Douglas Hurd said Britain
would welcome a return by South Africa to the Commonwealth as `a
happy end to a sad chapter'.
overlapping
12b But a couple of Libyans are only likely to be small minnows in a
very large pond.
overlapping
12c But a Romanian dissident recently dismissed the new regime as `the
same old brothel with new whores'.
overlapping
13a In this account, the rich get to choose, and the poor get the queues. antithesis
13b For at least one viewer, who had regarded male wrestlers as morons
and female wrestlers as oxymorons, it was an enlightening experience.
comparison
13c Baxter's active can-do has been overtaken by the passive why-
bother.
transitive
14a It's certainly rare to hear anyone speaking about the future of British
production in terms of its boundless potential; one can only hope that the
next few years prove Puttnam's optimism justied and his pessimism
groundless.
antithesis
14b As the old adage put it, oppositions do not win elections; govern-
ments lose them.
antithesis
14c Now these orders of time have been reversed: the rich rise at dawn;
the poor sleep late.
antithesis
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15a It is at the moment illegal to buy a bible on Sunday, even from a
cathedral shop, but perfectly legal to buy pornographic magazines.
concession
15b I bicycled to work, as it was the fastest way of getting there, and as
a result I was constantly in danger of death by car, either slowly from
asphyxiation or quickly from being run over.
option
15c During the Eighties it was easy to obtain consent to build Canary
Wharf and dicult to obtain consent to build an ex-urban house in
Wiltshire or Suolk.
antithesis
16a The new edition appeared in the United States about two weeks ago;
when I heard the news of the coup it seemed bad news for democracy,
but very good news for the book.
concession
16b Now it denotes high butter mountains and a low boredom threshold. antithesis
16c Heathcote Williams' Whale Nation (Cape) backed all the right ani-
mal causes but all the wrong poetic ones.
concession
17a There is praise for success, condemnation for failure. antithesis
17b The peace is usually male, the disturbance female, though in two
stories the positions are reversed, and one story, The Image Trade, dis-
penses altogether with the tension of gender.
antithesis
17c He leans forward and quotes from a piece of writing in French by
Samuel Ullman, which roughly translates as:`You are as young as your
faith, as old as your doubts.'
antithesis
18a Bofors might indicate failure, but Venus and Saturn spell success. concession
18b The First Division of the Endsleigh League is like a well-easy to fall
into but dicult to get out of.
concession
18c He was perceived as being able to manoeuvre in a Cold War forum,
but unable to adapt to new realities.
concession
19a International support is long on words and short on deeds. antithesis
19b You want your friends to hate the sin and love the sinner. antithesis
19c On Saturday night, as news of Claudio's death spread, the police
presence in Vaulx was heavy, and the violence relatively light.
antithesis
20a While success is sexy; failure is on a par with cheesy feet. comparison
20b While many succeed, however, a signicant number fail. comparison
20c Not only did the IMF implicitly reject US calls for measures to
strengthen growth in the industrial world, it explicitly dismissed de-
mands for a more expansionary Japanese scal policy.
inclusion
by nega-
tion
21a As does the absence of easily identiable heroes and villains, charac-
ters to love and characters to hate.
inclusiveness
21b Around the cornices of Greek temples (as of teh Royal Opera House
or of Buckingham palace) there runs the egg and dart carving which
symbolises the feminine and the masculine principle.
inclusiveness
21c Such divorceless marriages and intractable moral issues are the stu
of Keepers of the Flame, which makes an understandably disenchanted
survey of what Henry James brilliantly calls `the quarrel beside which all
others are mild and arrangeable, the eternal dispute between the public
and the private, between curiosity and delicacy'.
conict
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Appendix F
Root frequencies in the arabiCorpus
Table F.1: Frequency counts for each root of the antonym pair in arabiCorpus.
R1 frequency R2 frequency
alive 168,032 dead 491,568
attack 69,256 defend 75,701
bad 4,173 good 154,380
begin 226,720 end 215,286
conrm 269,826 deny 140,634
dicult 62,432 easy 36,119
dishonest 13,866 honest 81,455
dry 2,743 wet 1,846
fail 37,460 succeed 89,516
fast 67,176 slow 12,578
feminine 7,829 masculine 169,212
happy 70,696 sad 14,806
hard 41,117 soft 67,762
hate 26,413 love 66,692
heavy 16,404 light 116,775
high 861,034 low 32,218
large 296,901 small 56,906
long 169,257 short 42,575
lose 40,549 win 90,379
married 67,452 unmarried 378
new 519,176 old 154,497
optimism 10,967 pessimism 2,106
peace 149,209 war 142,839
poor 49,096 rich 17,968
private 255,892 public 595,370
punishment 18,170 reward 5,228
right 629,186 wrong 35,561
strength 172,618 weakness 61,972
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Appendix G
Antonym sequence statistics
Table G.1: Antonym sequence statistics in arTenTen12.
percent W1-W2 W1-W2 W2-W1 Total Percent p
100.00% 4 married/unmarried 0 4 0.00% 0.062
100.00% 5 optimism/pessimism 0 5 0.00% 0.031
76.90% 10 dishonest/honest 3 13 23.10% 0.046
76.50% 75 right/wrong 23 98 23.50% <0.001
73.40% 113 begin/end 41 154 26.60% <0.001
70.00% 28 long/short 12 40 30.00% 0.008
60.90% 14 dicult/easy 9 23 39.10% 0.202
60.90% 70 strength/weakness 45 115 39.10% 0.0123
58.30% 7 high/low 5 12 41.70% 0.387
57.10% 28 peace/war 21 49 42.90% 0.195
50.90% 58 alive/dead 56 114 49.10% 0.462
50.00% 4 fast/slow 4 8 50.00% 0.636
44.00% 22 attack/defend 28 50 56.00% 0.838
43.90% 36 poor/rich 46 82 56.10% 0.161
42.90% 3 happy/sad 4 7 57.10% 0.773
41.40% 99 large/small 140 239 58.60% 0.004
38.00% 38 new/old 62 100 62.00% 0.01
37.50% 3 conrm/deny 5 8 62.50% 0.363
33.30% 2 dry/wet 4 6 66.70% 0.343
33.30% 1 hard/soft 2 3 66.70% 0.5
31.30% 5 heavy/light 11 16 68.80% 0.105
28.00% 7 lose/win 18 25 72.00% 0.022
27.60% 8 bad/good 21 29 72.40% 0.012
23.70% 23 private/public 74 97 76.30% <0.001
22.20% 8 hate/love 28 36 77.80% <0.001
19.80% 22 feminine/masculine 89 111 80.20% <0.001
18.80% 6 fail/succeed 26 32 81.30% <0.001
8.70% 2 punishment/reward 21 23 91.30% <0.001
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Table G.2: Antonym sequence statistics in arabiCorpus All Newspapers.
percent W1-W2 W1-W2 W2-W1 Total Percent p
100.00% 2 hard/soft 0 2 0.00% 0.25
90.00% 9 high/low 1 10 10.00% 0.013
72.00% 18 right/wrong 7 25 28.00% 0.002
66.70% 2 dry/wet 1 3 33.30% 0.5
65.70% 46 alive/dead 24 70 34.30% 0.005
65.00% 26 long/short 14 40 35.00% 0.04
62.30% 76 begin/end 46 122 37.70% 0.004
61.70% 66 strength/weakness 41 107 38.30% 0.009
55.60% 5 optimism/pessimism 4 9 44.40% 0.5
51.70% 61 new/old 57 118 48.30% 0.391
50.00% 2 happy/sad 2 4 50.00% 0.687
47.60% 30 poor/rich 33 63 52.40% 0.401
47.20% 59 peace/war 66 125 52.80% 0.295
45.60% 78 large/small 93 171 54.40% 0.142
44.40% 12 dicult/easy 15 27 55.60% 0.35
44.40% 4 fast/slow 5 9 55.60% 0.5
40.00% 2 dishonest/honest 3 5 60.00% 0.5
39.40% 41 attack/defend 63 104 60.60% 0.019
32.40% 11 conrm/deny 23 34 67.60% 0.028
30.80% 4 heavy/light 9 13 69.20% 0.133
29.10% 60 private/public 146 206 70.90% <0.001
29.10% 25 lose/win 61 86 70.90% <0.001
28.80% 15 fail/succeed 37 52 71.20% <0.001
25.00% 1 married/unmarried 3 4 75.00% 0.312
21.70% 5 hate/love 18 23 78.30% 0.005
20.40% 11 feminine/masculine 43 54 79.60% <0.001
10.00% 1 punishment/reward 9 10 90.00% 0.01
0.00% 0 bad/good 4 4 100.00% 0.062
